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INTRODUCTION

IrrE ECoNoMIc AND 
i?llfilffi 

pRECoNDrrroNS

Social ownership of the means of production, necessitated
by the social character of the production process, forms the
economic basis for national economic planning.

Capitalist socialisation at the stage of machine industry
stimulated a rapid advance in the social division of labour,
which led to the emergence of large-scale, interdependent,
specialised industries instead of independent and loosely
linked branches of industry. As Lenin said, many disparate
production processes had merged into a single social pro-
duction process.l

The really social character of the production process,
requiring planned management by society and the ensuring
of proportionality and coordination between the varioui
elements and stages in that process, had emerged. But pri-
vate ownership of the means of production contradicts in
principle the social character of production and prevents
society from managing the economy in accordance with a
general plan. "The colossal productive forces," Engels
wrote, "are only waiting to be taken possession of by a socie-
ty organised for cooperative work on a planned basis...."2

In order to create the right conditions for making the
transition to planned organisation of the economy, a revo-
lutionary change is needed in the mode of produition, and
private ownership of the means of production must be
replaced by social ownership (the economic precondition

1 Qee _V. I-. Lenin, Collected lllorlcs, Moscow, Vol. 1; pp. L75-76-
2 Fredorick Engels, 4.nti-Dtihring, Moscol, {96p, p. -18{" 
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l0 TNTRODUCTTON

for planning), while the capitalist state must be replaced
by a state of the working people headetl by the working
class and its political party (the political precondition for
planning).- 

These conditions were established in Russia, for the
first time in history, as a result of the Great October Social-
ist Revolution. Having overthrown the power of the landown-
ers and capitalists, the proletariat set up a new' socialist
type of state, and affirmed a new, higher form of democracy-
democracy for the working people. The basic means of pro-
duction, the large factories and mills, railways, land, and
banks were transferred to national ownership and became
social property. A socialist economic structure was estab'
lished.

On the basis of social ownership of the means of produc-
tion and a socialist economic structure, the Soviet state set
itself the task of unifying the country's economic affairs on
the basis of a single plan and made a start at planning the
economy.

Economic planning began at a time when different forms
of ownership and associated elements of five socio-economic
systems existed and coexisted in the country: (1) the pat-
riarchal system; (2) small-scale commodity production; (3)
private capitalism; (4) state capitalism; and (5) socialism.
The small-scale commodity peasant economy was the pre-
dominant form. The Soviet state had to confront the task
of overcoming petty bourgeois spontaneity, setting the
peasants on the road to socialist cooperation, strengthening
the socialist structure of the economy, and then making
it the only and universal one, thus ensuring the establish-
ment of a communist society.

The process of establishing and developing planned or-
ganisation of the Soviet economy was based on the plan
for building socialism, drawn up by the Communist Party
under Lenin's leadership; its main points were industriali-
sation, peasant cooperation, and a cultural revolution.
Through-the implementation of the prewar plans, socialist
won in the USSR and a powerful economy was established
that ensured the country's defence capacity and military
defeat of the fascist aggressors. As a result of thc carrying
out of the postwar plans, a d.eveloped socialist spciety hqrs

rNrRoDUCTroN 'l,t

been built in the Soviet Union, which means that a complex
solution can now be sought for a wide range of social, eco-
nomic, scientific, and technical tasks, and successful work
done on laying the material and technical basis of com-
munism.

With the formation of the community of socialist coun-
tries after the Second World 'War, the conditions were
created for the development of planning in these ccuntries
and over the last three decades they have accumulated a

vast amount of rich experience in this field. This experience
is based on L,enin's pioneering ideas in the field of planning
and reflects the particular features of development in each
socialist country.

SOCIALISM'S BUILT.IN ADVANTAGE-PLA.NNED
MANAGDMENT OF THE ECONOMY

Planned management of the economy ensures its smooth,
crisis-free development at high, stable growth rates, with
full employment and increasingly efficient use of resources.
The succeslful performance of a socialist economy is in-
separably linked with planned management.

The USSR has made a gigantic leap forward from the age-

old backwardness to the very heights of economic, social,
and technological progress; it now holds first place in the
world in the output of many key industrial products and
is unequalled for its volume of capital construction, while
the scale of farm and consumer production is immense. The
countrv's national wealth at the beginning of 1976 was
1,900,000 million roubles. The number of workers, collective
farmers, and employees working in the economy was 118 mil-
lion, of whom three quarters had higher or secondary educa-
tion.

As a result of completing nine Soviet five-year plans vast
quantitative and qualitative changes were brought ahout in
the conditions, living standards, and way of life of the
people. In fact, the planned economy has pro-vided unpre-
cedented growth of the material prosperity, education, and
culture of all strata of the population in the lifetime of one
generation. For objective historical reasols-it was nqt easy
for the first socialist state in the world fully to realise tho
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opportunities for improving the people's life inherent
in it.
_ Gr-adually, however, as socialism was established, consoli-
dated, and develo-ped, the advantages of the new society
and of the planned economy disclosed themselves more and
more. This link between accelerated development of social
production and steady rise in the people's well-being became
particularly clear and indisputable in the stage of developed
socialism.

In the past ten years alone, as a result of the implement-
ing of a bro_ad soclal programme to raise rrages, lmprove
pensions- and social insurance, increase scholarships and
grants, lower taxes, and other measures, carried but in
conditions of general stability of state retail prices and
c_harges_ for services, per capita money incomes were nearly
doubled.

In order to obtain a fuller appreciation of how success-
fully the Soviet planned economyhas developed, it is neces-
sary to look back and see what kind of a place pre-revo-
lutionary Russia was. It was an agrarian country in which
foreign capital held positions of strength. Russia came
bottom of the list of major capitalist countries for per capita
output. Savage capitalist and feudal exploitation, poverty,
unemployment, illiteracy, technological backwardness-
this is a far from complete description of the state of the
Bussian economy before the First World War.

The situation was considerably worsened by the destruc-
tion caused by the imperialist war, foreign intervention,
and the Civil War. The economic position of the young
Soviet state was described by the 6th Party Congress, held
in 7977 , as one of complete exhaustion of productive labour
and disorganisation of production, total disnrption and
disintegration of the transport network, near bankmptcy
of the state finances and, as a consequence of all this, a food
crisis of famine proportions, an absolute shortage of fuel
and means of production in general, rising unemployment,
and enormous impoverishment of the mass of the
people.

In 1920 the volume of industrial output had fallen by
75 to 80 per cent compared with 1913, the output of iron
by 97 per cent, of steel by nearly 95 per centn of coal by
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70 per cent, and of oil by around 58 per cent. Farm produc-
tion was half that during the war.

In 1975 production of pig iron was 103 million tons or
24.5 times as much as in 1913, and of steel 741 million
tons, or 32.8 times as much; 701 million tons of coal were
mined, or 24 times as much as in 1913, and 491 million
tons of oil extracted,, or 47.7 times more than in 1913.

The growth of national income, which reflects the devel-
opment of all branches of material production-industry,
agriculture, construction, and trade-provides ciear evidence
q! thr rapid growth of the Soviet economy. Over the period
1901-13, the average annual rate of increase of the national
income was 2.6 per cent, in 1929-40 it reached 13.4 per cent
or five times the prewar rate. The average annual growth
rate of industrial output in the same periods more than
quadrupled, from 3.8 per cent in 1901-13 to {5.8 per cent
in l92g-40.

Despite the very heavy losses suffered in the war with
Hitler Germany (1941-45), the Soviet economy continued

Table 1
Main Intlices of the Development

of the USSR
Economy (1965-74)

(1950: r00)

National income
Gross industrial output
Gross farm product
Capital investment
Freight traffic of all forms

of transport
Fixed protluction assets
Productivity of labour:

in industry
in agriculture
in building

666

916

244
830

693

839

437

375
428

364
457
,1.82

447

388
406

294
239
257
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to grow at an extremely rapid pace in the postwar period,
as can be seen from the main indicators of economic devel-
opment in the period '1.950-72.

At present some 40 per cent of the total volume of world
industrial output falls to the share of the socialist countries,
around 7 per cent to the developing countries, and about
53 per cent to the developed capitalist countries. The social-
ist countries' volume of industrial production has reached
about 75 per cent of that of the economically developed
capitalist countries. Their mean annual rate of industrial
growth between {950 and 1975 was 9.6 per cent, while that
of the developed capitalist countries was 4.6 per cent, or
less than half as fast. The share of the socialist countries
in world national income-and that is the main indicator
of economic growth-is now one-third, and that of CMEA
countries one-quarter.

In L. I. Brezhnev's Report to the 25th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union it was noted that
"...an economic crisis erupted in the capitalist world, the
intensity and scope of which even bourgeois politicians
admit to be comparable only with the crisis of the early
thirties. It spread simultaneously to all the main centres of
the capitalist world economy''.r While the economy of the
socialist community is growing year by year at high tempos,
not only was there no economic growth in the capitalist
countries in 1975, but there was a tleep crisis fall in industri-
aI production, further growth of unemployment, and a de-
cline in the living standards of the worlters. The fall in the
gross national product of the major capitalist countries from
the highest pre-crisis level was around 85,000 million dol-
lars (in 1970 prices).

From 1949 to 1973, the member-countries of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance increased their volume
of industrial output more than 12 times, compared with
a four-fold increase onlyin the advanced capitalist countries.
The share of CMEA member-countries in world national
income-which is the chief indicator of economic potential-.
was a quarter of the total in 1972.

'L I. Brezhnev, Report ol the CPSU Central Committee and the
Imneiliate Taslts ol the Party in Home and Foreign Policy, XXVth
Congress ol the CPSU, Moscow, 1976, p. 33.

INTRODUCTION /],5

There is a striking upward trend in the growth of the
overall volume of national income of CN{EA member-coun-
tries. It increased nearly 5.7 times between 1950 and 1973, or
nearly double the rate for the advanced capitalist countries.

The historical experience of economic development in
socialist countries shows that a socialist economic system
which has planning as its main feature is able to achieve
a steady extension of production and secure full emplov
ment, the most eflicient use of material resources and natural
wealth, and a constant improvement in the working people's
Iiving standards.

While building up its own economic potential, the USSR
economy is helping developing countries to establish and
consolidate their independence. In Africa, for example, more
than twenty engineering and metal-working plants built
with Soviet technical aid are already operating. They in-
clude works producing forgings, welding electrodes, machine
tools, aluminium cable, radio sets, and television sets, and
are in fact the first enterprises of this kind on the continent.
On the basis of agreements concluded up to I January 1975,
the economic potential of African countries wiII be raised
as follows by Soviet econornic and technical assistance:
pig iron 3,000,000 tonsl steel 3,200,000 tons; coke 1,000,000
tons; oil-refining capacity 2,650,000 tons; electricity gene-
rating capacitv 2,800 megawatts.

The socialist countries provide developing countries
assistance in planning their economies. Although planning
is not yet all-embracing in most of them, it is broadening
in scope from year to year. Expansion of the area of plan-
ning is a complex and lengthy process. Proof of this can be
found in the history of Soviet planning which became fully
comprehensive only after it had gradually brought different
aspects of social and economic life into its orbit.

FROM THE HTSTORY OF SOVIET PLANNING

The process of setting up the world's first planned economy
in the Soviet Union was both complex and difficult. It was
a matter of seeking out new ways. Theoretical and metho-
rlological principles, organisational forms, and planning
rnothocls had all to be worked out for the very first time.
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The system of planned management of the economy was
principally set up in the first ten year,s of Soviet government.
Graauatty, starting with operational and then lo-nger term
plans foi particulir sectois of the economy, the Soviet
Union progiessed towards a single, complex, macro-econom-
ic plan.

tn ttre conditions of civil war, intervention, and the
worst imaginable devastation, planning and economicmanage-
ment-were strictly administrative in character. The peas-

ants had to hand- over all surplus produce to the state in
the form of food requisitions. Private trade was forbidden.
Literally every hunhred weight of raw materials and fuel,
every single metre of cloth, every pound of bread, sugarr
etc., was rationed by the central 

-organs. Rationing-and
compulsory labour seivice were introduced for the pub-lic'

UfitU ttr6 change-over to peace-time socialist construction,
the country followed a new economic pollgY (NE!). "The
essence of Ihis policy," Lenin said at the Ninth AII-Russia
Congress of Soviets,-'iis the alliance of the^proletariat and
the leasantry, the union of the vanguard of the proletariat
with- the broad mass of the peasants."l

The state now iook from fhe peasants in the form of a

food tax not the whole of their lurplus produce but olly
a part; the rest they could sell freely on the market' This
freedom of private tiade meant a ceriain revival of capital-
ism and the starting up of small private enterprise but the
commanding heighti were still in the hands of the- prole-
tarian state] NEF was designed to ensure victory for the
socialist elements, to abotish the exploiting classes,

and to build socialism.
Private small-scale industry, which was now able to

sell its output at high prices in conditions of acute shortage
of goods giew very-quickly. Nevertheless, the state sector
gaiied th"e advan[ag" i, ihe economic co.Trpetition with
[he private sector. iraile turnover increased more rapidly
in the socialist sector; and, moreover' once the egods market
had reached saturation point and prices had fallen, growth
and expansion of private trading enterpris-es came to, an

abrupt ialt, which led to a faII in the share of private indus-

1 V. I. Lerrir-, Collecteil llorlts, Vol. 33, p. 77!'.
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try and an increase in the share of state industry, and
Iinally to the complete exclusion of private industry and
trade. Soviet experience proves that development of the
state socialist sector is the basis for fast growth and con-
solidation of the planned national economy and provides
the economic basis for real macro-planning.

At the first stage of organising planning, when the part
played by spontaneous market forces was still great, it
was not possible to cover all aspects of the state's economic
affairs in the plan, nor to construct a coordinated plan for
ali sections and elements of social production. Right up to
1925, planning covered only individual branches of indus-
try. Special attention was paid to such branches as fuel,
metallurgy, chemicals and light industry. These industry
plans were not sufficiently linked together and were both
aggregative and approximate.

The first ever unified plan for economic development on
a national scale drawn up for a period of ten to fifteen years
was the plan for the electrification of Russia (known as
GOELRO) drawn up under Lenin's direct guidance by a
special GOELRO Commission, from which the State Plann-
ing Comnrittee (Gosplan) was later formed. The history of
Soviet perspective plans begins with GOELRO. Since
1928, economic affairs in the Soviet Union have been
conducted in accordance with flve-year plans drawn up
by the State Planning Committee on the basis of direc-
tives issued by the Communist Party and Soviet Govern-
ment.

The GOELRO plan envisaged the creation of major
power capacities and the development of all sectors of the
economy on the basis of electrification. It was the first
perspective plan for the complex development of the econ-
omy, a programmatic document of the Communist Party
that fixed the substance of economic policy for many years
ahead. The GOELRO plan, which v/as a grandiose one for
t,hose times, was completed ahead of time: 40 regional power
stations were built instead of the 30 originally envisaged;
within a short time, the economy, shattered during the
I,'irst World War and the ensuing intervention, was restored.
lly 1928 production of key industrial output exceeded the
1913 Ievel.
:.|-- () 14 5 3
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Successful completion of the First Five-Year PIan
(1928129-1932133), at a time when an extremely destructive
world economic crisis was hitting the capitalist countries
hard, greatly increased the international authority of social-
ist planning. As a result of successfully completing the
three prew-ar flve-year plans, tasks that were gigantio in
scale,were successfully tackled: industrialisation, streng-
thening of the Soviet state's defence capacity, and the social-
ist reorganisation.of .agriculture on the basis of collectivi-
sation.l. The exploiting classes and the grounds for man's
exploitation of man were eliminated, as also was unem-
ployment, that real scourge of the working people. New
socialist relations of production, opening up the way to
a rapid development of the productive forces, became dom-
inant.

During the war (1941-45) the Soviet system of planned
managem€nt of the economy was put to a severe test and
passed it brilliantly: AII-industry was restructured within
a short time to correspond to the country's defence needs.
Speoial war-economy plans for developing industry in
areas far from the front were drawn up. In a very short time
productive capacities and manpower were evacuated to the
east of. the country-an economic manoeuvre previously
unknown, in ri'orld experience. A war economy capable of
providing the front with advanced military equipment, uni-
forms, and"provisions was created on the basis of carefully
considered plans. This was an irnportant factor in the Soviet
Uniorr's victory over Hitler Germany. In 1946 a five-year
pltrn for reconstruction and development of the Soviet
econqpy for 1946-50 was drawn up and conflrmed. It was
considerably overfulflIled: the prewar level of industrial
output was reached as early as 1948.

FrrlfiImsnt of the postwar plans brought the econonty of
the USSR to new levels of development. Whereas its nation-
aI in'come was 31 per,cent'of that of the United States in
1950,, in, 7974 it was'around 66 per cent; correspondingly
the vcilume'of industrial production for those years rose
frour 30 per cent of that of the United States to 80 per cent.

1 The Third Five.Year Plan was interrupted in {941
Germany's attack on the Soviet Union,

INTRODUCTION t9

The Ninth Five-Year PIan_(1971-7b)_occupies a special place
in the history of Soviet planning. Its significanie was'em-
p-hasised by the 25th Congressj of the CpSU: *The results of
the five-year plan are especiaily impressive if we evaluate
thenr from the point of view of how the country,s economic
might has grown in these years and what the 

-absolute 
in-

crements are.

__-"In this respect-bhe Ninth FiveYear plan has no equal.
We have achieved a higher growth of industrial output,
capital investments and state appropriations for oe* 

^^r".-ures to raise the people's liorlg st_andards than in any other
preceding five-year period. The list of major products of
which the Soviet Union is now the world,s biggest producer
has become even more- impressive. In recent fe-ars Jteel, pe-
troleum and mineral fertilisers.have been added to ths list
which includes coal, iron ore, cdment and some other items.,,l
Today the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries
face a task of historic importance, namely, to integrate the
achievements of the scientiflc and technological rivolution
with the advan-tages.offered by a socialist economio system,
to dev.elop still further its own socialistio ways of combinl
ing science with produqtion, to surpass the miin capitalist
countries in the scientiflc and technical fleld and on this
basis secure the highest living standards in the world.

TrrE TENTH FrVE-YEAR PLAN (1976-80)-
PLAN OF EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY

The Ninth and Tenth Five-Year plans are a single wholein their main tasks and main lines of developm'ent. il;
economic- strategy of growth and development in these
years _and in the ensuing perspective is clearly oriented to
glowth of the people's material and cultural living stanaaras.
'Ihe means and the roads leading to that are dv"nami". ,ro-
portional developm-errt of social production, ,iising bt'ii,
efficiency-and ,of the productivity of labour, ,r..i.""tio"
of scientific and technological advahce, improvement oi ttre

. . !, I.9rezhnev, _Report ol the CpSU Central Contm,ittee and the
lmmedtate 

-Tasks -of the part! in Eorne anil Foreign n;ii;y: X"Xn;i()ongress ol the CPSU, p. 33.
by Nazi

2*
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quality of work in all levels and branches of the economy'

The-Soviet economy has reached such a level of develop-

*."t- and acquired slch a scale of production that satis-

ir"ilt" ,t the growing end needs of society for products of

high quality, and use of the lalest machinery. and t::-hi:Ir-
on"" i" the 

-process of production' are becoming more.-and

;"&. 
-;i;;l 'conditions of further planned advance' That

;;"*hy ine fentir Five-Year PIan is called the plan' ol elfi''

ciency and, qualitY.
iirl, iStn Lorgriss laid down the general lines for raising

tf,r-.Inri"""y oi industry and the-qu-ality. of. work at aII

Ievels of the-economy. It set the task of achieving lar-reacfr-

i"n- oronr..s in the "sl,ructure and technical level of the

.r8"5*i. 
-fire-problem 

of improving quality js understood

in its broad seise as simultaneous saving of- Iabour and or

-ri".irf and financial resources, increase of export^ possi-

lifitl.., u"a i" last analysis as better, fuller satisfaction
of society's needs."- 

Sp'..iri attention is being paid to speeding up growth of

trld"r productivity, which iq^t-o^ t':t by 27 per cent over

in, *noi, of the economy in 1g76-g0. That is equivalent to

economising on the labour of 26 million average m-a[-y^e^ars'

ii-it otu""-.d to raise productivity in industry by 30 to

5a ;r';;;i,- and to obtain 90 per cbnt of the total inctease

of industrial producLion in this way'--- t" uaaition the task has been posed of raising-the return

""-;;;;;;nsiderably. 
In 1971-75 it Lad no-t vet been stabi-

Iisetl in all indus[ries. In the Tenth l'ive-Year Plan perloo

il;;; ln industrial capacity will come about primarily
;h;;;tti the reconstruction and modernisation of enterprises

u"a ti. carrying out of a complex of measures to improve
pr"a".iir" o"rga-nisation' The e^ffectiveness of this approach

;;; b. gu"g.ifto* the fact that 60 per cent of the increase

i" i"arS'trfiiproduction in 7971-75 was achieved through this
i".t*.-I" igig ^ 

t per cent rise in tle-return on assets in
S;;i.t fi;;;t *itl'giu. a saving of 3,500 million roubles'

I; i-giJ0 iil t*6a p.oa""ction assets of industry should increase

f"aO-r.tcent,andthe"weight"ofeachtpercentincrease
iri t[" ,ii"r" o" them will also-grow. A most important item
i; ;;;.]ilth"-.fnri.t.y of soclial production is improving

;;";;;;'?";iitt: i; Glilettnes loi the Deuetopment ol the
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National Econorny ol the U,S'SR lor 1976'1980 the task is
;;; for decisivilv'improring the quality of all -types of

lroducrion and raislng the proportion in their lotal volume

iilrii.f., of rhe higliest categbries. The whole mechanism

oi oirrrrlne and man"agement,"lhe whole system of-financial

""i ,o*rf incentives, 
*the 

efforts of engineers and designers'

;;; ih, ;kiII of workers must, as the 25th Congress said, be

directed to that end.* 
nu.tyorr. knows that economy arld economics have the

same root. The art of economy his always been and alwl.ys

*itt f . the guarantee of successful development, oI the

socialist ..otrJ*y. It is especially important now when the

scale of prod.uction, capiial construction, and the trans-

"".irti"r'ana frandting oi freight have grown imrreasurably'
i,, ift, USSR cvery t"per cenl reduction simply in current
fl;r;;lri expenditire on outp-ut is eqrrivalent to increasing

ihe nationai irco*. by neaily 4,000 lnillion roubles'':tft. 
entry of the Soviet ecorbmy on the lext, qualitative-

ly new five-year spiral of its pianned d-evelopment c-alls

flr radical improvement of the quality- of management at
;ii i;;.h Improving the discipline-and personal.responsi-
hilitv of evervone, beginning with the worker aI the bench

,nd frri.t,ing *itt thJninister, and evaluation of manage-

,iri ,ra pla"nning work hy end m-acro-e^conomic results are

;. i;t;rt'*i inrli-cators of the qualitv of work as productiv-
itv of'Iabour, retnrn on assets, ionsumption of materials per

urift of product, and quality of the final product'
The fenth Five-Year Plan is a new stage rn bulldrng

the material and technical foundation of communism, and

a maior step in increasing the production potential of-the
;";r*'rv and con.olidatirig its c-ap-abilitv' flle \yi*l!ryt:
for thebeuelopment ol the National Economy of the USSR lor
'igi6"iiS0-r,fopt.a by the 25th Congress envisage a 35 to
39 per cent increase in industrial production during- the
q"friq"."rium. In absolute terms the increment will be

I83,bbb- i; ioi,ooo million roubles against {58,00-0 million
;;;bi;; il the xi,tt Five-Year Plan-periotl' Production of

;;;; "f production will grow at -acCelerated 
rates' above

"ii-ptra"Jtio" 
of implem6nts of labour, chemicals' fuel'

anct'metals. That is a necessary condition for ensuring
Jyramic and effective development of the whole economy'
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Production of means- of production (group ,'A,, industries)
is to rise by 38 to 42 per cent.

A characteristic feature of the Tenth Five-year plan
ij.syst^em-aticlmprovement of the structure of the economy.
That finds reflection in the growing role of industry as tlie
industrial base for the developmenf of all social production.
In 1976-80 the share of industiy in the social product should
rise from 66 to 68 per cent.

Under the Tenth-Five-Year PIan farm production must
mo-re fully me,et the people's needs for food products and
industry's needs for raw materials, and provide ihe necessary
state sto-ckpiles. Capital investment in agriculture wili
increase both in absolute terms and as a peicentage of the
total investment in the economy: 172,004 million roubles
will be allocated to agricultural development, or 4I,000 mil-
lion roubles more than under the Ninth Five-year plan.
Considerable funds will also be allocated to industries
supplying farm machinery, fertilisers, and other mineral
resources for agriculture.

The targets of the Tenth Five-Year Plan must be achieved
with a lower investment growth rate than in 1g71-75. The
volume o-f capital investment is to rise by 24 to 2G per cent
against 42 per cent under the Ninth Five-Year Pian, the
total investment will be 630,000 million roubles.

The USSR's five-year plans span almost half-a-century
of its socio-economic develop**t. The Tenth Five-year
Plan is the first plan for the next fifteen years (tg7G-{gg0),
during which the material and financiai resources of the
economy will approximately double compared with 1g61-75.
This means that Soviet society will achi-eve a qualitatively
new standard of meeting the material and intell-ectual needs
of the people in 1976-1990. The Tenth Five-Year Plan-the
plan- of effrciency and quality-witl occupy a worthy place
in this advance.

DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM AND PLANNING

The underlying principle of the organisation of economic
planning in the Soviet Union is that of democratic central-
ism, which assumes and implies the combination of central-
ised.lplanned guidance and growing independence and ini-
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tiative on the part of local authorities, amalgamated and
single enterprises, and organised production-work-forceq.

Democratic centralism in planning mbans, frrst, that the
process of compiling the plan is carried out at all stages
with the participation, and under the control, of tle ma,sses

of working peopl-e. Thus the draft of the main lines of develop-
ment of t[e economy for the frve-year plan period is discuss-
ed at Union and republican Party congresses' at sessions of
the Union and repirblican Supreme Soviets (after having
been previously debated in detail in the perqranent. com-
missions of the Union and republican Supreme Soviets), and
in the leading bodies of the Soviet trade unions' It is par-
ticularly important to emphasise that this same draft of the
main lines of economic development is discussed in public
at rneetings of working poople and in national and loca1
newspapers.

It is-appropriate in this connection to recall that Lenin
saw as demoCracy in management arrd planning the vital,
creative activity of the broad masses of the peop-le, in the
display of initiative by workbrs, who become under social-
ism the subject (not the object) of management'

Second, the centralised plan incorporates the most im-
portant indicators frxing the basic trends of developmen-t t-qr

i,h. ecorromy, e.g. growth rates and the proportions of the
economy ai a whole and of its key sectors. The range of
indicators passed down to the lower levels by directives -is
limited a.rd it primarily includes those key indicators that
determine the final results of their activity and have ari
efrect on the proportions between industries.

Third, in the preliminary stages of compililg the plan;
the draft development plans for enterprises and production
units are worked out with broad involvement of the work=

"rc. ""4 
are then submitted to the I'eading industrial (secior),

reoublican, and all-Union bodies. Soviet planners start
from the premise that macro-proportions can only be estab-
Iished "fr6m above" on the basis of full information about
the state of the economy as a whole. On the other hand, it
is only "from below" that micro-proportions can be estab-
Iisheil and reserves discovered for potential growth of pro-
duction and better use of fixed assets and manpower, etc.
This explains the need to work out what are called counter-
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plans, in which additional reserves for increasing production
and improving the quality of output are brought to light.
This is why the integral unity of centralised planning and
the planned independent activity of lower-level bodies is
objectively necessary and helps to increase the efficiency of
social production.

The wide spread of socialist emulation and of the move-
ment for meeting plans and undertaking obligations has
made it possible to fulfil the macro-economic plans success-
fully and to improve production efficiency. In industry alone,
through meeting plans and the obligations of collectives,
output worth more than 30,000 million roubles was
produced over and above plan during the years of the Ninth
Five-Year Plan.

COORDINATION OF ECONOMIC PI,ANS
OF SOCIAI,IST COUNTRIES

With the emergence of socialism beyond the limits of a
single country and the formation of the world socialist sys-
tem, it has become both possible and necessary to coordin-
ate the national economic plans of countries belonging to
the socialist community.

The Comprehensive Programme makes the point that
the coordination of economic plans is the principal method
for organising cooperation between socialist countries:
"The member-countries of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance believe that cooperation in the field of planning,
and especially plan coordination, is the principal method
for organising cooperation and extending the international
socialist division of labour...."1

The socialist countries'vital interests require their econ-
omies to be developed along coordinated lines on the
basis of international socialist division of labour and exten-
sion of mutually advantageous economic and scientific and
technological cooperation. The planned combination and

I Co_mprehensiue Programme lor the Further Eilension and, Improue-
ment of Cooperation and, the Deuelopment of Socialist Economic Tnteg-
rationby the CMEA Member-Countries, Moscow, 797L, p. 24.
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coordination of efforts by the socialist countries opens up
further new possibilities for the most rational use of the
advantages offered by a socialist system and the successful
solution both of domestic economic tasks of each individual
c-ountry and of the general developmental problems facing
the world socialist economic system.

The compilation of perspective plans of economic devel-
opment by national bodies in each of the countries is the
starting point for coordinating economic plans. I\aturally,
in compiling a national plan, account is taken of the addi-
tional possibilities arising from the planned international
socialist division of labour. This is done on the basis of
plan coordination which plays an important role in ensuring
proportionality and a high degree of efficiency in social
production and heips make the best use of all available
resources, especially investments.

CMEA members do not coordinate all the indicators of
their plans, but only the most important ones, which they
are interested in coordinating and dovetailing. The area
of coordination inoludes first and foremost the main branch-
es (types) of industrial production, and of agriculture,
transport, capital construction, and the main fields of
scientific research. At the same time there is a whole number
of sections and indicators in the national plans that do not
require coordination. Thus, there is no need to coordinate
plans for domestic trade or for expanding the provision of
amenities, cultural facilities, the health services, housing
and the other local authority services, etc.

The coordination of macro-economic plans during their
drafting- e1_a!_]e.s the mutual export possibilities and import
needs of CMEA member-countries to be taken hetter into
account, and reflected in the material balances drawn up.
The agreement achieved between them is backed up by long-
term trade agreements on cooperation in the most important
branches of industry. The more extensive the diviiion of
labour between countries and the more intensive the exchange
of goods, the greater is the interconnection and mutu-al
complemeltariness of their economies and the greater the
volume of coordinated targets.

"To ensure the fulfilment," it says in the Guid,elines, ,,of
Socialist Economic Integration and the coordinated plan
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of multilateral integration measures of CMEA member-

;;;;;i;;i;' i-gzo-soj'1 The coordinated.plan of multilate-
,at irtegt"tion measures envisages broad involvement oI the

ffi;;ilJ;;cern.a in buitding*new capacities on the terri-
i"* "i it. USSR to- froduce" types oi raw materials and

i;;it i; st ort suppty ura to transport them to the consumer

;;;;t"t";:-Tt" ridsh in totn will-continue to extend techn-

iJ"f-iia * building facilities in the other CMEA countries.

Th;"; ;i11 fo a tuitirer developmen_t of mutually profitable

*Lo"rutio" in the production of metallurgical and power ge,e-

."ii'rg ,q"ipment. The.e will be further development ot com-

oonent and subass..[ty cooperation^in the production .of
i;i#;;i-til;;-;f ;"mplex ite-'' Coordinated deliveries

;i;;i;t;i'itt"-rri.s f'or the vehicles of the Volg-a ltglol
Works will be .*t.ra.a; ""d 

under-agreements with CMEA

*u-*il.r. 
"rmplete ""itl, 

subassemblies and Parts will be

i"il;fi l"t irru tottiet of the Kaml Motor Works' There

;iii';;; rnarked growth in deliveries of assembled units

;""a p"rtt ior-SoriSi building and road machinery' -Iooms'
ii; f"r* *urhirrrry. Broad 

"cooperation in the production

nf eouioment for at"omic' power slations is also planned' 
'"'it;';;;til"tj* 

"t-nationat 
plans is a oomponent of the

,;;;;t";f 'i;a;iil-"p tiut-v"u' and long-term economic de-

#ffi;J;;ffi;*Jd at the same tiTS a leadins foLT of

;;;il;[ c'ooperation 
- 
between, so-cialist countries' PIan-

ffi;;;;ril;;loai.ut"t that the development of aII other

irnit ,it economic- and soientific and technical relations

between them in *uoy-*'yt depends on the results of this

work.

CONSTRAINTS ON PLANNING UNDER CAPITALISMJ

since the second world war aII 
- 
developed capitalist

.oi"iri"r"rr"u. rrua recourse to extensive state intervention

in the economy and state regulation' .'-d;; 
iorm of"state monopofu regulation is what is known

as economic progr"*o,it'g"In his ipeech at the international

I Guiilelines lor the Deueloprne-nt^

ussn-ir; lYl6:1980, Moscow, 1976,
o! the National EconomY of the
p. 106.
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meeting of Communist and Workersf Parties in 1969, Leonid
Brezhnev said: "The programming and forecasting of pro-
duction, state financing of technological progress and scien-
tifrc research, and all measures that aim at a certain re-
striction of spontaneous market forces in the interests of the
biggest monopolies are becoming increasingly widespread.
In a number of countries this is leading to a certain increase
in the efficiency of social production."l t-.

Special bodies for reguliting the entire economy (the
General Planning Commission in France, the Central Plan-
ning Bureau in the Netherlands, the National Economic
Development Council in Great Britain, etc.) have become
part of the administrative machinery of the capitalist state;
their job is to use bourgeois economic instruments in order
to preserve capitalist relations.
, - ,The methodology of economic programming rests on a
system of artioulated national accounts, which are a form
of input-output tables borrowed to a considerable extent
from the planning practice of socialist countries. Various
kinds of economic models are used as a practical tool in
making long-term calculations. Most experience in employ-
ing these models has been acquired in France, Japan, Italy,
the Netherlands, and Great Britain.

Socialist planning and capitalist programming differ
fundamentally as regards their social character, functions,
and methods, owing to the fundamental difference between
property relations under capitalism and socialism. A so-
cialist economy is based on a series of intelconnected and
coordinated plans-macro-economic, sectoral, regional, and
enterprise plans. The national plan underlies and is based
on the sectoral and regional plans, while the latter in turn
rest on enterprise plans.

Socialist planning makes it possible to achieve coordi-
nation among aII those participating in production and
between the interests of the whole economy and its various
sectors, economic regions and individual enterprises. Such
coordination is achieved by recognising the decisive role
played by the centralised macro-economic plan which takes

I The Internatlonal
Moscow 7t69, Prague,

,1

Meeting ol Communist and Workers' Parties,
1969, p. 141.
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fuII account of both social needs and economic resources

throughout the countrY. 
-"-i;?i; of the prevalence of private ownership of t-I1e

*"*r'o1 production, capitalist piogramming is- organically
incupuble of covering alilevels and sections of the economy'

i;-r"c.;;i;s *irhirr individual firms and monopolies
prrJr", its own particular interests which inevitably come

into connict with each other' In this way two uncoordinated

ir""f. ,f 
"apitalist 

programmin-g come into being-at the

national and at the corporate level'-t;;;"li.; planning and' capitalist programming are also

opposed with regard to their aims'-'5o.iuti.t 
plan"ning is conce-rned .with ascertaining- the

uot"*"-u"a'structuie of social needs and the material re-

ro"r".t and manpower required to satisfy them' Its spe.cific

function is to assess the needs of society as a single entity.
Cfrit }"".tion first arose historically along-with the emer-

Eence of the new social system,5ssi6ljsm' The approacl.to

ii"""rrg iro* tfr. viewpoint of social needs means taking
into account not only current consumption needg, but also

i't. ""..r.ity 
of continually raising the standard of living.

i;ir""rrg th"erefore pre.rppottt an optimal combination of

,ro[r"tio" and consumpiion and of production and invest-

;i;; t;-k;eping with iocial needs in order to ensure the

*r*i.",' satisf:action of these needs over the whole per-

spective period of economic developme-nt'-'capitafist 
programming does not and cannot put forward

th" llanni"g'of"social needs as its objective, since in capi-
iriiri 

"o"ait-ions 
the link between production and consump-

iio" it broken by spontaneous market forces, and it is im-

"o..;[f. to establisl this link with the help oi programm-

ing without affecting private property'---'socialist 
planninf and capifalii-t programming both tackle

ore of the most idportant problems of economic develop-

*."i-it rt of economic efficiency-on entirely different
pti""ipt.t. The criteria of efficiency are very--different. in
;;fttfi;; of social and of private ownership' Under.social-
i.- tfr" chief criterion of t6e efficiency of social production

ir*r"fi.u.-ent of the best results at the least cost in the

i"t"t"ttt of society. Private capitalist ownership makes. it
ir"p".tift" to raisl the question of maximum satisfaction
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of social needs on the basis of effioient use of aII society's
resources, since there is a basic contradiction between ef-
ficiency from the point of view of society as a whole and of
the individual capitalist or group of capitalists joined to-
gether in a monopoly. What typifies socialism is the prin-
ciple that what benefits society and the economy as a whole
benefits the individual enterprise and its workers.

The opposed nature of the aims and content of socialist
planning and capitalist programming is reflected in the
radically different methods and instruments used by them.
Indicative planning is inherent in the latter in contrast
to directive planning, by which i s meant the centralised
macro-economic planning carried out in the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries. Indicative planning consists
essentially in making recommendations to the private sec-
tor, which need not be implemented if they are contrary
to its interests. The modern capitalist economy continues
to remain unplanned, because the basis for this lack of
planning is still preserved intact, i. e. the predominance
of private ownership and the capitalist market.

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING
IN DEYELOPING COUNTRIES

In many developing countries that are carrying out pro-
gressive social and economic reforms at the present time,
planning is regarded as the most efficient method and in-
strument for securing high rates of economic growth and
raising living standards.

More than 70 countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America
compile economic development plans or programmes. A
considerable amount of experience has been acquired in
this field in a number of countries, especially in Southern
and South-East Asia. The first steps in this direction were
taken right at the beginning of the 1950s. India, Pakistan,
and other countries are already carrying out their fourth
l'ive-year pIans. Perspective programmes, moreover, for
the next ten to twenty years, which will be given more con-
crete expression in medium- and short-term plans and pro-
grammes, are being drawn up. In other countries these
tlevelopment plans or programmes have been compiled
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comDarativelv recently. And although it would be too much

#"-i.."ig.r"rtim to say that plannlng has truly become an

.ff..ii". Iistrument for-speedi-ng up- economic development

io u1ftn, developing couniries, itl t-h experienceof a n.um-

;;r-;f -;;;ri.tiro?i", Algeria, Pakistan, etc) shows that
ffi i,ifiiri"i"ftybecome-,a reliab.Ie means of overcoming

;;"";-i, ,bi.r.wura"*- and establishing ia developed and

indenendent economY'"b"Jo'iJr#; ;ff1"c-programming. is in the process of

n"i"n uri"Uisired,t tir' mi*ent iildeveloping.countries' It
iltrr?r"i;;"i."i i."* socialist planning, lut i-t. is also no-

ticeablv different from capitalist prograTming' Its cnaracrer

i;;;;J.l;J-l-v it, .p."ific fealures of their present situ.a-

;;;;I";r"*i rr al"dtop*t"t of the productive forces' the

mixed sooial nature ;f-t[u'economy, socio-economic and

iiirrirr-.rir"*i diversity, and struggle around the course

oi t*tt.t political and economic developmen-t'--A;;li; 
countries of Asi', -Africa, and Latin America

a"r.fop^i""""*irritv, -th"y bome to realise that they are

,ff.1"'taokle not mirely farticular problems but pro.blems

;i;;;i;"ai dimensior. Ao increase in emplovment in one

r..io, of ih" ."ono*y achieved at the expense of.an increase

il;;.;pi;yment ii other sectors, instead of doing away

*ftf. ifrJpt"rblem of .unemplolmtll 1o the economy as a

whole. makes it even greater' ilor that reason the develop-

i"g 
-."i"tti.t 

are obligid to pay serious attention to aggre-

gate macro-"coromi-"'p,opoitio"t: the ratio between in-

vestment and consumption, the links between the extractive

;;-d lir; manufacturing sectors, the interaction between

t"br"; p."ductivity aid employ3g3t, the'ratio between

;t;;;i".';.*u"d J"a 
-ir,. 

avaitiriutv of consumer goods

and services, etc.
Choice'of a correct 'strategy for developmenI is a complex

process requiring ";;;;iy-;i"tytit 
of tlie various trends ol

[;;;i;p;.;t iniho;;"i-v "J 
a whole but also a careful

estimate of the interaction between economic' social' polit-

il;l*rrd cutturat ptot"t..t' A correct solution of these ex-

;;;ffiy *-pr., i;;fi can onlv be achieved in the con-

Al;;;; oi dei'etoping countries on the basis of planning'.
--lr-."""tries wit-ti a socialist outlook that are making

or" of Soui"t planningexperience, special attention is being
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paid to expanding the state sector, establishing and devel-
oping national industry, carrying out agrarian reforms, and
eliminating the dominant position of imperialist monopo-
lies. In these countries planning is gradually i extending
its sphere of influence to deveiopment of the whole'economy.

*{.*
In recent years the methods and organisation of Soviet

planning have been rapidly improved, and the theory and
practice of planning have reached a new level.

The 25th Congress of the CPSU defined the main lines
for further improving the management of the economy, of
methods of compiling and tying up long-term, five-year, and
current plans, and of the industrial and regional break-
down of plans, and pointed out the need to develop com-
plex programmes for major scientifio, technological, econom-
ic, and social problems, it also called for the concentration
of resources on their solution within the'framework of a
single macro-economic plan. The Party's ,ldirectives stress
that the drafting of plans should be based 'on a comprehen-
sive assessment of social needs, balanced development of
the economy, and the unity of the social, economic, and
scientific and technological problems.

In the course of drafting up plans, successful work is con-
tinuing on tho application of economic-mathematical models
in planning practice, methods of optimal 'planning, and
the principles of systems analysis, while much wider use is
being made of computers in making planning estimates.

The authors of this book have tried to find the ,best com-
bination for refleoting the experience accumulated by the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries in planning the
economy and explaining the new approaches adopted in
recent years. Many of the chapters therefore not only ex-
pound well-established planning methods but also contain
an account of quite recently introduced methods and models.

The general logic of this book reflects the logic and sequence
of the compiling of an economic plan, the pre-plan esti-
mates of growth rates and the structure of social production,
sectoral projections and sectoral plans, and summary in-
put-output calculations in the concluding stage.

3r



CHAPTER I

THE SUBJECT MATTER AND TASKS

OF ECONOMIC PLANNING THEORY

1. THE APPLICATION OF DCONOMIC LAWS
IN PLANNING

Economio planning rests on knowledge and correct uss
of the objective Iaws of social development, and especially
of the objective economic laws of socialism.

The planned nature of a socialist economy calls for cons-
cious application of economic Iaws throughout society.
Proper understanding and application of economic laws
becomes an essential condition for achieving planned exten-
sion of social reproduction under sooialism.

Conscious social regulation of production as a whole is
impossible under capitalism. Economic laws exert them-
selves in it as the unforeseen results of activity on the part
of blind forces. In contrast to this, socialist society exercises
conscious control over its economic affairs through the
planned allocation of production resources to different sect-
ors of the economy in order to achieve previously-established
goals. Conscious control of the economy by no means im-
plies that people can behave in whatever way they like.
The economic.laws of socialism operate in accordance with
their own internal objective logic, independently of peo-
ple's wishes and desires. Recognition of the objective laws
of socialism does not invalidate freedom of choice in eco-
nomic planning decisions. Marxism-Leninism teaches, how-
ever, that this freedom consists not in some imaginary
independence from the operation of objective economio
laws but in understanding them and being able, on the
basis of this knowledge, to make planned use of them in
order to achieve set aims. "Freedom,t' Engels wrote, "does
3 --01453
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not consist in the dream of independence from natural laws,
but in the knowledge of these laws, and in the possibility
this gives of systematically making them work towards de-
finitJends.... Freedom of the will therefore means nothing
but the capacity to make decisions with knowledge of the
subject."l

The planned organisation of social production changes
a conscious lprinciple into'a necessary element in the pro-
gress of a socialist economy. Herein lies the enormous'ad-
iantage that socialism has over capitalism. Planning, puts
into plractice, makes a reality oJ those advantag-es possessed

bv an economy based on social ownership of the means of
pioduction. It would, however, be incorrect to believe that
consoious regulation of a socialist economy constitutes some

kinrl of subjectivism. Subjectivism results from the incor-
rect reflection of objective processes in the consciousness;
it represents a failure to understand their essential nature.
It cah be overcome in the course of gaining an understand-
ing of objective economic laws.

Equatly energetic measures should be taken in planning
to combat a fatalistic attitude to objective laws and put-
ting faith in the automaticity of their operation. The ob jectiv-e

ope-ration of economic laws has nothing in common with
sfontaneity, nor does it turn the planner into a slave of
circumstanies and facts, but calls for active selection of ths
ends and means of an economic policy based on social
knowledge of the patterns of economic development.

Economic laws reflect a wide range of basic, stable rela-
tionships among economic phenomena and processes in socie-
ty. As is known, there exist both general economic laws, com-
mon to all types of socio-economic formations, and specific
economic lawq found in only one type of system and charac-
terising the fundamental features of production relations
in thaiparticular mode of production. The general 

-economic
laws found in all economie formations are refracted through
the operation of specific laws. An extremely important
theoretical conclusion arises from this-that it is essential,
in planning an economy, to base the wgrk'primarily rron

knowledge of tfre specifie economic laws of 'socialism.

1 Frederick Engels, Anti-Dt)hring, pp. 136-137.
1 Frederick Engels, Op. cit., p. 376.
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The difference between the essential nature of economic
laws and the forms in which they appear has considerable
importance for theory and methodology. Planning is not
restricted to a knowledge of the general and specific laws of
socialism but makes a continuous study of the actual econom-
ic processes in which these laws appear. Special attention is
paid to studying the functional relationships and causal con-
nections existing between various elements in the economy.

\Vhen economic laws are used in practical work, their
quantitative aspect must necessarily be taken into account.
It is therefore not sufficient to simply talk, for example,
about the basic economic law of socialism; in the course of
planning, this law must find expression in actual economic
magnitudes describing the dynamics of personal consump-
tion, the satisfaction of the people's spiritual needs, and
general educational and cultural level.

The conscious application of economic laws assumes, Iirst,
that society understands their essential nature and their
operating mechanism and, secondly, that this social know-
Iedge is put into practical effect. "Mere knowledge...," En-
gels wrote, "is not enough to bring social forces under the
domination of society. What is above all necessary for this
is a social acl."1

The elaboration of scientific principles for planned manage-
ment of the economy, and especially planning methodo-
logy which defines the methods for translating the require-
ments of economic laws into the language of actual plan-
ning assignments, is a necessary step in making the transi-
tion from an understanding of economic laws to "social
act". It is also important to devise some mechanism for man-
agement and economic stimulation that brings all sections
of the economy into action in order to make effective use ol
known economic laws in the interests of society.

Thus, the essential conditions for making conscious use
of economic laws arer: the theoretical elucidation of the na-
ture of economic laws; the elaboration of a scientific metho-
dology for taking them into account and using them in
planning; and the establishment of some mechanism for
economic management and economic stimulation.
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Both the tasks facing economic planning and its content
are determined above all by the demands made by the basic
economio law of socialism.

Socialist society gears social production in a planned way
to achieving a high level of prosperity and the ail-round
development of aII members of society. The basic economic
law of socialism fixes the chief aim of social production,
i.e. the greatest possible satisfaction of the ever'increasing
needs of aII members of societY.

Establishment of a oorrect relationship between social
needs and production possibilities is the basis for construct-
ing a plan. Starting from the requirements of the basic eco-

,oioic- law, the optimality criterion for national- plans- is

deciderl on and a system of indicators is set up which enables
that variant of the plan to be chosen from among all others
that simultaneouslf ensures high rates of growth of the
people's standard of Iiving and an extension of production,
wtriie also taking accounfof the need to solve other social
and economic tisks, especially that of strengthening the
country's defence caPacitY.

The methods for putting the basic economic law iuto
effect in combination-with the effect of other economic laws
ipavment for work done, growth of productivity, etc-)

i'r""J.trr-ined in the course of drawing up a plan' People's
Iiving standards may be raised by incre-asing pay or bonus-

es, by cutting retail prices, or by spending more money on

social consumPtion.
The requirefrents of the basic economic 'law are taken

into accorint in working out the methods for planling the
end product, the nationil income and its allocation between

the funds for consumption and accumulation, and Yayi qf
encouraging social prbduction efficiency that directly link
people's"peisonal and social economic interests in the plan'- tfre multi-targeted nature of socialist planning is emerg-

inq much more-clearly in present-day conditions when a

;frrl. number of major socio-economic tasks have to be

tackled simultaneously in a complex manner' In this con-

nection primary importance is att-ached to substantiating
in theory the eitent-to which social and economic aims are

to be efflcted and in what order. At any given moment in
time, society has quantitatively fixed (Iimited) production
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1 Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Selected Works, VoI. 2, Moscow,
1969, pp. 418-19.
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resources at its disposal while social needs exceed the pos'

sibilities available for satisfying them.
Society is therefore obliged to weigh up -the priorities

and the Lxtent to which particular needs'can'be met and to
take these factors into account in organisingrproduction
and allocating material resources.

The necessiiy of satisfying society's growing needs mor-e

and more fully is a powerful stimulant to growth of social-
ist production and raising of its technical level.

ny tne needs of society-, moreoYer, is-meant cultural and
social needs as well as material ones. No small efforts are

still required rof the Soviet economy to realise the tasks
involved in improving the people's ,material, housing, and
living conditions, above all to attain 'a 'level Land structure
of raiional consumption of goods and services by scientifi-
cally validated noims. A drive for a high level of-satis-
faction of material wants is not, however, the be-all and
end-all of the socialist economy but the means' the sine

qua non for man's harmonious developme-n1. Together with
growth of material prosperity such notable phenomena as

ihe raising of social targets and priorities are occurring in
the Sovief economy. Thls applies above all, it was,noted
at the 25th Congreis, to further improvement of the Soviet
people's prospeiity, improvement of their working and
iiving conditions, marked progress in the health setvioes,
educltion, and culture, that is, in everything that furthers
moulding of the new man, all-rountl development -oJ the
individual, and improvement of the socialist way of life.

Economic planning is a direct reflection of the law of planned,
proportional development of the economy. The social
ihaiacter of the production process requires that correct
proportions are maintainecl between its various elements and
itag... This'requirement arises from the social division of
lab"our. "That ihis necessity of the distribution of social Ia-
bour in definite proportions," Marx noted, "cannot possibly
be done away with by a particular lorm of social production
but can only change t'he mode of ils appearance, is self-evi-
dent.t'1
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Under capitalism society's resources are allocated to
various sectors and types of production under the sponta-
neous operation of the law of value.

In a socialist economy proportionality is maintained by
conscious, purposive activity on the basis of macro-economic
plans. Proportionality in the development of social produc-
tion under socialism is planned proportionality. "Constant,
deliberately maintained proportion would, indeed, signify
the existence of planning...," wrote Lenin.l

The most important requirement of the law of planned,
proportional development is to ensure a correct balance
between all the basic elements in extended reproduction.
In a macro-economic plan balance is achieved above all by
coordinating production and the supply of materials and
technical equipment, the growth of working people's in-
comes and the production of consumer goods, as well as
the volume of services that have to be paid for, etc. In this
respect it is important not only to coordinate the basio pro-
portions of reproduction in quantitative terms but also to
achieve the maximum correspondence in their structure.

Balance and proportionality in the economy are achieved
by making the volume and structure of production corres-
pond to the volume and structure of social needs. In doing
so, it is necessary to make certain that the volume of pro-
duction slightly exceeds the amount of efrective demand,
that is, reserves must be created so as to ensure stable
proportionality of economic growth. The degree of balance
achieved has a direct effect on the forms and methods of
planning. Tight physical balances (input-output relations)
will make for a rigid system of distributing physical re-
sources from stocks, and a more formal character of business
agreements and contracts between suppliers and consumers
will not adequately stimulate improvement of product qual-
ity, and so on.

The achievement of complete balance in economic pro-
portions on the hasis of a highly efficient use of labour, ma-
terial and financial resources is the chief requirement for
the proper running of a socialist economy, starting from the
Iaw of planned development and the law of saving labour

r V. I. Letin, Collected lTorks, Vol. 3, p. 617,
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time. "Economy of time and planned distrihution of labour
time over the various hranches of production, therefore,
remains the first economic law for common production; it
becomes law even mrtch more strictly."l The achievement
of complete balance in developing the economy of an o-pti-

mal lasis is what is required by tlie laws of planned develo-p-

ment and the saving oi labour-time. Two basic methods for
drawing up plans irise from these two laws-the method
of phys"icai balances (input-output) and the method of opti-
mising planning decisions.- Cofrmbaity-mlney relations still operate under social-
ism; as the Programme of the Soviet Communist Party-says:

"It is neces.r*y-i, communist construction to make full use

of commodity:money relations in keeping with their .new
content in thb socialist period. In this, such instruments of
economic development is cost accounting, -money' 

price,
production cost, proflt, trade, credit, -and finance play a

Lig part."z The new content of commodity-money relations
in-the conditions of a developed socialist economy consists
in their becoming a ,ecessa"y element in the mechanism of
planned economii management and the system of economic
incentives.

When due allowance is made for the law of planned, pro-
portionate development of the economy and for commodity-
rrror.y relationships, centralised plannin-g system can be

combined with the^operational, managerial autonomy of !h9
individual production units in socialist society and with
economic motivation in developing socialist production'

The economic motivation of social production is based on

applying Lenin's principle of ensuring that- th-e -working
pi6pi" frrr. , material interest in achieving high levels.of
output. In working on plans Ior buildin-g-the nelv.societl,
Lenin pointed ouithat socialism should be built "not di-
rectly relying on enthusiasm, but aided by -enthusiasm
ong.nd.t.d fl, ttre great revolution, and on the basis of
peisonal inteiest, personal incentive and business prin-
ciples.... Otherwise we shall never get to communism, we

1 Karl Matx, Grundrisse, Moscow, 1939, p' 89.
2 Programme' of the Comrnunist Party ol the Souiet Union, Moscow,

7971, p. 82.
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shall never bring scores of millions of people to commun-
ism."1

Socialism creates the objective preconditions for, but
does not automatically ensure, a correct combination of the
economic interests of society, enterprises, and workers.
This is attained in the course of conscious, planned activity
of the Soviet state and its planning and management bodies
by working out and applying in practice a variety of econom-
ic levers and incentives (wages, bonuses, profit, credit, etc.).

Commodity-money relations provide the planners with
powerful levers for economically stimulating high, taut
targets and improvement of production efficiency. The new
content of commodity-money relations in conditions of an
advanced socialist economy consists in them being used
throughout the system of economic laws in a planned and
goal-directed way in the interests of society. Conscious use
of these relationships is also a necessary part of establishing
an efficient system of economic incentives.

The Marxist-Leninist theory of reproduction forms the
immediate methodological basis of Soviet planning theory.

The schemes of reproduction set out by Marx it Capital
and developed further in Lenin's writings, and the s0hemes
for distribution of the social product under socialism, con-
tained in Marx's Critique ol the Gotha Progranl,nle, form the
basis for the method of physical balances, for constructing
an input-output scheme for the whole economy,, and for
formulating the sections and indicators of the economic plan.

The basic Marxist-Leninist categories and indicators of
reproduction are widely used in the theory and practice
of planning. The most important are: characterisation of the
different stages of reprorluction (prorluction, distribution,
exchange, and consumption), and the establishement of a
dialectical link between these stages; demarcation of the
sphere of material protluction and the non-productive sphere;
definition of the nature of reproduction and its different
types (simple and extended, extensive and intensive); anal-
ysis of the process of reproduction in terms both of its phys-
ical volume and of its value, etc. Marx was the fi.rst to use
aggregate (summary) economic indicators of reproduction

1 V. I. Letin., Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 58.
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on a wide scale-gross social product, final social product,
and national income, and to show their inter-relationship,
their components (the consumption, accumulation, and
amortisation funds), and their trends in different phases of
reproduction.

The most important tenets of the Marxist-Leninist theory
of reproduction, on which the science of planning is based,
can be formulated in the following way.

The process of reproduction is a unity of reproduction of
the productive forces and the relations of production. In
formulating a macro-economic plan, production tasks are
examined in close connection with property relations, in-
come distribution, and other socia] problems.

In the dialectical unity of all the stages of reproduction
(production, distribution, exchange, and consumption) pro-
duction is dominant. Planning that embraces all stages
and aspects of reproduction proceeds from the determining
role of production; at the same time consumption plays a
special role in perspective planning, for its final goal is the
increasingly fuII satisfaction of society's needs.

Although ali types of socially useful work are similarly
necessary, the basis and condition of existence of the whole
of society nevertheless is the production of material wealth
by the labour of the workers in the sphere of production.
From recognition of this objective fact stems the general
planning principle that the national income is generated
only by the labour of workers in the sphere of material pro-
duction, and expansion of the non-productive sphere, and
greater satisfaction of the needs of all members of society is
only possible through growth of material production.

The process of reproduction takes place both in a physical
and a value form; the means of production and consumer
goods, and transferred value and newly-created value are
their most general characteristics. The need to plan pro-
duction in both its physical and its value aspects, in view
of their organic unity arises from this principle.

Planning of the economy is based on complex use of the
whole system of economic laws, above all the basic econom-
ic law, the law of planned, proportionate development, the
law of economising labour-time, and the law of distribution
according to work, and the whole set of commodity-money
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relations with their new socialist content. The peculiarity
,I-."""r*ic laws is that they operate both on the scale of

ifr" *fr"f. of society dnd in eaih particular section of the

"rorr-V, 
from intlustry dolv'n to enlerprise level' Prolel

understinding of the essential nature of economic lalvs and

t#;;.; ih;iefore forms the necessary theoretical basis for
pir""irg at all levels, from the enterprise to the economy

as a whole.

2. TIIE SUBJECT MATTER OF PLANNING TTIEORY

In the course of planned socialist construction, a science

of pir""i"g, which is working on the methodology for ascer-

iir'"i"g ,"-a making use of ihe objective economic laws of

sociali-sm in planning, has heen created and is being success-

t"ifv a.r.toped in tf,e Soviet Union' It has arisen from the

;;;d f"; sci|ntifically validateil management of the social-

iJ""o"o-v and gives theoretical expression to the practice

;ip1;;G in the'soviet Union and olher socialist countries.- 
Ffr""i"g theory works out the metho.dology 'ld tt+g.d:

tor aennirig the basic development-intlicators of a socialist
economy over a perspective^period and-especially.growth
iri"t ,ia ptopottiottt, methotls for studying 'social needs

;;A;";;;r;s and ways of balancing them in the most effi-
ciert, *uy, as well as methods for setting -and achieving
plu.ttirg"r.signments and for checking on their execution'
'-pir""'irg oI th" Soviet economy covers all spheres antl

sectors of ihe economv and all parts anrl aspects of repro-
duction. Both material production (industry, agriculture,
construction, ttansport and communications, trade, -procu-
rement of farm prodo.e and the supply of materials.and
equipmentl and the non-productive . 

sphere (education,

il;tth, "rltor., sport, sciLnce' municipal services and

,-*"rriti.t, etc.), notn economic processes and social rela-
tions constitute the object of planning. Planning presupposes

u"-obj""t of planning, whicli is the socialist economy, and

a subject of plannin! in the person of the socialist state
p.rior'.i"g thi role oi tlirect organiser of the whole of social
production.' Th" basic tasks of planning the economy include the

following:
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(a) assessing both production and non-production social
needs with a view to meeting them as fully as possible, given
the available resources;

(b) determining society's material, Iabour and financial
resources and their most efficient allocation and use in
accordance with current and long-term requirements;

(c) searching out ways of attaining high economic growth
rates, while maintaining an optimal combination of growth
in output and consumption;

(d) achieving a correct balance between different spheres,
sectors and elements in the economy, and maintaining
proportionality in economic development;

(e) securing the right technical, economic and organisa-
tional conditions for successfully fulfiIling plans.

As a science, the Soviet theory of economic planning takes
as its premises the basio conclusions of dialectical and his-
torical materialism, and l\{arxist-Leninist economic
science.

Planning theory is grounded in political economy, eco-
nomic statistics, and cybernetics, on the economics of the
specific industries and the corresponding technical soiences,
in the sum total of knowledge of all the sciences needed to
provide a profound, all-round validation of economic devel-
opment plans.

Political economy, which studies economic laws, provides
the immediate theoretical basis for the science of planning.
The latter works out the correct methodology for applying
the whole system of economic laws, provides the raw data
for determining economic policy, and develops means of
implementing it in development plans.

The political economy of socialism and the science of
planning emerged and are developing simultaneously, in-
teracting with one another and influencing each other. Thus,
if the basic economic Iaw of socialism forms the basis for
determining optimality criteria in the plan, then elabora-
tion of these optimality criteria in turn makes it possible
l,o gain a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of
the basic economic law. By giving concrete expression to
the conclusions of political economy regarding planning
tasks in each particular planned period, by checking them
out in the course of generalising the experience of planned
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management of the economy- in theory, Planning. science

pt;:ffil p"litical economy with new tasks' The development

6i priiii*f economy helps raise .the.scientific leve} of plan-

;-t"g;d-*akes it buiiri to tackle the tasks facing it with
,.gi.a t" improving planning methods, the price -systent'
u"B""ori. moiivatioi,-methodi for increasing the efficiency

of social production, etc."- phfid is closely connected with particular, economic

sectors. T-hus, for example, planning theory studres tne

regularities that shap-e -the organisational torms tal{en by

ih? socialisation of 'labour (doncentration, specialisation
,"a ifi"-.r*bination of production) in different branches of

t"d";t"": aEriculture urrh i, other sectors of material pro-

;;;ii;;:'u.[..irtty when problem-s affecting sectoral :t*.t]
ture and intiersectoral linkages are being tackled and metnoos

io. 
-oir""i"e 

these linkagei are being worked out''"ht;;;;;-'u -tl*itm 
tie:up between planning theorv and

statistics. Analysis of the initial plan level relies completely

"" -.ifrra. of statistical analysis,,basic indicators of eco-

"r*i.development,andthedataofannualreporthalances'il;h;"le t" ?iot"a that sratistics at present primarily.per-
i"t*l "f*"f.ing 

and purely accounting functions' working
;; th. ;;ai"i[rrf inilicat-ors of sepaiate-elterprises' The

r"rt.- of statistical indicators still lags behind the grow-

ing need for deep economic analysis, especially the dynamrcs

of'"cooomic processes at the 
-macro-economic and int'er-

sectoral level."" pir""irg theory broadly uses methods of economic-

*rtft""r"ii"al modelling. They were first used in-practice
; til;p;;-rlanning s-tagd, but tliev are now being used increas'

instv i, the actual compilation of a plat'-
Tnter_sectoral models, multiple-factor models oI economrc

nro*ifr,-*oh.tt depicting the structur-e- of personal.con-
Iumntion, and sectoral optimisation models are among tnose

;h;i";;;;;=i t igt tv deieloped' Further work is-being done

;il;;t"g th"ese"models with a view to construc-ting-an

i;t;;;.;i!d system of planning models which will enable

;;;k ;" be donebn optimisation of the whole of the nation-

al economic PIan.-'O;ttr"il ;.[orrt models of- production and re-gional loca-

tion'have become wide-spread in planning the development
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of economic sectors. The use of these models in practice is
already achieving a tremendous economic impact.

Planning is the central link or core in managing an econ-
omy since it is linked with the science of organising eco-
nornic management. The general theory of managenrent in-
cludes planning as the most important function of manag-
ement.

3. rHE 
"i#_r*^t[HNG 

THEoRY

Improverrent of management and its correcting in accord-
ance-with a dynamically developing economy is an important
problem of the CPSU's economic policy at the present time.
Nleasures to improve direction of the-economy have to be
considered as one of the main reserves whose use will help
to fulfil the Tenth Five-Year Plan and get results in th-e
immediate future.

The main tasks of macro-economic planning at the pres-
ent stag,e of development of the economy are: accurate study
of social needs; scientific forecasts and estimates of economit
possibiljties and reserves; all-round analysis and appraisal
of the different variants of solutions; real evaluation-of the
immediate and lnng-term consequences of the planning de-
cisions taken.

It is necessary in the first place to ensure closer combina-
tion of long-term, five-year, and current plans. A feature of
the Tenth Five-Year Plan is that it was prepared simulta-
neously with drafting the basic principles foi the country's
dev-elopment i1 t-he long term to 1990. The central planning
authorities will have, in the future, to complete the draft-
ing of the long-term programmes and concrete targets,
jointly with scientific organisations.

A long-term development plan should refloct the objective
laws of laying the material and technical base of commun-
ism; it should contain a formulation of the most important
social, economic, scientific, and technical tasks and the
main ways of tackling them, a description of the basic,
elements of economic growth and inter-sectoral proportions,
and a technical and economic assessment of future develop-
ment in particular sectoral and regional complexes, and
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should take account of the effect of the international divi-
sion of labour. A long-term plan presents the basis for for-
mulating five-year and annual plans-.
--ilor.cr.ts of scientific and technological progress are of
orimarv importance in working on long-term social and

6"ooo-i" pioblems. The chief methodological difficulty
consists in combining scientific and technical forecasts tith
itre social and ecoiomic development tasks facing the
,o""ity. For in this case it is neCessary not simply. to. .fix
the time-linrits for deciding the most important scientitic
and technical matters but io select those trends in techno-
loEical Drosress on which it is advisable to concentrate
.oEi.tv'. ,r-.our.... The 25th Congress noted the need to
i*pr"iru the validity of fore-casts of scientiflc and techno-
iffcul progress and of socio-economic^proces'qes, and to
ex"tend .i.. 

*ot 
these forecasts in the drafting of macro-eco-

nomic plans.
One oi the most urgent tasks facing planning theory and

practice is to improve lfre- proportions of the socialist econ-

i*V ura ensure the balanc6d, efficient development of
all "its different sectors. It is a task which requires study
in depth of the whole system of planning balqlces or input-
ootrrt tables. Iiconomic-mathematical modelling of struc.
i"riiririiir in the economy on the basis of inter-sectoral
latances is an important tiend in improving methodology
in this field.---S"."..tt"l 

use of the balance, or input-output, method
in plauning depends largely on the quality of techrric.al and

ecoiromic standards. It is therefore necessary to do turtn-er
work on a system of progressive_ standards that re{iect the
i;p;"i "f siientific and"technological progress. a]td other

factors affecting intensified development of social produc-

;i;;; t" ;;;tinrie the work of devising a svstem of standard

requirements in physical and value -terms for all levels oI

oiir"irs, in order io improve the drawing -up oi balanced
estimates and plans of production, material and technlcal
supply and caPital construction.

fi. ,ru* tasks facing the economy demand a more com-

plex, target-program-md approach to validating and making
planning"decisions' Major macro-economic target programmes

ifi;itil? the joint participation of a whole number of
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different sectors, government departments and enterprises
acquire particular importance in this connection. Foi this
reason part of the planning task is to make a clear decision
regarding the order of priority of aims and programmes, the
place taken by each sector in achieving them, and the volume
of resources required. Planning, like all managerial activity,
must be directed largely to achieving end results ensuring
fuller satisfaction of public and personal needs.F At the present stage of economic development it becomes
extremely important to work out a complex system for plan-
ning scientific and technoiogical progress. Planning faces
a task of historic importance; to integrate the achievements
of the scientific and technological rcvolution with the
advantages possessed by a socialist economic system and to
develop more widely the forms for combining science and
production that exist under socialism.

Extensive factors played an important role in developing
the Soviet economy for a long period when production-wai
cxt-ended mainly through increase of the numbers employed,
and of the volume of raw materials and other resources u-sed,
and through the creation of new production capacities.
Labour resourcesT raw materials and investments will in-
crease in future too, but an increasingly important role must
be played by the intensive use of inputs in securing high
growth rates. Putting the economy on the road to compie-
hensive intensification of production means new taskJ in
the-fleld of planning: the system and methods of management
and planning must first of all be improved in the diiection
of securing an all-round intensification of social production
and an improvement in its efficiency as the main line of
economic development for the country both in the imme-
diate years ahead and in the long term and as an essential
condition for creating the material and technical basis for
communism.

Centralised planning provides the framework for the
main trends of economic development in the long term. Thus
the rates of growth and main proportions of the development
of the economy, the volume and structure of capital invest-
ment, and the tasks in regard to scientific and technological
progress and the location of industry are decided during the
drawing up of a plan. At the same time the role of economic
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Ievers which allow group and individual interests to be

comUi"ea more fully and-correctly with those of society at
irtne is srowing sienificantly at the present stage-' Plan-
;i;";#.;;i nrJtt.-i*portant task of wbrking out the kind
oi u1o"o-ic incentives system that stimulates all sections

oi tt " economy to take on tight planning assignments and

to use all available reserves.-M.r.or.t wiII have to be taken to increase the role of

nnance and credit, and of material and moral incentives'
in combination with economic sanctions, and to improve
the whole system of evaluation indices'---i*ptlri"g tt. organisational structure and methods of

*rou'st-ro[ i. b..6*ing an increasingly imPortant ele-

-""i i" improving direction of the economy' I,n industry we

.hJi h""; io coriplete tho formation of amalgamations i'l
;;;;d;;"" with ihe general management schemes, anq

continue work on the "concertration and specialisation of

oroduction and reduction of the number of links in manage-

il."t.-d"r"rri *rrrgemen[ schemes will be develo.ped and

i"iroa"".a in capitai-construction providing for going. over

i; fi"- ancl thiee-level management syster-ns; the lower

builtling organisations wiII be ir-rtegrated and the degr-ee oI

;p;;ilifi"ii3n raised. In agricultuie inter-collective farm'
cillective farm, state farm,"and state-cooperative units and

orgr"isrtions wiII be widely developed, and also flSro-
i"i".i"i"t-complexes to produce, process, and market farm
produce.

CH.A.PTER II

THE BASIC METHODOLOGY
'l

OF MACRO.ECONOIUIC PLANNING

The methodology of macro-economic planning establishes
the basic principles and methods for compiling a plan and
the sequence and method of pre-planning work, and reveals
and describes the internal logic of macro-economic plan-
ning-a process which is so.vital to a socialist society. The
methodology of macro:economic planning need to be di-
stinguished from the methods used over a whole range of
w_orking methods and practices in garrying dut concrete
planning estimates.'

I. THE PRINCIPLES AND METHOIIS
OT SETTING UP A MACRO.ECONOMIC PLAN

Lenin laid the foundations-for planning theoiy and practice.
It was his ideas that formed the basis for the methodo-
logy of planning in the Soviet Union; Principles.that haye
tremendous international importance for all countries engaged
in socialist development and the creation of a planned
economy were worked out on the basis of Lenin's ideas.
They include, the 'following: ., I i

(a) democrAtic centralism in flaming which implies
the integral combination of centralised planned manage-
menJ and qaximum dgvelopment.of the indepe4dence and
initiative of local authorities, ,enterprises; and production
workforcesl : :. .: ,' ',, , '. .

(b) directive planning and the use of economic levers,
i.e. a combination of strictly compulsory planning assign-
4-0t453
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ments and the use of prices, credit, profit and other econom-

ir-i.*rt ttat have a'goal-directed effect-on plan execution

and raising the efficiency of social production;--fcf uniti of the *r"rol"conomic p1an, rneaning that aII

,il* f;; aifter."t branches of production must be strictly
[""tair"1.a. This principle is deterqined fV lhg objective
unity of the entire process of socialist extended reproduc-

tion;'--(-d) 
coordination of perspective and current plans' in

*riiJf,-tt. 1".*pe.ti"" piao ir"o'porating the major. tasks,of

building sociallsm and communism plays.the -leadlng ro-te;

(e) cJordination of the sectoral and regional breakdowns

t"i-i orrticular plan arising from the interests of the econ-

o*v tifi." ,. , *hol. and eac! regior-r taken separately'--it. 
most important principles unde-rpinning work on a

macro-economiC plan-maintenance of a pr-oper balan€e

l.t*."" alt etem6nts of the economy; a stead-y rlse i1 ]p9
;fd;i;;;y ;f social production, a-nd th9. methods ot socialist
;il;iil (i.e. the baiance method and the method of optimal
ffi;;i;;:;;iirg, rv *hich proportionalitv. and heis.htened

efficiency of social production are a-ttained)-have alr Deen

developed on the basis of Lenin's ideas'--I-riou"*ent of planning theory and practice- calls, above

all, for further development of planning .and forecastrng

methods. Broad introduction of systems analysis and oI eco-

nomic-mathematical models helps ensure- that- plans-Ior
social and economio development are complex, that a Iarge

II"-1., of factors and trends can be taken into account in
,rrrtoti"s and erraiuating planning decisions and their
o"i.o*L.', ,rd thrt the belt plan is ielected for the partic-
ular concrete situation.

The Basic PrinciPlee'of Setttng uP
a Macm'Economic Platr

The principles ol setting u-p a m-acro-economic pla-n are

determined fv tne economlc faws of socialism. In order'to
r"tfttr societti's continually increasing needs to the maxim-
,- .it."t pdssible, the plan mus-t securg, firstly, .a steady

lroilh-of proportional,-balanced social production and,

EAsrc trrEfHoDoloey or illachd-pcoNoitrc pL,s.NNtltG 5t

secondly, a rirc in the efficiency of social production. These
two planning principles determine the conterrt of the plan
and the process for setting it up.l They stem Irom the b-asic
economic law of soci.alisrn, the iaw of planned, proportion-
al development of the socialist economy, the law oi saving
time, etc., i.e. from the whole system of economic laws
operating under socialism.

The direct link that exists between prodrrction and social
needs, thanks to which it ]ras become possible to pian pro-
duction in the light of the structure-and composition of
those needs which society should satisfy before 

-all 
others,

is one of the most important advantages possessed by social-
ism.. As Engel,s pointed out, the ob;eciive possihility of
regulating production in accordance irith needs is created
in conditions of socialism. "The plans of the various bran-
ches of production," wrote Lenin, "must be soundly coor-
dinated, and linked up so as to constitute the single e6onom-
ic plan we stand in such great need of.,'2

Raising the efficiency of social production constitutes
another, extremely important principle of planning. The
efficiency principle requires plan goals to be attaine-rl with
minimum inputs of materials, labour and finance.
. "To improve planniftg,..," it says in the Guidelines for

th!_.?euel9pm,9nt ol the National Eionomy ol the IISSR'for
1976-1980, "by giving fuller consideration-to social needs
and meeting these needs with the least expenditure of
Iabour, material and financial resources. To secure balanced
planning through improving the system of budgets in
physiga.l and value terms as well as in terms of proluction
capacities and manpower resources. To provide for the
setting aside of adequate national resources.,'a Thus the task
of improving the balance of macro-economic plans, orient-

. r Some Soviet economists have put forward six or seven kev nlan-
,ing.principles, .but these include jrrinciples of different [irar", -rorne

rolating.to the aims oI the plan, otf,ers- tri planning organisation or to
ttre settrng up oI a macro-economic plan, and so on. The two basic
prtnciples mentioned above relate diioctly to the process of setting
rrp a plan for developing the economy.

2 V. I. Lenin, C6ileited Worles, V;1. A1, p. Slt.
,.^3-Guiileli,ne_s-f9y -the Deu_elopment ol the'iational Econorny ol the
USSR for 1976-1980, p. 22. '

4*
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ing them on raising the efficiency of industry is posed. as

o""e of the most preJsing and imminent tasks of present-day

olanning."-til;-ti;o basic principles of settin-g up a plan are closely

interwoven. Society's need for fuel can, for example' be

.uii.n.A in large d.atrre by the use of coal, peat, ,""' .1{
this is done, a correct balance of resources and needs wlll
le acirieved, but it will not be efficiertt. If balance is achieved

*itt, tir" use of inefficient types of fuel, the whole system

of oronortions deteriorates, a brake is put on economic

a.riioi*.rt, and there are -fewer ^opportunities 
for satis-

i"i""-J*ofe's needs. If the share of gas and oil in the fuel
ilfu-"d. i3 increased, then it becomes possible to meet so-

cietv's requirements with fewer inputs. It is also possible

i"-ritirf, i,""iety's food requirement3 by disproportionately
i;";;;ilg ihe output of biead, potatoes' and .ot4er foods

;--I"* ;"tritionai value-this requires relatively small
inputs of labour but will not correspond to people's needs'

Suitr a solution would destroy the pfoportion between needs

and nroduction in its structural breakdown'--I-;;;;;t of the structure of social production and

raisirig of its efficiency have been prov.ided for at all stages

"i-S"ii"i ferspective plans and this ttas been reflected in
oronressir" changes in the structure of the fuel balance, in
I..!f*ri.O development of electricity geueration-, branches

;i th; chemical industry, progressive branches of engin-eer-

i"g,- r"a oiher industries enstuing scientific and technolog-

ical progress.--Tfr'" 
tit"tture ofl social production has been improved

,"alir 
"ifrri.o"y 

in6reased ai aII stages of building socialism

fy'..l"gii"g out tht leading sectors' In conditions of cen-

irlfi..fi plinning, society concentrates all types oJ re"sources
(nroduction. investmeni, manpower, etc') and allocates

i'n.- t" developing key sectors and tackling the most im-
nortant social Problems.'"ii-.n""ia be noted that, although our plans do on the
*f,rf. -r"[i.r" , prop.r'balance, t]re iob oI impro-ving the

;in;i;";t;i social production is not vet being altogether
satisfact-orily solved.
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Maero-Eeonomie Planning Methods

Specific methods corresponding to the tasks and particul-
ar features of planning are used in compiling a plan. The
principles for setting up a plan determine the macro-econom-
ic planning methods. The main ones are the balance or
input-output method, which ensures that plans are cor-
rectly balanced, and the method for optimising planning
decisions at all levels which ensures higher efficiency of so-
cial production. Like the two basic principles for setting
r-rp a plan, both these methods are interconnected and com-
plementary.

The Balance or Input-Output Method. The balance
method consists essentially in coordinating needs and resour-
ces throughout the whole of social production, in coordinat-
ing related branches of production and industries in the
cconomy, and in ensuring proportionality and the coordi-
nation of all economic elements in the economy in accordance
with the demands made by the objective economic: laws
of socialism.

T'his method makes it possible to establish and combine
physical and value proportions in the economy in a planned
manner and thereby ensure the unity of plans. Physical
output, manpower, and financial input-output tables that
are organically linked together and reflect different aspects
of the single process of extended socialist reproduction are
rrsed in planning practice.

The production and consumption of particular types of
output are coordinated by means of tables showing physical
inputs and orrtputs (steel, electric power, etc.) in which
resources and the demand for a given output are made to
correspond. These tables reflect the linkages existing be-
Lween different branches of production. Input-output tables
for fixed assets and production capacities, which enable
rlecisions to be made regarding the extent to which they
need to be expanded in order to secure the planned volume
of production, are appended directly to the physical output
I ables.

Input-output tables for manpower are compiled in order
lo make sure that the labour force requiied by the planned
scale of production and growth of the non-productive sphere
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is available. Their purpose is to bring manpower resources
into line with the demand for labour in the planned period.
Such tables are compiled for the Soviet Union as a whole,
and for each republic and economic region. They nlake it
possible to plan the allocation of manpower to different
sectors of the economy and to different regions, to plan
vocational training programmes' etc.

The financial tablei reflect the generation and distribu-
tion of income belonging to the state, to socialist-enterprises,
and to the general pu[tic. The main ones deal with state
income and"expendilure, and personal money income and
exponditure and are drawn up for the Soviet Union as a

whole, for each Union republic, and for the various admin-
istrative territories and regions. Personal money income
and expenditure tables are nlcessary in order to determine
consumler demand, plan the volume of consumer production
and of retail trade,'plan those services that have to be paid
for by the general'fublic, tlraw up the State Bank's cash-
reserve plan, etc.

The pirysical output, manpower and financial tables must
be stricily coordinaied in a single complex. It used to happ-en
quite often that the development of certain important in-
dustries was held back because the allocation of financial
resources had not been coordinated with the corresponding
changes in the physical composition of accumulation (for
exam"ple, the rates'of extension in the production of chemi-
cal piant lagged behind the rates of growth- of -capital i-n-

vestments in ttre chemical industry, as a result of which the
plans for the construction and commissionilg of n-ew capaci-
iies in the chemical industry were not fully implemented).

All these differerrt types oi table are combined in a table
for the whole of the ecbnomy, which thus occupies a-special
place in the system of balinces (see Ch.-X-, Vol. -2).tt.
macro-ecooomii table includes a table of the production,
consumption, and accumulation of the social product, and
another of the production, distribution, redistribution, and
use of the national income. The planned balance table for
the economv determines the general economic proportions
of extended socialist reproduction.

One form of the latest development of the macro-economic
lable is the inter-sectgral balance of the production aqd
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distribution of output integrating the geperal proportions
with the actual inter-sectoral ones. An inter-sectoral table
expressOd in value terms describes such general economic
proportions as the ratio between social product and national
income, between consumption and accumulation, and be.
tween physical inputs and net output, and at the same time
reflects the actual linkages that exist'between many btan-
ches of production. The inter-sectoral planning table for
{970, for example, contained.,linkagos between about 130
different sectors of the economy.

A commodity input-output table-an inter-sectoral bal-
ance in physical terns-represents a synthesis of all physic-
al output tables; the one for {970 covered 585 items. Work
is still going ahead on inter-sectoral tables expressed in
both physical and value terms. An extended model of
inter-sectoral inputs and outputs also provides information
on the inerement in fixed assets in all branches of production
that is needed in the planned period. The use of inter-sec-
toral tables represents a substantial addition to the present
system of input-output planning estimates.

Methods for Optlmising Planning Decisions. The 24th
Congress of the'CPSU stressed that special attention needed
to be paid at all levels-be it enterprise, association of en-
terprises, ministry or Gosplan (State Planning Committee)-
to the optimum character of decisions. Favourable condi-
tions have been created in the new system of planning and
stimulation for taking optimal planning decisions in all
sections of the economy.

Frequehtly the most efficient variant of a planning deci-
sion is selected empirically by comparing the economic
effectiveness of several variants. This kind of comparative
analysis, which is widely used at all levels, does not gua-
rantee selection of the optimum vhriant, since it may lie
outside the range of the variants that have been drawn up
and whose efficiency is being 'compared. Nevertheless it
undoubtedly helps to increase the efficiency of social pro-
duction in the planned per:iod if the economic efficiency of
a whole series of variants is compared and analysed.

In current methodtllogy, indicators like unit capital in-
vestment, unit cost of output or calculated outlay (aggregate
cost plus a coefficient of efficiency multiplied by the required
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volume of capital inputs) are used -as criteria of -o^ptimal
t6source allocitiori for comparing the economic efficidnqV

of producing interchangeable oi mutually substituta-ble
tvoes of' oitput. The 

- most efficient variant 'is that
#fi"t, has the minimal value of the appropriate indica'
tldrs.
: 
- ttt. following indicators are used to determine the eco-

no*ia efficienc! of different vdriants regarding the volurie
and struct,re oi capital investrnents throughout-the Sovidt
economv, in the tlnion republics and in particular- sectors:

a' coeffitient of macro-economic efficiency defined as the
ratio of net outDut to gross investment; coefficients of

,b*prrrtiue efficiency cal-culated as the ratio of the total
.ior'o*" obtained from lowering output costs in the last

"Lrr-;fin" 
planned period to cipital investment over the

fru"-year period, etc.'With the help of indicators such as

ifrar,i, 'it is possible to select the most efficient direction
for investment.'- As was noted at the 24th Congress broad use of economic-
maihemrtical methods and computers will speed up the
coilectio" and processing of informa-tion, the drafting of
aitt.*r"i plan variants, -and the finding of optimal plari-
ning decisions.

lfathematical programming methods allow the most
efncient variant io "1" 

selected from among all thos-e that
a"e possible from the point of view of the criterion chosen'

itris' mettrod has already proved its viability in tackling
a whole number of local and sectoral problems'

Ebonomic-mathematical modelling methods, which allow
thOr quantitative relationships between indicators to be

,rp*tt.d in mathematical folm -and a complex of. possible

oii.rrins decisions to be found, are' being employed in
ioiri"n -otoblems relating to both balancin$ plans and

lei""ii-o"'of the most efficient variants of economic grbwth'
Tt rirt".. helps ensure that both the input-output meth.od

,"a tir" method for selecting efficient soltrtions become really
scientific.-- p.oro*ic-mathematical modelling needs to be grounded
inln objectile description of economic processesbased,on
conoretd,: thorough analysis of these processes and founded
bn'Marxist-Leninist theofy.
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Sometimes the method of technical-economic calculations
or standard method is singled out in the economic literature
and methodological instructions as special, which strikes us
as uirjustified. Estimates of the demand for goods of one
kind or another,. and the production of them that is feasible
aie obviously based on progressive standards (for example,
standards of-the use of ioltine mills, open-hearth furnaces,
etc. are 

'employed in calculating production potential).
Standard coefficients for the input of labour, supplies, raw
materials, fuel, and plant and machinery are vital elements
in any method of planning estim,ates.

Physical outprrt, financial, and manpov-er balances must
be based on scientifically validated stindards.' If efficient
planning solirtions are to be selected, then differdnt variants
ior developing production must be compar'ed, and standard
coefficients must in turn be applied in caloulating each
variant. The optimisation of planning decisions is wholly
related to the need to furiher devolop. and, irnprove the basic
standardi in use. New standards also emerge in the collrse
of drawing up an optimal plan that reflect the essenco of
the obtainable optimal relationships. Planned management
of economy is impossible without the use of norms or stan-
dards; but the inltial standards do not of themselves pro-
vide the grounds for establishing planning proportions arid
taking planning decisions. At the same time,'hasic plan-
ning methods-the input-output method and the method for
optimiSing planning decisions-cannot be applied in the
aLsence of a proper basis provided by standards.

2. THE METHODOLOGY
OF PRE-PLANNING CALCULATIONS

Planning experience in the Soviet Union and other social-
ist countries shows that valid *ork on drawing up a macro-
economic plan comprises a whole number of closely inter-
connected stages.

The following basic stages in planning can be distin-
guished:

I. the pre-planning stage
largets, foreqaSting);

(analysis, selection of aims and
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II. the directive stage (elaboration of the planls address
targets);

IlI. the stage of amending ancl correcting plan targets
(allowing for the course of their realisation, for new infor-
mation on changes in the home and foreign economic slttra-
tion, and for the availability of effective scientific and tech-
nical innovations not previously known, and so on).

The pre-planning stage comprises the following three
phases:- l. analysis of growth trends in the pre-planning periotl.
research into the state of the economy towards the beginning
of the planned period, and analysis of plan implementatioq;

2. definition 
-and selection of economic and social goals

and tasks in the planned period and a preliminary outline
of major complex programmes;

3. long-range forecasting, including work on forecasts of
scientifiCand technological progress, social needs and resour-
ces, and the potential for economic growth.

The second and third phases of the pre-planning stage
may be taken either separately or together. Aims common to
all-perspective macro-economic plans are determjned by
taski thit arise in laying the material and technical base of
communism and can be formrrlated before any work is done
on forecasting. It is, however, only on the basis of forecasts
of scientific ind technological progress and the growth of
manpower and natural resources that it becomes possible to
deteimine approximately the extent to which the key so-cial
and economic goals can be attaiued within the framework of
a particular perspective plan. Consequently it iq only after
the forecasting slage that the basic goals of the planned
period can be formulated in more exact terms. For example,
one of the principal social tasks in building communisnt
is to eliminate the substantial differences that exist between
town and country, but which part of this task can be solved
within a particular perspective plan depends to a consider-
able extent on what resources can be allocated for the fur-
ther industrialisation of agriculture and for developing the
rutal infrastructure.

On the other hand, the preparation of different forecast
variants should be based on knowledge of the basic aims of
social and economic development in the long-term period.
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Work on setting the aims and tasks for a planned period
and on making forecasts therefore needs to be conducted in
parallel.

Pre-planning work is integrally connected with the pro-
cess of compiling a plan. Economic analysis of the initial
level of development, the selection and definition of econom-
ic development goals over the planned period and the draw-
ing up of complex inter-sectoral programmes, and long-
and ruedium-term forecasts all help to establish the socio-
economic conception of the plan as well as furnish preliuri-
nary information and provide the theoretical grounds for
compiling a plan. It is essential in drawing up a plan to
demonstrate the objective possibility of attaining the
goals within the planned period, given the initial level of
development and taking into account the results of the
forecasts (of scientific and technological progress, resources,
etc. ).

The Initial Level of Edonomic Development

Analysis of the initial level of economic development at-
tained by the beginning of the planned period is of decisive
importance in current planning. The development of social
production in the irnmediate years ahead is largely pre-
deterurined by the availahility in the pre-planning period
of production capacity, manpower, and other factors. Ana-
lysis of the initial economic situation also plays an impo,rt-
ant role in drawing up a perspective plan. A study of this
kind includes an analysis of the volume, rates, and propor-
tions of production, the extent to which social needs are
being mei, and an assessment of the reserves available for
raising the efficiency of social production.

Consequently, an analysis of the actual economic process-
es and tendencies that have taken shape in the pre-planning
period needs to precede work on drawing up current and
perspective plans.

It is tremendously important, both politically and eco-
nomically, to draw up a final balance-sheet and analyse
the implementation of the preceding perspective (five-year)
plan. The actual results of its implementing are analysed
under the following heads: natioual incomel industrial
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output including producer and consumer goods; agricultur-
al output; volume of investments; freight traffic (for all
kinds of transport); retail trade turnover in the state and
cooperative sectors; average earnings; average monthly
income in cash and kind of collective farmers derived from
their work on the collective farm; individual cash pa5rments
and other benefits from social consumption funds; and real
income per oapita.

The,most important task which an analysis of the initial
economic level must tackle is to ascertain if any reserves
exist for increasing production, raising its efficiency, im-
proving its quality, and making full use of production ca-
pacities, raw and other materials, fuel, etc. All information
about reserves that have been brought to light at enterprises
and production associationsshould bereported to the approp-
riate chief administrative departments and ministries and
shorrld be used as important data in the course of compiling
a plan.

Analysis of actual data for"the pre-planning period should
be supplemented by provisional estimates relating to ex-
pected fulfilment of the plan, since the plan is drawn up at
a time when the previous plan has not been fully implement-
ed'. Thus, the draft plan for 7g7l-75 was prepared over a
period of two years. In making the planning estimates it
was necessary to establish economic indicators for the whole
of the preceding five-year period ({966-70) and for 1970,
which was the base year for the Ninth Five-Year PIan. \V6i16
the indicators for 1966-69 became available in the course of
preparing the plan, those for 1970 had to be arrived at from
actual data for a few months only, plus a short-term forecadt
for the rem'aining months of the final year of the previous
five-year planned period. Adjustments had to be made in
the draft as the final figures for {970 became known.

Selection of the Goals and Tasks
of a Planned Period

There is a direct connection between establishing plan-
ning goals and the tasks of socialipt and communist construc-
tion. The longerthe planned period, the greater the possibil-
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ities forl carrying out major social and economic measures,
and the greater the importance that attaches to selection
of long-term economic development goals. Determination
of the main ones also serves as the starting point for current
planning, although current planning is connected rather
more with the current situation.

The main tasks of concrete five-year plans are eslablished
by congresses of the CPSU which work out the economic
policy for the forthcoming poriod., The hain task of the
Tenth Five-Year PIan is consistent implementatlon of the
Communist Party's line to raise the people's matelial and
cultural living standartls on the basis of dynamic .and pro'
portional development of social production and improve'
ment of its efficiency, acceleration of soientific and techno'
logical progress, growth of labour produotivity, and improve-
ment in svery way of the quality of work at all levels of
the economy.

Taking this main task as their starting point lhe Guidc-
lines for the Deuelopment ol the National Economy of'the
USSR for 1976-1980 envisage the folilowing:

1. the ensuring of stable growth and imprdvement of the
structure of social production;

2. 'implementatio.n of a series of measures to further the
prosperily of the p.eople;

3. encouragement in every way of improvement of the
efficiency of social production ancl of the.quality of output;
and consolidation of a regime of economy in the national
economy;

4. acceleration of the rates of scientific and technological
progress;

5. improvement of the direction and management of the
economy;

6. the working out and implementing of measures,to pro-
tect the environment and ,for rational exploitation and
reproduction of natural fesources;

7 . consistent development ,arid extension of all-round
cooperation with socialist countries, ancl consolidation of
the world system of socialism-

Once a plan's basic goals have been fixed, an attempt has
to be made to rank them according to their importance for'
the country and the order of priority for putting them into
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effect. The ranking can be more or less strict, brrt there are
obviously certain national ones that are equally important
to achieve.

At the present stage the main (general) goals facing the
socialist economy over the long-term period include the
following: maximum satisfaction of people's material needs;
satislaction of their cultural requirements; consolidation
and development of the system of social relationships;
securing of conditions in which the whole economic system
can function; creation of future economic potential; streng-
thening of the country's defence capacity; protection of the
environment; consolidation and development of the socialist
community; economic and cultural aid to other countries
and support for them in their fight for independenoe.

Clearly, satisfaction of the people's material needs and
strengthening of defence capability are vital nationll goals
whic[ it is impossible to rank. The socialist state allocates
resources for these purposes after thorough economic and
political analysis of the actual circu,mstances in each partic-
ular planned period; this allocation has to be adjusted
in keeping with the international situation.

Eacli maSor goal of importance to the state can be broken
down into sbveial sub-goals. For example, maximum satisfac-
tion of people's material needs can be broken down into
such sub-goals as satisfaction of the people's need for a com-
plex of foodstuffs, for clothing, housing, transport, telephones
ind postal services, health services, and so on. Each
of these sets of requirements comprises in turn a wholo
number of sub-diviiions constituting yet a third set of
goals.- It is atlvisable in this connection to construct a "tree"
of goals showing their hierarchy and interdependence,
indiiating the technology for achieving the general goal,
and giving the link-up between it and the resources necessary
for achieving it. Thus it is possible to show how the task
of raising living standards is tacklecl in the form of a definite
"tred' wlose ciown represents the goal and whose lower
branohes reprosent the sub-goals or sets of goals ensuring
that these iub-goals are attainetl. The resources (partial
substitutes) necessary for reaching the goals set are shown
on the lowest branches.
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i The ultimate goal of a socialist society is to satisfy the
growing needs of the working people. It is therefore neces-
sary, even at the preliminary planning stage, to examine
the shares of investment and consumption in national income
when setting goals for the long-term period ahead. The task
of establishing the optimal relationship between consumption
and accumulation raises the problem of relating and attach-
ing a comparative value to present and future interests.
If the share of productive accumulation in the national
income is increased, then faster growth rates will be achieved
(see Ch. IV). On the other hand, if the share of consumption
is substantially reduced, this will lead to a decreaso in
labour productivity and economic growth rates. Herein lies
the whole complexity of the problem of finding the optimal
relationship between consumption and accumulation in the
national income. In order to help solve it, sociological
surveys are conducted and optimality methods and criteria
are worked out.

The pre-planning stage also includes the job of determin-
ing (in a preliminary manner and in aggregate form)
the structure of demand. Validated consumption norms
for particular goods and services, and indicators show-
ing the availability of particular types of output at
the start of the planned period and how far certain goods
and services are preferred to others, all come in useful
here.

Estimates of the structure of demand (relationships,, be-
tween non-substitute goods and services) cannot be made
without conducting sociological surveys and making wide
use of the data of statistics on family budgets, and so on.
Problems connected with determining the structure of
demand are very largely also matters of economic policy.
In the Ninth Five-Year Plan, for example, one aim was
a steep increase in the production of motor cars since, in
present-day conditions, this can be done without harm
to other, more vitally important branches of industry.

Thus, a whole series of complicated social, economic and
political questions have to be settled in fixing goals for
a particular planned period.

63
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Work on Drawing up Complex Programmes

Nlajor, coinplex (or general) programmes for achieving
certain economic and social goals are drawn up in a prelim-
inary form at the same time as goals for a particular plan-
ned periotl are fixed. These progranqm.es then become vital
elements in the macro-economio plan. :

The need to apply the programmed-target method more
widely in planning practice is noted in the Guid,elirus-lor the

Deuelopment ol thi National -Econgmy ol -the U^Sf R-fd,r
1976-1980. In recent years, in fact, the problenis of develop-
ing agriculture in the non-Black Earth zo-nes-of the !SFS-R'
op-erilrrs up of the oil and gas fields of Western Siberia,
ura r"Itaiig of the Baikal-Arnur railway'were reqolved gn a

prrgr"*rudbasis. Integrated programmes 
-combine-meaquresiorlackling maior macro-economic probleris, solution.'of

which callJ for the coordinated efforts of many industries,
departments, and economio regions.

Programmed methods are also being uBed in planning heavy
industry.

"The-elaboration of far-reaohing integrated programnles
for two or three flve-yeir periods, such as programmes for
the development of lhe fuel and energy co-mplex, metallurgy
anrl learling branches of the engine-ering industry,'is beooming
increasingiy important for the development of the heavy
industry-as, indeed, of other b-ranches of.the national eCono-

*V- S""fr piogru--"t can be-drawn up, 'CIo-seIy-c-oordinated.,

prlvided *itL tesorrces and linked up in- tiPe only on
i long-term basis. They rnust, naturally, take into account
the c6ntinuous progrgss of Soviet and world scienco and
ir.rr""i"sy-""a irt.' li"ssilitities for qboromic- cooper,ation
with othli states," the Report of the-Central Committee
to the 25th Cbngress of the'CPSU said.l

The linkages existing between different sectors fo: realis-
ins ultimatd macro-ecdnomic targetS show up clearly when

-iio, investment and construction programmes have to be

r L. I. Brezhnev, Report of tke CPSU Central Com'mittee and' the

I*miiate Tasks ol the Party-in Home anil Foreign Policy, XXVth
Congress ol the CPStl, P. 51.
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implementecl. Thus, calculations made by the^Chief Com-
puting Centre of Gosplan showed that the starting-up of
large-scale production of motor cars at the Volga Motor
Works in Togliatti entailed investment in a number of
ancillary inclustries in orcler to increase the production of
electricity, fuel, steel, non-ferrous metals, and chemical
products, as weII as in housing, municipal services, shops,
repair services and amenities, schools, cultural facilities,
etc., which added tp to 462 per cent of direct capital expen-
cliture. Moreover, major investments had to be undertaken
in huilding and equipping repair workshops and service
garages, and building highways, bridges and other struc-
tures, etc. which came to 600 per cent of the direct invest-
ment in setting up the factory. The total investment in the
economy in connection with the production and use of cars
from the Volga Works has amounted to more than ten roubles
for every rouhle of direct capital expenditure.

The task of drafting a whole number of new long-term
programmes is a very pressing one at the present time.
Among them must be mentioned the programme for devel-
opment of the industrial base for atomic power engineeringo
tiie programme for mechanisation of manual and physically
heavy work, and the programmes for building major region-
al-industrial complexes. The need has arisen to draw up
a complex long-term programme for improving the ecologi-
cal environment (preventing the pollution of inland waters,
the sea and the atmosphere, and protecting forest reserves,
plants and wild life). The importance of working out such
i programme is self-evident since the rapid increase in the
scale of industrial production often gives rise to undesirable
changes in the surrounding countryside*the despoliation
of forests, the pollution of rivers and the atmosphere, and
the near extinction of wild life.

Long-Range Forecastin g

Forecasting and planning are integrally linked and are
stages of a- single process. Forecasting is the scientific,
analytical premise of planning. The main thing in it is to
recognise the objective trends of economic development.
Planning as distinct from forecasting is directive in charac-
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ter: it issues instructions to specifio organisations. The most
important thing in planning is to make decisions and search
out specific ways of achieving set goals in the perspective
period.

Long-term plans and forecasts must be periodically
revised. Whenever a new five-year plan is compiled, the
long-term perspective must be rolled-on for a further five
years.

Several variants for whole series of complex programmes
are worked out in these long-range forecasts, completion
dates anrl necessary expenditures are specified, and their
immediate and long-term effects are estimated. Not only
are different systems of complex programmes compared
in these forecast variants but also different completion
dates, different orders of priority, and various other a.spects.
The final choice of a variant is made when work is going
ahead on the long-term macro-economic plan.

Experience suggests that forecasts can be classified as
follows:

7. Forecasts ol Scientifi,c and. Technological Deuelopments
and, Their Impact on Economic Dettelopment. The main
contlition for achieving success in the competition betrn-een
capitalism and socialism lies in forecasting the basic trends
of scientific and technological progress, making a correct
selection of these trends and deciding on the main stages
in tackling the most important scientific and technological
tasks.

The potential for developing science and technology in
the forecast or planned period must be fixed u,ith more or
less accuracy right from the beginning both at the stage
of forecasting economic development and at the stage of
compiling the plan, since this forms the basis for economic
growth in its entirety.

In deciding the question of the time-scale of forecasts
of scientific and technological progres.c, it is advisable to
combine all such problems into three groups as follows:

I. the problems that have already been solved on the
scientific and teclrnical plane and heen partially introduced
into industry; witliin the first time-scale these results uill
be widely applied throughout industry and will have a con-
siderable effect on economic development indicators (atom-
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ic power stations, lasers, magnetic hydrodynamic genera-
tors, artificial diamonds, continuous casting of steel,
etc.);

II. problems that have been solved on the scientific
plane but have not yet reached final technical solution;
tasks belonging to the Ionger forecast period (the second
time-scale) are those that have still to be solved technically
and introduced into industry for the first time (electronic
computers based on integrated circuits, the production of
non-woven fabrics, hovercraft, etc.);

III. scientific research currently being undertaken and
clearly of a long-term nature, that has not yet been fully
solved at the purely scientific level; in the long-term fore-
cast period (within the third time-scale) this research will
attain a broad scale and will presumably be solved theoret-
ically and then technically, and later be put to use (control-
led thermonuclear power, the treatment of cancerous diseases,
etc.).

2. Demographic and Manpower Forecasts, Demographic
forecasts of the increase in total population, including that
of working age, forecasts of inter-regional migration and
changes in the dispersion of population, etc., provide essen-
tial information in planning production and an increase
in consumer demand.

It is important, in making long-range forecasts,, to study
factors likely to affect natural and induoed population
movements in the period ahead by means of population
surveys. It is also essential to work out the scientific basis
for a "tactical" and "strategic" derrographic policy (covering
Iong- and short-term periocls). It is very important to
estimate the effect in these forecasts of population and
labour growth rates on economic development and the
reverse effect of economic growth on demographio processes.
It is important in doing this to assess the factors determin-
ing the economy's manpower requirements. It is possible
by using economic-mathematical methods and sooiological
surv€ys to forecast manpower resources for the country as
a whole and for particular regions and this in turn makes
it possible to plan the use of manpower, thb training of
cadres for the economy, and the development of the services
sector, and so on, with greater certainty.

5r
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3, Forecasts oJ Natural Resources and their Auailability
tor Production. A country's economic potential is determined
to a considerable extent by its mineral resources and the
scale of its mining production. It is essential to draw up an
ostimate of potential reserves in good time, ten or fifteen
years ahead of use, to do preparatory work on prospected
resources and especially any major new deposits, and con-
tinue with geological prospecting and exploration. Foreoasts
of natural resources and their availability for production can
be made on this basis.

4. Economic l-orecasts. These form.a large-grouP and include
forecasts of the reproduotion of flxed assets and capital
investment, economic growth and structural changes,
Iiving standards and the generation of consumer demand,
and forecasts concerrring different branches of material pro-
duotion and the services sector, foreign economic relations,
etc. At a time when an important task in the current five-year
plan is to raise living standards, research into the generation
and trend of social needs, and forecasts of personal consump-
tion come to the forefront.

Once foreoasts of manpower resources' fixed assets, and
investment-all key factors in economic development-
have been completed, an approach can be made to foreoasting
economio growth, while forecasts of scientific and teohnologi-
cal progreis, natural resources, and social needs not only
Iay the basis for forecasts of economic growth rates but also
errable structural changes to be predicted in the long-term
perspective. The forecasting of different variants of macro-
economic growth and structurai changes constitutes the
frnal siage in the entire forecasting process.

5. Social Foreaasts.'fhese cover social processes and the
various ways of deoiding fundamental sociai problems in the
course of communist construction (for example, how to bring
Iiving standards in town and country closer together, the
turther development of education and tho health serviceso
etc.).

6'. Sectoral and, Regional Forecasts. Forecasts of develop-
ment in particular sectors of material production and the
services seotor, as weII as particulat economic regions, are
a necossary element in any system of long-term planning
and forecasting. F'orecasts of dovelopment in particular
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sectors or economic regions either preceding or running
parallel with macro-economic forecasts are very important.
They proceed from the specific features and regularities
of development in the particular sectors or regions and are
based on information that has been specially obtained and
on the available fund of experience. This type of forecast
is used to a certain extent in making a forecast of macro-
economic development.

Sectoral and regional forecasts must necessarily be compi-
led only after the macro-economic forecasts have been made,
when it really becomes possible to provide actual data for
the sector or region. It should be noted in this connection
that multi-level forecasts are made on an iterative basis.

Besides long-range forecasts, both medium-term forecasts
(prepared in the form of preliminary data before the five-
year plans are compiled) and short-term forecasts regarding
the cument economic situation are necessary. The main
problems in short-term forecasting are those of balance,
including short-term forecasting of the balancing of personal
income and expenditure, foreeasts of crop yields, and plan
implementation. In medium-term forecasting the leading
role is taken by forecasts of the dynamics of the economy,
structural changes, and the reprotluction of fixed assets and
manpower Tesources.

Scores of different methods forforecasting economic and
technical development are currently being suggested in the
literature, but this multiplicity of methods can be reducetl
to the following few groups: r!: i

{. the method of expert estimates which consists in col-
lecting and processing data on the matter under forecast
through systematic polling of highly-qualified experts;

2. the method of statistical extrapolation, which consists
in studying stable past growth trends and projecting them
into the future;

3. the normative method, in which the future state of the
matter under forecast is established from the aims of its
development and the standarcl previously set;

4. methods of logical (mainly qualitative) and mathema-
tical modelling of the processes being forecast. Logical moilel-
ling, in particular, is done by developing a "scenario", that
is a description of the sequence and significance of events in,
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the developmont of what is being forecast. Mathematical
modelling 'views the development process in the form of
quantitative interconnections between the different ele-
ments in the forecast. Mathematical models must be ade-
quate descriptions of the processes being modelled. The
general features of all forecasting models are: (a) systems-
analysis character, (b) the taking into aceount of the pro-
bability character of many objective processes, and (c) the
possibility of using them in shaping the theoretical prin-
ciples of economic policy.

The following models are used in the course of forecasting:
macro-economic models describing the impact of economic
growth factors on the process of extended reproduction;
inter-sectoral and inter-regional models (both static and
dynamic) describing the way in which the sectoral and
regional structure of production is formed and inter-sectoral
and inter-regional links are developed; models describing
demographic processes and the training and deployment of
the labour force; models of the reproduction of assets and
investments describing the way in which existing assets
are used, withdrawn from use, and replaced; and models
of consumption trends and structure.

Unlike tho system of models userl in planning the economy,
forecasting models operate at a higher Ievel of aggregation
of sectors and industries, and are based on aggregated stan-
dards or norms of a preliminary kind.

3. THE LOGTC OF MACRO-ECONOMIC PLANNING

Once an analysis of current economic growth trentls has
been made, the initial level of planning specified, the econom-
ic and social goals for the planned period decided, and
difrerent variants of a long-range forecast of economic devel-
opment been worked out, the economic and political, and
scientific and technological concept of the plan can be for-
mulated.

This complex concept of technological and socio-economic
development shorrld be reflected in the first outline showing
the growth rates and basic proportions of economic develop-
ment during the perspective period and in the work on the
geries of complex long-range programmes dealing with vital
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problems in the economy, and should also be based on the
principles of technological, economic and social policy
that have been drawn up for that same period.

At present the need to draw up three types of macro-
egono4i-c plan is, recognised: (1) a long-term plan covering
t5 1o 20 years; (2) a five-year plan with an annual break--
down, which is the basic form of planning; and (3) an annual
plan based on the five-year plan and any adjustments made
to it in the course of implementation.

There are many major and complex socio-economic prob-
lems that cannot be lully decided in the course of a single
ftve-year plan. For this reason the basic form of forward plan-'
ning, the five-year plan, must be compiled and treated as
part of a long-term plan, since that makes it possible to
create the stocks required for further development in each
five-year planned period and subsequently to tackle major
lechnical, scientific, ancl economic problems and carry out
large-scale complex programmes. Only rvith such an approach
ensuring the continual coordination of long-term plans
with five-year and annual ones can the fundamental problems
in economic development be tackled more effectively.

Drafting of the Tenth Five-Year Plan went on simulta-
neously with development of the ground principles for
development of the economy up to 1990. The guidelines for
the {ifteen years are not so directive in character or so
detailed as five-year plans. Their purpose i-s different,
namely, to determine in good time the character and scale
of the tasks facing society and to concentrate forces on
tackling them, to clarify probable problems and difficul-
ties, and to facilitate the drafting and carrying out of pro-
grammes and projects extending heyond the limits of
a five-year plan.

It betomes necessary, in the course of compiling a plan,
to decide the sequence of particular items of planning work
and planning calculations. In other words, it is necessary
to validate the logic of economic planning

Choice of the starting point for planning is a central
methodological problem. I-et us examine three concepts ot
macro-economie planning characteristic of the different
kinds of logic used in compiling a plan using differqnt
starting points:
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1. planning on the basis of sectoral projections inwhich
the starting point is given by the targets for the main types
of output (chiefly of heavy industry);

2. complex, multi-variant planning on the basis of a series
of models including an inter-sectoral input-output tatrle
for planning purposes; the starting point for tlrawing up
such a plan is society's final consumption;

3. optimal planning, the starting point of which is the
limiteit availability of resources, while the optimality
criterion is the maximisation of the level of prosperity
or minimisation of inputs of social labour per unit of finaI
output on condition that the structure of social procluction
corresponds to the structure of demand.

The first concept has been employed in planning practice
for a long period of time. The second and third are new
eoncepts formulated in recent years when computers became
possible. The second concept is now being introduced exper-
imdntally into planning practice. The third concept is still
at the research stage (but is being applied experimentally
at the sectoral level),

Planning on the Rasis
of Soetoral Projections

The compiling of economic plans starting from planning
targets for the development of particular sectors was first
begun at the end of the 1920s. This conception underlay
the formulation of the prewar and early postwar five-year
plans. Its planning logic corresponded to the possibilities
and tasks that existed in the period of industrialisation and
of postwar reconstruction of the war-damaged economy.

The centralised assignments for key branches of heavy
industry-for expanding the output of steel, fuel, electric
power, etc., constituted the starting point for planning
in the early years of industrialisation. Any resources left
over hfter tackling tasks lhat were of prior importance to
industrialisation were allocated for the development of
other sectors of the economy. During the war years, natural-
ly, attention was focussed on the war industry and bran-
ghes likd heavy engineering and iron and steel that played
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a dominant role. In the early postwar years work on restor-
ing the country's production equipment came to the fore.

Until quite recently many economists believed that it
was impossible to flx goals for all sectors of the economy
simultaneously, that a plan for the whole economy could
not be decided in one go, in a complex manner. It was there-
fore necessary to begin with different sectors, even though
this raised a number of difflculties.

If work on compiling a plan starts by drawing up assign-
ments for particular types of output used mainly for pur-
poses of productive consumption (output targets for steel,
electricity, etc.), one ends up going round in circles. Say
we start drafting a plan by setting targets for electricity
generation. In order to decide what the planned output
should be, some estimate must be made of the demand for
power in the economy; this in turn requires an estimate of the
planned volumes of output in all industries using power,
that is, compilation of a production programme for all
sectors of the economy.

Thus, in order to determine the volume of output in any
one sector, the volume of output in all other sectors must
be known. It seems at first glance as if this is an insoluble
problem. However, in practice this task is tackled in stages.
Work on the plan starts by drawing up the first projections
for several leading sectors, then assignments for related and
other sectors are calculated, and while this is being done
adjustments are introduced into the initial assignments, and
so on. At the same time, opportunities for expanding capa-
cities and the number of people employed in each sector,
for raising labour productivity, and lowering the costs of
inputs, are assessed, i.e. all possible resources and reserves
for extending production in the sector are ascertained. As
a result, the general outlines of the plan, the scale of pro-
duction, investment requirements, etc., are sketched in.
By using this method of variant approximations, the first
variant of a balanced plan is worked out.

Sectoral planning projections are essential whatever
concept of planning is adopted, for specialists working in
the sector"know better than anyone else what production
reserves exist, what the trends of technological progress are
in their sector, etc. It should be noted that sectoral estimates
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of riemand for the output of a given sector are very
important.

However, the outlook for development of the sector as
a whole (and in particular, development on account of new
construction) cannot be worked out sufficiently accurately
within a single sector, since ministry planners are not in
a position to determine the demand in all sectors of the
ecolomy for the output of their own partieular indrrstry
and, most important, they do not know what investment
they are likely to be allocated in the planned period.

In order to avoid transparently unrealistic variants of
sectoral piojections being proposed, the work of compiling
thd irational plan begins with macro-estimates that enable
the approximate amount of capital i,nvestment in the planned
period to be fixed and provisionally allocated to the differ-
ent sectors of the economy. The job of assessing overall
i-nvestment resources and especially of allocating them to
different sectors during'the planned period has not so far
been put on a sufficiently scientific basis, given current
planning methods, and is still substantially empiri-
cal.

Planning on the baiis of sectoral projections entails com-
plex input-output calculatiorls. But until recently they
were done at the final stage of plan compilation for checking
purposes and as a consequence only certain corrective
adjustments could be made in the sectoral projections. Irr
the last few years synthetic estimates of national income,
investment resources and other complex ealculations have
bdeir made- in the preliminarv stages anrl have been used
to correct sectoral proiections. There is as yet no integral
combination of preliminary eomplex calculat,ions and seito-
ral projrictions in practice. As a result plans are not always
frrlly balaneerl.

No account is taken (nor corrld it be before computets
iame into use) of the rcmote, indirect efrects of particrrlar
economiimeasures or changes in plan inclicators when plan-
ning'is done on the basis :of sectoral projections. This is
another reason whv the balance between all elements and
paits of the macro-eeonomic plan is not suf ficiently
fine.
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Complex Planning on the Basis
of a System of Models

The balanced, overall nature of macro-economic plans,
like that of social and economic development plans for the
eountry as a whole, is due to their forming an intbgral iombi-
nation of 'gbneral aims, major programmes and resources,
and plans for all sectors and economic regidns (sectoral
and regional breakdown).

A macro-economic plan should not be regarded as the
arithmetic tothl of individually compiled seetoral or regional
plans since each sector, regibn, and republic is ''an organie
part of a single macro-economic complex.

Thus the compilation of a unified macro-economic plan
rnust be of a composite, oVerall nature.' The plan should
simultaneouslycover all sectors tind all regions of the country.
Only wlren such an approach is adopted is it possible to
ensure the integral combination of sectoral and regional
broakdowns of the plan.

Inter-sectoral complex programmes designed to tackle
major macro-economic problems need to bti includetl in the
long-term, perspective plan alongside thb sectoral and
regional breakdowns

Planning must also be of an overall, J:alaneed character
when sections of the macro-economic plarr are being ob,
jected. :

Thris, for example, the buildirig prograinme must be known
when drawing up the prbduction pro'gramme, sinoe the latter
must take into aceount the demand for building materials
and construction equipment. It is not possible, moieoVor,
to draw up a plan for the developmerit of productfon cor-
rectly, if it is not known whit increase in capacity is feas-
ible as a result of capital investment. On the other hahd,
an investment plan cannot be made unless information is
available about the need for an increment in production
capacity during the planned period, i.e. unless a produb*"ion
programme alreaily exists. The input-orrtput table for
produetion capaeitv should, in trrm, take into accbunt the
building industry's own demand foi such equipment. Clearly,
what is needed is the simultaneous, complex compilation
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of a production and building programme in the plan. A simi-
lar integral link exists between output trends, the size of the
production workforce, and workers' income and consump-
tion. In the final analysis, output trends determine the
consumption of material goods and services, though on the
other hand consumption influences the volume and struc-
ture of production.

What sequence should be followed in compiling a plan
(what planning logic should be observed) and what system
of planning estimates should be adopted at the present
stage? Now that a powerful economic potential has already
been established in the Soviet Union, society's social needs
should become the starting point for planning rather than
particular output targets for the most important types of
produeer goods.

The logic of scientific planning requires that the main
parameters and general outlines of the economic develop-
ment plan should be decided at a preliminary stage so that
more detailed planning can then be carried out for all
branches of production. At the same time the synthetic
planning indicators and general outlines of the plan can be
made mote precise in the final stage by generalising the
detailed projections for different sectors and regions. Conse-
quently, from the general to the particular and concrete,
from the particular to the general-such is the logic of
complex macro-economic planning due to the unity and
interdependence of all parts of the economy.

Complex economic planning requires a whole series of
interconnected economic-mathematical models including
macromodels of economic development and sectoral input-
output tables, models of optimal sectoral plans, and models
of optimal enterprise plans.

The conditions are already ripe for adopting the following
series of economic-mathematical models in planning prac-
tlce:

I. macromodels of economic development;
II. inter-sectoral models:

1. an inter-sectoral, aggregate, dynamic model;
2. detailed inter-sectoral models expressed in value

terms, and input-output tablesT in physical
,ir,i plus value terms and in physical terms alone;
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III. models of optimal plans for the development and
location of production in the different sectors;

IV. models of optimal enterprise plans.
Synthetio indicators of economic development and effi-

ciency and the relationship between extensive and inten-
sive methods of economic growth are decided on the basis
of macro-economic growth models. Macromodels enable one
to calculate such basic indicators as the growth rates of the
physical volume of national income, social product and
final output,, the ratio of the consumption and accumulation
funds of departments I and II, of the productive and non-
productive spheres, of investment resources, and of manpower
resources, and the growth rates of labour productivity and
return on assets. Several variant estimates are made for
these macro-economic models.

These estimates are made from an analysis of resources,
and opportunities for increasing the physical quantities and
efflciency of the factors used as inputs. Indicators of flnal
outpul, national income and non-productive consumption
are then used for calculating inter-sectoral models.

The inter-sectoral tables are used to determine the struc-
ture of social production and the rates and proportions in the
development of the different sectors, and to establish bal-
anced volumes of output in all sectors covered by the inter-
sectoral table. The use of inter-seotoral tables at all stages
of compiling the plan helps ensure that it is properly bal-
anced.

Final output includes the production of both consumer
goqd! and equipment for extending production capacity
and for replacing equipment no longer usable. Personal and
plblic consumption both form an extremely important
element in final output, which also includes non-productive
accumulation-the building of housing, schools, hospitals,
etc., any increase in reservesl and the foreign trade balance.

If a larger quantity of textiles, clothing, and machinery
are made from a given quantity of cotton, synthetic fibres,
and metal, this provides clear evidence of an improvement
in production efficiency since the production of fi.nal, not
intermediate output constitutes the social goal. Of most
interest is the flnal outcome of social production which
excludes any double-counting of goods produced. It is
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important to know what society has produced excluding
that part of output which it consumed in the course of pro-
duction.

The starting point for planning the volume and structure
of social production may be either total final output, the
major, basic part of which is usable national iilcome--con-
suurption and accumulation, or simply consumption and
non-productive accumuiation (net final output). The latter
is especially important for perspective planning. In faot,
the production of equipment (part of frxed assets) is ultimate-
ly aimed at expanding the production of consurrer goods.
The scale of production of fixed assets (capital construction)
therefore may and should be regarded as arising from the
need to increase the production of consumer goods and
the building of housing, schools, hospitals, etc., in the long
term, as well as from the need to stiengthen the country's
defence capabiiity.

Once an estimate has been made of flnal demand, work
starts on the second major stage in compiling the planning
inter-sectoral table, i.e. on drawing up the coefficients of
direct inputs for ,the plan.

An inter-sectoral table enables one to find a single value
for the volume and structure of the gross social product
on the basis of the final output. If several variants of final
output and input coefficients are worked out, several variants
of the volume of gross product can there also be quickly
obtained (by using computers).

The drawing of a planning inter-sectoral table amounts
in essence t9 the compilation of a production programme on
the basis of flnal demand and the standard inputs for all
major branches of production; this programme forms the
skeleton of the plan and serves as a guideiine for detailed
plan projections for different sectors and regions and then
for enterprise plans. The more items there are in the table,
the more detailed the indicators that can be obtained for
this balanced, ovorall production programme for the eco-
nolxy.

It is an important matter of principlo to determine the
volume and structure of the social product and the volume
and structure of productive investments on the basis of the
share of national income allocated to consumption and
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non-productive accumulation, and progressive indicators
of the corsumption of materials and assets. \4'hen that is
done, the objectively necessary relation between the pro-
duction of producer goods and consumer goods can be accu-
rately estimated.

Some economists beiieve it is incorrect to take society's
fina] consumptiou as the starting point for planning social
production, since they think it means forgetting the basic
tenet in Marxist economic theory on the primacy of pro-
duction. This objection, however, is based on a misunder-
standing. The most important elements in flnal output are
consumption and accumulation. Consequently, final output
satisfies not only consumption needs but the need to extend
production as well. But even when the fund for consumption
and non-productive accumulation forms the starting point,
the necessary expansion of output of means of production
(producer goods) is assured, since the production programme
is based on standards of full expenditure of the objects
of Iabour and full capital consumption for final output
(see Ch. V). Consequently, it also fully meets society's
need for raw materials, supplies, fuel, power, the produc-
tion of machinery, and the building of mills and factories.

Thus, the plan provides an outline of growth in the output
of means of production that is integrally related to the
people's needs. Ilerein lies the very essence of socialist
planning, for which an increase in the output of means of
production is not an end in itself but a means of tacl,ling
the job of building communism. Planning that is based on
two furdamental factors, final consumption and progressive
standards, fully corresponds to the requirements of the basic
economic law of socialisnr.

Two types of inter-sectoral model are being developed
experimentally. At the initial stage an aggregate dynamic
inter-sectoral model covering 1B industries is being developed.
Given the volume and structure of non-productive con-
sumption (consumption and non-produc'"ive accumulation),
the volume of production arrd productive investment for
the main sectors of material production and the most impor-
tant branches of industry can be deduced from it. It is
very important in this case to obtain several variants of the
aggregate dynamic model differing in growth rates of non-

?9
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productive consumption and its various elements laid down
in the model.
u Static" input-output models more detailed in the number
bf industries covered are being drawn up on the basis of the
aggregate, dynanric inter-sectoral model. The inter-sectoral
planning tables, expressed in value terms, cover over a hun-
dred different industries.

An attempt has already been made to draw up tables in
both physical and value terms which specifically include the
economic ministries and thus ensure that they relate directly
to tho work of the appropriate organisations and approxi-
mate to the actual practice of compiling a plan. Physical
planning input-output tables cover hundreds of different
types of output, i.e. they provide a very detailed descrip-
tion of the structure of social production in physical quanti-
ties.

Intra-sectoral, inter-commodity tables for major sectors
of the economy, enable a more detailed list of products
to be reflected; usingthem it becomes possible to find a single
value for the whole intra-sectoral circulation of commodities
from the final output of the sector (which also includes the
intermediate output going outside the sector). In some
sectors it constitutes a substantial amount (for example,
about two-fifths of total gross output,in the chemical indus-
try). The compilation of such tables enables the central
planning bodies to concentrate their attention on flxing
sectoral targets for final output of the sector only.

Parallel with the work on inter-sectoral tables, work needs
to be done on compiling major complex programmes designed
for varying periods of tirne, which can be incorporated
in whole or in part in actual perspective economic develop-
ment plans. A major programme includes a complex of more
minof programmes, each of which must be analysed ald
evaluated from the point of view of its efficiency and the
expenditure of resources needed to implement it. Next,
the entire set of complex programmes should be examined
in the light of the importance and sequence of goals cor-
responding to these programmes. Then on this basis the
programmes are ranked in order of priority. The entire
series of major conplex programmes is integrated into long-
term plan. At this stage the set of programmes are analysed
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in lcomparison with availablel,resources (in the light of
resource conslraints). The dovetailing of programmes and
resources is done on an iterative basls.

The next stage is to carry out the calculations for sectoral
plans for the development and location of production.
Optimal sectoral plans can help in selecting the most econo-
mic variants for reconstructing and expanding existing
enterprises and building new ones and lfor deciding the
location of new factories, and in fixing the optimal scale
and specialisation of newly constructed and reconstructed
enterprises, the level of mechanisation and automation, etc.

The first attempt at compiling an optimal sectoral plan
was made in 1961, when an outline long-torm fuel table to
1980 was drawn up for the whole of the Soviet Union. The
calculations revealed that it lwas possible in 'principle
to reduce total adduced costs by 15 or 20 per cent. Later
an optimal plan for the development and location of the
cement industry was compiled for 1966-70 (and led to firm
recommendations).

In accordance with the instructions of USSR State Planning
Committee (Cosplan), work was carried out on optimising
long-term plans for the development and location of industry
for 1970-75 and 1980 for such sectors as power, rolled steel,
pipes, chemical fertilisers, plastics, bearings, etc. In addi-
tion work continues on compiling optimal fuel and firel-
and-power tables. Thus, optimal planning methods are
being mainly applied in industries primarily producing
one product.

Work also continues on optimal plans for approximately
80 sectors and individual industries. The methods necessary
for doing this kind of work have been worked out and con-
firmed in a whole number of ministries.

The minimum of aggregate adduced costs, including
transport to the point of consumption, is taken as the crite-
rion for optimal sectoral plans, once the volume of output
is taken as given. A number of models also take into account
the efficient use of output in the course of consumption.

The demand for a sector's output, broken down by type
of goods and region, serves as important initial data for
calculating an optimal sectoral plan. So far such data are
calculated by traditional methods, but Iater on, the syste-
6-01453
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matic work being done on perspective inter-sectoral tables
for tho whole of the Soviet Union, will make it possible
to use these tables to determine the data on the demand for
a sector's output. In that way it will be possible to integrate
macro-economic'and ]optimal'sectoral models.

All economic dnits (niinistriei, amalgimated enterprises,
eingle enterprises, collective and state farms, research and
planning organisations, etc.), as was noted at the 24lh Cong-
ress, need to have five-year plans with annual targets, and
their plans to be tied in with sectoral and macro-economic
plans.

Sectoral plans and projections mado by ministries and
central administrative departments responsible for particu-
lar sectors are based on much fuller information about the
demand for sectoral output (broken down in greater detail)
and about their own production resources. This is even more
true of production associations and enterprises. Enter-
prises operating on a cost accounting basis draw up their
own optimal plans independently in accordance with the
assignments they have been given, using very detailed
information about demand, production capacities, etc.

The complex planning of a production programme for the
entire economy is integrally connected with the drawing up
of an inter-sectoral complex programme and with sectoral
and factory planning. The order that should be followed in
compiling a macro-economic plan is to start with synthetic
and inter-sectoral models and then go on to complex prog-
ramrues, sectoral projections and optimal plans for enter-
prises which give life to the sectoral framework of the plan
and correct the irritial parameters.

It shoultl be noted that plans for capital construction,
utilisation of manpower, improvernent in living standards
(similarly at flrst in the form of general and then more
concrete indicators) are drawn up at the same time as a pro-
duction programme. In this way it is possible to make
certain that the sectoral version of the plan corresponds
with the functional version.

Balanced planning entails drawing up a plan on an ite-
rative basis as a result of which particular indicators are
successively revised on the basis of general ones and the
general indicators on the basis of particular ones. Now that
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economic-mathematical models and computers have been
brought in-to use-, plan indicators can be-successively cor-
rected in both directions in a comparatively short space
of time.

The use of inter-sectoral models and computers ensures
that plans are_ complex, multi-variant, and finely balanced.
In other words, inter-sectoral planning models 

-enable 
one

to obtain several properly balanced plan variants within
a short period and then to select the most effective one.
At the same time neither static nor dynamic inter-sectoral
models are fully able to solve the pro-blens of raising effi-
ciency. The mutual correction of macro-economic input-
output indicators on the basis of optimal sectoral indicators
means that elements of optimality are introduced into the
whole system of planning estimatei; but this does not ensuro
thit the optimal variant of the plan in the strict sense is
selected.

Optimal Macro-Economic Planning

It is -natural for planning bodies to try and find the best,
optimal_variant of a plan at all stages of socialist develop-
ment. However, in view of the fact that diflerent variants
are sorted out empirically, it is not possible to discover
the really optiryal plan in the strict mathematical meaning
of this word. The problem of optimal planning ensurin[
maxjmum efficielcy of social production in given concret6
conditions and the most advantageous prop6rtions in the
economy has therefore arisen.

- At present the conlept of the optimal planning of a social-
ist economy -is at the development stage and-several ap-
proaches to the problem exist. The basic propositions in tlie
theory of optimal planning are as follows:

1. a socialist economy is regarded as a consciously optimised
s-ystem based on social ownership of the meini of pro-
duction;

2. there is a single criterion of optimum character under
socialism, which can be described as the objective drive of
socialist 

- society to obtain maximum satiifaction of its
members' needs and which makes it possible to chooso the
best path of economic development;-

6*
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3. it is recognised that the availability to society, at any
given moment or finite period of time, of manpower and
natural resources, production capacities, and scientific
and technical knowledge is limited;

4. account is taken of the broad substitutahility of techno-
logical means of using resources in production and final
consumption;

5. a socialist economy is regarded as a complex system
comprising a great many diverse elements, which presupposes
a hierarchial, multi-level structure of the economy and of
management;

6. it is assumed that there must be agreement between
local interests and the aims of economic development. In
other words, it is necessary to ensure that economic units
at all levels, and those working in them, have an economic
interest in tackiing the jobs facing the economy as a whole.
Consequently, it is necessary to evaluate the operational
efficiency of different parts of the economy in accordance
with the optimality criterion adopted for the economy as
a whole.

It is possible in theory to secure the strict optimisation
of macro-economic plans by applying mathematical program-
ming methods. Price and resource estimates occupy a special
place in optimal planning theory. Optimal prices, i.e. prices
formed in calculating an optimal plan, possess some impor-
tant properties: they establish the conditions for estimating
in the plan the opportunity cost or advantageousness of
producing substitute goods; assess supply and demand; and
stimulate the most efficient production.

The chief meritl of an optimal plan is that it combines
proportionality (balance) with selection of the most effective
plan variant. In theory, there can be no better plan from
the point of view of the criterion selected.

Nevertheless, many difflculties of both a theoretical and
a practical nature have to be overcome in applying optimal
planning. They include: firstly, the decision regarding the
criterion for the macro-economic plan; secondly, the problem
concerning the scale of the optimal planning task and ques-
tions of aggregation antl clisaggregation; and thirdly, the
problem of which standards should be adopted as a
basis.
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The greatest difflculties arise in deciding the optimality
criterion for the whole economic development plan. As
noted above, a whole series of social, economic, antl political
planning aims have to be determined on the basis of thor-
ough-going qualitative and quantitative analysis' Deci-
sion-making in this case is mainly a matter of economic poli-
cy, though an assumption ahout the existence of a single
objective function in the macro-economic plan and about
the possibility of compiling such a plan as the solution of
an extremal task underpins all optimal macro-economic
planning systems.

Let us now look at four of the macro-economic criteria
of optimal resource allocation that have been put forward
and discussed in the Soviet economic literature:

{. The attainment of minimum input of social labour for
a given volume and structure of final output (gross final
output) or consumption and non-productive accumulation
fund (net final output); in practice the criterion of maximi-
sation of the social productivity of labour is equivalent
to this, assuming as it does that the volume and structure
of final output are given outside the optimal plan; what
remains unknown is whether the volume and structure of
flnal output will be secured by the available resources, the
question of "what to produce" being largely deciderl outside
the plan.

2. The attainment of the maximum physical volume of
national income., a criterion that does not take account of
the fact that socialist society is interested not in maximum
growth rates but in optimum ones, which are determined
by the optimal relation between the consumption and accu-
mulation funds; maximising of growth of the physical volume
of national income over a long period of time in fact means
maximising the proportion of productive accumulation
(above all when the effectiveness of accumulation is
unchanged); this criterion may channel economic develop-
ment into "produttion for production's sake".

3. The criterion of maximising consumption and non-
productive accumulation throughout the planning periotl;
it also suffers from a number of shortcomings; some needs,
in fact an ever-increasing part of them, being satisfied by
nen-Eaterial goods and serYiges that dq npt form part of
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the national income (in our understanding of it), while
shortening-of the working day, improving aid easing work-
ing -conditions through technologiCal adiance (i.e. ihrough
productive accumulation) are alio important indicators "of

rising living standards; it is important to note that the
amount of accumulation, i.e. the extent to which future
needs will be satisfied, is not a matter of indifference to the
members of a socialist society.

These shortcomings are even more evident in the criteria
of maximising the physical volume of gross and final output.

4. The criterion of maximising thelalue of the integral
social-utility of consumer goodsind services, i.e. the cr"ite-
rionof maximislng people's welfare (including non-productive
services- and taking the leisure factor in account) is free
of all these shortcomings in the opinion of some advocates
of optimal planning theory; but ii nevertheless has serious
shortcomings, the principal one being that no means of
measuring consumer goods and services in terms of their
social utility have yet been worked out methodologically or
tried -out experimentally; nor has an adequate aiswer'yet
been found to the prohlem of constructing wbightecl functions
reducing t_he social utility of goods and"servlces to a single
moment of time, or of weighted functions for different soclal
and income groups, etc.

Given the available resources, it is essential over the long
term to ensure (a) a maximum volume and structure of the
consumption fund corresponding to needs, and of the fund
oI. non-productive accumulation and non-material services;
(b) an improverlent-in working conditions, and with it high
rates of further development of industry in the post-planniig
period; and-(c) the strengthening of defence capacily. Hoi
to express all that in a single criterion is still an unr-esolved
question; and since it has not yet been possible to establish
a single objective function, many people believe itpossible
to be content with a less strict criterion of efficiency at the
level of the macro-economic plan.

Some economists suggest drawing up so-calleil effective
plans of economic development, eac[, variant of which repre-
sents a balanced plan reflecting a particular trend in economic
pllicy. In 

-each such variant an optimum is attained for one
af the goals set before the plan, 

-while 
the remaining aims
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are given in tho form of constraints. Colsequently, using
this approach the most effective plan is calculated in accor-
dance-with a tlefinite aspect of economic policy with the
help of mathematical programming methods. However this
is itill not an optimal plan which by means of a single
criterion would embrace all the aims of economic and social
development.

The compilation of this kinil of sub-optimising plan Pre-
sents a cerfain interest. However it is still unclear on what
basis any one of these aims is picked out. A criterion of
vectoral optimisation due to a multiplicity of planning
goals and thus criteria has been suggested in this connection.
A plan which cannot be further improved in terms of any
of these criteria without being worsened in respect of another
criterion is efficient.

The methodology of optimal macro-economic plannin-g
is the subject of intense research at present. This research
is important because it is furnishing the guidelines- that
will determine the main direction in which planning should
be improved. There is no doubt, and never has been, of the
possibilities of optimal planning for solving partial tasks.
Tasks aimed at ensuring the optimal loacling of equipment,
optimal utilisation of raw materials, optimuT freig-ht
hauls, the optimum size of enterprises, an optimal plan for
the location of industry, etc., have all been successfully
tackled. At present, it should be emphasised, there- are also
growing opportunities for introducing elements of optimi-
sation into macro-economic planning.



CHAPTER III
THE ORGANISATION OF ECONOMIC PLANNING

T. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

In the Soviet Union economic affairs are decided and
directed by a state economic plan, on the basis of which the
macro-economic plans for the various Union and autonomous
republics and plans for ecnomic and cultural develoumentin the various administrative areas (territories, regions,
areas, districts and cities) are compiled.

By the Soviet Constitution the USSR Supreme Soviet
is responsible for the general direction of planning for the
country as a whole, Republican Supreme-SovietJare res-
ponsible in Union and autonomous republics, and the respec-
tive local government authorities in the different administra-
tive areas (in the form of the Soviet of Working people's
Deputies).

D_raft plans are draw-n up and submitted for approval
to the supreme state authorities of the USSR, and oi 

-Union

g."d_?g!trq*ous -replblics by the highest executive bodies,
the USSR Council of Ministers and tlie Councils of Ministers
of the Union and autonomous repuhlics. In the lower admin-
istrative areas draft plans are drawn up and submitted for
approval to the corresponding Soviet by its executive com-
mittee.

On the basis of these economic plans for the Soviet Union
as a whole, and for the Union and autonomous republics,
the respective ministries and government departmerits draw
up -plans for each sector and allocate assignments to the
production associations,- enterprises, and organisations
directly subordinate to them.
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Planning of the economy is implemented in the Soviet
Union by means of perspective and current plans with the
leading role being awarded to the former. Work is being
done_at present on compiling a long-term plan for {g75-g0l
The_ long-term -plan will be specified in greater detail in
metli_um-term plans covering five-year periods, while these
will be broken down into current plans covering a period of
a year. Current p-lanning is-based on perspective planning.

Perspective and current planning is-founded on-a combl-
nation of sectoral and regional planning with a view to
securing the proportional and balanced functioning of the
single macro-economic complex and the complex aid rnost
effective use of resources in Union republics and economic
regions.

There are two aspects to such a combination of sectoral
a_nd regional_planning. On the one hand, plans drawn up for
Union republics and economic regions are-compileit for rtiffe-
rent sectors of the economy, ministries and ministerial
departments. On the other hand, plans drawn up for diffe-
rent sectors, ministries and ministerial depariments are
compiled for different Union republics and economic regions.

The Leninist principle of democratic centralism ivhich
entails a combination of centralised planning and the inde-
pendence of local authorities; procluition aisociations and
ente_rprises underpins- the organisation of Soviet planning.
__ The state plan for the economic development of the Sovi6t
JJnlon, which establishes the rates and proportions of econom-
ic dev_elopment, the volume and stiuciure of production,
capital investments, the location of productive forces, etc.is compiled with the participation of Union republics,
ministries and ministerial departments in which larse
numlrers of working people join. Similar plans for the Unidn
republics, concretising the assignments in the single econom-
ic plan, are drawn up in conjunction with the lutonomous
rep,ublics and various local government areas.

-Centralised plans drawn up and approved at all levels
of economic management or a demoiiatic basis have the
force of directives. Aplan, approved by an appropriate govern-
pgnt !9dy in the-foim of a hirective whoie iriptemeiiaiion
is binding, is used in combination with the economic stimu-
lation of those who are immetliately responsible for putting
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it into effect and with the use of economic levels-profit,
prices, bonuses, credit, interest rates, etc.

Production associations, enterprises and organisations
draw up their own five-year and annual plans on the basis
of the assignment they have been set by higher authori-
ties.

An extremely important task of planning organised on
the principle of democratic centralism is to ensure the mana-
geriil independence of socialist enterprises. Given commod-
ity-money relations, enterprises conduct theil opera_tions
on the basis of full financial autonomy (with profit and loss
accounting) which heightens their interest in raising the
efficiency of social production.

2. PLANNTNG AND MANAGEMENT BODIES

Economic planning work is done in the Soviet Union by
the appropriite governmental bodies both through a net-
work bi sfecial planning bodies and through a network -of
managerial bodies responsible for different sectors of the
economy and industries or for diflerent aspects of the econo-
my (finance, prices, science, standardisation measures, sup;
plies, accounting, statistics, etc.)-by ministries, ministerial
departments, committees, etc.

The economic planning bodies are as follows:
(1) the State Plinning Committee (USSR Gosplan) of the

USSR Council of Ministers;
(2) the state planning committees (Gosplans) of -the

Councils of Ministers of l-l=nion republics, which have a dual
subordination: (a) to the appropriate Council of Ministers
of the Union republic ancl (b) to USSR Gosp-lan;

(3) the state planning commissions of the Councils of
Ministers of autonomouJrepubtics, which alsohave a dual
subordination: (a) to the appropriate Council of Ministers
of the autonomous republic and (b) to the Union republican
Gosplan;

(4) the planning commissions of the executive committees
of 

.the 
Soviets of 

-the various local government areas again
with a dual subordination: (a) to the executive committee
of the relevant Soviet and (b) to the Union (or autonomous)
republican Gosp1an,
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The administrative bodies concerned with economic
direction and control are:
_ ^(1)_ 

all-Union and Union republican committees, and
USSR ministries and ministerial departments;

(2) Union republican committees, and the ministries
and departments of the Union republic with dual subordi-
nation to the republican Council of Ministers and to the
app^Iopriate USSR ministries and departments;

(3) the republican ministries and departments of Union
republics;

- - (4) the ministries and departments of autonomous repub-
lics;

(5) the administrative departments of the executive com-
mittees of territorial, regional, district and city Soviets
of Working People's Deputies.

Ministries and government departments and committees
have structural sub-divisions in the form of planning depart-
ments, which do the work on compiling plans for theiieco-
nomic activities. In the same way there ire structural sub-
divi,qions in the organisations and enterprises subordinate
to these ministries, departments, and committees, which are
concerned with compiling plans for them.

A USSR ministry (or department) is the central state
management body responsible for the economic sector or
industry entrusted to it. Committees that have production
enterprises attached to them manage them in the same way
as a ministry (department), and can therefore be ranked
as ministries (departments).

The bodies responsible for planning the economy can be
grouped as follows:

(a) all-Union bodies-USSR Gosplan, all-Union and
Unign le_pullican committees, ministiies, and departments
of the USSR;

(b)-Union republican bodies-the Gosplans of Union
republics, Union republican and republiCan committees,
ministries, and departments;

(r) autonomous republican bodies-the Gosplans, and
minjsh:ies_ and- departments of autonomous republics;

(d) local bodies-the planning commissions of territories,
regions, etc., and the-boards ald departments of the execu_
tive copmittees of the local sovieis;
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(e) pro ttuction associations, ertter-prises, and organisations
of 

'all-Union, republican, or local importance.
Alt these planning and management bodies constitute

a single system of planning bodies united !y tne nation-
wirle "planning centie-UssR Gosplan, which works under
the general direction of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party and the Soviet Government.

The State Planning Committee of the USSR

The State Planning Committee of the USSR Council of
Ministers (USSR Gosplan) occupies a particularly important
position in the system of planned management.' Its main job ii to draft 

-perspective and annual pla-ns

which will iecure the propbrtional development of the-

economy and the steady growth and increased efficien-cy of
social proiluction with h view to creating lhe material and
technical basis for communism, steadily improving living
standards and strengthening the country's defence capabilit-y,
in accordance wi[]r the Programme of the Communist
Party, directives issued by the Eg.!yl. Central Committee,
and 

" 
decisions taken by the USSR Council of Minis-

ters.
There are both consolitlated and sectoral departments

inside ussR Gosplan. The chief of these is the consolitlated
department of the macro-economic plan which coordinates
the work of all Gosplan's departments under the supervision
of its collegium and chairman, and co-mbines all the depart-
mental drifts into a single draft plan for the economy.
Other consolidated depaitments exist alongside it: for
regional planning and the distribution of pr-oductive.forces;
foi physital inprit-output tables and pLans for the distribu-
tion of output; ior capital investments; for labour proiluctiv-
ity ancl wages, etc.

?larrs for developing particular sectors of the econolly are

compiled by the appropriate sectoral departments. Matters
relatins to ihe supply of materials and technical equi-pme-nt

"na 
tolrt.r-sectoi'al 

-deliveries 
of output are decided by the

departments that deal with physical input--outprrt balalces
a"h pfr". for the distribution of output. Plans for develop-
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ing the-non-productive sphere are drawn up by the depart-
ments for culture, education, health, trade, etc.

UqSR Gosplan includes the State Appraisal Commission,
wh_ich examiles general schemes for ihe development of
industries and the siting of enterprises, for the specialisa-
tion and overall balanced development of economio regions,
and the drafts of major integrated programmes.

There is also an Interdepartmental Commission, which
guides the work on studying and goneralising experience of
applic-ation of the new system of planning-and economic
stimulation and on improving it.

- 
USSR Gosplan's Chief Computing Centre caloulates the

plan indicators, using electronic computers. Gosplan also
has an Economic Research Institute, a Planning ind Stan-
dards Research Institute, a Research Institute for Complex
Transport Problems, and a Council for Study of the produc-
tive Forces of the Soviet Union.

The Csntral Statistical Board of the USSR provides
Gosplan with necessary scientifically processed data on
plan fulfilment, available resources, existing economic pro-
portions, and reserves for future growth ind improving
production efficiency.

In the work of planning a whole series of complex problems
concerning econorqrio development, USSR Gosplin relies
on various State Committees: for Science and Technology;
for the Construction Industry (Gosstroy); for prices; Tor
Labour and Wages; for Supply of Materiils and Teohnical
Equipment, etc.

.UpSB Gosplan influences the formulation of plans by
ministries, departments, and Union republics, eiaminins
them from an all-Union point of view and so helping to pre"-
vent a narrowly-departmental or parochial soluiion- of 6co-
nomic questions.

Much attention was pairl at the 25th Congress to improving
the work of USSR Gosplan. Taking the new tasks posed ii
the draft on the main lines of economic developmeni, USSn
Gosplan shoul4 pay more attention to working out the basic
proportions of economic -development; to the balancing of
plans, the compilation of complex programmes, the *e.6lu-t'fn of problems of economic-regionallsation and location
of the productive forces; and to deiermining ways of improv-
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ing the efficiency of social production. To do that, and in
order to cope with this work in a far-reaching and creative
way, Gosplan needs to be freed of many curtent problems
thal-could be dealt with by USSR Gossnab, ministries, and
other organisations.

USSR Ministries and DePartments

USSR ministries and departments study demand in the
economy for the output of their sectors, plan their develop-
ment region by region in aocordance with the tasks of devel-
oping t[e economy as a whole and the tasks confronting
tfie Union republican economies and the economic regions
with regard to the specialisation and combination of pro-
duction.

Ministries are responsible for the current position and
further development of their industries, for the quality
of output at a minimum expenditure -of social labour, and
for th6 fullest possible satisfaction of the country's needs
or all types of the output of that sector.

USSR- ministries and departments prepare drafts of per-
speotive and ourrent plans for the development- of 

- 
their

s6ctors with the participation of the bodies subordinate
to them, following the directives of the Communist Party
and Government ising forms and indicators conflrmed by
USSR Gosplan.

The economic and planning boards of ministries organise
the drafting of perspective plans in all sub-divisions of the
ministry aia in ttie various institutions and enterpris-es
belonging to that seotor. In particular-they--draw up the
methidological instructions, forms, and indicators to be

used in coilpiling development plans for sub-sectors and the
technical-industrial-financial plans of enterprises.

Union republican ministries and dePartments draw up
perspective 

-and 
current plans for the develo-pqent of the

sectors of the economy and industries for which they are

responsible in coniunction with the correspol{ilg 1rrinistries
and ttepartments bt tne Union republi-cs. AII-Union mini-
stries and departments present their drafts of -persp-e-ctive
and current pians to the Counoils of Ministers of the Union
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republics, consider the latter's proposals, and present final
conclusions to tho USSR Council of Ministers witn a copyto USSR Gosplan.

All-Union and Union republican ministries and USSR
departmenls compile the diafts of perspective and .orrert
plans for the various sectors broken aown ly Union republic
and economic region.

The State Planning Committees of Union Republics

Tho role of the Stat_e Plannilg Committees (Gosplans)
of Union republics in planning thi integratea aei,Lfopment
of.their republics and economic regions-has grown cohria.-
r1b_lV n_qw that the economy is direited on th6 sectoral prin-
ciple. They- draft perspective and current plans for the'eco_
nomic development of thc republic as a whdle, independently
oJ departmental subordinations, and in adtlition ptans toi
that part of the econom_y for which the republic is direcily
responsible. Plans are drafted by the republican Gosplansjointly wit! the ministries and clepartments of the republic,
and the planning commission oI autonomous republi".-
territories, and regions (if any) in collaboration with the
interested USSR ministries and departments.

The Go-spl.a_q oj a Union republic vets tho planning drafts
prepared by USSR ministries and departmenti for en"terpris_
es and organisa-tions of all-Union importance, submits iis
own proposals for amendments to the appropriate higher
authorities, and compiles a plan for the brn.itt, balaiceJ
economjc development and distribution of the productive
Iorces for the autonomous republics, turritoriej, regions,
and economic regions (if any[ located in tf,eir-i.ei;ilt.;:

One of its main tasks is to check the various schemes for
the. development and location of industry of a par-ticuia"
sector prepared by all-union and Union republican *irirtri.s
and departments and to look at the assignments relarain!
projects for new enterprises or the reconstiuction antl-expan'_
sion of existing ones in -the republic and present prrp"_
sals. concerning theT to-the appropriate highei authority.

, 
The draft plans of a Union iepufUc prdparecl by its G.os_plans are studied by the repuilic's Council of 

-Milis6;s
and submitted by it for apprbval to the USSR C""""it 

"f
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Ministers, with a copy to USSR Gosplan. Once the macro-
economic plan for tfie whole of the Soviet Union has been

approved,*tho draft for the Union republic is amended and
submitted by the Council of Ministers for -adoption by the
Supreme Soviet oI the republic. Developed-plans are com-
piled by the ministries ind departments 'il tho republio
intl thoiespeotive enterprises on the basis of the plan adopt-
ed for the Union republic.

The State Planning Committees
of Autonomous Republics; Local Planning Bodies

The Gosplans of autonomous republios and the Planning
commissions of territories, regions, districts and towns
draw up plans for integrated economjc development of their
o*o o".ti"ular area aid dovetail them in with the plans
for those areas of economic activity on their territory that
come under all-Union and republican ministries. They study
the draft plans of USSR and Union rep-ublican ministries
and deparfments for enterprises for which these authorities
are responsible that are sitecl in their territory and prepare

their dwn proposals for presentation to the appropriate
higher autliorities; they also - present their conclusions
re[arding district planning schemes, urban -develop-ment
plins, aid projects-for the planning and building of new
towns and urhan areas.

The Gosplans of autonomous republics and local pllnning
commissiois coordinate the planning activities of all local
management bodies and prepare drafts of the following
plans:^ (1) perspective and current economic -Plang. and.plans
toi ftre coistruction of social and oultural facilities in the
respective republics and loca-I governgnent areas;. 

-
(}) a production plan for local building materials;
i3i a.tuet plan and a plan for the production of consumer,

coito*r1 ,nd leisure, and domestic appliance goods by loc-al

industrial enterprises and enterprises colqing under the
jurisdiction of USSR and Union ropublican ministries
and departments;

(/r) aggregate plans for the building of housing, and muni-
oipal services;
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(5) plans for state purchases of agricultural produce;
(6) manpower tables on the employment of manpower;
(7) balance sheets pf personal-sector money ineome and

expenditure;
(B) plans for developing trade broken down by towns and

districts.
Town and district planning commissions draw up pers-

pective'and current plans for developing their own particu-
Iar areas for the construction of social and cultural ameni-
ties; they lay down assignmentS for enterprises, institutions
and organisations under their control and make plans for
their Iocation.

They also have the task of examlning plans for the location
and development of local indusilial enterprises, the provi-
sion of services, trade, and public catering facilities, and
cultural, educational and health organisations and institu-
tions which come under all-Union or Union republican
control and make their suggestions to the higher authorities
through the appropriate local executive committees.

They vet draft plans for enterprises and organisations in
charge of the construction of social and cultural facilities
and for the production of consumer goods and local builtling
materials within their area and compile the necessary aggre-
gate planning indicators for inclusion in the plan for eco-
nomic, social and cultural development of the town or dist-
rict.

Draft plans for autonomous republics, territories, regions,
and areas aro votted by the Councils of Ministers of the
autonomous republics and by regional or territorial execu-
tive committees and submitted by them to the Council
of Nlinisters of the Union republ.ic concerned with a copy
to the Union republican Gosplan. The draft plans of towns
and districts are examined by the Iocal executive committees
and submitted by them to the appropriate higher regional
or territorial executive committee with a copy to the higher
planning commission, so that they can be coordinated with,
and taken into account in, the plans adopted by the higher
governmental authorities at Uni.on (or autonomous) republic-
an level, etc. They are then submitted for approval to the
Supreme Soviets of the autonomous republic or to the appro-

7-014 53
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USSR Gosplan draws up the state plan for the development
of the whole ecoromy and fixes the assignments for USSR
ministries and departments and for Union republics in the
form of aggregate indicators. USSR ministries and depart-
ments compile more detailed centralised plans for the devel-
opment of pirticular economic sectors and industries. The
Gosplans of Union republics compile plans for the complex
development of the republic's economy as a whole and plans
for the areas of economic activity under republican control
which contain assignments for the various ministries,
autonomous republics, regions, etc., and serve as the starting
point for the drafting of similar plans by Unt0n republican
ministries, the Gosplans and ministries of autonomous
republics, and the planning commissions, boards, and depart-
ments of local authorities.

Thus, the following planning system operates at the
present time:

(1) the state plan for the development of the Soviet econ-
omy;

(2) plans drawn up by USSR ministries and d6partments
for their economic sectors antt industries;

(3) plans compiled in the Union republic regarding the
republic's economy as a whole and those areas of economic
activity under republican control;

(4) pians drawn up by Union republican ministries and
departments for the sectors for which they are responsible;
' (5) the plans of autonomous republics regarding their
economy as a whole and those areas of economic activity
directly in their control;

(6) the plans drawn up by the ministries and departments
of autonomous republics for their own sectors;

(7) the economic plans of territories, regions, towns, etc.;
(8) the plans drawn up by boards (departments) of local

executive committees;
(9) the plans of amalgamated enterprises, singleenterpri-

ses, organisations, and institutions.
AtI these plans-the united state plan of the USSR, the

plans compiled by the USSR ministries and departments, the
plans made by Union and autonomous republics and all the
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other areas of the economy-are closely interconneeted and
form a single system. This single planning system ensures
centralised planned management of the economy and. the
development of initiative on the part of local bodies together
with the economic independence of enterprises.

Structure of the Maero-Economic Plan

The macro-economic plan of the USSR determines the
development of the eoonomy by sector and region (by Union
republic and economic region), and for each Union republic
by sector. It comprises the following sections:

aggregate economic indicators describing the development
of the economy as a whole;

the main indices for the development of science and technol-
ogy; indices on nature conservation and the rational exploi-
tation of resources;

the main assignments for prodrrction of industrial output;
indicators of agricultural and forestry development; :

the targets for developing transport and communications;
assignments in regard to capital construction;
indicators of the development of geological prospecting

and exploration;
indicators on employment and the training and deploy-

ment of personnel;
targets relating to profits, and costs of production and

clistribution;
targets relating to the expansion of trade and public

catering;
targets relating to the development of household and

other services, amenities, and public utilities;
targets relating to education, culture, and health;
aggregate targets for improving the. standard of living;
targets for developing the economies and cultures of

Union republics;
indicators of the development of foreign trade relations;
physical input-output tables for the main types of output.
The consolidated section contains synthetic indicators

showing the development of the economy as a whole-the
growth rates of aggregate social product; the ratio between

7*
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departments I and II of social production; n-ational income
and its allocaion between accumulation' and consumption;
the growth rates of group A ancl group B industrial output,
agriculture, etc."The growth of social production, the solution of social
problems and the systematic improvement of living stan-
dards depend to a great extent on the development of science
and technology. One of the most inportant sections of the
plan, therefor-e, is the section on the development of science
and 

'technology. It includes assignments for mastering- the
production of 

-new 
types of industrial output, for-making

rapid use of the Iatesi scientific and technolpgical discover-
iei, applying advanced technology, mechanisation and
,rio-ation in procluction, setting up automated control
systems, etc. These asignments are fixed by indicators in all
sections of the Plan.

The production-programme for indlstry a-nd -agriculture;
each of which has-itJown section, forms the backbone of
the plan. There is an adilitional section which lays down
assignments for developing t-ransport- and communications
ancl-related tasks concerning the growth of output and devel-
opment of inter-sectoral link-ages- in the economy.
'Builrting of the material and technical base of communism

calls for iast investment in the economy. It is therefore
exceptionally important to commission new enterprises and
recoistruct existing ones on the basis of the latesI advances
of science and tec[nology. Work on plans for capital con-
struction includes the planning of investments, of project
and experimental research and the work of project-planning
organisations, as well as of the construction intlustry and
th6 expansion of capacity in building and installation
organisations. This section is followed by one on the planning
pr-ospecting and exPloration.' A'speciil section of the plan is devoted to q-uestions of
employment and vocational training, the use of manpo-wer

r..orti.t and the raising of labour productivity in differ-
ent sectors of the economy and industry, the regulation
of wages, bonus schemes, and the fixing and correct alloca-
tion of the total waEe bill'

There can be no improvement in the efficiency of social
production unless profits and profitability are correctly
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planned, production and distribution costs reduced, and the
;t;6; of economic stimulation in production improved'
" A whole numbet of seetions in the plan deal with questions

relating to improvlng the standard of living' Besides 3 s.ec-

tion tfrat tpecirlly -sets indicators for the rise of living
riu"ar"a. uira the structure of satisfying people's needs

broken dorvn by town and country, social groups, etc',
ih.r. ut" speciai sections dealing with the development -of
traae, services and amenities, municipal services and public
utilities, education, culture, antl health

There'is a special section in the plan for the planning
of foreign economic ties.

Finaliy, the compiling of the macro-economic plan is
concluded'by input-butput tables and plans for the alloca-
tion of key 

-types 
of output, the supply of materials. and

equipment foi'industry ind caqital c-onstruction, cultu-r-e

,ria iUe health service, etc., wi[h a plan for building-all-
Union stocks, and for inter-republican deliveries from these

stockpiles, ancl a plan for allocating output to state stock'
piles." AII sections of the plan are relayed in the form of overall
assignments for complex economic develo-pment to each
Uni6n republic which ihen dra.n's up its own plans as a contin-
uation and development of the macro-economic plan-'

The structure of ihe plan is such as to require further
specification of its targets in the plans dr,awn- up-not-only
by USSR ministries and departments but also by the Union
republics, and in the case of the latters' -plans-in plans
cohpiled'by autonomous republics and all local govern-
ment areas.

Targets which, if reached, will ensure an advance in all
sectorf of the economy' an increase in the efficiency of social
protluction, high growth rates of national income, an
i*prorr.-ent iri mairo-economic proportions, a-nd the-fullest
possible satisfaction of society's needs form the basic con-
tent of a macro-economic Plan.

The whole group of assignments for making the best pos
-"ible use of fiied assets and production capacities, for accel-
erating growth of labour protluctivity in aII sectors of the
economy, for correct utilisation of the couqtry's- manpower
resources and for supplying the economy with skilletl workers
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and technically qualified specialists occupies a central
position of the macro-economic plan.

The Sovi.et Union's economic plan inoludes assignments
for ensuring the complex development of Union republics
ald economic regions. The set of assignments dealing with
the specialisation and cooperation of production, and improv-
ing inter-republican, inter-regional, and inter-sectoral con-
nections holds a special place in the plan.

The plan includes assignments for increasing the profit-
ability of production, applying validated standards of
expenditure oI raw materials, fuel, power, industrial mater-
ials, and labour; for reducing production and distribution
costs; and for increasing profits .and improving the use
of financial funds.

The whole purpose of socialist extended reproduction
is to ensure the continual growth of materials and cultural
living standards. The plans provide for a steady increase
in real personal income;' increased production of consumer
goods; an improvement in the quality and range of such
goods; an expansion of output in sectors of material produc-
tion and the services sector: and an improvement in cultural
and health facilities.

The expansion of international economic cooperation
and foreign economic relations and raising of the effective-
ness of foreign trade occupy an important place in the plan.
The set of assignments for developing cooperation with so-
cialist countries has a special position in the plan of foreign
economic relations. The extension of such relations with
developing countries is dealt with in the macro-economic
plans. In accord with the policy of peaceful coexistence of
states with different social systems, provision is also made
in the plan for developing trade with all countries on mutu-
ally advantageous terms.

The Structure of Planning Indicators

Planning assignments are given in the form of magnitudes
of economio development which must be reached by the
end of the planned period. They are expressed in absolute
values (volume of output, average monthly earnings, per
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capita real income, level of consumption, e-tc.) and in relative
i.r'* (growth percentage,. insrem-ents). Indicators in each

section'-of the plan for a particular sector of the economy
have their own special feitures depending on the speciflc
nature of that sector (industry, agriculture, -transport,
education, etc.) antl take a mors general form'when incor-
porated into the synthetic indicatois in the consolidated sec-

iion of the plan. In ttris section indicators from all the differet
sectoral seitions are coordinated and constitute a single system

of indicators for the macro-economic plan in its errtirety'-- 
Froauction plan targets are established by both value

and physical indicators' The volume of ou.tput, national in-

"o*" 
uod its allocation between consumptio-n and accrrmttla'

tion, the growth rates and proportions of the economy, the
oroductivltv of social labour, investments in the economy'
i,h" *or"*.ot of fixed production assets, the return on assets,

the economic effectiveness of capital investment and industry,
profits, profitability, etc., are all planned in value terms'
Itt trrg"tt regarding the productiol of ac-tual types of.
ouiput ire plained ii plysiial quantities, while- some' such

*r itio., regarding produttivity in different industries- (fPr

er,umple, in"coal-iining) or regarding trade turnover and the
suppty of goods, are plained in bothvalue and plrysical terms'

'iirir"irig indicatbrs expressed- in terms of value form
the basis- for self-reliance and financially autonomous
relations between amalgamations, enterprises, and o-rgani-

sations, the basis of all the activity of management bodies
as regards raising the economic efficiency o{ produ"tig1r'
tfre ftanning of -prices reflecting- as acc-utately as possible
the sicially i"c".srry outlays on the production of commod-
ities is decisive in-increaiing the role of value indicators
in the plan, as they are calculated in the current priqe:
used in'actual traniactions and in constant (comparable)
prices for measuring the physical volume of production
and consumption.

A large number of accounting ildicators are calculated
in the co'urse of planning; for example, standard expenditure
on production; stanttar-d output p-er unit of raw material;
unit capital investment, ete. Accounting -iniicators are

needed to substantiate the assignments laitl down in the
plan. Amalgamations, enterprises, and organisations, which
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have been-given the incentives to raise production efficiency
and to adopt,taut plans, uso them in order to work oui
measures for rnobilisi.ng reserves to increase production
and productivity hy reducing outlays, increasing output,
and improving quality.

On the basis of the macro-economic plan for the Soviet
Union and the plans for Union republics, autonomous
republics, territories, regions, etc., the appropriate manage-
ment bodie-s la_y 

. 
down the following indultrial planning

indicators for their enterprises, etc.:
total volume of realised output;
production of the main types of output in physical quant-

ities;
. total profits and profitability (in relation to fixed produc-

tion assets and standardised circulating assets);
budgetary payments and allocations;
total wage fund;
volume of centralised capital investment, including vol-

ume of building and installation work;

^ the commissioning of fixed assets and production capacities
financed from centralised capital investment;

assignments for mastering new technological processesand
complex mechanisation and automation of special impor-
tance to.the development of an industry;

volume of deliveries of raw materials, industrial mater-
ials-, supplies, and equipment to customers, allocated by
higher organisations.

Each sector has additionally its own sub-system of in-
dicators, adopted for its enterprises.

In the services sector there is a sub-system of planning
indicators and assignments set for the various enlerprisei
and institutions operating in this sector; these in turn are
divided between free and chargeable productive and non-
productive services.

The system of plan indices and indicators is not immutable
!q! is being constantly added to and improved. It is espec-
ially important, for example, for producfion amalgamations
and enterprises- irr light industry to allow for the-changing
requirements of the market. Centralised planning of 

-the
schedule of articles paralysed their intiative in renovating
the range of goods and product-mix so as thev cover effectiv6
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demand more fully. Since 1975 they have been given the
right to determine the volume of production themselves
in physical terms (except for items for children and fabrics)
on the basis of orders from trade organisations and agree-
ments with strppliers. In addition all-Union and republican
ministries of light industry are permitted to amend works
plans for sales (within a 2 per cent volume limit) if the
change in range of production calls for it.

Changes have been made in the composition of the plan-
ning indicators for the gas industry. From 1976 volume
of sales and profit will no longer be confirmed for gas-market-
ing undertahings, and these indices will be calcuiated. Their
work will be appraised in accordance with their uninter-
rupted supply of consumers, breakdown-free operation, and
observance of estimated operating expensds.

The Guidelines lor the Deuelopment ol the National EcorLomy
of the USSR lor 1976-L980 call for: "To improve the system
of plan indicators and make them more effective in raising
the technological s[andards of production, improving the
quality of output, accelerating the rise of labour productivity
and saving material and financlal resources."l

Special attention needs to be paid in the plan to major
problems of social-economic, technical. antl scientific devel-
opment, to inter-sectoral and inter-regional problems, and
guestions regarding the specialisation, cooperation and com-
bination of production on the basis of all-round intensifica-
tion.

4. THE ORDER OF WORK
ON A MACRO.ECONOMIC PLAN

The compilation of perspective five-year plans with an
annual breakdown of assignments over the planned period
\s, as already noted, the basic form of Soviet planning.
The targets of a five-year plan are laid down for the various
USSR ministries (or departments) and Union republics,
which pass them down in the established way to amalgama-
tions, enterprises, and organisations.

I Gui,d.elines for the
USSR lor 1976-1980,

Deu_elopment ol the National Economy of the
p. 23.
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Drafting the Main Lines of Development
of the Economy

Work on compiling a perspective plan begins with an
analysis of the current economic situation and an ovaluation
of how successfully the current five-year'pian is being im-
plemented. Next the main economic rates and proportions
and the principal tasks and direction of technological and
economic development in different sectors of the economy
are decided; the basic trends of scientific and technological
development are ascertained and the main scientiflc technical
and economic, and social problerns that have to be tackled
in the plan period are assessed (see Chs. II, IV).

Nfinisiries, departments and the Councils of Ministers
of Union republics draw up proposals for the main lines of
development for the sectors of the economy and the economies
of the republics, special attention being paid in doing so to
preliminary calculations for indicators of scientific and
iechnological progress. 'fhe Council of I\linisters of Union
republics also comment of the technological and economic
reports and proposals of the all-Union and Union republican
bodies. At the same time the State Committee of the USSR
Council of Ministers for Science and Technology, and the
USSR Academy of Sciences, together with interested USSR
ministries and departments and the Councils of Ministers of
Union repuhlics, work out the main lines of development for
science and technology and their application to the economy.

The USSR Ministry of Geology, the State F orestry Com-
mittee of the USSR Council of Ministers, the USSR Minisily
of Agriculture, the USSR Ministry of Power and Electrili-
cation, and the USSR tr{inistry of Amelioration and Water
Supplies drarv up proposals on the use of natural resources in
each economic region.

Research and design and planning institutes working
on problems of price formation, scientific and technological
progress, the efficiency of social production, and so on,
are also fully involved in this work.

All the proposals of ministries, departments and Union
republics, and of scientific institutions are submitted to
USSR Gosplan, which uses them to draft the main lines of
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development in the economy over the long term, and in turn
presents it for consideration to the Soviet Government.

As soon as the Central Committee of the CPSU and the
USSR Council of Ministers have approved the main lines of
development for the economy over the long term, USSR
Gosplan, the USSB ministries and departments, and the
Councils of Ministers of Union republics flx the assignments
for the technological and economic development- of the
various groups and branches of industry and of the various
Union republics and 'economic regions over the long term
following the same procedure as with draft of the main lines
of development.

The Central Committee and the USSR Council of Ministers
then consider these draft assignments and any differences of
gpinion. among the various ministries, departments, and
Union republics, and decide them in the same way as with
the draft of the main lines of development.
, After USSR Gosplan has studied the proposals made by

the various ministries, departments, and scientific institul
tions, it prepares a draft of the main lines for the five-year
plan, and of the principal growth indicators, which it then
presents to the Central Committee and the USSH Council
of Ministers. These bodies study the draft and make any
necessary amendments and changes. Then the draft is pub-
lished in the press and broad public discussion is organised
at Communist Party congresses in the Union republics, at
Party conferences and meetings of Party organisations
(branches), and meetings of workers, employees, and collect-
ive farmers. The Central Cornmittee reports on the draft
and on the results of pre-Congress discussion to the Congress
of the CPSU, which discusses the report on the draft and
the arnendments made to it during the pre-Congress discus-
sions, and approves the main lines for the perspective plan.
The plan is then drawn up on their basis.

Drafting the Perspective Plan

The long-term plan is drawn up on behalf of the Central
Committee of the CPSU and of the USSR Council of Ministers
Ity USSR Gosplan in conjunction with USSR ministries
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and departments, the Councils of Nlinisters of Union republics'
the USSR Academy of Sciences, and the all-Union Central
Council of Trade Unions. The LISSR ministries and depart-
ments and the Councils of Ministers compile their own
draft plans for the different sectors and Union -republics
in collaboration with lower-level bodies, and with produc-
tion units. Long-term plans covering ten or fifteen y-ears

broken down into five-yiar targets, and the five-year pla-ns

broken down into annual ones, are drafted at these levels.
The tlraft plans of enterprise are su-bmitted to the ministries,
local executive committees, and other organisations to which
they are subordinate. The key indjcators are then commun-
icaied to the regional (territorial) planning commissions,
which use them to compile integrated regional plans'

The ministries and Union republics summarise {he pro-
posals they receive from enterprises and loca-l planning
Lodies and draft flve-year plans for the development of
sectors and republics in accoidance with the forms and ind-
icators sent tb them by USSR Gosplan. The draft plans
drawn up by the State Planning Commissions of Union
republics are approved by the respective Councils of Minis-
ters.

USSR nrinistries and departments and the Councils of
Ministers of Union republici send the draft five-ye-ar plans
to the directive bodies with a copy to USSR Gosplan.
USSR Gosplan in turn makes any nec€ssary -amendmentsto the drafis submitted, and submits the final perspective
plan for the country as a whole to the USSR Council of
Ministers, which considers it in conjunction with the USSR
nrinistries and departments and the Councils of Ministers
of Union republics.

Once the-draft has been accepted and endorsed by the
Central Committee and the USSR Council of l\linisters, it
is submitted to the USSR Supreme Soviet, where it is first
exanrined by the planning and Lrudget commissions of the
Council of tiLe Union and the Council of Nationalities, which
hear reports from USSR Gosplan, the USSR ministries and
departments and ministries and departments of Union-repub-
lici concerning it. The various parts of the draft plan are
then studiecl by the commissions of the Council of the
Union and thg Council of Nationalities responsible for
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partlcular sectors, namely, ipdustry, transport and com-
munications; construction and the building materials indus-
lry; agriculture; protection of the environment; health and
social security; reducqtion, science and culture; trade and
the services sector.

The USSR Supreme Soviet discusses the draft plan and
the various comments on it made by its planning, budget,
and sectorial commisions, and passes a Law on the State
Plan for the Development of the Soviet Economy.

It also instructs the Supreme Soviets of Union republics
to adopt similar laws on their own five-year plans including
the key economic indicators for the whole republic. Plans
are correspondingly confirmed by. the Supreme Sovietq of
Union and autonomous republics, and by Soviets of Work-
ing People's Deputies of temitories, regions, cities, etc.

These plans so adopted are passed on to the corresponding
administrative bodies, which in turn pass them on to the
enterprises, etc., subordinate to them. The last then put
the final touches to their o\yn perspective plans in accordance
with the one handed down to them.

The Compilation of Annual Plans

The compiling of the annual plan is preceded by a compre-
hensive analysis of the way the economy is developing which
provides a basis for specifying the tasks of the five-year
plan in terms of the key indicators for the planned period.
USSR Gosplan informs the various ministries and depart-
ments, and the Councils of Ministers of Union republics of
possible changes in the planning indicators for the forthcom-
ing year as well as of any alterations in the forms and in-
dicators of the annual plan.

Ministiries and departments compile draft annual plans,
allocating assignments to particular production associations
and enterprises with due regard for USSR Gosplan's pro-
posals and any projections made by lower planning bodies.
The Gosplans of Union republics compile plans for the devel-
opment of industries under republican control and make
proposals for expanding production at enterprises that come
under all-Union ministries. USSR Qosplan, which prepares
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the draft of the annual State Plan for Economic Development,
studies the proposals put forward by ministries and depart-
ments, and Union republics concerning it. After the USSR
Council of Ministers and the Central Committee of the CPSU
have examined this draft, it is submitted to the USSR
Supreme Soviet. The draft is studied in the standing com-
missions of the Supreme Soviet with the participation
of ministries, departments and USSR Gosplan, and is
then discussed at a session of the USSR Supreme
Soviet.

After it has given consideration to corrections and atldi-
tions inserted by deputies, the Suprenle Soviet passes the
Law on the State Plan for Economio Development of the
USSR.

A similar procedure for examining and approving annual
plans is followed in the' Union and autonomous repub-
lics.

In this way the annual plan is not simply a duplicate of
the annual breakdowns of the five-year plan, since it takes
into account fresh reserves for increasing economic growth
and raising production efficiencyo recent achievements in
science and technology, a growth in labour productivity
and national income. It is used for correcting the five-year
plan.

5. TMPROVING THE TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES
OF PLANNING CA,LCULATIONS

The organisation of planning requires the accurate and
smooth functioning of planning departments in analysing
and processing information, and in calculating- different
plannlng varilnts by means of economic-mathematical
models,-algorithms, and computers. How to improve the
organisation of planning, how to reduce labour intensive-
neis of the calculations and the time spent on compiling
a plan, and with what technical aids-these are matters
that are now acquiring great importance'

The switch-ovei to an automated system of planning cal-
culations (ASPC) is the main form of improving ttre tech-
nology of planning. It is not a previously determined s1'stem
but i process. Its ipecific feature is that economic-mathemat-
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ical methods and computers are used systematically, in
a complex and interconnected manner.

The basic aims of the system are to prepare information
for planning, compile macro-eoonomic plans, and check on
the way they are being implemented. The ASpC covers the
whole syst-em^of macro-economic planning including USSR
Gosplan, the Gosplans of Union republics, and the ministries
and departments involved in drawing up particular sections
of the national plan.

- Several sub-systems (or blocks) can be distinguished in
the automated system of plannig calculations, aJ follows:I. Macro-economic:

l. consolidated macro-economic planning;
!. planning of increased prospelity;
3. planning oJ, external economic- relations;
4. defence and defence industry planning;

II. Industrial:
!. nlanninS of the fuel and power complex;
2. planning of raw material industriesf
3. planning of the engineering industries;
4. planning of the building and civil engineering

industries;
!. planning of the light and food industries;
6. planning of agriculture;

III. Regional:
1. regional planning.

The complex sub-systems are further subdivided into
sub-subsystems wi,thin which the separate problems of plan-
n-rng-a given complex are resolved. These sub-subsystemls are
the basic elements in the forming of a plan; and they are
broken down in turn into blocks in which- the concrete tasks
of _homogeneous character composing them are grouped.

This structure of the automated sysfem of planniig calcu-
lations reflects the way the macro-economic plan is-drafted
in the central link of planned direction, i.e. in USSR Gos-
plan.

The ASPC structure envisages the drafting of the follow-
ing- macro-economic programmes: directedf inter-sectoral,
and inter-regional, which are integral constituents qf the
drafting process.
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The automated system of planning calculations contains
the following kind of elements:

(a) provision of methods for the ASPC, including a com-
pldx' -of 

methods and techniques fqt tacklin-g planned
iargets, mutually tied up in accordance with planning
logic;

lb) provision of information, including the system of
planning and reporting indices and other types-of informa-
iion, foims of planning documentation, and also methods
of organising information (classification, ooding, storing,
etc. );

(c) technical supply, including computers, acoounting
and'business machinery and communications, and technical
information carriers;

(d) provision of programs, including a set of the machine
progiams needed for efficient operation of the ASPC;- (e) organisational supplies, including a collection of the
legai norms and enfoiceable enactments regulating the
structure and operation of the ASPC;

(f) provision bf staff, including planning workers ard
other personnel concerned with the solution of planning tasks.

The planner holds a central position in this system,- for
it is his function to make the final choice as to the best
variant. The selection of such a variant by tho computer
is a preliminary procedure but does not amount to the taking
of a decision. The planning official responsible must eva-
luate the results and either accept them or (having made
changes in the initial data, criteria, constraints) return the
material for 'new chlculations on . the computer.

An important requiremet is that the ASPC should have
a proper work regime. It should be sufficiently opera_tional
foi it-is to act as a pattner in the planning system. Up till
now almost all calculations using economic-mathematical
methods have heen mainly done outside the regime for dr:aft-
ing a plan. For this reason while they are being made, the
ptinning bodies have themselves had to make the compari-
ions, change the initial data, and even at times the objective
principlesf and obtain new analytical material. As a result
iomputations are not infrequently made using data and
met[odological instruction which are not longer applicahle
and thus they can only be used as reference material. Only
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if the ASPC has an operational work regime coordinated with
the regime of work on the plan will.ii be able to become a
real basis for planning work.
. Two. trends- rnay be noted in the development of the ASpC:
intensive and extensive. Extensive deveiopment is reflected
in an expansion of its sphere of work, in an extension of
its scope to new functions and new planning bodies. Inten-
sive developm-ent is connected with in improvement in the
actual technology of planning: an imprbvement in the
technical base, the introduction of new types of computers
and means of communication, an improvement in the system
of qodels and programming methods, etc. In the coui,se of
such developments the ASPC will switch over from working
on autonomous automated system of planning calculationi
lg t!. gradual synthesis of these sub-systeml into bigger
blocks and eventually of the ASPC as a whole. Then"Ihe
ASPC will be finally integrated with the''system for draft-
ing a plan.

Thus the ASPC is-a stage in the process of automating
the technology of planning calculations characterised b!
the complex use of economic-mathematical methods ani
computers for the purpose of transforming planning infor-
mation throughout the planning system.

The creation of the ASPC is having a substantial impact
on several organisational aspects of tlie process of prepaiing
a plan. At p-resent ahuge network modbl of this process ii
being worked on, and efforts are being made to use the net-
work charts and schedules (methods-of network planning
and management) that have proved effective in otfier area"s
of management, to direct the drawing up of the macro-
economic plan. This will make it possible-to cut down the
time spent on drafting the plan and will ensnre more effec-
tive and operational control.

The network schedules constructed for the separate jobs
undertaken.by Gosplan's different divisions can be integrated
into 

-a single-network for the USSR Gosplan as a while or
lor t}l9 Gosplans of Union republics. A network time-table
for fulfilment of the work 6eing done in all the various
sectoral and functionll departments of USSR Gosplan
in the course of drawing up macro-economic plans mikesit possible:
8-01453
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(l) to link up the flow of work in the different departments
and sub-departments;

(2) to sei objectively necessary time limits for each
department to pan materials to the consolidated- department
fof the macroleconomic plan and to other departments-;

(3) to pick out from am-ong the whole set of tasks carried
oui by USSR Gosplan the most urgent ones on which atten-
tion must be concentrated;

(4) to exeroise day-to-day control by means of computers
over carrying out of the calculations to_ pl_an.

The use of economic-mathematical methods and computers
still does not mean that management and planning will im-
prove automatically. Computers only offer t!9 possibility
6f ne* ways of doiig planning calculations. Whether these
possibilities are taken up depends not on the- computers
Lut on the ability of the planners to ascertain the regulari-
ties operating in- a socialist economy' on the work of the
people responsible for formalisation and algorithngisation,
itc.- The ieed to adopt a comprehensive approach to all
aspects of planning in the course of improving will there-
fore increase.

CHAPf ER IV

THE PLANNING
OF ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES

The basic indicators of socialist extended reproduction,
which reflect in a generalised form both the main tasks of
economic growth and the objective possibilities for an
increase in production and consumption- during the planned
period, are fixed at the preliTinary stage of compiling a
perspective macro-economic plan. These basic indicat"ors
are determined in the light of the principal social and econom-
ic tasks o-f the pe-rspective period, on-the basis of a genera-
Iisation of scientiflc-technical, demographic, foreign"-trade,
and -other forecasts, and with due regaid for the 6bjective
trends, _new phenomena, and unsolved problems thal have
currently deve-loped in the economy. Naturally, in the
initial stages of compiling a plan, calculations take the form
of hypotheses and forecast estimates which must be checked
further and made more valid. Later on, when the fully
macro-eco^nomic plan is being compiled, these hypotheses
are specifi.ed more closely and corrected, especiatiy in ttre
case oJ. drafting sector_al plans, and in the-final itages of
compiling the plan the tasks connected with the -basic
indicators of overall economic growth during the perspective
(five-year) period with annual breakdown are iaid^down.

Macro-economic modelling methods are mainly employed
in the preiiminary stages of work on a plan, when there
are as yet no detailed projections for the different sectors.
These methods, like planning inter-sectoral tables, are
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fairly recent antl have not yet taken, their final form. A
fully extended planning table for the whole econqTy-is-us:.d
in tLe concluding stages of compilation (see Ch. X, Vol. 2).

In recent years the inter-sectoral table has become an instru-
ment for summarising and coordinating the elements of the
macro-economic plan.

1. THE CONCEPT OF.DCONOMIC GROWTH RATES

The results of socialist extended reproduction can be

evaluated by means of various indicators characterising
the scale of production, the available production potential,
and the standard of living. The main indicator summarising
the level and dynamics of social production used in planning
is the physical volume of the annual national income as

the sufr bt the material goods and services comprising
consumption and accumulation.

The indicator of national income available for consump-
tion and accumulation shows the results of material produc-
tion in the course of a year and at the same time those
resources which can be aliocated by society for the people's
consumption needs, for the expansion- of production, and
for the development of the non-productive sphere. -The
physical volume of social production can be'estiTated.by
ialtulating this indicators in constant (comparable) prices
of a particular year (usually the base year of the planning
period).- 

The'change in the physical volume of the national income
characterisei the dynamics of social production. The relative
indicators of its dynamics are growth (incremental)' rates
of the national income. By that is meant the relative annual
growth (increment) of the physical volume of the national
Iocome used for consumption and accumulation. The rates
of economic development can also be calculated from the
dynamics of other indicators, i.e. aggregate social-product
(t-otal gross output of the sectors of material production),
ihe national income produced (total net output of the sectors
of material production), and final social prod-uct (the sum
of the consumption fund and all productive and non-produc-
tive investmentsl. The planning of growth rates, however,
is mainly based on the indicator of available national income.
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The dynamics of social production can also be measured
by means of indicators of the absolute increment of national
income or final social product. An increase in the scale of
production then results in the same relative increment of
social production masking an increasing absolute increment.
Th-us, whereas the value of a I per cent rise in the physical
volume of the national income in 1g6t-65 was 1,40d mil-
Iion roubles, 1,900 million roubles in {g66-70, and 2,200 mil-
lion ioubles in l97l-75, under the plan tor 1676-80 it should
rise to 3,600 million roubles.

The results of social production can be expressed as
follows by using the indicatnr of available national income:

Yt:Ct*At, (1)
where )'-volume of national income;

C-total ccinsumption including personal consumption,
current social consumption and the accumulation
of basic non-production assets;l

,4-productive dccumulation including the accumu-
Iation of fixed production assets, circulating
assets, stocks, and reserves;

l-time.
The dynamics of the physical volume of the national

income can be shown by means of indicators of the rates of
growth (or increment). If its physical volume for two succes-
sive years is compared, then Y4r:Y1 : I + y represents
the annual rate of growth of the national inCome-, while
LYt+t : Y, : y is the annual incremental growth rate of
national income. In this case the base value is unity; the
calrulation can also be done in percentages.

Besides ,annual growth (increment) rateJ, average (mean)
annual rates are also used in planning and economiCanalysis.
They are obtained by comparing the volumes of the natiLnal
income several years apart. The average annual growth rate
is expressed as 1 * A - dY;n, while the ru.rug. annual

I Normally th-e consumption frlnd includes only personal and social
consumption ; in the present case the accumulal,ion oi basic non-produc_
lion assets is included with them sinco all three elements hive the
same economic function, i.e. aro material goods earmarhed for non_
productive consumption, This makes it posEible to seoarate out Dro-
ductive accumulation as ths sourco for dxpanding proluction. '
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rate of increment is given bY
the volume of national income
(or accounting) period can be

Yt:Yo(1 +y)'. (2)

High, stable growth rates are typical of the Soviet economy-;
nevertheless changes can be observed in the rates of growth
for individual yeirs and over certain periods. Several such
periods having 

-different 
average annual incremental growth

rates can be distinguished:
,l,gzz-27 the period of the New 

in percentagea

Economic Policy and restoration of
the economy after the First World
War and the Civil War 19.5

L928-40 the prewar five-Year-Plan
periods of socialist economic recon-
struction t4.l

,1,4.6

8.5

v : tfYt7, - 1. Thus
at the end of the planning

expressed as: r

1946-50 restoration oI the economy
after the Second World War

1951-70 the period succeeding economic
reconstruction .

During the Ninth Five-Year Plan (1971-75) the national
income lmployable for consumption and accumulation
increased bi 28 per oent, and its total volumgyas 34 pet
cent higher than during the Eighth Five-Year Plan period.
In 1976--80 there should be a 24 ro 28 per cent increase in
national income, i.e. the growth rates of the Soviet economy
will remain stable and high.

In planning the growttr- rates of extended reproduction
for diilerent periods, a comparative evaluation is made not
only of annuil volumes and growth rates of national income,
industrial output or some other indicator but of volumes of
output for a whole number of years and the corresponding
indicators showing trends from one period to another.Thus,
for example, total available national income for the whole
of the five-year plan period (in 1965 prices) amou-nted to
840,000 million roubles in 1961-65; 1,{66,000 million in

1 In conditiqnp of continuity eguation (2) can be written: Y1 -
= Ygeat.
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1966-70; and to 1,563,000 million in 7971-75. If national
income for the period 1961-65 is taken as 100 in the next
two frve-year periods it stands at 139 ad 186 respectively.
This approach makes it possible to eliminate annual fluctua-
tions and establish with greater accuracy the scale of exten-
sion in productr'on during the period.

Breaking away from the limits of annual periods has
practical importance in long-term planning for characterising
the growth rates of social production. Given the same
increase in the annual volume of the national income over
the whole planned period (e.g. over five years), but with
changing annual growth rates within it, the total cumulative
volume of the national income for the whole period can vary
depending on whether growth rates were higher than the
xvglaCq at the beginning or at the end of the period (see
Table 2).

?able 2

Volume of
national

income in
conventional

units

1t9

Plan
Year

vari-
ant I

vari-
ant II

vari-
ant I

vari-
ant II

First
Seconcl
Third
Fourth
Fifrh
Total over
five years

110
,109

t08
t07
t06

106

t07
108

109

110

146.

110

ttg.
129.
138.
146.

644.

106

113.4
,1.22.5

,133.5

146.9

622.346.9

It so happens that, although there is a similar increase
in the amount of national income over the period as a whole
(46.9 per cent in both variants) and a similar level in
the final year (146.9 units), the volumes for the period as
a whole are different (644.9 and 622.3 units). Consequently,
calculation of average annual (incremental) growth rates of

Base year:100

Growth rate
as a percen-
tase of the
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social production should be supplemented by comparison of
the totals of production over the relevant accounting or
planned periods. This makes it possible to establish how
the plan is being fulfilled not only in the last year of the
planned period (in comparison with the base year) but over
the period as a whole. From the point of view of the economy
it is important not only for the planned growth rates of
national income to be achieved but for the plan targets as
to its amount also to be completed successfully.

The dynamics of social production can also be shown by
the per capita growth of national income. This indicator
reflects the level of economic development; in countries
where population growth rates are close to the rate of growth
of social production, the level of economic development
rises slowly. For this reason absolute increments and growth
rates per capita are an important additional characteristic
of the trend of social production. The absolute per capita
increment of national income in 7977-75 was planned at
82 roubles, compared with 66 roubles in 1966-70 and 40 rou-
bles in 1961-65.

2. BASrc FACroRs DETERMT#iI$.NAr,oNAL INCoME

The dynamics of social production, as measured by the
rates of growth of national income, depend on the input of
aggregate social labour (both living and that embodicd in
the means of production) and on changes in its economic
efficiency. These two factors in the growth of national
income, being forms of the existence of aggregate social
labour, do not under socialism contradict each other but
form a single production process proceeding on the basis of
social ownership. "Whatever the social form of production,
labourers and means of production always remain factors of
it. But in a state of separation from each other either of
these factors can be such only potentially. For produetion
to go on at aII they must unite. The specific manner in
which this union is accomplished distinguishes the different
economic epochs of the structure of society from one ano-
ther."1

r Karl Marx, Capttal, Vol. 2, p. 36-37,
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Proceeding from the Marxist understanding of the factors
of production, the effect of the dynamics of the two forms
of social labour-the inputs both of living labour in the
sphere of material production and of production assets,
fixed and circulating-are taken into account in planning
the growth rates of the physical volume of national income.
But this is only one aspect of their impact on national
income growth rates. Another aspect is the efficiency with
which they are used, as shown by output per unit of input.
The macro-economic indicators of economic efficiency most
frequently,used in planning practice include the following:

(1) the productivity of }iving labour, i.e. production
of national income per worker employed in the sphere of
material production (or per man-hour worked in this sphere);

(2) return on production assets, i.e. production of national
income per unit of production assets (or most frequently,
per unit of fixed production assets);

(3) the efficiencSr of productive investment unit (capital
outlay), i.e. the productive capital investments required
per unit of increment in national income (or of gross product);

(4) the efficiency of productive accumulation, i.e. the
ratio of the increment of national income and volume of
productive accumulation; similar in content is the ratio of
the annual rate of increment of national income and
the proportion of productive investment in the national
income.

There are other indicators showing the economic efficiency
of factors of production connected in the main with the appli-
cation of macro-economic models in planning (see Section 3
of the present chapter).

The efficiency of social labour, however it is measured,
itself depends on change in the ob-jective conditions of
reproduction, above all on scientific and technological pro-
gress, the volume and quality of natural resources used
in production, the quality and level of skill of living labour,
the scale of production, the level and forms of wage payments,
etc. The job of economic analysis and planning consists in
assessing the impact of the basic objective processes taking
place in the economy on the dynamics of the indicators
of economic efficiency and in securing an increase in the
efficiency of produotion at all levels.
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The principle of a steady rise in the effrciency of social
production means that planning the growth rates of national
income should proceed from the need for (1) maximum
satisfaction of social needs at a given level of output, and
(2) achieving high, stable rates of growth of national income
with the least possible expenditure of living and embodied
labour per unit of output, in the given objective condi-
tions.

All the diyerse factors affecting the growth rates of national
income cal_only be taken into account in the course of compi-
ling the full national plan. At the preliminary stage, growth
rates are frxed after the basic factors of production-living
labour and production assets, and their economic efficiency-
have been analysed,, each factor being examined separately
and as art of the whole. Growth rates are therefore deter-
mined by different methods in their combination on the
basis:

(a) of a change in the number of people employed in
material production and their labour productivity;

(b) of the dynamics of _production assets and any change
in the efficiency with which they are used; this method
is directly connected with the problem of allocating national
income to consumption and accumulation, since accumulation
is the source of growth for production assets:

(9) of tne treld in aggregate expenditure of living
and embodied labour and changes in their total effici--
ency.

- -It should be specially emphasised that calculations using
different methods are made in parallel, mutually interwovei
and c,orrecting. Extrapolations and temporary hypotheses
prrst be made during the calculating process and then speci-
fied more closely or rejected in the course of further proiec-
tions. One and the same indicator is fixed at different stages
from different points of view: either in view of the need
to attain a certain level for some indicator, or in the light
of the economic possibilities of achieving this task. ConJis-
tency is finally achieved, by successive approximation, be-
tween the different aspects of production over the planned
period, between plan assignments and the possibillties of
carrying them out.

The sequence of the oalculations varies with the length
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of the planned period. In planning production indicators
over a lbng period ahead, for example, indicators showing
the standaiil of Iiving it is hoped to reach by the end of
the period can be chosen as initial data; the final re-sults,
however, can only be obtained by combining the selecte-d

methods and aspects of planning calculations into a single
whole.

Dynamies of Living Labour

Among the most important factors affecting economio
growth rates are population trends, the amo_unt of manpower
ivailable, and above a1l the number of workers employed in
material production. Man is society's main productive force.
The scale and level of a country's economic development
depends to a great extent on the amount of 

-ma_npow-eraviilable. At ihe same time population growth directly
affects the level of economic development (i.e. per capita
indicators of production and consumption) and expenditure
on caring for and educating the rising generation, necessary
for bringing fresh labour into production.

As already noted, total manpower and the size of the
labour foroe engaged in material production reflect the
quantitative aspect, the amount of living labour affecting
economic growth. The productivity of living labour indicates
the effectiveness of its use. The method of calculating
possihle national income growth rates on the basis of the
dynamics of living labour entails estimating its quan-
tity and productivity as factors of extended reproduc-
tion:

Yt : PtLt (3)

where P is the productivity of living labour (P,:Y1:L),
and L is the number engaged in material production.

National income can also be expressed through product-
ivity per man-hour and number of man-hours worked in
the sphere of material production.

When national income growth rates are planned on the
basis of an even increase from year to year in the same way
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as the _productivity of labour and numbers employed in
material production, then

Yo$ * ilt : Po$ * p)t LoU + qt, (3a)

v:p*l*pl.

where p and I are the average annual rates of increment of
the respective indicators. Hence the dynamics of national
income can be 

-expressed by means of indicators of average
annual rates of increment:

(3b)

Thus this method consists in resolving two problems,
namely, estimating (a) the average annual iate of increment
oJ the numbers engaged in material production (l), and (b)
the. average annual rate of increment of the produCtivity'of
living labour (p).

High growth rates of labour productivity with continuous
increase in the number employed are typical of the Soviet
economy.

The decisive share of the increment of national income
will come from- growth of labour productivity. For the
e_conomy as a whole this will provide 85 to g0 per cent of
the growth of national income in 1976-80 as against 80
per cent in 7971-75.

The size of the labour force in material production is
estimated from long-term demographic calculations and by
planning the use of labour reserves (see Ch. V). The demogr4-
phic calculations, and certain projections concerning thelse
of manpower, 

-are made in the early stages of compiling
a.perspective_plan and normally precede the work on-plan--
ning national income growth rates.

On the whole, plan calculations of labour inputs in the
sphgre of material production can be divided into four stages.

The first stage comprises a forecast of the natural increase
in population, based on forecasts of birth and mortality
rates which in turn are drawn from forecasts of the composi--
tion of the population by sex and by age with separate ilas-
sification of women of fertile age and of fertility coefficients
for each age group.

The second stage consists in defining the able-bodied
plpulation, i.e. the population,of working age (men between
16 and 60, women between 16 and 55).
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The third stage consists in establishing the possible size
of the employed population. This calls for additional plan-
ning calculations regarding the number of full-time students
of working age (not engaged in production), the number of
housewives, and the number of persons of pensionable age
continuing to work (and in certain cases the number of adoles-
cents working), An estimate of the number of servicemen
in the period ahead must also be made. One of the chief
problems in planning is to produce a reasonable estimato
of the level of participation in employment. It can only
be fully worked out when drafting plans for the location of
the produotive forces since employment is largely a regional
question.

The fourth stage comprises projections concerning the
distribution of workers between the productive and non-
productive spheres. At this stage of making long-term calcu-
lations, both the demand for labour in the main sectors of the
productive and non-productive spheres and the general trend
towards increasing the number of people employed in the
non-productive sphere are taken into account.

Finally, possible trends in the size of the labour force
engaged in material production are estimated even at the
preliminary stage of working out a plan.

In establishing the possible increase in labour productivity,
current trends in this indicator are analysed and forecasts
are made for the planned period which are then given in
greater detail as the calculations are made

An increase in labour productivity as a factor of national
income growth is affected by a whole number of objective
and subjective conditions at work (the level of equipment,
the organisation of the production process, the stability
and reliability of the links between different sectors and
enterprises, and material and moral incentives). Analysing
the effect of labour productivity on economic growth iatei
means to clarify the factors determining growth of labour
productivity itself.

In the preliminary stage of compiling a plan it is possible
t-o distinguish the following factors affecting the level and
dynamics of the productivity of living labour: structural
changes in the sectoral distribution of labour power; the
amount of power and equipment available per worker;
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and the standard of education and skill of the workers. It is
not possible at present to measure all these faotors accurate-
ly nor to establish their connection with the growth of la-
bour productivity, but experience of long-term estimates is
gradually bringing solution of this complex problem
closer.

The effect of structural changes on distribution of the
Iabour force is apparent in changes in the relative weight of
partioular sectors in the total numbers employed in material
production, which may lead to changes in the average pro-
ductivity of living labour in a particular sphere of produe-
tion, given constancy of this indioator in different sectors.
This structural factor is espeoially important during the
period of full-scale industrialisation, when labour is being
redistributed from agriculture to industry, oonstructionn
and transport, which in itself causes a rise in average pro-
ductivity throughout the economy. For example, the number
of people employed in industry, construction, transport, and
communications rose from 28 per cent of the total in 1940
to 45 per cent in 1972, while the numbers in agriculture
(including forestry) fell from 54 lo 26 per cent. If one real-
ises that productivity in industry (in relation to value added)
was double that in agriculture in' 7972 (in 1960 it was three
times higher), then the signifioant effeot that such a redistri-
bution of labour has on growth of productivity becomes
obvious. This process oontinues to play an important role
in the developed socialist economy. But opposite structural
influences begin to come into play here; there is an increase
in the relativo numbers employed in the sphere of ciroula-
tion (trade, public catering, supply of materials and tech-
nical equipment, state purchases of farm produce), in which,
because of the features of production, the possibilities for
mechanising labour are substantially less than in other
branches of production and the dynamics of productivity
is therefore lower.

An important physical factor in the growth of productivity
is an increase in the amount of power and equipment avai-
Iable, i.e. the ratio of power capacities or fixed production
assets to the size of the labour force engaged in the sphere of
material production. Obviously, the better living labour is
equippod with means of production in which the most active
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role is played by machinery and power, the higher the level
of labour productivity. In 1961-70 every 1 per cent average
annual increase of power per worker in Soviet indus-
try yielded a 0.8 per cent increase in productivity; a si-
milar calculation made for electricity alone gave an in-
crease of 0.9 per cent. Consequently, in order to raise
productivity in industry by I per cent, it is necessary
to increase the amount of power available per worker by
1.2 per cent (or, in the case of electricity, by {.1 per
cent). f 

':

The amount of capital per worker calculated for the whole
economy describes the level of equipment of living labour
with fixed production assets. In 1970 there were around
6,000 roubles of production assets per worker in material
production, and the productivity of labour (in relation
to annual national income produced) was 3,200 roubles.
Consequently, in order to produce one rouble of national
income, each worker needed on average two roubles of fixed
produotion assets. Moreover, in order to raise labour pro-
ductivity by I per cent, the amount of equipment available
per worker had to be increased by about '1,.2 per cent. This
ratio is quite stable and can successfully be used in long-
term calculations.

Another factor having a growing effect on increase of
productivity is the rise in workers' standards of education
and skill. In the conditions of the scientific and technological
revolution, production cannot be successfully expanded or
its efficiency improved unless there is a continuous rise
in the level of education and skill and a strengthening oI
the workers' creative and intellectual oapacity. At the
beginning of the 1970s the average standard of education in
the Soviet Union exceeded eight years and was increasing
by 3 or 4 per cent a year.l If that trend continues, the average
standard will exceed ten years by the beginning of the
1980s. It is diffrcult at present to quantify the effect this
factor has on increase of productivity. One may suppose,
however, that, as the general level of economic development
in the country rises, growth of productivity will depend

1 A. I. Anchishkiq, Forecasting Growth in a Socialist Economg (in
llussian), Moscow, Ekonomika, L973.
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more and more on the training and skill of each worker,
since man and his creative capabilities, and their application,
are the chief source of progress.

The Dynamics of Produetion Assets and Productive
Accumulation

As a socialist economy develops, a growing part of the
aggregate social labour is embodied in the form of production
assets, especially fixed assets. National income growth
rates are increasingly determined by the volume and tech-
nical level of production assets, which are becoming an
important factor in socialist extended reproduction. The
total value of production assets in real terms exceeded
600,000 million roubles in 1970, while that of fixed assets
alone was 460,000 million roubles by the end of that year;
and at the end of 1975 had reached 800,000 million roubles
(in current prices).

It is therefore very important in planning national income
growth rates to pay heed to the dynamics, amount, and
economic efficiency of this vital factor of production.

In any one year the size of the national income may be
represented as the product of two elements, namely, the
amount of production assets and their efficiency (return
on assets):

Yt : KtEt,

where K is the amount of production assets (in
fixed assets); and .E is the efficiency of assets

nr:'d.
In conditions of uniform growth expression (4) can be

written as

tso (1 * a)r : Ko $ +UtEo (t * e)t $a)
or, using indicators for average annual rates of inorement, as

a:k*e*ke (4b)

where k and e are the average annual incremental growth
rates of the respective indicators.

(4)

particular,
utilisation
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Figures are given in Tabie 3 showing the average annual
rates of incremental_growth for the indicators in-equation
(4b) over the past 20 years (ft and a are average 

-annual

incremental growth rates of fixed production assels and of
return on assets respectively).

Iable 3

t95L-55
1956-60
1961 -65
1966-70

11.4
9.1
5.7
7.2

t0.L
9.4
9.7
8.2

0.1

-0.03
-0.3
-0 .1

1.2
0.3

-3.7
-0.9

-A coatinuous,_ stable increase in fixed production assets,
which is one of the main factors in the generally high growth
rates of extended reproduction, is normal in t[e -soviet
economy. For 1926-70 the average rate of increment of these
plet-s-wgq approximately 7 per cent, or excluding the Second
World War years, about B per cent.

.The uniform expansion of fixed assets was accompanied
with fluctuations in the growth of national income, 

-which
led to changes in the indicator of return on assets. Intg26-40
return on assets increased by nearly 6 per cent per annum,
1*9^ r* 1951-59 bV -0.J per cenr, but droppea stightly in
1959-65. Over the whole period from lg26 to lg70 th-e reiurn
on assets increased by roughly 150 per cent, i.e. rose on
average by 2 per cent a year. The return on assets increased
particularly fast between 1936 and 1940 (7.8 per cent a
y_ear), in the period when the production absets created in
the initial period of industrialisation were being brought
into use.

The lowering of this indicator that has occurred in the
past 15 years is explained by a number of reasons: the main
ones are such objective circumstances as the process of
replacing manual labour by machines and mechaiical aids,
and structural changes towards more capital-intensive bran-
ches of industry. There were also, howefer, major shortcom-
ings in the field of capital construction and t[e uti]isation
u-01453
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of existing assets, which led to a lowering of the indicator.
This trend was more or less stabilised in the course of the
Ninth Five-Year Plan for 1966-70, and in 1970 was con-
stant.

In 1"971-75 there was a drop in return on assets for the
economy as a whole and in its most important sectors
(industry, building, and agriculture). The Tenth Five-Year
PIan sets the task of improving the use of existing industrial
capacity, intensifying the shift schedule of manufacturing
equipment, and so providing the conditions for growth of
return on assets.

With the present approval of planning national income
growth rates two tasks have to be solved: (a) determining
ihe possible dynamics of production assets and (b) evaluating
changes in the leturn on assets indicator.

The most difficult job is to determine the dynamics
of the latter. The difficulties are connected with the need
to take numerous factors into account that frequently operate
in opposite direction. Certain of them are not amenable to
stricl- quantitative estimation and for this reason long-term
estimates of the return on assets made at the preliminary
stage of compiling a plan inevitably take the form of hypo-
theses. It only becomes possible to make a more accurate
estimate of the planned return on assets at the frnal stage
of plan compilation when detailed calculations of productio-n
capacities and their use by sector have been completed.

Let us consider only the main macro-economic factors affec-
ting the trend in this indicator, namely: 

-

1t; ttre application of the achievements of scientific and
technologicil progr"ss to production; this factor can be
quantified at the initial stage of drawing up a plan on the
basis of a technical and scientific forecast;

(2) changes in the composition of fixed prodlction assets

dud'primaiily to the progressive trend towards increasing
the ihare of equipment, prime movers' and control in-
struments in totai assets; an inorease in the share of
active assets gives rise to an increase in the return on
assets;

(3) shifts in the sectoral and regional structure of pr-oduc-

tioni the existence of different returns on assets in different
sectors of the economy and different regions is connected
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with objective differences in the nature of production and
in the conditions of its location (the extractive industries,
for example, are the most capital-intensive, the manufactur-
ing branches of heavy industry, especially engineering, Iess
so, and the food and light industries least of all);

(4) the level of utilisation of newly commissioned and
existing assets; fixed production assets can be operated at
different loadings, and the higher the loading, the higher
the return on assets; while inter-sectoral links in production,
achievement of a proper balance between capaoities in differ-
ent sectors, improvement in the supply of materials and
equipment and the organisation of production all have
a combined effect on this factor;

(5) the ratio between fixed production assets and inputs
of living labour; since these two forms of aggregate social
labour are interconnected and to a considerable degree
substitutable one for the other, the efficiency of the one
depends on inputs of the other (thus mechanisation of pro-
duction leads to an increase in labour productivity but may
also result in a temporary lowering of the return on assets);
consequently it is necessary to make a joint analysis and
do planning calculations of the trend of both production
assets and living labour, and the return on assets and labour
productivity, which suggests a change-over to multi-factor
methods (see Section 3 of this chapter).

The second aspect of the current method of calculating
national income growth rates is determining the dynamics
of the physical volume of production assets (indicator K1
in_equation (4,) or & in equation (4b)).

That part of national income earmarked for productive
accumulatior (At in expession (1)) is the source of thd
increase in the physical volume of production assets. The
greater the volume of productive accumulation, the faster
production assets grow; since

Kt+r:Kr*At, then 1 +k:+:ry:r+t.
Consequently, the average annual growth rate of production
assets is equivalent to the ratio of productive accumulation

9{'

13t
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to production assets (f : h\'. This also mgans that:,ihe

greater the proportion of productive accumulation in national
income, the faster is the rate of growth of production assets
and of national income. This causal relatiqnship can be
expressed by modifying expression (4) slightly:

LYt: EiLKt, (5)

where the increment in national inoome (AYr) is expressed
by means of the inorement in produotion assets (AK1) and
the indioator of the incremental return on assets*(Ei=
: LYtlLKl). Dividing both parts by the amount of nation-
aI income, we obtain A - EiLKt: Yr; but since AK1 =: At, as has aiready been established above, then

U:E'a

Yt:Yo(l! E'a)t,

(5a)

(5b)

where a is the share of productive accumulation in national
income(a : At i Y), which in this base is regarded as a
constant.

It should,l of course, be realised that the amount of pro-
ductive accrimulation affects the growth of naiional income
indirecdly, through the trend in production assets.

Analysis of data on the development of the Soviet economy
shows that an accelerated growth of national income is
directly due to a rise in the share of productive accumula-
tion which is one of the principal results of socialist indus-
trialisation. Whereas in 1925-26 the share of productivo
accumulation amounted to 12.5 per cent of the ' national
income, it was already 24.6 per cent by 1929-30.

A high proportion of productive accumulation remains
one of the principal features of the Soviet economy and
the basis for the rapid extension of social production. I!
1960-70 it fluctuated around 20 to 22 per cent of the national

' I" tha present case we abstract two important factors thai are
taken into acicount in planning the dynamics of production asset-s: (t)
the role of part of the depreciation changes in tbe formation of pro-
ductive accumulation; (2) the existence of a time lag betw-een prodgc-
tive investment and the'increase in the physical volume of production
assets (e.g. liiven a lag of one year 1(1*1 : & + AFr).
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incomc, while the growth rates of consumption and accumu-
Iation drew closer together. The accelerated rise in living
standards during the Ninth Five-Year Plan has been reflected
in a certain increase in the share of consumption, from 74
per cent in 1970 to 75 per cent in {975. If account is also
taken, along with the fund of current consumption, of those
accumulated resources that were directed to the building
of housing, schools, hospitals, cultural and educational
institutions, sports facilities, public utilities and service
enterprises and facilities, then more than 80 per cent of
the national income was employed directly for purposes
of public welfare in 1971-75. In the Tenth Five-Year Plan
period there will be a further increase in the proportion
of the consumption fund in the national income. With
a 24 to 28 per cent increase in the physical volume of national
income in 1976-80 there will be a 27 to 29 per cent rise in
the consumption fund, and a 17 fo 23 per cent rise in the
accumulation fund. Raisingof the weight of the consumption
fund is an index of growth of the end result of social produc-
tion and of its increasing efficiency, and is convincing
evidence of the peace,policy of the Soviet state.

The connection shown above between the dynamics of
national income and the proportion of proiluctive accumula-
tion can be illustrated by the accounting data for the {966-70
five-year plan. During these years actual national income
increased on average by 7.2 per cent a year, the proportion
of productive accumulation being 20 per cent (0.2) of national
income on avera,ge while the average increment in national
income per unit of productive accumulation was 0.36; thus,
equation (5) had the. following numerical value:

U : E' .a : 0.36 .0.2 : 0.072.

This means that, given the current level of efficiency of
productive accumulation, the share of productive accumula-
tion hatl to be increaSed to 22 pu cerrt in order to achieve
an average annual growth rate of national income equal
to 8 per cent, and to 25 per cent to achieve one equal to
I per cent, etc.

It should be borne in mind that expansion of the total
of production assets is a direct factor in growth oI the national
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income, while productive accumulation is only the source
for their'expansion. Thus equations (5) anil (5a) reflect the
intermediary form of the link between the dynamics of
national income and productive accumulation.

Long-term calculations of the reproduction of fixed pro-
duction assets is a special part of planning and forecasting
work. At the macro-economic level the main task consists
in flxing the volume and trend of productive investments
in coordinatiod with the relevant indicators regarding the
commissioning and withdrawal of fixed production assets,
the increase of building in progress, and the increase in fixed
production assets. Underlying these calculations is the fol-
lowing balance equation:

Kt: Ko+z LKr: Ro*lrVr-W):
:Ko*I (r,- wt-LSt),

t

where I-annual commisioning of fixed production assets,
I7-their annual withdrawal,
,I-productive investment,

' AS-increase in building in progress
With a given volume of productive investments

v,:#r) 11, A'S1 - l, (t-C#, ) ,

Wr:&rr,

where rr-investment lag (average investing period for pro-
ductive investments, service life of fixed produc-
tion assets),

. rz-average annual growth rate of productive invest-
rient and, commissioning of fixed production
assets.

The shorter the investment lag, obviously the higher
ris the commissioning of fixed production assets (at a given
' volirme of investment) and the lower tho increase of con.
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struction periods, which makes it possible to reduce the
proportion of capital investments tied up in work in
hand.

A change in the service life of fixed production assets
alters the allocation of productive investments for increasing
and replacing these assets. Speeding-up of the rate of scient-
ific and technological progress stimulates faster renewal of
these assets, shortens their life, and increases the share
of investments going to replace withdrawn assets. It is
this trend that is tahen into consideration in long-term
calculations of the production of fixed production as-
sets.

The planning of national income growth rates by fixing
the share of productive accumulation in national income
presupposes that some estimate must also be made of
consumption trends. Since national income is divided into
productive accumulation and consumption, any increase in
the share of accumulation causes a reduction in the share
of consumption, and vice versa. An increase in the share of
productive accumulation will, other things bein$ equal,
lead to an increase in the volume of production assets and
speed up the growth rates of national income which is the
source of consumption. However, the share of accumulation
may grow to such a degree that an absolute reduction in
consumption occurs or else it is frozen at a particular level
which, given an increase in population, is inadmis-
sible.

In order to throw light on the internal contradiotion
of this problem, let us look at the very simple connection
between consumption and the proportion of productive accu-
mulation in national income. Since lfr : Ct -1.41, whence
the proportion of prr-rductive accumulation (ar) is defined
as A1 ; Yt, ttre share of consumption will be I - a1. Making
use of equation (5) above, we get

ct : Yo (l I E'a1)t (7 - at). (6)

It can be seen from expression (6) that planned.consump-
lion will be the greater the bigger the factor (ll4'a).,
whose value, given E', depends ot a1.' In other words; oon-
sumption is tlie greater, the higher th6 rate of growth detef-
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mined by the share of productive accumulation. On the
other hand, any increase in 01 reduces the factor (7 - or),
i.e. the share of consumption, anil therefore its amount.
In this connection one of the main problems of perspective
planning arises', i.e. search for the optimal relation between
oonsumption and accumulation.

The complexity of the solution of this problem is that
the optimal relation between accumulation and consumption
depends simultaneously on three conditions: (1) maximum
possible growth of both consumption and production (since,
in increasing production today, we increase consumption
tomorrow); (2) an increase in consumption over the whole
period under review and not in some final year (total con-
sumption and not annual must be maximised);, and (3)
a steady, year-by-year increase in consumption.

The task of seeking an optimal allocation of national
iricome between productive accumulation and consumption,
using expression (6) on the condition of uniform (exponential)
growth in both consumption and national income can be
formulated as maximisation of the functional:

tt

I ed at: \ ,,'" il& ,

00
(6a)

for consumption over

the planned period (in indices of growth
rates)1 given their uniform increase (average
annual incremental rate c) in the course of

t the period;

I es'ot dr-total amount of national income over the
I' 0 planned period (in indices of growth rates)

given its uniform increase (average annual
r rate oJ growth E'a : y) in the course of the

period and a constant norm of productive
accumulation;

.t ,- 7 - a-the shareof consumption in national income.
r Multiplication of this quantity by the absolute value of the ini-

-tial level gives the total abiolute valire for the period. '

where ! ed d,t- the total resources
0
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(7)

,t
Co\ ect dt

where -if;;f a is the volume of productive accumulation

in sum over the planned period.
In combination with the hypothesis regarding the change

in the return on assots, this makes it possible to estimate
the ,growth of. national inoomb over the planned period.
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The task consists in finding that proportion of productive
accumulation in the national income (a) which' given the
law of change in E', yields the maximum resources for
consumption over the whole of the planned period'

The rates between productive acoumulation and consump-
tion can also be determined in the course of the independent
planning of consumption on the basis of per capita consump-
tion norms and projections regarding development of the
non-productive sphere. This calculation arises from the
tasks in the field of raising living standards. Personal con-
sumption budgets over a number of aocounting years provide
the basis for calculating per capita norms over the plannetl
period. A planned personal sonsumption budget is worked
out by analysingfamily budgets and using.o.ffisients of the
elasticity ofl demand for staple foods and other (non-food)
goods, and the standards for providing housing and
the services of social, cultural, and service establish-
ments.

The most difficult problems in determining the consump-
tion fund are connected with substantiating changes in its
structure, as it requires thorough economic investigation of
consumer demand and its structure, and ospecially the
elastipity of demand. Research of this kind makes it possible
to raise the standard of planning of the material structure of
consumption and to take account of actual trends in consu-
mer demand.

Once the relationship between productive accumulation
and consumption has been determined, it then becomes
possible to decide the possible dynamics of production assets;

I Co\ectd,t I
( +k)t: [r, + +=T- a): Ko,
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3. THE INTERCONNECTION OF THE BASIC FACTORS
, OF NATIONAL INCOME GROWTH.

MULTT.FACTOR METHODS
OF PLANNING THE DYN,{MICS OF NATIONAL INCOME

The methods of planning the rates of socialist extended
reproduction as a function of an increase in the amounts
and productivity of living labour or of the dynamics of the
volume and efficiency of production assets cannot be isolated
from one another. Living labour and embodied labour,
the two forms of social labour, are interconnected and a
single entity.

The process of social production is based on the simulta-
neous participation of living labour and production assots
in certain definite quantitative relationships. If fresh man-
power is drawn into production, then fixed production assets
must be extended and circulating assets correspondingly
increased. At the same time newly created production capa-
cities cannot be used at the existing technical level of protluc-
tion unless fresh living labour is drawn in.
_ _In a developed economy there is practically no living
Iabour not connected with the use of produotion assets-.
The amount of assets per worker (the ratio between fixed
production assets and the number of workers engaged in the
sphere of material production) largely decides the level of
Iabour productivity. This dependence is also taken into
account in the multi-factor approach to planning national
income growth rates. The dependence of the dynamics of
labour productivity on the dynamics of assets per worker, i.e.
It : Lt : f (Kr: .L1), is one form in which living and embo-
died labour are interconnected. Economic analysis indicates
that this dependence can best be described by means of a
power function:

*: o(z). , (8)

where a and !.r, are the parameters of the function, both
positive, since labour productivity is an increasing function
of the supply of assets per worker. The parameter -p quantif-
ying this depenrlence is specially important; if p ) 1,
then the return on assets Y1z K1 rises; if p < t, then it
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falls; while if p : 1, it is stable. Given uniform (exponential)
growth in labour productivity and assets per worker, th-e

parameter p giveJ the average annual percentage g,row-th

of labour piod=uctivity due to a I per cent increase in the
supply of assets per worker. This indicator can also be
viewed as a criterion of the effectiveness of the growth in
assets per worker

In 106{-65 the parameter p was roughly 0.6r and- in
1966-70 around 0.8. Althorrgh it still remained less than
unity, which indicated a lowering of the return on assets

and i lagging of the growth of labour productivity compared
to the inCreale in assets per worker, its absolute valuo in-
creased and a favourable shift is occuring bringing the rates
of growth of labour productivity and of assets per wo^rker
closer together; iL l91l-75 the value of p has risen t-o 0.85.

Now t[at the link between labour productivity and assets
per worker has been established, it is possible to pass to
the planning of national income growth rates in relation to
the iggregaie efrect of living labour and the instruments of
labour, while bringing out the role of each.

We can present the volume and tlie growth rates of nation-
aI income as a function of two simultaneously oPerating
variables, i.e. as Y : | (L, K).

The causal relationship between national income growt!
rates and the trend in individual factors can be ascertainod
by calculating their incremental efficiency, i.e.

or

LY,,--lQ+ LL, K)-lp, K)

LYx:lQ,K+A/0-l@,K).
If we denote the respective indicators of incremental

efficiency as F1 and .F6, then the increment in national
income Can be presented as the result of the aggregate effect
ofIivinglabourandtheinstrumentsofIabour:

NY : LYL * LYI. : FL.LL + Fx.LK.

If national income can be presenteil as a function of two
variables (living labour and fixed production assets) Y:
* [ (L, K), then the factor growth of Y as a function of
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L and. K is a total differential of this function:

dy #dL+X#dK.
In practical calculations of national income growth rates

as a function of both types of social labour-living and em-
bodietl-it is better to use a simpler form oI eipression
for this same relationship

A = Ft l+ FK.k, (9)

where A, l, k are average annual rates of giowth of national
income, size of the labour force in materiil production, and
production assets respectively.. A_n approximate estimate of the role of living labour and
production assets in forming the growth rates of extended
socialist reproduction can be obtained as a result of the
joint m-athematical manipulation of three dynamic series,
national income, production assets, and the numbers
employed in material production. On the whole indicators
of factor productivity are estimated by using correlation
methods.

The "production-function method" used in bourgeois econ-
ometrics is based on the vulgar theory of factors of produc-
tion which holds that the productivity of a factor is determ-
ined by the income obtained from its use. Thus the para-
meters of productive function are determined on the basis
of the market prices of factors of production. Such an ap-
proach is inapplicable in a socialist economy; but it is boih
necessary in practice and theoretically valid to construct
multi-factor relationships showing the volume and dynamics
of production as a function of the volume and dynamics of
difrerent types of productive resources. This approach is
used in both macro-economic models and inter-sectoial.tables.
In macro-economic calculations the multi-factor approach
is based on constructing regression equations of eiiended
reproduction.

The simplest of these multi-factor relationships is a func-
tion of the type of

Yt: aKlLtl:tL, (9a)
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which is simply another form of equation (B). What is special
about function (9a) is that the sum of the indicators of factor
productivity is equal to unity: p + (1 - p) : 1; this
means that an z-increase in inputs of fixed production
assets and living labour also given an z-increase in the volume
of national income. Thus function (9a) rests on the assum-
ption that growth of national income' is due solely to an
increase in the physical volume of the input of social labour,
i.e. is due to Considerable extension of reproduction. This
assumption, of course, is wholly arbitrary, especially in
conditions of technological progress, but is quite admissihle
as a step towards a more complex form of inter-relationship
as it makes it possible to illustrate the relative role of living
labour and instruments of labour as factors of extended
reproduction.

The simplest type of expression (9) Iinking national income
rates of growth with rates of growth in fixed production assets
and the size of the labour force in material production by
means of the parameters of efficiency p and (1 - p) takes
the forml

A: ILk * (1 - pr) l. (eb)
' If the two-factor function of national income described
above is used, it is fairly easy to determine the planned rates
of growth of national income arising from different combina-
tions of trends in fixed production assets and the size of
the labour force in material production. In order to do this
it is necessary to determine the range of possible values
of k and I and with the help of the known coefficients p
and (1 - pr) to immediately find the probable rate of growth
of national income. This calculation is shown in Table 4
on the assumption that p : 0.4.

Table 4 shows, for example, that if. l: {.0 and k:7.0,
then U : 0.4.7.0 + 0.6.1.0 : 3.4, i.e. there is a 3.4
per cent increase in national income every year. It is also
important to note that the same increase in national income
can be obtained with a different combination of k and l.
For exarnpll, U:3.0 per cent can be obtained if /r:3.0

I The quanlitative value of parameter u and therefore of (1 - u)
is also foirnd by manipulatin! dynamii series using corielatioi
methods.
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Table 4

Annual Average National Income Growth Rales
for Different Yariants of the Average Annual
Growth Rates of Fixed Production Assets and

Numbers Employed (in Percentages)

per cent and I : 3.0 per cent; or il k :6.0 per cent and
I : 1.0 per cent; or if /c : 4.0 per cent and I : 1.5 per cent,
etc. This feature of the method makes it possible to com-
pare variants of economic development-either more labour-
intensive or more capital-intensive-in the course of planning
calculations.

Naturally, in the course of economic development, there
is a change in the relative role of living labour and instru-
ments of labour, just as there is in their incremental efficiency.
This means that parameters Ir. and .F'6 and their ratios
Fa: F6 should be regarded as variables depending on an
increase in the scale of social production and on scientific
and technological progress.

The very simple example we have just looked at suggests
that the sum of the powers on the right-hand side of the func-
tion is equal to unity. The meaning of this constraint was
explained above. An assumption more in keeping with
conditions of scientific and technological progress is that
production growth rates outstrip growth rates of inputs of
living labour and fixed production assets, i.e. if for ,example
ff and .L increase by I per cent then national income ()i)
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increases more than 1 per cent. In the latter case it is assu-
med that the function Y : I Q, K) takes the form

Y t: aLf L?, where (o * F) > l. (10)

Thus in analysing and planning national income growth
rates account must be taken of the rise in the total efficiency
of social production primarily as a result of scientific and
technological progress. In this case the type of funotion
shown above Yt : aKYLI can be presented in the form

Yt: aKyL!-PeLt
or in conrlitions of uniform grorvth

a:pk+(t-p),+1,,

(10a)

(10b)

where l, is the average annual growth rate of national income
as a result of the rise in the total economic efficiency of living
labour and instruments of labour.

Obviously in the case that I > 0, national income grows
at a faster pace than inputs of living labour and production
assets which is a reflection of an increase in their total econom-
ic efficiency. For example, if l, : 3.0 per cent, then given
that p : 0.4 per cent, k : 7.0 per cent, and I : 2.0 per
cent, the national income growth rate wiII be, in accordance
with equation (10b),

a : 0.4.7.0 + 0.6.2.0 + 3.0 : 2.8 + 1.2 + 3.0 :7.0,
which roughly corresponds to the actual quantitative relation-
ships in the dynamics of Soviet national income.

However, the multi-factor macro-economic function (10)
and the functions (10a) and (10b) which are its transforms
still do not fully reflect the process of national income growth.
The size of national income is effected not only by increasing
inputs of living labour and production assets and by changes
in their efficiency, but also by other factors that are not
taken into consideration (for examplo, the amount and
quality of natural resources, the level of organisation and
planning of production, structural shifts, etc.). The effect
of these neglected growth factors can be conventionally rep-
resented as the influence of time on the process of economic
growth; then national income becomes a function of three
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variables: Y : t (L, K, t). Using a three-factor function
the equation of national income growth takes the form

Y t -- aKl tt, - P e(x+"t)t (1'1)

or in conditions of uniform growth

a - pk + (1 - p) I + I + y, (11a)

where y is the average annual growth rate of national income
as a result of the influence of neglected (unidentified) faotors.

The indicators of labour productivity and of the return
on assets used in the first and second methods of planning
national income growth rates can always be obtained from
multi-factor macro-economic functions. Moreover, these
indicators will appear in multi-factor functions due to their
connection with other macro-economic indicators.

Using functions (9a), (10a) and (11), labour productvity
can be presented as

{ : o (+ )' | +:',o (#)* "', +: " (+). s(t'*'ilt,

and the return on assets

$ : o(+)'-- ; #:, (+)1-P e't; +: . (+)'-. s(,"*rtt.

Equations showing the change in labour productivity and
the return on assets can be obtained in similar fashion
by means of indicators of average annual incremental
growth rates.

If multi-factor models are used, not only can the possible
trend of national income over the planned period be quanti-
tatively determined but the basic sources of economic growth
can also be singled out. The analysis and forward calcula-
tion of extensive and intensive ways of extending produc-
tion are especially important here.

The all-round intensification of social production, i.e.
the achievement of high rates of economic growth not so
much on account of an increase in the volume of inputs
as of an increase in the efficiency of Iiving labour and produc-
tion assets is one of the main tasks facing the Soviet economy
at its present stage. The present scientific and technological
revolution has created the objective possibility and necessity
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of intensive development of the Soviet economy, and the
planning of growth rates of socialist extended reproduction
is based on these objective conditions. Greater intensification
of the whole of social production and improving its efflciency
by accelerating scientific and technological progress is one
main feature of the Tenth Five-Year Plan (1976-80). This
trend will remain the general line of development of the
Soviet economy over the long-term period ahead.

One of the main tasks in improving planning methodology
is to work out methods of analysis and perspective calcula-
tions for extensive and intensive means of economic growth.
l'Iulti-faqtor models and related concepts and indicators
enable an approach to be made towards tackling this complex
problem successfully.

Concepts of extensive and intensive means of extending
productiorr arise from a comparative evaluation of, the
aggregate results of social production and its total inputs
rvhicli has been adopted in Soviet economic theory and prac-
tice. By results we mean the physical volume of annual
national income, and by inputs we mean the living labour
and production assets which take part in production. Under
this approach an increase in production commensurate with
an inCrease in inputs can be viewed as ea tensiue economic
growth, while an expansion of protluction that outstrips the
dynamics of the aggregate inputs should be regarded as

iitensiue growth. Dlfferent approaches can be adopted for
describing the extensive and intensive paths of growth based
on compalison of the dynamics of output with some factor
or other of producLion .or of their totality. If the dynamics
of output is compared solely with that of living labour, then
extensive growth will be characterised by the increase in the
cluantity of output produced resulting from the increase
in the imount of living labour, while intensive growth will
appear as an increase in ouiput due to a rise in labour produc-
tivity. A similar approach can be aclopted in the case- of
production assets oi any other factor of production taken
in isolation. None of these one-factor approaches, however,
can disclose a relationship between extensive and intensive
means of growth close to reality. The fact is that an increase
in the efficiency of any one factor of production, i.e.. an
increase in output by intensive melhods, from the point

t 0*0 1453
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of view of using this factor, can he achieved to some extent
or other by an extensive increase in some other factor. Thus,
for exampie, the productivity of living labour rises because

of an incieaie in itre quantity of production assets used, i.e.
through an increase in the fuPply of assets per worker.

Aniconomically more valid approach consists in colnPar-
ing the trend in the physical volume of -output with the
aglregate trend in production assets and living -labour.
T"h"en"an increase in the quantity of output produced due to
an expansion in the physical amount of aII factors of produc-
tion will serve as a-measure of extensive economic growth,
while an increase in the quantity of output produced due to
a rise in the total efficieniy of the factors of production will
be a measure of intensive economic growth. Such an approach
requires a multi-factor analysis of economio growth, i'e.
use of the method of macro-economic multi-factor production
functions.

The growth equation makes it possible to determine the
basic eiements giving rise to economic growth rates and- to
pick out the relationship between -extensive 

and intensive
methods of expanding production. It is simplest-to present

these elementi in reiafiot to the indicator of the aYerage

annual incremental growth rate oI the final social product,
as the "contribution; made by the different elements to the
overall increase in final Product:
1. the share of extensive growth factors

(increase in the physical volume of inputs of living

labour and production assets) ptt(l-t') 
'a

2. the share of intensive growth factors
(increase in the total efflciency of labour and assets)

3. the share of fixed production assets .

inclurling the physical volume of fixed production

assets
increase due to efliciency

4. theshare of living labour
including the physical volume oI iuputs of living
labour
increase of efflciency of living labour

5, the share of unidentifted growth factors

Llv
akly

Vklu
(a-p) kls

FUv

(L-tt) Uv
l0-(l-p)lUv

'tlv
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A high proportion of intensive sources of economic growth
is characteristic of the Soviet economy. On average over
the last twenty years over 40 per cent of the increase in
social production has been secured by an increase in the
aggregate economic efficiency of inputs of living labour
and embodied labour. The average annual incremental growth
rate of the indicator of total efficiency amounted to 3.3
per cent between 1951 and 1970, and it nearly doubled over
the whole of the twenty years.l If high and stable growth
rates are to be maintained in the Soviet economy at a time
when the flow of labour into material production is diminish-
ing and the proportion of consumption in national income is
rising, there must be a change-over to primarily intensive
methocls of extending production.

AII the methods of planning national income growth rates
described above can be used even at the preliminary stage
of compiling a macro-economic plan to show how the resour-
ces of a socialist economy can validly he allocated both for
extending production and increasing consumption. Once the
dynamics of national income has been decided, work can
begin on planning the structure of the economy.

Finally the following important indicators are fixed
in planning economic growth rates: the volume and growth
rates of national income and its allocation between produc-
tive accumulation and consumption; the size and growth
rates of the labour force engaged in material production;
the growth rates of labour prociuctivity; the volume and
growth rates of production assets; changes in the efficiency of
production assets; the relationship between living labour
and production assets and between intensive and extensive
sourcos of economic growth.

I Detailed analysis and calculations are given in A. Anchishkin's
book Forecasting Growth in a Socialist Econorng (in Russian), Ch. X,
Moscow, Ekonomika, 1973,

L}r



CHAPTER V

PLANNING THE STRUCTURE
OF SOCIAL PRODUCTION

Planning of the sectoral and regional structure of social
production is a vital stage in the drawing up of a plan of
economic development. This section of the plan is the con-
necting link between the planning of growth rates and the
key synthetic proportions of the economy and the detailed
plans for developing the different sectors and economic regions
of the country. It provides a sectoral and regional breakdorrn
of such synthetic planning indicators as the volume of
national income and of finai and aggregate (gross) social
product, the volume of investment in the economy and of
manpower resources, the ratio between consumption and
accumulation in national income and between departments
I and II in social production, etc.

The planning of sectoral and regional structure also serves
as a starting point for compiling detailed plans for the
development and location of different economic sectors and
the complex development of production in Union republics
and different economic regions.

This sequence of events in drawing up a macro-economic
plan should however be regarded as only a very ge,neral and,
in a certain sense, formal tlescription of the real planning
process. Planning an economy is a complicatecl, iterative
process in the course of which planning calculations that
are being made simultaneously at aII levels of plan colnpila-
tion ha.ve continually to be corrected and coordinated until
such time as a balanced, optimal variant of the plan has been
obtained.
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Planning the structure of social production essentially
entails working out the basic indices for a macro-production
programme. It is inseparably linked with all sections of the
economic development plan: with bhe plan for capital
construction, the labour plan, the plan for raising standards
of living, the foreign trade plan, etc. The sectoral and regional
structure of social production is determined in the course
of the multiple, many-sided coordination of all sections
of the national plan when each indicator is botli a starting
point and the result of various planning calculations. Thii
process ends when proportional growth has been achieved at
both the sectoral and the regional level and optimal use has
been made of production resources.

1. FACTORS AFFECTING THE SECTORAL AND REGIONAL
STRUCTURE OF SOCIAL PRODUCTTON

Changes in the sectoral and regional structure of a so-
cialist eco!omy, reflecting the pattern of development
of the social division of labour, are determined by a whole
set of ver_y diverse factors; and it is one of the main jobs of
structural planning to assess them both qualitatively and
quantitatively, The direction in which all these factors
affectlng the structure of social production operate is determ-
ined hy the nature of the socialist economy,-by the objective
need to ensure that material, labour, and natural resources
are used in such a way as to satisfy the needs of its members to
the maximum. The most effective or optimal structure for
socialist p-roduction is thrit which uses the production
resources of socialist society to secure the maximum possible
satisfaction of its members' needs.

In talElng about the goal-directed planning of a socialist
society, Engels stressed that socialist society ,,... will have
to arrange its plan of production in accordance with its
means of production, which include, in particular, its
labour-power. The useful effects of the vari-ous articles of
consumption, compared with one another and with the
tluantities of labour required for their production, will in
the end determin'e the plan".1

I Fredgrick Engels, A,nti,-ptihring, Moscow, 1975, p. BgT,
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Since maximum satisfaction of people's needs is the opti-
mality criterion adopted in a socialist society's eco.nomic
plans, the task of measuring the social values, the- "useful
effects" of consumer goods and services, is one of the most
vital and complex ones in macro-economic planning.

In planning ihe structure of produotion of consumer goods

and services, account should be taken of tlie laws governing
the generation of personal income and dema-nd, the_ way lt
whiJh the structule of consumption depends on the level
of incomes, relative prices of goods and services, the sex5

age and social composltion of the population, etc. It is 
^of

gieat importance, eipecially in perspective planning' to qx
valid dietary standards and rational consumption standards
for various products.

Factors Determining Sectoral Structure

The following are among the most important factors
determining the sectoral structure of social production.

(l) The itructure ol the needs of the -members of socialist
soc'iety. Given the existence of commodity-money relation-
ships in a socialist economy, this finds direct expreqqion in
the structure of the public's effective consumer demand
and in the structure bf social consumption funds.

(2) Economic growth rates. Other things being equal, the
share of productive accumulation in national income must
be increaied in economic growth rates are to be speeded up
and this requires much higher rates of output growth. in
those sectori producing the means of productio-n. 

-,A-ny
lowering of the ihare of productive accumulation and-raisin-g
of the Jhare of consumption in national income will lead,
other things being equal, to relatively higher rates of $rowth
in the volume of output in those sectors producing consumer
goods.' (3) The nature anil pace ol technological progress .try *t
,tino*y. Technologicai progiess may be accompanied by
an inciease in eith-er the assets or the materials intensity
of production. In both cases faste-r growth is evident in those
seriors producing means of production, though- in the first
cgse th9s9 sectorl producing the implements of lgbour shgw
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the fastest growth rates, and in the second those supplying
the sphere of material production with the objects of labour.
Technological progress in the economy is expressed through
improvement of the implements of labour, the development
of more economic objects of labour, improvement of the fuel
and power base, etc. This leads to continuous change in
the standard inputs of different types of material resources
in production, to the emergence of new branches of produc-
tion and to different output growth rates in different sectors
of the economy.

If higher-than-average growth rates are achieved in pro-
gressive sectors producing advanced equipment, raw and
other industrial materials, and fuel and power resources,
then social production will reach its maximum efficiency.

(/t) The auailability of natural resources (minerals, land, etc. ) .

(5) The country's position in the world system of the social
d,iuision ol labour. The planning of foreign economic relations
and the specialisation of domestic production must take
account of the aclvantages offered by the international divi-
sion of labour and should help increase the efficiency of
the socialist economy to the maximum extent possible.

(6) The need to maintain delence capacity at the appropriate
leuel in conditions ol capitalist enuironment.

Each of these factors plays a different role at different
stages of economic development. The planners' job is to
decide on the relative importance of the factors affecting the
sectoral structure of social production in the particular
planned period and to provide an accurate quantitative esti-
mate of their joint impact.

A law of the development of a socialist economy is higher
growth rates of production in those sectors making advanced
implements of labour, objects of labour, and sources of
power which form the necessary base for steady rapid
improvement of the effectiveness of social production.

In group A industries those sectors are developed at
accelerated growth rates that ensure the maximum accelera-
tion of scientific and technological progress in the economy,
reduce the aggregate expenditure of resources on production,
and improve the social productivity of labour. This explains
why the growth rates of the engineering, chemical and power
iu4qstries qre higher thqn the average for indpstrf and the
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economy as a whole, and why the weight of oil and gas in
the fuel and power balance is rising, and other progressive
changes are taking place'in the structure.of social production.

Factors Afrecting Regional Structure

The rlistribution of the productive forces over the country
is an important aspect of the social division of labour. The
specific factors determining the regional structure of social-
ist production include the following:

the distribution of effective personal demand throughout
the country and the need to equalise living standards in
different economic regions;

the location of sor:rces of raw materials, fuel and power;
the distribution of the labour force throughout the country

and the need to ensure full employment, taking into account
possible migration;

the need to ensure comprehensive developmentl of the
various economic regions; and

ensuring of defence capacity.

2. METHODS OF PLANNING
THE SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIAL PRODUCTION

The continuing pace of technological progress, the increase
in the social division of labour and the scale of a socialist
economy makes the task of ensuring the proportional devel-
opment of different sectors and economic regions increas-
ingly difficult and increasingly important. At the present
time proportionality in macro-economic development plans
is mainly achieved through the wide-scale use of input-
output planning methods in compiling them.

These methods have largely been improved through the
application of economic-mathematical methods and models
and modern computers. This has made it possible to express
the complicated quantitative interrelationships arising in
the course of social reproduction with a.'considerably greater
degree of accuracy in the plan, to evaluate the effeot of
a whole complex of factors'on the trend of economic growth
indices, and to make a comprehensive review of the dif-
ferelit alternatives for ecqnomio developmeqt,
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The Static Inter-Sectoral Input-Output Model

The static economic-mathematical model of inter-sectoral
tables of the production antl distribution of output is the
most methodologically advanced and experimentally tested
model used in tlie practical work of making planning calcu-
lations.

A static inter-sectoral model is made up of a combination
of input-output relationships describing the di.stributlon of
output in the economy and functional relationships express-
ing-the relationship between volume of output and inputs
required for its manufacture.

The output of a sector can be divided into two parts,
each playing a different role in social production*inter-
mediate and flnal output.

Intermediate output is that part of sectoral output which
is sent to other branches of material production for further
processing and which comprises the current material inputs
for production in those sectors and the stock of current
productive consumption.' Final output is that part of a sector's output which finally
leaves the field of current production and is used for person-
al and social consumption, the replacement of assets

withdrawn from use, capital repairs and the accumulation
of fixed assets, the accumulation of circulating assets,
stocks and stockpiles, and the formation of a favourable
balance of foreign trade.

Output is divided into intermediate and final not in
accordance with the physical form in which it is produced
in a particular sector but exclusively in accordance with
those 

-economic functions it fulfils in social reproduc-
tion.

For example, the coal used to fire thermal power stations
is an intermediate product forming part of the current
material inputs required for the production of electricity.
Coal that is sold as fuel to the general public or stoclipiled
leaves the sphere of current material production and is
counted as final output. Textiles used for productive con-
sumption in the clothing industry are intermediate goods;
fabrics sold to the publio are flnal goods,
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The total volumes of intermediate and final oLrtput in all
branches of production throughout the economy comprise
respectively the intermediate and final product of social
production.

The quantitative proportions between intermediate and
final output in different sectors of the economy are important
in ensuring the proportional development of the socialist
economy and in mahing a proper assessment of the main
factors affecting growth rates in some or other sector.

It is possible to describe the country-wide allocation of
output from any branch of material production by the
following input-output relationship:

Xi:au* xiz+ ... * xti+ ... * rin*Yi
(i, i : 7,2, " ', n), (t)

where X;-the volume of gross output in the ith sector;
*;1-the volume of output in the ith sector destined

for productive consumption in the lth sector;
Iz,-the volume of final output in the lth sector.

An input-output relationship showing the way that the
social costs of production are generated in each branch of
material produCtion can be established at the same time:l

Xt : xrt* tzi+ ... * rti+ . . . I tn;* D1

(j,i:7,2r...,n), (2)

where Xy-the social costs of production in the ith sector
(coinciding in value terms with the volume of
gross output);

D i-the volume of standard-net output produced in
the ith sector.

The volume of standard-net output is equal to the total
depreciation charges on fixed productive assets and the net
output produced in the sector. The total standard-net output
in all branches of material production constitutes the value
of the final social product:

nn
ZYr: ) Di.
i:r i:r

1 lhese equation,s are worked out in value terms during the compil-
ing of intPr-SPotoral tablgs,

(3)
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Table 5

Basic Scheme of the Inter-Sectoral Input-Output
Table of the Production and Distributiou of

"i,'JHI"'';,T,'i"'
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x
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Gross
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A scheme for an inter-sectoral table can be compiled by
using relationships (t) and (2) which provide a characteristic
of the distribution of output in the economy and the struc-
ture of the inputs on its production (Table 5).

This scheme is really two superimposed tables, one, the
"horizontal" (quadrants I and II), shows how output is used
in the economy and the other, the "vertical" (quadrants III
anfl IV), describes the formation of purrent rRaterial inputs

Allocation of output for productive
consumption (intermediate output)

1,2,...,i,...,n lTotat
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and the inputs of primary productive resources for the
production of output.

Each quadrant in the tahle reflects organically intercon-
nected moments in the process of social reproduction.

The inter-sectoral Iinks of current production are reflected
in quadrant I. The allocation of output from each sector
for the needs of productive consumption in the various
branches of material production is shown along the rows in
quadrant I, while the columns show the formation of current
material inputs (raw and other materials, fuel and electric
power) for production in any given sector. Thus quadrant I
of the inter-sectoral table describes the productive circula-
tion of raw materials and other industrial supplies in the
economy.

Quadrant II shows the way that final social product is
used for meeting personal and social consumptibn needs,
replacing fixed production assets that have been withdrawn,
generating funds for,extending production and developing
the non-productive sphere of the economy, and implemenling
foreign economic relations.

Quadrant III gives the sectoral breakdown for the distri-
bution of national income-the generation of primary incomes
in material production (workers' incomel piofit and
other forms of the net income of enterprises in the state and
cgllective farm (cooperative) sectors; and turnover tax).
The amortisation of fixed production assets is shown in tlie
same quadrant.

The incomes of enterprises, institutions, and persons
engaged in the non-productive sphere of the economy, ob-
tained through the redistribu.tion of national income, are
shown in quadrant I\r.

The USSR Central Statistical Board first compiied an
accounting inter-sectoral input-output table of the produc-
tion and distribution of output in the Soviet economy for
{959. It described the country-wide production and distri-
bution of output for BB branches of material production,
including 73 industries, two branches of agriculture, the
timber industry, construction, transport, trade, procurement
of farm produce, supply of materials and technical equip-
ment, and other branches of material production. The
Board also compiled a similar input-output table fqr the
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same year, covering 157 industrial items in physical
terms.

The Central Statisticai Boards of the USSR and Union
republics also drew up such accounting jnter-sectoral innut-
output tables for the Soviet Union as iwhole and the Union
republics separately for 1966 and lg72. The table for the
Soviet Unlon, expressed in value terms, covered 110 branches
of material productio-n,-which naturally raised its analytical
value_.and.the- possibility of using it in planning. Along
with tlie table in value terms, the USSR Board also iompilef,
a commodity lable,iq physical terms in which 237 product
groups were identifled. Experimental planning calculations
are being undertaken using economic-matheilatical input-
output models at the Economic Research Institute attached
to USSR State Planning Committee (Gosplan), the Central
Economic-Mathematical Inslitute of the USSR Academv
of Science, the Institute of the Economics and OrEanisatioi
of Industrial Production, of the Academy's Siberialn Branch,
and 

^r^esear,ch 
organisations in the Union republics.

.qSSF 9qtp^ttt compiled an inter-sectoraf input-output
table for- 1970-75 in physical and value termsi and with
an annual breakdown (covering 257 products, 25 industrial
ministries and 20 economic seitors u.,d indo.tries), and an
aggregate inter-sectoral table in value terms for ihe,sarre
pen-od (using a dynamic model).

lhg nlanning bodies and research organisations employed
nlodels of inter-seotoral input-output tables to determine
the growth^ rates and structure of social production for the
period 1976-90, with fundamental treatment of the problems
of eco_nomic development during the Tenth Five-year plan
period. For the long-term outlook a set of physical and
value tables for 120_ products and types of'prlduct was
adopted, and for 1976-80 tables for 260 iterns. To check
the calculations and estimates, Gosplan's Economic Research
Institute and the sectoral institutei of ministries and depart-
mg!_ts, worked out more than 12,000 input coefficien'ts.

When inter-sectoral input-output tables are used for the
planning calculatidns of the sectoral structure of social
production, it is usually assumed that the volume of cur-
rent productive consumption of output from the ith sectorin sector i @t) is directly proportional to the volume of
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production
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in the lth sector:

ri1 : aiiXl (i, i:7,2, . . ., n), (4)

where ai1 ara the coefficients of direct current material
inputs foi production in the ith sector per unit of output
in the lth sector.

In tlie light of equation (4), the intput-output relation-
ships shown ty 1t1 on p. 154 can be written as

lt,

X,:)ai1X1{Yi (i:1.,2,...,n) (5)
i:r

(Similar equations form an - 
input-oqtpu! model oi ,the

production and distribution of output in physical and phy-
iical plus value terms.)

The system of equations (5), containing n line-ar equations
and 2n"variables 

^(z 
values'of the volumes o-f output X;

and n values of the volumes of flnal output Yr), forms a static
inter-sectoral input-output model of the production and
distribution of output in the economy.

IJse of a static mbdel makes it possible, given z values
from Xr, . . ., X, and Yr, . . ., Y-n, to find the remaining-n
values. 

- 
Thus, if 

'-the 
volumes of output in sectors X 1

1i': l,i, . .'., n) are given in the economic development
plan, then according to the formula

Y i: xr- f o,,x,
t:t

the volumes of final output Y i are determined in all z
sectors.

If the values of flnal output Y; in the difierent sectors

are given,l then the set of equations
n

Xr: 2 a;1Xi{Y1 (i-1, 2, ..., n)
i:r

makes it possible to tletermine the volume-of p-roduction of
grost o"ti"t in sectors X-;, re{uired. by the planned level

6f material inputs in order to achieve the planned linal

' I" *d.r to solve certain planning pr-oblems -the- 
input-output

model can be usecl in such a way that k values oI linal Product and
z - ft values of gross output-are given so that, as,a result' or solyllq
the equations, n l- k values of flnal output and k values oI gross output
are determined.
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output in sectors Y,. The volumes of sectoral output are
found from the formula

x,: j AiiYi (i:1,2, ..., n), (6)i:r
rvhere A;1are the coefficients of thetotal inputs for produc-
tion in the ith sector per unit of final output in the jth
sector.

The system of linear equations (6) in the static input-
output model is written in matrix'form as

(E-A)X:Y,
and its solution, when the vector of gross output volumes
in sectors X : (Xu Xr, . . ., X) is unknown, as

x:(E_A)-rY,
where E-a unity matrix;

(E - A)-l-the inverse of the matrix (E - A).
The elements of matrix (E - A)-' are the coefficients

of total inputs (.tt;;) for production in the ath sector per
unit of final output in the lth sector. The coefficients of
total inputs, unlike those of direct inputs, are taken as
both direct and indirect inter-sectoral linkages arising in
production.

In planning the sectoral structure of social production
on the basis of a static inter-sectoral input-output model
in the light of the known volume of final output in the
sectors of material production (Yr,Y r, , . ., Yr) and planned
coefficients of direct material inprrts for production of
output (a;y), the planning indicators of the volumes of output
in sectors (Xr, Xr, . . ., Xr) needed to secure the planned
volume of final output are determined.

The process includes the following stages:
(1) fixing the planned values of final output in sectors

of material production that will satisf y society's final
needs for consumption and accumulation;

(2) fixing the coefficients of current material inputs for
production, taking into account the results of scientific
and technological progress during the planned period;

(3) computilg the coefficients of total inputs for producing
a unit of final output;
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(4) frxinq the planned volumes of sectoral output neces-

rriv'tl- .riure the planned vofume"of. nnaf, 91-t$i-^ +u^
A quantitative esiimate of those factors determrnrng rre

,."ior'J-.tructure of so.i,t production is also made in the

;;;r;;-ri planning iri" ..,lotul structure of flnal social

pi;a""t-r"i- th" .1*in"iu"tr of direct material inputs for

production.

The Sectoral Structure of Final Social Product

As has already been pointed out,^final out-put.from the

diii;;ii;;".rr.". ot p.oduction satisfies the follorving social

;;;;;; p;;;"nul cor.oilption; social consumption; the replace-

ment of withdra*"*'rt..it- u'a capitai repair of flxed

production aod non-pr;"-tti'".assets; the accumulation of

f, *L a p"o A o c t i o n an d i o r- p t o a o' I i o n 
.a 

s s et s ; t n : 1t^t lir"li lt-!i
of circulating assets; an increase in stocks oI gooos ano stouK-

piles; and t[e foreign trade balance'
The final social firra".i,- *f i"f is- the sum total of the

frnal output in all ;;;G;,'exceeds the "volume 
of nation-al

#h;",L"d1;-ih;--,"to""t of re-placement of with-
;;;; u.t;;t intt oapital repair of fired production-

assets.-"iil 
overall volume and principal-componen"ts of fry]

to.iri product are calculated in the early staees oI comprtrng

a macro-economrc pi;;ht; such, syrithet"ic indicators of

socialisb economic gro*tf' as the volum-e of national income

,ir,i"ni,rr".J"i;f prfi;;i;-iii' '*o""t of personal and social

consumptior,, pro ao"ii-o; ;;; ;;;-p;odudtiv e accumulati on'

etc., are set.""1h.; ,yott.ti. calculations are based on a planned

nvp"1h..it'."rl.*i"g 
-the 

number emnloved in material

nrnrtrrcrion and the'ii";;.*i^-.*irf tifoirr prod,ctivity;
ifr.-arr"rr*^"f pt"lr"tion assets and chanses in the return

on them; the share of productive accumula"tion in national

i";;;;-;""d-it. prouurl'e effectiveness; the need for a m-axi-

;;;t;";;i;i"1ft. i1 p.,pitt living standards; strengthen-

iil--;f the country;.'d.it'"e capicity: the development

of foreign economic Lfrti"o., and so ot . Tho., in planning

;h;;t;;';r"o ot nnrfto"i'1 pioa""t, attention is paid to the
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need to tackle vital socio-economic tasks in economic devel-
opment over the planned period.

- O_nce the. overall volume and principal components of
final social -product have been fixed, caiculations must be
made regarding its sectoral structure.

Aggregate consumption-both personal and social-forms
the largest share-of tnal social product. The Soviet economy
has now reached the stage in its development when botl
growth rates and structure are increasinElv determined bv
the task of raising living standards, by t[e-trend and struc"-
ture- of consumer demand, and by the need to satisfy non-
production needs in socialist society.
. Aggregate consumption falls into trio: personal consump-

tion and social or collective consumption which is equal
to the volume of material inputs in the non-produciion
sectors providing services to the general public either free
or on a paying (or concessionary) basis.

Personal consumption constitutes that part of available
national income which is partially paid for out of individ-
ual incomes earned according to the quantity and quality
of work done and partially from social consumption expen:
diture which is not directly connected with the-distribulion
of income according to work done.

In dividing income fund of the general public into funds
for personal incomes and social consumption, socialist socie-
ty p-roceeds from_the need (a) to stimulate."growth of labour
p_roductivity and the effectiveness of sbcial production,
(b) to create the most favourable conditions foi satisfying
people,'s_ educational, health, and other needs, and" (c)
gradually to equalise the living standards of the variouS
socio-economic groups.

Planning the sectoral structure of personal and social
consumption especially that part which is met out of so-
cial consumption expenditure has its own specific fea-
tures.

The sectoral structure of personal consumption is esti-
mated under the following headings: purchases in state and
cooperative retail trade; purchases on the collective farm
market, both in town and country; consumption in kind
(own production); and the domestic consumption of water,
gas, and electricity.
1t-01453
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In planning the sectoral structure of persolal co,nsump-

tion indirect methods play an important role. Thus, in
determining the structure of consumer demand account has
to be taken- of its dependence on levels of income, the rela-
tive prices of consulner goods -and services, the regional
distribution of population, and its sex, age, and social
comnosition. etc.

W'trite taking these factors into account in planling the
sectoral structire of personal consumption, especially when
compilins perspective macro-economic plans, it is important
to #ork 6"t u,itia dietary standards and rational consump-
tion standards for non-food products as well'as standards
regarding the provision of various services to the ge-neral

,rilir. Ih"se methods tor formulating the structure of con-
sumption on a social basis rely on fixing th-e degree of socjal
usefulness of various consumer goods and services which
is a necessary condition for producing valid d-evelopment
plans for a soiialist econoln y-. An essential factor determining
ihe sectoral structure of the personal consumption fund,
especially when drafting current de-velopmen! plans of- the
ec'or,o*yl is the production potential of a rrumber of sectors'

The sectoral siructure of 
-the social consumption fund is

estimated for the following sectors of the non-productive
sphere of the economy: housing and communal services and
,rtilities; passenger transport; commu-nications (that- part
serving 

-th-e 
nonlproductive sphere)-; education and culture;

healtliservices; siience ald scientific services; and admin-
istration.

Attention should be paid to the specific nature of pl-anning
the sectoral structure of material inputs in non-production
sectors providing free, chargeable and concessionar-y services
to the general pultic. In planning the structure of material
inputs -in those sectors pioviding services that have to be
prld frr, in whioh case tlie consumer bases his choice on their
price ancl his own income level, wide-scale use should be

made of indirect methods establishing the dependence of
the structure of consumer demand on the relative prices

of goods and services and the level of per capita income.
In ilannins the structure of material inputs in those sectors
wfrictr proiide the public with free services (for example,
in the health service), the decisive role belongs to the prin-
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ciple of fixing objective standards, sinoo the ievel of demand
for these services is mainly determined by the existing
level of need and the country's social poliCy.

Planning calculations of the sectoral structure of the
replacement of withdrawn flxed production assets and their
accumulation have to reflect (a) the need to increase the
weight of plant and machinery in investments, and contin-
rrally to renew production equipment and achieve the
most efficient ratio between the reconstruction of existing
enterprises and the building of new ones, and (b) the need
t,o increase, through investment, the output of thbse sectors
that ensure technological progrebs in the economy. Special
attention should be paid to planning the introduction of new
advanced types of machinery, equipment and installations
which form the basis for an increase in the economic ef-
ficiency of social production.

The sectoral structure of exports and imports in the
planned period is determined by the place of the country
in the world division of lahour, the coordination of econom--
ic development plans between socialist countries, and the
tasl,is involved in improving the effectiveness of foreign trade.

The sectoral structure of the final product in the -planned

period is obtained as a result of calculating the iectoral
structure of each of its components. In doing that the data
provided by accounting inter-sectoral inpui-output tables
is very useful, especially when several such tables are
available and together present a fairly long-run dynamic
series of indicators.

When planning inter-sectoral input-output tables are
being drawtr up, it is usual to ealculate several variants,
differing in the component and sectoral structure of the flnal
social product. Analysis of these variants enables an all-
round assessment to be made of the whole. complex of social
and economic factors affecting the choice of economic
development plan.

The Coefficients of Direet Materiatr Inputs

The coefficients of direct material inputs {or production
describe the inter-sectoral relations in current production.
Their level is a factor which determines the volume of

l.l*
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production of raw materials and other industrial supplies,
necessary to ensure the planned volume and sectoral struc-
ture of the flnal social product. These coefficients reflecting
the pace and character of technological progress in the
economy constitute, together with final social product, a1<ey
faqtor iffecting the sectoral structure of social produc-
tion.

In value terms these coefflcients are an aggregated norm
of the expenditure of output in one sector per rouble of
gross output in another. When the table is compiled in
physical terms, the coefficients describe the inputs of one
product per unit output of another product.- 

The level of these coefficients during the planned period
depends on the level of development of technique and the
technology of production, its forms of social organisation,
the distiibution of the productive forces throughout the
country, the proportions of different products in the gross

output of a sector, and the efflciency of the technological
means of producing them, the development of new types
of materials and sources of fuel and power, etc.

These coefficients are calculated in the same way as the
sectoral structure of the final product, in accordance with
the sectoral coverage of the planning inter-sectoral input-
output table for the national production and distribution
of output.

The 
-tables now being compiled in value terms describe

the country-wide production and distribution of the output
of more than 100 different sectors, which makes it possible
to take fairly effective account in the coefficients of direct
material inputs of any vital changes in the techniquo and
technology 

-of production, and which corresponds to the
needs of sectoral planning and macro-economic direction
and management. The physical tables include roughly
500 product groups.

The main criterion for combining different products in
a sector, that is a major structural component of the planning
input-output table is the homogeneity of the structure of
thbir inputs. Consistent observance of this principle enables
the effeCt of changes in the proportion of products made in
a particular sector on sector-average coefficieuts of direct
material inputs to be eliminated. The functional purpose of
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different products, the types of raw materials, the technolo-
gies used, etc., of couise, must be taken into account'- Th.r. are two basic methods of determining the planning
coefficients of direct material production inputs: 

-
(1) the method of direct calculation of these coefficients

in value terms on the basis of coefficients of physical inputs;
use of this method is most appropriate when the sector
produces a fairly small quantity-of products;' (2) the method of correcting base inp-ut -coefficients'. ,

inthe first case planning coefdcients oJ the direct material
inputs of the sect'oral ou[put of the -ith se-ctor -per^unit of
gross output in the ith sector are calculated from the formula

atj:+ Z,|wnidtioioo' 
(7)

where a;i-the coefficient of direct inputs of the- o-utput of
" branch i per unit of gross output of branch 7

in value terms;
W'p1-the proportion of product k obtained from else-

wheie in ttre total iriputs of product & on product l;
a1.1-lhe coefflcient of input- of product /c per unit- 

of product I in PhYsical terms;
d6-1he'proportion of 

-product I in the input of

sector i;
pe-the price Per unit of- Product k;

l,-ttre price per unit- of Product l;-m-tne 
numbei of products /c going to sector i;

ze-the number of product I going-to sector 7; .
k1k.i-ihe coefficients for converting the enterprlse-s

wholesale prices into final consumer prices'
Thus the level of the coefficients of direct inputs in value

terms depends on the magnitude of the corresponding
coefficients of direct inputs in physical terms, on the ratio
of the prices of materials and ouiput, on tlle proluct mix
or structure of the sectot's gross output, and on the degree

of combination, specialisaiion, and cooperation in the
branches concerned.

When calculating these planning coefficients of direct
muterial inputs b! correcting thJ base coefficients, the
pri".iprf faftors determining-their trends are quantified'
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When dynamic series of accounting coefflcients are available,
wide use can be made of mathematical statistical methods
to determine the]value of the planning coefficients.

These coefficients of direct material inputs have a dif-
ferent degree of importance from the angle of their effect
on dete_rTining the values of the planned volumes of output
in the different sectors needed to ensure the planned volume
and sectoral structure of the final social product. For exam-
ple, when changes greater than {00 per cent were made in
3,677 separate coefficients (86.3 per cent of the non-zero
eoefficients) used in the inter-sectoral input-output matrix
for the Soviet economy in 1959, the volume of gioss output
in a sector, given final sectoral output, changed less than
I per cent.

From what has been said it follows that a key principle
in organising planning work on determining coefficients
of direct material input for the planned period is that only
those major coefficients playing a decisive role in the plan-
ning calculations of sectoral structure of social production
using an inter-sectoral input-output table (several hundretl
coefflcients) need be validated in detail technically and
economically. The remaining ones can be drawn from the
a_ccounting inter-sectoral input-output tables compiled by
the statistical boards or corrected on the basis of expert
appraisals.

. The Coneept of a Seetor and the Evaluation of Output
. in a Yalue Inter-Sectoral Input.Output Table

The concept of a sector or industry in planning the struc-
ture of social production using an economic-mathematical
inter-sectoral input-output model differs from that adopted
in statistical and planning practice. A "pure" sector is taken
as the aggregate of the products that are classified as belong-
ing to a particular sector.

In statistical and planning practice an economic sector
is regarded asthe aggregate of the enterprises mainly produc-
ing goods belonging to a particular sector. Thus, in statis-
tical and planning practice a sector is distinguished on the
basis of a combination of administrative, economic, and
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functional-production principles, while in planning calcula-
tions for ai, inter-sectoral input-otrtput model, the concept
of a sector is formulated solely on the basis ofthe functional-
production principle.' This is principlb of decisive importance in medium- and
long-term 

-macro-economic 
planning,- while the concept of

an "economic sector is important in the current planning of
social production. Economic-mathematical inter-sectoral
input-output models that distinguish economic sectors
diiected by ministries are an instrument of current-produc-
tion management but not a tool for perspective planning,
for which ihe itlentification of needs and products, and of
the production resources necessary to meet them, are of
decisive importance.

The evaluation of output in an inter-sectoral table is
very important for accurate planning calculations of the
structure of social production on the basis of an inter-
sectoral model.

Output can be evaluated for an inter-sectoraltable, as

for the economy as a whole, in one of two price systems:
in producer prices or in final consumer prices'

Pioducer piices are those in which the volume of the out-
put produced by the separate production units of the econo-
*y ,re calculaied. They include the prime costs of output
(costs both of production and distribution) and profits, the
icale of which is determined in accordance with the princi-
ples of price fixing adopted in the economy. The followi'ng
iypes of-producer prices exist at the present time: wholesale
pric.s ofihdustrialenterprises, delivery prices for state farm
produce, purchasing prices for collective farm outpu-t, esti-
mated coits of construction, and tarifrs for freight and
communications serving material production.

Final consumer pricei are those under which goods enter
into productive or non-productive use. Final consumer price
is equal to the producei price plus turnover tax and supple-
*.ttirty charges for iransport and trading connected
with the sale- and distribution of the various sectors'
output.

Accounting inter-sectoral input-output tab-Ies of produc-
tion and distribution for 1959, 1966 and 1972 compiled by
the USSR Central Statistical Board were drawn up in
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final consumer prices; and because of that the planning
inter-sectoral tables were also compiled in these prices. -It is, however, preferable to use 

-producer 
prices to esti-

mate output for planning calculations of the structure of
social production, using economic-mathematical inter-sector-
al input-output models. This is because:

_ 
(a) the output of particular enterprises is calculated and

planned in producer prices; and thb sectoral growth rates
in the national plan are determined on their 6asis; labour
productivity, the capital intensity of production, and other
economic parameters are all calculated in these same
prices;

(b) producer prices enable one to discern inter-sectoral
production relations more accurately whereas final consu-
mer prices reflect changes in the conditions aflecting the
transportation, distribution, and sale of the output of
sectors. These conditions, it must be remembered, dre less
stable than production links, which is an important conside-
ration since direct input co,efficients taken from accounting
input-output tables have to be used in planning calculations]

Coefficients of Total Input

The coefficients of- total input of gross output per unit
of final output are indicators linking the volume and sector-
al structure of the final and gross iocial product. They are
used as an efficient economic instrument foi ensuring propo"*
tionality in the development of the different sectois of'the
economy aL4 as interconnections between various planning
indicators. They a-re calculated by computer using co6fficient-s
of direct material input.

Unlike coefficients of direct material input, the coef-
ficients of the total input o{ the output of bne'sector per
unit of final output in another sectof characterise indirect
input along the entire production chain as well as direct
inputs.
. Fo,r exam-ple, th_e coefficient for total inputs of fuel usedin the mechanical e-ngineering_ industry ieflects not oniy
the direct inputs of fuel but also the inputs for the metai
required for producing engineering goods, the fuel inputs
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for generating the electricity used in producing the metal
consumed in the engineering industry, and so on.

Now that total input coefficients can be calculated on
computers, planning calculations regarding the sectoral
structure of social production can take into account all
actually existing lirrkages in production. And this is of the
utmost importance in establishing proportionality in the
development of the economy.

In certain instances total input coefficients exceed direct
input coefficients several times over (on average by 1.5 to 2
times). Thus, according to data in the inter-sectoral account-
ing input-output table f.or 7972, the total input of coal for
producing ferrous metals was nearly four times (3.8) the
direct input, and for the generation of heat and power by
40 per cent; the total input of ferrous metals in the produC-
tion of tractors, farm machinery, and spare parts was g0 per
cent greater than the direct input; in the production of forge
and press equipment it was 60 per cent greater.

The matrix of the coefficients of current direct material
input contains a significant number of null coefficients,
which signifies the absence of direct production links between
the sectors and products concerned. There are no such coef-
ficients in the matrix of total input coefficients, impl'ying
complete production interdependence between the sectors
quantitatively expressed by the level of the total input
coefficients.

In addition to this type of total input coefficient, coef-
ficients of the total input of living labour and production
assets per unit of final output are calculated from the static
planning model of the inter-sectoral input-output table;
they serve as a planning instrument for securing a proper
balance between final and gross social product, manpo.lver,
and assets.

Coefficients of total inputs of living labour per unit of
final output in sectors (f, are calculated by solving the
following system of Iinear equations:

Ti:tt+.2fro,, (i:t,2,...,n), (8)

where Zi-the total input of living labour per unit of final
output in the lth sector;
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f;-the direct input of living labour (labour expendi-
ture per unit of product) per unit of output in
the lth sector;

aii-the coefficients of direct material input of the
output of the ith sector per unit of output of
the ith sector.

As is evident from equation (8), total inputs of living
labour per unit of output T y are made up of direct inputs
of living labour for produping output in a given sector (/;)
and inputs of living labour embodied in the,,means of pro-

duction used up in producing output i () f ro,,1 .

i:1
The unknown quantities-the coefficients of total inputs

of living labour per unit of final output-are determined
as a result of solving these equations:

TL

ri:.))tAti (i:1,2, ...,tu), (9)

where Ai1 aterrr" Ifiir.rents of total inputs for output in
the ith sector per unit of final output in the lth sector.

The coefficients of total input of production assets per
unit of finai output are calculated in the same way as those
of total input of living labour:

Fi:f i+ h P,o,, (j:1,2, . . ., n) (10)
i:1

where F;-the coefficients of the total input of production
assets per unit of final output in the jth sector;

l;-the direot input of production assets (assets per
unit of output) per unit of output in the lth
sector.

The solution to the system of equations (10) is

n

Fi: Z f iAti (j:1,2, . . ., p). (11)
i:7

Table 6 shows the total input coefficients calculated for
the input-output table of the Soviet economy for 1966,
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Table 6

Coefficients of lotal Material Inputs, Production
Assets and Manpower per Unit (Rouble) of Final

Sectoral Output in lg66

17'

Sector
(or industry)

Coeffici-
ents of

material
inputs

Coefficients
of inputg
of fixed

production
assets

Coefficients
of labour

input (average
annual num-

bcr of workers
per million
roubles of

output)

488

379

Ferrous and non-
ferrous metal-
lurgy

Fuel industries,
iucluding:
coal-mrnlng
oil-extracti ns
heat and pofrer

Chemical industrv
Timber, paper and

wood-working
industries

Builtling materials
industrv

Light inthistry
Food industry
Agriculture and

forestrv
Building ind con-

struction
Transport anrl

communications
Trade, procure-

ment of farm
produce, and
material and
technical
supply

Average for the
economy

L444
0.936

1.,t01
0.812
0.738
I .359

,1..221

1..197
I .509
1.320

0.536

1.159

0,476

2.641
2 .380

2.t15
1.998
4.032
2.016

1.764

2.408
0.782
1.103

7.314

1.355

2.656

263
250

383
159
778
244

410

324
309
37t

568

387

297

0.318

1.,1,47

,1,.494

1.33r
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The coefficients of labour (fy) and assets (ly) per unit
of product together with the coefficients of the direot mate-
rial input on producing output (a;;) form the normative
basis of a static inter-sectoral planning input-output model
of production and distribution. A change in these coefficients
characterises one of the most important aspects of economic
development and is determined by the pace and character of
technological progress in the economy and the relative
shortage of manpower and investments and other faotors
which should be quantifred when frxing their level in the
planned period.

Planning coefficients of total inputs of labour and pro-
duction assets per unit of final output can be used to link
the planned volume and sectoral structure of final social
product with the quantity of labour and production assets
needed to produce it:

n
r'- !

i:1
ll

',,1 \a: /l

F1Yi,

T1Y1,

(12)

(13)

where F-the total of production assets in the economy
during the planned period;

T -lhe total quantity of living labour that must be
expended in the sphere of material production
during the planned period;

Y;-the final output in the ith sector.
Coefficients of total material inputs per unit of frnal

output (,4;y) can be used for determining what volume of
gross social product and output in eaoh sector should be
produced in order to ensure the planned-for volume and
sectoral structure of the various components of final sdcial
product-consumption, productive and non-productive ac-
cumulation, and export.

This calculation oan be done using the formula
xe - (E - A)-tYp, (14)

where Ye:IYl, Yg, . . ., Yfll is the vector of output in
the different sectors constituting a oertain component p
of final social produqt,
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Thus, the possibility is created for macro-economic plan-
ning calculations to take into account what correctives
should be made in planning indicators of the development
of different branches of production, if changes occur in plan-
ning projections of the volume and sectoral structure of
personal consumption, investments, exports and imports,
etc. It is important to emphasise that full account is thereby
taken of the interconnections between all sectors in the
process of production.

Coefficients of the total macro-economic consumption of
materials, Iabour, and assets per unit of product of certain
economic-functional components of the frnal social product
are very important in drawing up plans for developing
the economy and correlating the relevant synthetic and
seotoral calculations. They are calculated in the following
ways:
(i) coefficients of the total materials per unit of component p
of the final social product (BP)

n
BP: \', B,uP

: 
-1

(ii) coefficients of the total labour per unit of component
p (Tp)

ro: * r'iv1 (16)j:1

(iii) coefficients of the total assets used per unit of compo-
nent p (Fe)

n
Fo: Z Fiaf

i-1

where ,,:)Aii-coefficients of total input of the gross
i:7 

output of all sectors per unit of frnal
output in the lth sector;

T 7, F 1-coefficients of the total input of labour
and pr-oduction assets respectively per
unit of final output in the jth sector;

(15)

(t7)
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fi -the relative weight of output from the
Ith sector in component p of the final
social product.

The coefficients of the total inputs of gross product,
labour, and production assets per unit of sectoral and econo-
mic-functional components of final social product can be
used to coordinate the sectoral, physical, and functional
structure of final product (the bulk of which constitutes
the national income employed with the demand for living
Iabour and production assets (which are the basic factors of
socialist reproduction). They serve as an important instru-
ment for making synthetic calculations of growth rates and
proportions in the development of a socialist economy con-
sistent with plan projections regarding sectoral development

Table 7

Coefficients of Total Material Inputs, Production Assets
and Labour per Unit (Rouble) of the Economic Functional
Componerts of Final Product in the Soviet Union in 1966

Consumption fund Accumulation
of circulat-
ing assets,
commodity
stocks, and
stockpiles

Coefficients
Personal

1.188

,1..205

1. 195

1.148

1 .135

1 .805

Capi tal
invest-
ments

1..'1.55

,l .456

0.942

1.4t9

Total material
input (Be)

Input of frxetl pro-
rluction assets
(Fp')

Input of labour
(average annual
number of work-
ers per million
roubles (7P) 379

and inter-sectoral production linkages. In this way it be-
comes possible to increase the degree of balance in plans for
a rise in people's living standards, capital investments,
foreign trade, the use of manpower and production assets
and the production plan whose main task is to fix the volume
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of output in different sectors, i.e. to show the structure
of gross product in the planned period.

Table 7 presents coefficients of the total inputs of the
economic-functional components of the final product, cal-
culated from data of the inter-sectoral input-output table
for 1966.

The use of coefficients of total input of gross product
and primary production resources per unit of the iectoral
and eoonomic-functional components of the final social
product characterising the inter-sectoral production links
in the development of sectors, increases the complexity
of resolving important macro-economic problems.

A Dynamic Inter-Sectoral Model

The main disadvantage in using a static inter-sectoral
input-output model for planning the sectoral structure of
social production is that it does not ensure internal consis-
tency and balance of the production plan for the final and
gross social product of the capital investment plan. In a
state model the volume and structure of productive capital
investment are regarded as planning indicators known before
the model is solved, i.e. as exogenous economic vari-
ables. Along with other components of final social product,
productive capital investments are assumed to be
quantities that are fixed for the whole of the planned
period.

In principle a static model can be used to determine the
volume and structure of productive capital investments
necessary for ensuring production of the planned volume
and sectoral structure of final social product but it does
not allow the sources and uses of capital investments to be
integrally linked in the course of modelling. For this reason
when a static model is used, sectoral output must be bal-
anced in the plan with the sources and uses of productive
capital investments with the help of additional planning
calculations.

The main outlines of a block diagram showing how consis-
tency can be achieved in such a case is shown on the
following Page:
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Fixing the volume and component structure
of final product ancl national income

Fixing the sectoral volumcs
of gross output
x:(E - 4)-tY

When the sources and uses of investment do not balance
the economic-functional and sectoral structure of the final
product must be revised. The process for doing so has not yet
been su.ccessfully formulated on the basis of the static model
of the 

'inter-sectoral input-output table.
Not all produotive capital investments obviously can be

regarded as exogenous variables. Their volume and sectoral
structure must to a considerable extent be determined by
the rates of expansion of production, which in turn are
governed by the pace at which people's living standards
are rising and by the extent to which the non-productive
sphere of the economy is developing. These interconnections
in the process of sooial reproduction are also quantified
in a dynamig inter-sectoral model. A dynamic inter-sector-
al model of the production and distribution of output
in the economy is a development of the static model. The
main difference between the two is that productive capital
investment for expanding production can be determined
in the dynamic model by solving the model's equations.

A dynamic. model shows how production is linked over
a period of years, aud how it reflects the development of
the economy in time.

Fixing the demand for protluctive
capita-I investment (usin! the coef-
ficients of assets and labour per
unit of product). Comparison of
sources uird us..'of capilal invest-

ments

Fixing the sectoral
struct-ure of the final

social product
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The basic structure of a dynamic model that can be used
in very different variants in planning practice is given
below:

X'Q): 
i4ra;1Q)X1(t){

LXi{t *r)*ff (r) i.:(1,2, ...,n; t:1,2, ..., T), (18)

where X i (t)-the volume of output in the ith sector in
year , of the planned period;

ai1 (t)-coefficients of the current direct material
expenditure of outpqt of the ith sector per
unit of output in the ith sector in year /;

bi1 (t)-coefficients of the net capital intensity of the
increment of output, showing how much out-
put from the dth sector needs to be sent to the
Ith sector in year I in order to increase its
per unit production in year t *r, these coef-
ficients can also be calculated with reference
to a unit of productive capacity;

r-the maximum time lag in obtaining a return
on capital investments (the length of time
from first making the investments to obtaining
the output from it);

kli-the amount of capital investment in sector I
for increasing output in the ith sector r years
before construction is completed, as a pro-
portion of the total volume of investment
in the ith sector for increasing output in
sector i;LXt(t 1r)-the increment.in output in sector I in year
t*r;

Yf (t)-the final output in sector i in year t, excluding
net _ 

productive investment for expanding
production; Yf (t) consists of output desig-
nated for personal and social consumption, non-
productive accumulation, replacement and
major repair of fixed production and non-
production assets, the increase of circulating
assets, stocks of goods, and stockpiles, and
formation of the balance of foreign trade.

1Z 01trb3

n't
l' \ o,t1t1t$,

i:7 r-l
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The equations of a dynamic model are compiled for each
year of the planned period. Sectoral output volumes for
each year of the planned period and the productive invest-
ments needed to expand production, broken down by seotor
and year, are determined by solving the equations.

Productive investments not connected with expanding
produotion but earmarked for replacing used-up fixed
production assets are usually known for the planned period
and are a component part of Yf (l). The fact is that it is
virtually impossible to establish a functional conneotion
between the volume and structure of capital investments
for the replacement and major repair of fixed production
assets, and output volumes and their growth rates. That,
however, does not in any way imply that economic-mathe-
matical models cannot be used in planning them. Many
models describing the obsolescence and scrapping of fixed
assets are now being developed and the results of calcula-
tions based on them should be used in dynamic mo-
dels.

The value of net productive investment ensuring an
increase in output beyond the planned period is also fixed
in the dynamic model before the system of equations is
solved.

A Closed Inter-Sectoral Model

The static and dynamic models we have considered above
are closed models incorporating exogenous, autonomous eco-
nomic variables determined outside the model in the macro-
economio plan.

A static model is open as regards the total final social
product (Y), while the dynamic model is open as regards
ihe final io6iat product less net productive investment (Y* ).
In both models the volume and structure of personal con-
sumption are regarded as exogenous variables whose value
during the planned period must be fixed outside the model
calculations. Consequently, no attempt is made to relate
the volume and physical structure of production to those
of personal income and demand. Additional calculations
similar to those set out above when the problem of coordi-
nating sources and uses of investments was examined in the
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static model have to be used to coordinate these indicators
when open inter-sectoral input-output models are used.

A more consistent solution of this problem is to close the
model by adding a system of equations describing the
generation of personal money income and reflecting the
structure of personal expenditure.

In the simplest case a static modei which is closed in
respect of a part of personal consumption wiII be described
by the following system of equations:

n

X,: Zai1X1{aiaXol?t, l(i:-1,2, ..., n);
i-t

x":;)a6ix1*Ya, (19)
j:1

where ai6-the proportion of expenditure on product i in

^ the total volume of personal money incomes;
Y;-the final output of sector i, excluding the vol-

ume of consumption of the ith product from
personal income;

Xa-the sum total of personal money incomes;
a61-coelhcients of personal income per unit of output

in the lth sector;
Y a-the total personal money income independent

of the volume of output.
When such a model (closed in respect of personal con-

sumption) is used in macro-economic planning practice, tho
population naturally has to be divided into different social
groups and income brackets, account being taken of the way
consumer demand depends on level of income, prices, the
sex and age composition of the population, and many other
factors, and equations describing the generation of consu-
mer demand for services being introduced, etc.

3. PLANNING THE REGIONAL STRUCTURE
OF SOCIAL PRODUCTION

A main task of macro-economic planning is to ensure the
closely coordinated development of both sectors and econom-
ic areas. The complex system of inter-sectoral and inter-
r:egional production links and of both intra- and inter-

12*
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regional economic proportions has to ,be taken fully into
aciount in planning -calculations concerning the regional
structure of development in social production. This complex
group of planning problems has to be resolved with regard
to the need:

(a) to ensure rational proportions in the levels of devel-
opmbnt of the productive forces in different economic
areas;

(b) to ensure the complex development of the productive
forces within a region;

(c) to secure a rationl distribution of output in each
sector in the different economic areas with regard to the
availability of raw materials, supplies, power, and man-
power, and to difrerences in production conditions, profi-
tability, etc.;

(d) for the rational organisation of tte inter-area exchange
of g6ods, having regard to the demand of each area for the
ouiput of each secfor, transport costs, the availability of
transport facilities, and so on.

Oni of the planning instruments that can be used to solve
several of these problems is an inter-area inter-sectoral
input-output table, which is a further development of
input-output methods.-Such 

a- table is a complex system of area input-output
tables coordinated with a set of indioators describing the
inter-regional exchange of goods. One possible simplified
variant of this model is given beloV.

The initial data for this kind of input-output model
are the following: the vectors of the final consumption. of
output in each eConomic area (Y), i-.e. th.e final consumption
of the area being less than the final product by the am-ou-nt

of the import-eiport balance of the area; matrices of -the
coefficienti of curient direct material inputs for the produc-
tion of goods in each economic area (.4'); matrices- of coef-
ficients of ttre inter-regional exchange of goods character-
ising the weight of deliveries of all types of these goods

from the rth area to the sth area in their total consumption
in area s (.f').

Planning'calculations for inter-regional inter-sectoral
input-output models are based on the following assump-
tions.
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(25)

(f) The volume of production of product z in area r (Xf)
is equal to its total consumption in all areas:

mxi: z xi"
8:1

(20)

where Xf is the amount ,of product i produced in area r
and consumed in area s.

(2) The consumption of each product from area r by
area s is a function of the total consumption of output by
sector i in area s (Zil;

Xl' :sl'zi (i:7,2, ...,n; r,s:\,2, ...,m). (21)

By substituting (21) into (20) it is possible to express
the volume of production in each area as a function of the
consumption of this output in all areas:

xi:f si'zi. i (22)
e:l

(3) The consumption by each area of the loutput of all
sectors is equal to the sum of productive and final consump-
tion:

zi:; oiiTi +Yi. (23)
i:r

By substituting the value of Zl tuom (23) into (22) we
obtain

xi:2 'i'I (oirxj+yi),
el i-t

or in veotor-matrix form

(24)

n7 m,

x': x 'Jt.Asx'*) 
s,,Y"

s: I s:l

where X' :',,{Xl, Xr, . . ., XL]. is the vector describing the
volumes of production of products in all sectors in area r
during the planned period.

Equations of this kind can be compiled for all the econo-
mic areas of the country. Altogether there are rraz equations
in-jthe model (nz areas and z sectors) and rnz unknown guan-
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tities-volumes of the output of each sector in each econom-
ic area Xf.

Let us use 7r' to denote the matrix
T'" : S'"A.

After substituting 7" into (25) we obtain a system of
equations for determining the planned volumes of produc-
tion by sectors in all areas in the light of the indicators of
frnal consumption planned for each area, regional coefficients
of direct material inputs for production, and coefficients
of inter-regional exchange of goods.

This system of equations takes the following form (as
a block):

F{n-r"7-T12, ..., -Tr^ -ll-rt-l

| -r"(E-Yzz1 -r"- 1l 
*' 

I

l- ,-ri, - ,',*'o, , (( El - rm,, 
-l Lr, | 

:

or, if we denote the general matrices and vectors by the
same letters but without indices:

(E - T) X : SY.
Its solution is 

x : (E - T)-rsy.
In making the calculations for this kind of model it is

extremely important to validate its basic planning indi-
cators-final consumption, regional coefficients of direct
material inputs, and coefficients of the inter-regional ex,
change of goods for'the planned period.

In fixing regional indicators of final consumption, prio-
rity must be given to assessing the specific features of the
structure'of personal conSumption in each area anil rneasurss

l:[::1 :l
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designed to further improve standards of living and to en-
sure a proper distribution of investment among the various
areas. ilegional coefficients of direct material inputs have
to take account of the specifie features of the structure of
inputs for production in each economic area -in the light
of-production conditions, the nature of raw and other mate-
rials, fuel and power, and the technological processes to be
used. The coeffrcients of inter-regional exchange have to
reflect the need for rationalising inter-regional links and
reducing long-distance and cross-haulage of goods, etc.

{here are a number of difficulties invo}ved in planning
inter-regional inter-sectoral relations using dynamic modg!s.
For one thing the scale of the model grows considerably. The
dynamic model has to include indicators of the capital
intensity of production in the different sectors in an area
breakdown so that productive investments may be allocated
by area and by sector. This can be done in accordance with
the principles set out above in discussing the dynamic inter-
sectoral model .

4. PLANNING THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURE
OF SOCIAL PRODUCTION

The most important task in planning is to compile a devel-
opment plan that does not simply secure balanced develop-
ment of the socialist economy but also achieves the econom-
ically most efficient use. of material, labour, and natural
r0Sources.

The inter-sectoral modBls we have just looked at are a
quite eflective planning instrument for drawing up balanced
national plans. The effectiveness of planning decisions is
also, to a certain extent, ensured by selecting progressive
standards for inputs of materials, labour, and production
assets per unit of output and for the economic-functional
and sectoral structure of final product. But these models
do not provide a consistent solution of the problem of
finding the optimum variant for a macro-economic plan.
This can only be done by using the optimal planning methods
on which intensive research is at present being done in the
Soviet Union, and which are being increasingly introduced
into planning practice.
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In a socialist economy an optimum development plan
is that variant,of a macro-economic plan which ensures the
best use of society's material, labour, and natural resources
from the point of view of the optimality criterion selected.
Optimal planning methods enable the most efficient variants
to be chosen as regards the technology of production, the
regional location of industries, and the best possible struc-
ture for satisfying social needs.

The compilation of an optimum plan is a process of
iloproving the balanced variants of a plan in the light of
the values of the optimality criterion selected, until such
time as the best, optimum-variant has been found. Thus
optimal planning methods incorporate input-output methods,
which faeilitates the drafting of a proportional, balanced
plan of development of the economy.

An example of a very simple static model for deciding
the optimum structure of social production is given below.

The task is to maximise (minimise) the objective func-
tion (optimality criterion) of the plan:

n

Z,tX,->max(min)j:r
subject to

n

) aiiXl{bi (i: 1, 2, . . . , 7t) (27)
i.-r

with 
Jxt 2 o (m 1r.), ',(28)

where c;-coefficients of the plan's objective fuuction, the' nature of which is determined by the selected
optimality criterion;

aiJ-coeffrcients of inputs of production resources of
type i per unit of product i;

Xy.-volume of output of product i;
b;-available quantity of production resource j.

The model as formulated assumes the multi-variant use
of production resources b;. For each variant there is a cor-
responding set of indicators X;, which also determines the
structure of social production. The optimum variant of the
plan is that variant (XL, Xz, . . ., XJ in which the extreme

(26)
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(maximum or minimum) value of ,the optimality criterion
(objective function) is_ achieved, given that conditions (27)
and (28), which are the plan constraints, are observed.

The main differences between an optimal planning model
and the economic-mathematical inpuf-outpuf modelj exam-
ined above are as follows:

-(1) 1n optimal plann-ing model is based on the assumption
of multi-variant development of the economy and admits
the possibility of systematic selection of the best economic
planning decision;

(2) in its explicit form an optimal planning model con-
tains, as one of its-integral components, an optimality
criterion or objective function on the basis of whiclithe best,
op_timum variant of the economic development plan is
selected;

(3) this ohoice of an optimum plan in such a model is made
in the light of the constraints on available primary produc-
tion resources or on the levels of satisfying certain social
needs.

Besides making it possible to calculate the optimum struc-
ture of social production, optimal planning models also
help tackle another key problem, that of the integral link
between physical and value proportions in the development
of a socialist economy.

^ An intrinsic part of an optimum plan is a set of prices
for production resources and products reflecting the objective
function-of the plan and its constraints, i.e. correipond-
ing !9 the optimum proportions for the development of
socialist productr-on. This set p! prices is obtained by solving
what is called the dual problem in relation to the direci
problem-of drawing lp an optimal macro-economic" plan.
Let us formulate a direct and a dual optimal planning
problem.

Direct problem
The task is to maximise the objective function of the plan

Z t,X,-->max
i-1

a1lx 1{b, (t: l, 2, . . ,, m)

tn
s
./-)l*r

subject to
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v/ith
xi>0.

Dual problem
The task is to minimise the

rn

Z brpr-+ min
:-l

subject to

Z aiipi2ci (l: l, 2, . . ., n) (30)
i:1

with
Pi7-0'

where p; is the dual estimate (shadow price), or the price
of production resource i.

Ii has been mathematically proved that in an optimal
plan the values of the objective functions in a direct and
a dual problem coincide:

where X;q and pl are the values of the corresponding variables
in an optimal plan.

In view of the equality of the objective functions in the
direct and the dual problem in an optimum plan (hut only
in an optimum one), it follows that if a product i in the
optimum plan is to be produced (i.e. Xi ) Q), then the
corresponding ith constraint in the dual problem changes
into a strict inequality. For example, if product 2 in the
optimum plan should be produced, i.e. Xr>. 0, then con-
sfraint 2 in the dual problem will take the form

arzPt * azzPz * as?,pa 1- .' . + amzPm : cz. (32)

But if produc,t 7, for example, product 3, is not a direct
problem in the optimum plan, i.e. Xi)0, then the lth
constraint in the dual problem as a rule (if the optimum
plan is singular) will into a strict inequality,

atsPr * azaPz * assPt * . . . + amspn> cs. (33)
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objeotive function

(2e)

nn
2 ,$i: Z b,pi
5:1 i:7

(31)
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Thus, only the production of those products that form
o-art of optimum plan prove to be economically justified:
their price'covers all the expenditure of resources on their
production. Those products, production of which does not
promote maximally efficient use of resources, so that thev
are not included in the optimum plan, are loss-makers-,
unprofitable, i.e. are worth less than the resources used
up in producing them.

Obviously the- concept of optimal use of production
resources contradicts the requirement:

atpr* azjpz* ... + anttpmlcr @4)

- If the product- has already gone into the optimal plan,
then condition (34) would imply that it was necessaiy to
inc-rease its_ production since this is economically beneficial
and would increase the value of the objectivefunction
(optimality criterion) of the plan. If relationship (34) was
correct in relation to product i which had not- gone into
the -optimum plan, then it would be necessary to start its
production and inclrrde it in the plan since it would be more
efficient than producing other products. But bothcases
would imply that the plan that had been obtained was
not optimal-fo-r it could also be changed towards increasing
the value of the obje-ctive function. But an optimum plan
is one that_ uses production resources in such-a-way ai to
maximise (minimise) the value of its objective function.
Any cha-nges in it pay -in the best case not increase (de-
crease) _the numerical value of its optimality criterion.

Another extremely important conclusion emerges from the
optimality conditions of the plan: if the ith- constraint
in the direct problem in the optimum plan becomes a strict
inequality, for example

a,iq * a,,zrz * . . . + aontr{bo, (35)

then the ith variable in the objective function of the dual
problem is accordingly equal to 0, i.e. in our example UE : 0.
The economic interpretation of this fact is quite 

-clear:

the estimates (prices) of production resources which are not
fully used- in-the optimum plan (are surplus) are equal to 0;
only the dual estimates (shadow prices) of those pioduction
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resources (reproducible and non-reproducible) which are
fully used in the optimum plan are positive.

The most important problem in using optimal planning
models is the choice of the optimality criterion. This crite-
rion is determined by the basic economic law of socialism,
which characterises the immediate and final goal of socialist
economic development. It can be formulated in principle
as the attainment of the maximum integral fund of resourc-
es for satisfying the needs of the members of socialist socie-
ty. Translation of this formula into the strict language of
mathematics, however, is a highly complex methodological
problem, solution of which lies primarily in the working
out methods for ascertaining the social usefulness of goods
that describe their contribution to satisfying people's
needs. The adoption of optimal planning methods in plan-
ning also calls for the collation of a vast amount of statistic-
&1, project-planning, and economic planning information.
broad use and improvement of the quality of computers.

CHAPTER VI

THE PLANNING
OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL

PROGRESS

t. TASKS OF PLANNING
SCIENTIFIC AND TECIINOLOGICAL PROGRESS

The speeding up of scientific and technological progress
is a key problem of Soviet economic development aL the
present stage, whose signiflcance was specially underlined
in the report of the Central Committee of the CPSU to the
25th Congress. "...The end objectives of the socialrevolu-
tion, the building of a communist society," said L. I. Brezh-
nev, "can only be attained on the basis of accelerated scien-
tific and technical progress...."1 It is precisely by virtue of
this that the stepping up of scientific and technological
progress is defined in the Guidelines lor the Deueloprnent
ol the National Economy ol the USSfi for 1976-19B0 as
a component of the main task of the Tenth Five-Year Plan
and a decisive means of raising the people's material and
cultural living standards.

The key link in scientific and technological progress in
1976-80 will be technical re-equipping of the sectori of the
economy by consistent transfer to production and broad
application of high-efficiency systems of machinery, equip-
ment, instruments, and technological processes ensuring
mechanisation and automation of all production processes
(especially auxiliary, transport, and warehousing opera-
tions), instead of individual machines and technological
processes. Such systems must have higher techrrical and

1L. L Brezhnev, Report of the CPSU Central Committee anil the
Immeiliate Tasks ol the Partg in Eome dniL Foreign Policy, XXVtk
Congress of the CPSU, p. 56.
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economic indices per unit of productivity and other indices
of efficiency than the best home and world achievements.
They must involve maximum unification and standardisa-
tion, while their consumption of materials per unit of out-
put and cost per unit of capacity must be lowered.

With the stepping up of rates of progress the significance
of science as a direct productive force will grow. This role
of science is reflected in the Guidclines lar the Deuelopment
ol the National Economy ol the U,S,Srq fur 1976-1980 in
which a special section is devoted to it. This section defines
the most important trends of research in the social, natural,
and technical sciences, and in fact outlines in concentrated
form a programme for the scientific forces of the country.
It proposed, as items for research and treatment, theoretic-
al problems linked with the tasks of technological develop-
ment and industrial organisation, that would make it
posSible to tie up the work plans of scientific institutions,
enterprises, amalgamations, and industries, and to pass
from thematic planning to planning of the end results of
research.

The achievements of science, as the Central Committee's
report noted, must be.embodied more quickly in thousands
and thousands of new products, beginningwith unique
machines and ending with everything linked with improving
people's working and living conditions, as well as in indi-
vidual-however brilliant-experiments and exhibition mo-
dels.

In order to speed up the movement of new ideas along the
'whole chain, from inventions to mass production, a further
improvement of planning and of economic incentives is
necessary. This should include the working out of plans
and complex programmes, choice of the system of planning
indicators, appraisal of the work of production and scien-
tific collectives, the building up of incentive funds, the
awarding of bonuses to inventors of developed equipment
and determination of its effectiveness, and the fixing of
wholesale prices.

The system of planning scientific and technological
progress includes the following:

(a) a long-term forecast, taking in the main trends in
the development of science and technology;
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(b)^a five-yeg1 trlan- (broken down into years), containing
specific scientiflc and technical probleml and tasks;
. (c)_an-annual plan-defining more precisely and in greater
detail the tasks laid down in the 

-five-yeir 
plan, iakinginto account any additional opportunities ind needs oI

economic development that have, become evident.
The task of long-term forecasting of scientific and techno-

logical progr-ess consists in validating the hey problems
of science and technology, and predictirlg the timi needed io
solve them. Such forecasting has now become quite reliable
as practically all fundamental and applied research is con-
centrated in research institutes and higher educational
establishments, so that forecasting can consequently be
based on the thematic time-table of research. 

-

The main lines of development of science and technology,
and scientific and technical problems of national ecoroiic
importance, are worked on hy the State Committee of the
USSR Council of Ministers for Science and Technology,
jointly with the USSR Academy of Sciences; USSR minisl-
ries and departments and the Union republics draw up
forecasts . and projects for de_veloping scienie and technologyin individual sectors and republics.

2. DETERMINING EXPDNDITURE
ON SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

-The distinguishing feature of scientiflc and technological
advance at present is that science is becomins a dirdctlv
productive force and is developing into a branc-h of mate"-
rial production, a process that is reflected in the increasing
strength of the links between fundamental theoreticaj
research, applied research, and industry.

The development and deepening of scientific and technical
knowle-d-ge and its practical application have mainly become
ac.cessible at the-present stage to teams of scientists-supplied
with complicated, costly equipment. Expenditure on tfebret-
ic,af, an$ applied-science has been rising from year to year,
rvhile the network of research institutes has been exparrding,
rnd the number of scientific workers growing ltiUte S).
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Table 8

Expenditure on Science, Numbers of Establishments and
Numbers of Scientific Employees in 1940-74

rebo 
| 

,ruo 1970

Total expencliture on scienco
and research:
in '000 million roubles
as percentage of national
income

Number of research institu-
tes antl their branches
antl tlepartments

Numbers working in science
antl scientific services (in
thousancls)
including scientific work-
ers (in thousancls)

0.3
0.9

786

1.0
{.8

t,'l'57

3.9
2.7

7,728

'1,,763

354

,1,,1,.7

4.0

2,525

3,238

928

,1.6.5

4.7

,773

,864

,170

362

98

714

163

National expenditure on research and experimental design
is now around 4.7 per cent of the national income-and 22
per cent of gross pioductive investment in industfri, agri-
culture, transport and communications, and the building
industry, i.e. investment on expanding fixed production
assets and making good wear and tear. It is not possible,
of course, to increase indefinitely the proportion of the
national income being laid out on research and experimental
design, in particular through capital investment in fixed
assets. When science undergoes an extensive phase of devel-
opment, embracing all branches of knowledge and pro-
duction through a network of specialised research organi-
sations, standard expenditure on science (as a proportion
of the national income) becomes unrelated, as it were, to
standard expenditure on productive capital investment,
which forms part of the norm of accumulation and replace-
ment; but the relationship should be close and quantita-
tively fairly stable.

The numerical values of some of the components that
enter into calculations of the relation between expenditure
on science and capital investment (i.e. national income,
expenditure on research and experimental design, grosg
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capital investment) are known. Others (e.g. annual expendi-
ture on science connected with industry; the average period
of capital construction) can be determined with acceptable
accuracy. But there are important components of the ialcu-
lation, the numerical values of which it is only possible at
the moment to estimate, on the basis of single observations
and unsystematised facts. Let us examine ihe most impor:
tant of these.

(1) The proportion ol erpenditure on research spent without
productiue application A considerable part of ihe expendi-
ture on research and experimental design, which is probabty
increasing with the growth of research, does not- for one
reason or another achieve its objective (work on the theme
is discontinued half-way, or is sompleted with negative
results, because of the technical impossibility of putting
the scientific idea into practice; lack of the apprbpriate
technology; Iack of advantage from applying it in industry;
limited_ resources; and so on). It can be assumed that oniy
20 to 25 per cent of expenditure of science and researcL
achieves its intended objective (which does not prec,lude
indirectly fruitful results).

(2) ?he auerage length ol the research cycle. There is little
information on this, in spite of the fact that every research
organisation keeps records of the fulfillment of iti research
plan.

(3) The ratio betuteen gross capital inuestment allocated, to
the replacem,ent and erpansion of fired, assets by traditional
and, irnproued,equipment and by deueloped, equiprnent resulting
lrom scientifrc research. From the statistics on the withdrawal
of frxed assets, standard depreciation charges, and the
sectoral allocation of capital investment, this ratio can be
taken as 60 :40.

G) fh9 relatioru between capital inuestment on implementing
the results ol research arud the erpenditure on {he research.
Ilxisting estimates of this correlation are extremely varied
and contradictory. According to estimates most commonly
cncountered, capital investment on implementing the results
of research is approximately ten times the bxpenditure
on the research.

The creation of a network of research organisations in the
Soviet Union embracing all branches of knowletlge and
'r3-0t453
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Droduction is nearing completion, and science is emerging

ir"; th;;.;;";i"" ff,".. oi developmer.rt' The transition to

;'ilI"t.;rt", ft ur. 'has already been reflected in a slo'wering

;;ffifiil g""*tl, ,^tL in tire proportion of the national

ir"o-t spent on science, with a mirked tendency to sta-

bilisation.""iIh.;;ging of research and industry, particularll-,ii tI:
nlrr"irg, ?"sigo, and- experimental stages' it should De

i;;il;1".'tr,ifti?g th;H;'i"i"-s of a signlficant.part of the

;;;;;hit"., oo ii"r". from tlie state directly to the costs

;i";r";;;i"o oi um,tsamated and sinsle enterprises'

The transition to in. i,tt"ti'e phase should also be marked

fv 
"'tfr"tit"irg "i1t. average length of research' an increase

in the nroportion oi-u*pt'fiiture on research that achieves

ii" "il'i.""iii" "rI, trr.t.lore' an increase in expendity'g 9"

"rt.ut[h 
on which capital investment can be expecteo rn

order to aPPIY it.'^S.i.".. it-iftir. increasingly becoT-ing an object of lacro-
uro'oo*i" planning.-li it,-"bove aLl,. imnerative to deter-

mine the proportion of iit "utio"l 
iocome and accu-mula-

ii""iff"lt[a-t'o a"".irping research in all fields oI knowled-ge,

prtti*iu.f v ..i"".. 
-[on?ected 

with 
- 
industry' T]-re plan

il;;i1h; ilake a rational allocation of expendlure between

the branChes of science, pure research,'speculative and

"ppf*a 
"i".Lrttr. 

Expenditure is -allocated between re-

search institutes *itt' tt"it own budgets' and project-

;i;;;id";;a a..ig"- orlanisationl -,tlat 
are financed bv

irartiti?f, agricultu?al, trinsport, .and other enterprisgs'^..P;;;i;i;" fiust be-m"d" io planning input-outpul *'Ll::
tot 

-it" 
experimental equipment, ,comnuters' ano otner

iirrpi,.ri";;;ea-ffi 'Lit'itr', and -mannower 
tables and

trainins plans must";"il";;;;tnt- ot tt"' demand for the

.orr.tpiotting scientific personnel'

3. TRENDS

IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECIINOLOGICA'L PROGRESS

ImPlements of Labour

The trend of development both of single machines and

of .Vttu*t is taking ihe following directions:
(t) automation;
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(2) concentration of capacities with higher speeds, pres-
sures, temperatures, stresses and other parameters of the
working process;

(3) the desigling of multi-station machine systems.
Each of these three main trends is virtually impossible

without the othersi concentration of capacities is checked
if industry is not automated, while only automation can
extend the technical and economic limits of the concen-
tration of capacity, and the making multi-station machines
and systems.

FulI automation of equipment in which the function of
control is also mechanised, with a favourable change toward
the optimum working, is linked basically with electriflca-
tion of production and electronic instrumentation for
machines and systems. Between the most advanced, but
as yet not numerous, types of machinery and systems and
the old types, there are various transitional forms that make
it possible to trace the evolution of machinery toward auto.
mation in broad outline.

The tendency to concentrate capacities and build multi-
station systems of equipment is inherent in the evolution
of machinery and the implements of labour in all branches
of production without exception. The main of data on the
productivity of various groups of equipment from the begin-
ning of their industrial use demonstrates this.

In the 50 years from the middle of the nineteenth century
to the early twentieth century, the maximum capacity of
a unit of machinery increased by approximately five to
seven times, in the last 50 years by 20 to 25 times, and
over the last 100 years by 100 to 150 times. Thus the capacity
of the first steam engines buiit in the eighteenth century
was five kilowatts, in the middle of the nineteenth 2,000 ki-
lowatts and early in this century 15,000 kilowatts. Steam
turbines built in 1884, which replaced steam piston engines,
had an initial capacity of 25,000 kilowatts. In 1960, steam
turbines were being built with a capacity of 300,000 ki-
lowatts and at the end of the 1960s, one million kilowatt
turbines were being designed.

The effective capacity of blast furnaces in the middle
of the nineteenth century did not exceed 250 cubic metresl
in N,974 a blast furnace with an effective capacity of 5,000

,.3*
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cubic metres and a rated annual capacity of 4,000,000 tons
of oiE iron. was blown in in the USSR. Tho productivity of
papeimaking machinery, which-was 13 square metres per
minute in Ihe middle- of the last century, now reaches

{0,000 square metres Per mjnute. 
-th" -ote powerful th-e machine, the cheaper is each unit

of capacity and of its servicing.-Attempts to increase. the

"rpr.ity 
6f machinery or installations 

- 
by making tl19m

larger, while retaining the basio principles of construction
and' using traditional materials, comparatively .quickly
come up igainst economic limitations'- even though, tech-
nically,- suih an increase is attainable.

The history of engineering confirm,s the following law;
by the time the size of machinery reaches the critical poilt'
b6yond which the cost per unit of capacity.increases,,design
and technological solutions that are new iI principle, and
new material-s are already in existence that will further
increase the capacity of single machines and, sets' This type
of technology 

-includes, for example, production of iron
in the iron "and steel industry without blast furnaces, fast
neutron reactors and the application of superconductivity
in power engineering. It would make it-possible to surmount
irr.1i."ii" iifot"d f,y the a pplication of 

-existing technologv'
In addition, and this is the main point from ths economio
angle, new generations of machines and equipment would
haiei' to en"sure hieher tempos of reducing all types of
input, labour and m-aterials to begin with, and then capital
inputi, as well as providing growth of -production- capacity'
fie Gutdettnes lor-the Deueloprnent ol the National Economy
of the USSft lor 1976-1980 iherefore put a variety o{ aims
before scientiflc and technological progress, nam-ely, to
introduce advanced technology-and production te-chniques

on a broad scale promoting iaising of labour productivity
and product quality, increasing return. on assets'- economy
of material resoorcLs, improving working conditio-ns, pro-
tecting the environment, ancl rational exploitation of natural
resources.

Automation also makes it possible to enlarge machlnes
by linking them in continuoui production lines, -or 

in qomg

ofh.. 
"ofrbination, 

for continuous processing' Specialised
mass production has created the conditions for organising
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the flow of sequential processing with the mechanisation
of transfer operations between stations which in turn has

favoured the designing of multi-station working and handl-
ing machines and control apparatus-, and the setting-up
of automated production lines. The far-reaching technical
division of labbur, achieved by machines working on their
own, has been superseded by the integration of operations
in sets or blocks of machines.

In present-day conditions, it is practically impossible
to int-ensify a process without automating it; the b-enefit
from automation is above all that it removes obstacles to
increasing speeds, pressures' temperatures, tolerances, and
other tec[nological parameters. Expenditure on automation
is therefore of low efficiency or unprofitable if it is not
accompanied with or caused by intensification of the produc-
tion proeess.

Speciat importance attaches to the introduction of auto-
mated systems of production control usi-ng electronic com-
puters, and to the setting-up of system of computer centres.

Fuel, Power, and Raw Material Resourees

Technological progress in this sector is seen mainly in
an increasJ of power consumption, the growing share of
electricity, the development of new sources of pow-er (atomic
and thermonuclear energy) and the greater efficiency of
power systems.- 

Tn'1,9i4 output of fuel was 7,497,100,000 tons of standard
fuel. Generating capacitv was 205,442 megawatts. Thg
mean annual growth rate of fuel production between 1955 and
1974 was 6.2 per cent and of generatingcapacity9.4 per cent.

The pattern of change in the production of output-other
than elbctricity can be-expressed by a logistic curve. When
saturation point has been reached in a particular type of
output, any further growth in its production will depend
on population growth, or production may fall as a result
of the development-goods of the same tvpe btrt possessing

superior consumer properties. Growth o-f th9 generationof
olectricity, on the contrary, can only be slowed down or
halted wilh a slowing down or fall in the growth of total
social produetion.
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_ 
The generatio! of electricity outstrips the growth rat'b

of material production as a whole and will iontinue to
outstrip it. T}is important trend is determined by several
factors, as follows.
_ 1- Electricity is frnding ever new areas of application
both in industry and in everyday life. In induiiry what
is known as technological consumption (smelting of ierrous
and non-ferrous metals, welding, electrolysis, etc.) is increas;
ing and in the domestic sector consumption for household
and cultural needs (heating, television, refrigerators, etc.)..

2. Electrifrcation is the basis for mechanising labour and
automating- p-roduction and is consequently a"sine qua nori
of increased labour productivity.
-3. The steady increase in the rate of processing as a result

of automation and higher speeds inireases the relative
expenditure of electricity, though this tendency is modifierl
by certain features accompanying set concentrition (higher
moments of gyration, etc.).

4. The transition from open-cast mining of rich mineral
deposits to the working of deep deposits wittr a lower ore-
content calls for large inputs of electrioity.

A number of factors, that make it possible to reduce
stand_ard expenditure of electrioity, modifres the tendency
for_trhe pow_er -industry to grow faster than average.

The rapid development of the power industry:would
soon run up against the fact that energy resources are limit-
ed unless it were accompanied by a lowering of unit expen-
dityre of fuel, and a turn to new types of high-calory iuel
and non-combustible sources of energy, and- also to low=
grade, low-calory coals that not so long ago were either
not mined or were dumped on tips, as is shown by the
marked changes in the structuro of the fuel balan'ce in
which the proportion of oil and natural gas rose from 20.6
per cent in 1940 to 64.6 per cent in 7974.

The effrciency of steam engines in the frrst decades of
their adoption was 2 or 3 per cent. It has now reached
25 to 30 per cent in the large steam-turbine power stations
in which most electrioity is generated. In the 2g years be-
tween 1945 and 1974 expenditure of standard fuel per kilo-
watt-hour of electricity generated fell 'fuom 627'grams -to.

344 grams; and in 1976-80, aoeording to the Gutdcltnes lor
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the Deuelopment of the National Economy- of the^USSR for"igr{-igii,"i[-tr,orira fall to between 325 and 
-328 

grams'-";; tr;il*tr"i i."t"r" ot tt" Tenth Five-Year Plan perio.d

*iii"r, 
-i"iJi"g 

"r the role of hyd-ro-electric and atomic

;;;";and of ih.rp coals in the fuel and power balance.of

ihe country. Generation of hydro-electric po,*u'.,'*'*,.'-T.:
tv aO oer Lent instead of the t3 per cent under the Nrntn
ii;-Y;;; FIan. Electricitv genelation bv atomic qowgl
stations wiII nearly quintuple; the increase wtll maxe lt
;;.;$i" to reduce c-onsumptibn of fuel resources for qenerat-

i*"ii..t-iliillv Zs-*ittio" standard tons bv,1990; Jt""ll
pr-opos"d to commission atomic cap-acity totull'-19^l^1:YYY

io tS,OOO megawatts througlr the-bli^l$ng ot-power statro.ns

;th i;;A;slf a unit capaiitv of {,000 to. 1,500 megawatts

The best regional therm-al power stations convert only
40-;;; cent ofihe chemical energy of fuel into electricity'
a"ri:"; ";;;" 

i"ira i"g Iarge blocks with.magneto-gasdvnamic
*o"r-rio.. MGD) wi-ll m"ake it possible to raiso efliciency

ilH il J;;i-;"J ;r, tt'. more distant future to 60 pe-r

cent. The first experimental installation in the world wit!
an MGD generator *"t .o**issioned in the USSR' and

i"i."^" pir"i inJustrial one. Their dist_inguishing feature is

;[;;; srili t imi laritv io true in dustri aI. M 
9 

D" p.q,Y"-l t-l{i?ll:
In ihe more distant future the control ot thermonuclear

r."rii""t *ifi pr""iae mankind with a practically inexhaust-

ifi, .orr". of electricity. the solutioo of this crucial problem

;itl-;bi.-oil and ga! to be used primarily as raw mate-

rials for the chemical industrY'^:'ih;;ri" 
trend in changing the structure of raw mate-

riri.-it "lL*ay 
a".iio, in"thi proportion of raw materials

;i;rfu;f ""a"".g.iub1a 
origin', the higher proportion.of

minerals and the substitution of synthetic matertals ror

natural ones.

ProductionanilUtilisationofConstructionMaterials
and Natural Raw Materials

Iron and steel occupy the leading position among. conll-
,";;ir;;;tuti"rt. t" tgzo Soviet production was tt6 mil-
iir" io"t 

"t 
steel; in L975, L4L million tons; and is expeoted
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to be {60-170 million tons in 1g80. The economy, especially
engineering a_nd buildilrg, do not need simply"morl *.iri
so much as the most efficient, highly .coro*i" ttpr. iik.
cold-rolled sheet, rolled shapes, ro'ttea metal with"an anii_
corrosive cover, -metal hardened by heat treatment, trans_
former and stainless steel sheet, coid-rolled .trip. nrirrri*of the gr-ades of rolled metal and improvembnt of theirquality alone would enable us to save five or six million
tons of metal in 1976-80.

The main trends of technological progress in the iron
and 

. 
steel industry are the following:

(a) the development of processes e"limirating blast fur_
naces, and extension of electric melting ,id .or.'.rt.,
production of metal;

(b) wide use of continuous casting
going over to inclined and horizontal"
vertical;
, (c) the^developryen-t of powder metallurgy;

(d)- perfection of the finishing processes-lor metal and
rolled grades, i.e. further development of the ,,fourth con-
versiont'.

.Synthetic .mate_rials .are _compe_ting most successfully
with iron and steel. rn lgTl-7b the soviet economy receivef
a total of 11 million tons of plastics. Their individual types
rival steel in strerrgth, withsland temperatures of hundreds
of .degrees without 

_ 
loss of prope-rtiesl and possess unique

technological qu-alities. A ton bf plaitics ca, ,.pt"ce i.O
tons of iron and steel on average? 0.15 ton of non-ferrous
metals, 3.5 cubic metres of lumber, and around five tons
of glass and cement. The main direction of technologic;i
progress in this field is the creation of synthetic heat-resis"tant
material that would possess the properties of steel andat the same time be easy to woik, like thermonlastics-
i.e. the group of plastics that acquire a plastic condition
when heated.

Soviet industry produced nearly a million tons of chemi_
cal fibres in 1975. Each ton of themical fibre on u".rug"
leplaces 1.5 tons of natural fibre; the proportion of synthetlc
fibres in the total of textile raw materials ,ose fro; ,t p;;
cent in 1.970 to^29 per cent in 197b. Raising the proportion
of substitutes for natural textile fibres is-very'protitubte

installations and
casting instead of
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for the economy; it is therefore intended to increase their
production to between 1,450,000 arld 1,500,000 tons in 1g80.

High targets are set for the production of non-ferrous
metals in 1976-80. Smelting of aluminium, copper, and
nickel is to be increased by 20 to 30 per cent; of titanium
by 40 per c-ent. The task has been set'of developing outpui
of semiconductors, especially of pure and special materials
for the electronics industry and other branches, of develop-
ing new high-durability cemented carbides, and of increai-
ing_ pr_oduction of high-precision tips for metal-cutting
tools. I-ndustry has a great need of economic rolled shapei
of. non-ferrous metals, copper wire rod, and aluminium stiip
and tubes. The leading trend in non-ferrous metallurgy
is the multiple utilisation of the mineral raw material, arrd
maximum extraction of non-ferrous metals from the ores
mined.

The immense scale of industry calls for constant increase
in -the producti,on of wood, improvement of its quality,,
and extension of the range of materials. It has been bstiml-
ted that, if the demand for wood were met simply by increas-
ing lhe felling of timber, the volume required in the next
decade would already come to the gigantic figure of G00
to 650 million cubic metres a year. From the angle of nature
conservation, and of the economio and technical production
possibilities, such a volume would not only be irrational
but unreal. The main line of saving of wood is to extend
capacities for chemical and chemical-mechanical treatment
of wood waste and low-quality woods. A particularly ef-
fective technical trend in this field is extension of the pro-
duction of chipboard and fibreboard.

4. ECONOMIC VALIDATION OF THE PLAN
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE

Inter-Seetoral and Intra-Sectoral Difrerentiation
of Technical Levei

The planning of technological advance has to be based
on knowledge of the inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral dif-
ferences in technical level and of the conditions determining
them. Sectoral differentiation is clearly reflected, and can
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be easily seen, in the sectoral distribution of assets per

worker, calculated as the ratio of frxed production assets

to the total number emPloYed.
The clothing industry has the lowest level of assets per

worker (700 roubles per employee) and the electricity genera-

tins and petroleur production industries the highest (on

unr"rug, aiound 60,000 roubles).
Prolressive shifts in the sectoral structure of industry

facilit"ate the development of automation as this increases
the importance of jusl those seotors in which the opportuni-
ties for using developed equipment and technology are great-
est. These se-ctors include: the electricity generating industry,
all the many branches of the chemical industry and.those
with similar technology, such as oil-refining, aluminium
smelting and certain other non-ferrous metals,- pe-troleum
productfon, etc. Automation is encouraged to- a high deg1e9

in these industries by the fact that the orignal raw material
or the end produot (or both) in aII of them is a liquid,-gas
or free-flowing material suitable for continuous processing.

It is not sd simple and effective, however, to introduce
automation in aII sectors in which the rate of growth is
inoreasing. In engineering, for example, automatiol, tt]ough
well advinced, encounteis serious obstacles, the ohief ones

beine the assembly process and the large volume of short-
run [roduction. Assembly, particularly of large- machinery'
does not lend itself to mechanisation and even less to auto-
mation. A way out of the contradiction between the trend
toward enlarging production plant with short production
runs, on the 6ne-hind, and the need for automation, on the
other, is offered by the unification and specialisation oJ-the
production of the c-omponents and sub-assemblies of rnachines
'and separation of t[eir production-from their assembly'

It is irot only in engineering that the assembly or joinin-g

of componenti makes mechanisation and automation dif-
frcult, but also in the furniture, foo-twear, and clothing
industries. In the building industry this obstacle i.s being
successfully overcome by decisively reducing this- kind.of
operation; construction units aro being increased -in .size
(large reinforced concrete blooks and panels- inste.ad. of
iric-ks as the basio building matorial) and, in addition,
the majority of intermodiate assembly operations are being
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taken over by the building materials industry. In the cloth-
ing industry, in which the actual work of sewing, i.e. mak-
ing up the garment, prcdominates, the mechanisation of
labour is still incomplete. It is signifrcant that the propor-
tion of clothing-industry workers is increasing every year.
In the USA, for example, it has reached nearly 9 per cent
of all the workers in manufacturing industry.

The differential of technical level within industries is
also very marked, and is closely linked with differences
in the size and specialisation of enterprises.

The Rate of Replacement of Types of Technology

The tendency for the period in which an established type
of equipment predominates to become shorter has been
observed over a long historical period of time. The use of
steam, and then of electricity, as motive power, and the
present scientific and teohnological revolution, have sharply
accelerated the replacement of the types of plant in all
the areas in which it is used.

Let us consider several examples illustrating accelerated
replacement.

Prime movers Interval,
years

85
50

triple expansion (1890) 40
Steam turbines:

Parson's (1910) 35
high pressure (1950, 1955) 30

Gas turbines (1970) '1.5

Magnetohydrodynamic engines, thermo-emissive conversion
bf atomic energy (experimental installation-1971)

The replacement of different types of transmission, from
the prime mover to the working machine, has parallelled
this, and every change in principle in the type of transmis-
sion has been reflected in reconstruction of the working
machines and of the technology of production. In the steam-
engine period, mechanical group transmission defrnitely
predominatod. Electric individual and multi-motor drives
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Steam piston engines:
Saveiy's (1698), Newcomen's (1712), Watt's (|'770, L796)
Comish (1830, 1846)
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opened up the possibility of placing the working machines
in the sequence of the technological process, reorganising
it on a continuous flow-line basis, and building multiple-
tool units and blocks of machinery.

The succession and development of types of communica-
tions equipment and computers on the basis of electronics
has been very rapid and has caused a revolution in many
fields of information.

The interval between discoveries and inventions that
cause far-reaching changes in production technology and the
product composition of output is thus becoming shorter,
and is measurable in something nearer a single decade rather
than, as previously, in terms of several decades. j

The Pace of Introduction of New Technology
in Industry

In planning of scientific and technological advance, the
practical possibilities of applying new equipment on a broad
scale have to be assessed, for it cannot be assumed that
even the most promising major technical innovation will
be immediately taken up by industry as soon as it appears.

It took several decades, for example, to complete such
a comparatively simple change-over as the mechanisation
of production and transport operations in the timber and
coal-mining industries.

Complex reorganisation takes considerably longer than
simply reorganising the separate operations of a techno-
Iogical process. In miiring, for example, mechanisation was
begun in the Soviet Union in 1924, with the cutting, hewing,
and haulage of coal. It took nine years to mechanise 75 per
cent of these operations. The level of mechanisation of
haulage, begun in 1927, had reached 75 per cent by 1940,
while the mechanisation of loading, which has been going
on since 1940, had reached 93 per cent by 1974. The complex
mechanisation of coal mining, still unfinished, has therefore
already taken more than 40 years.

When the introduction of new equipment requires radical
reorganisatioh of the whole technological process, and the
replacement of machinery that is still physically in good
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order, the period it takes will be particularly long and
complicated. This is borne out by the attempt in the Soviet
Union in the early 1930s to replace steam locomotives with
an axle pressure of 15 tons by more powerful ones with
a pressure of 21 tons. It transpiredthat,apart from-reorga-
nising the locomotive works, it was ne_cessary to replace the
light rails by heavy ones, to ballast the railway lines with
gravel, rebuild bridges and locomotive depots, and equip
wagons with automatic brakes and couplings.

The electrification of railway transport in the Soviet
Uniou was begun in the late 1920s. In 26 years tho propor'
tion of freight hauled by electric and diesel-electric traction
reached 26.5 per cent, it then increased to 51.8 per cent
in three years, and to 78.9 per cent in another three years.
The average annual rate of eleotrifioation dnd dieselisation
(expressed in freight'trafiic) was 2.5 per cent.

fhe dieselisation of the railways in the USA presents
certain interest. In 1925, 379 electrio locomotives were in
operation (0.6 per cent of the total number of locolrotives),
and the first diesel locomotive had been developed. Subse-
quently, steam Iocomotives were mainly replaced by diesels,
and 23 years later the number of diesel and electric locomo-
tives had reaohed 22.7 per cent of the looomotive park.
Then, in thres years, the proportion of diesel and electrio
locomotives increased to 46.7 per cent, and to 74 per ceat
in another three years. In the USA, therefore, despite
a powerful gngineering industry, rioh oil resources and other
factors favouring dieselisation, the average yearly rate of
expansion was 2.6 per cqnt.

Thus, in planning partial reorganisation, i.e. the mecha-
nisation of specific operations or the replacement of certain
types of equipmont by others, the subsequent reorganisa-
tion of related production and, consequontly, ancillary
capital expenditure must be borne in mind.

Equipment Renewal

,In view of the often 'protracted building cycle, and the
growing stream of inventions and discoveries making -it
necessary to accelerato the renewal of equiprnent and tech-
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nological programmes, fixed assets that are forl:rally- not
old iay piove to be obsolescent even befor-e they have-been
put into operation. Cutting down the length of the building
ivcle (drawing of plans, construction, and commissioning)
dust c'onsequJntly be regarded as both a powerful means of
technical renewal of fixed assets and of preventing too
early obsolescence, and as an effective means of shortening
the time taken to introduce discoveries and inventions.
Shortening of the building period is at the same time a mat-
ter of shortening the production cycle in -engine'-ering,
in which time is-a most important fattor in the quality of
output.

The rate of introduction of new equipment also depends
on the form in which worn out frxed assets are made good,
on the correlation between expenditure on major ropairs
and on the physical replacement of out-worn and obsolescent
equipment.'B}i increasing outlays on major repairs and overhauls,
it ii possible to prolong the Iife of equ-iplrent-, and conse'
quentiy to reduce the amount scrapped, but by the same
token ihis slows down renewal of equipment. The cost
of major repairs, it should be noted, often exceeds the cost
of siniilar new equipment. Finally, each new overhaul is
more complicated, and running repairs become more fre-
quent. The ektent of withdrawal is a 

-regulated 
process'

a-nd largely depends on repairs policy. Some relduction in
the nor-mai nrrmber of major overhauls shortens the life
of machinery, while an increase prolongs it.

Reducing 
-the 

permissible number of overhauls affects
perspectivd equipment input-output t-ables, The proportion
6f dachinery-foi replacement must bo slightly increased,
and of machinery for extending fixed assets must be cor-
respondingly decreased.

,f N"*Ii'$::tli"ootpot

Technological advance is reflected, in particular, in -a re-
newing of the mix of the output being produoed (both
meanJ of production and consumer goods). New products
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are developed mainly in newly created industries. The emer-
gence and development during the years of industrialisation
of such previously non-existent branches of engineering 3s
the tract-or, automobile, and aircraft industries, and of the
chemical industry, and'so on' were indicative of strikin-g
changes in the range of output. Similirly, the ^rapid 

growth
in ou"r day of elec[ronics, of ttre production of electric and
diesel loiomotives and works transport, refrigerators
and washing machines, plastics, and synthetic .tlbres' is-
otopes, synlhetic diamonds, and herbicides illustrates
the- incessant renewing of the range of output. The plan-
ning of sectoral structure therefore includes to a sig-
nifi6ant extent planning of changes in the structure of
output.

In the traditional branches of industry, also, new items
are being made with previously unknown properties, or of
significantly better quality."The 

masiering of new types of goods, particularly those
designed on a n-ew principleand the running in of-lmachines
and-blocks of machinery (turbines, ships, flow lines) are
a long process that sometimes takes several years. -It.is
a misfafe, therefore, to consider a product new onII in its
first year of manufacture. Obviously, the time it takes for
a new product to pass into the category of an old one has to
be fixed differently for different types of output. For instru-
ments of labour, for example, it can be fixed according to
their assumed service-Iife; in practice, however, this assu-mp-

tion is fraught with a numb-er of difficulties-and^ provides
much scope-for subjective decisions. It is therefore more
reasonabl6 to differentiate the period during which output
is considered new, dividing it into three large classes taking
two, three, or five years.

The Soviet state plan sets targets not only for the- intro-
duction of new itemi but also for the withdrawal of obsolete
products from production. This withdrawal is, of course'
i sort of renewing of output that could be called passiv-e

renewal. When determining the total extent of renewal,
passivo renewal must be taken into account.
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5. BASIC TASKS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PL.A,N
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOI.OGY

The plan for scientifio and technological advance consists
of two sections: (1) a plan of research and utilisation of the
achievements of science and technology in the eoonomy;
(2) a plan for state standardisation of the most important
types of output.

Research and Utilisation of the Achievement of Science and
Technology

' The state five-year plan for scientific research lays dow4
the tasks relating to basic scientific and technical problems
of macro-economic significance, country-wide use of the
achievements of scionce and technology, the buying and
selllng of licences, the training of scientific personnel, and
scientific job organisation.

The Ninth Five-Year Plan contained around 200 scien-
tific and technical problems aimed at over-all solution of
questions linked with intensifying and increasing the
efficiency of social production. Most of the scientific and
tec,hnical problems laid down in a five-year plan are of an
applied nature. Their solution is ensured by research and
technological development when there is a fairly high
probability of achieving the intended results. The aim of
applied research and technological development is to carry
through the selected technological solutions to the stage of
making a model of prototype of the new machine, equip-
ment, instrument, material, eto.

The plan lays down the main targets for each scientific
and technical problem, defining what is to be made and
preparedforpracticalusewithin the planned period, and set-
ting the technical and economic indicators and technologi-
cal processes of the new types of output. The time limits
for reaching the targets, the ministries and departments
responsible, and the estimated costs of the work are also
confirmed.
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Most.of the.proble.ms-in the plan have a complex, inter_
sectoral character, which meanithat their solution ,!r"i"r.
a whole coTplex of work to be carried out from tfr" ,es=.rr.f,
stage .to their application to production. This *u[rr- li
essential to have one- composite, integrated plan 

"t 
,.i."iiii.

and technological advance.
To dovetail the work of the various agencies ensased in

each problem in the plan, co-ordin-ating piu", uru a?;i";;;
and approved which define the whole"slstems ,f ,*;;r"h:
eTperimental design, and project-planning work, .;[irn
of specimens, carrying out of tests, 

-prepa.uiio"-of 
tur-h;trrl

documentation, and so on. compretion dates are fixed for
each prob^lem, the organisationi responsible for til-;r.i
and. the .financing organisation are 'or*.d, ,"a 

-iii 
.*t

confirmed.
An indication of the scale of the problems that have tobe solved can be obtained from t[e followinpL-e:rr-ofl.

More than 50 research, project-planning, u"a J..'ig"- ;.c;;;:
sations of eight minjshl-rs are-engage-d in the piori.il-ot
build.ipg large power.block units, eicliof great unit .rpr.ity,for thermal generating stations.

Tasks relating to the use of scientific and technorosical
acnrevements in the economy are subdivided into taigets
relating .to the production oj n9w types of ootp,ri, i;1h;
introduction of advanced technology-ind the me'chani."tir"
an4 automation of production pro"c-esses, a"alo ifre 

"ppii:ca[on of computers in the edonomy.
fhe plan for starting up new production embraces plant

and Tachinery,- inst-rumenls, -appiratus, articlr", uoJ ;;;_rials being produced for the firii time in the soviei u;i"n.
and types of output already in productio" f"i *hi.h ir;;;
been- so essentially modified thit their technical and 

-eco-

nomic indicators meet_ the- requirements of the pr.r*t
level of development of technoiosv.

"flinc.e.1.970, 
the.plan has inchided targets for the sale

oI soviet licences abroad and the purchase of foreign licencesfor plant and machinery, instniments, and teJhnolosio"l
processes. These targets^ are drawn up by USSR Cos'pfa"in conjunctr,on with the committee for Science ana reciinot-ogy and the Committee for Discoveries and Inven-
tions.
L4-0Url3
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The plan for introducting advanced technology-ald
..t-["ri"i"g and automating production processes ry,Aryts
the main trends of technological advance; they-provrde ror

new methods of production, based on the use ol high- speeos'

;;;;t;r*: and t^emperatures, efficient technolo-gical.equip-
iljf,1;-;;h 

-modern ^methods of automation and production

control.""tii. -pru" 
also includes measures for the comprehensive

."ppfyi'.g and equipping of industry with equipment for
,"dJfrinifrtion and autom-ation, and includes tasks for rais-

i;; ih; ILveI of mechanisation of types of work still carried

;;? b;-*;"ual labour. In addition it- includes tasks relating
;;;;itr;ental construction, using new }ui-I{ing p-roducts

;;i'il;6ials, and to the planning and building of towns

along progressive lines.
:- p"lrti*f"t attention is paid to planning the output of

oIaJ a"d *ucttinery for ihose technological Processes, in
*ti.t mechanisation enables the- greates! Possilte.numDer
of workers to be released for other work' In both heavy

;"4 irgfrt fndustry, and in buililing,- lpproximatttl-,69 P?l
cent of"the workeri work by hand, although-a considerable

nart of the work they do could be mechanised with a result-
i;"i*;;;r.*""t l, ..ooo*ic efficiency' It is.estimated
ifr?t 

-*i.tr"nised 
labour is four times more productive on

averaEe than manual labour.-'e. lig-rat ihe application of computers, tle. nlan p1!s
forward-tasks for automating management and tecnnorogr-

';;1";;; p*oa""iion proces.ei by using aritomated control
svstems and'computeri to carry but vaiious production and

"t""r^i" iasks. 'ihe substance-of the plan is to set-up auto-

*ui.a .o"trol systems of national importance,- and sectoral

l"a-arprrt-ent"al automated control systems for mana-ging

n"i.trti..t and orgdnisations, and controlling technologi-
.ri p'ro....es, and 1o create a network of computer centres

for various Purposes.'" I;;ir; v.i"t 6r the Ninth Five-Year Plan ({971-75) more

tfran ZjO"O automated and automatic control systems were

fi;cht into operation at various levels' For this purpose

;;d iil; 2,000 .o-puter centres were ser- up, equipped

witf, tfrita generation electronic computers' he total saving

from automatic control in {971-75 has been calculated at
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1,850 million roubles. Its effectiveness for enterprises and
amalgamations takes the form of improved production
organisation, reduced loss of working time, reduction of
idle equipment time, and rational use of materials. In
increased output by 3 to 5 per cent, and reduced stocks
of materials and made-up components to optimum dimen-
sions. The recoupment period of these systems is two to two-
and-a-haif years.

The systems of automatic control_of technoiogical process-
es are recouped especially quickly. A broad- prolramme
of work in this field is therefore laid down for 1976-80; the
volume of automatisation of technoiogical processes on the
basis of electronic computers will grow more than three times.

Targets were also set for the training of scientific workers
and science teachers, which stipulate the intake of post-
graduate students in the different branches of science, and
by types of training.

In the main, development of science and technology is
financed centrally. The size and structure of the financial
resources are determined in the light of the directions taken
by scientific and technological advance. Plans envisage
a higher growth rate of resources that can be allocated for
the development of science and technology than the growth
rates in the economy as a whoie.

The sources for financing expenditure on science and the
iltroduction into production of the results of completed
development work are the state budget, the fund for imple-
menting new technology, the fund for developing production,
and bank credits. Allocations from the State budget are
assigned for the most important research projects of national
significance. Preparatory work on new types of production,
including design and development and the making proto-
types and specimens is finanoed from the funds for imple-
menting new technology.

) The Planning of Standardisation

A most important part of the development plan for
science and technology is the plan of state standaidisation
and metrological servicing of the economy. This plan is drawn

,14*
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up by the USSR State Committee for Standardisation
(Gosstandart) and the USSR Stato Committeo for tho
.tsuilding Industry (Gosstroy) on the basis of submissions
from mrnistries and departments, the Councils of Ministers
of the Union republics, and research and planning and design
organisations.

A unilied state system for planning the quality of output
has been introduced in the Soviet Union, based on the
planning of standardisation at aII levels from tho individual
enterprise to the economy as a whole. In accordanco with
the decision of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the
USSR Council of lVlinisters in 1970 on raising the role ot
standards in improving the quality of linal output, a whole
system of work is envisaged on standardising raw materials
and industrial supplies, and sots of items and tools the
quality of whioh has a decisive influence on tho productivity,
reliability, and durability of machinery and instruments,
and on the use properties of consumer goods.

'fhe standards aro conlirmed by USSR Gosstandart; but
those for particularly important products are adopted by tho
government. Products not covered by a stato speciflcatior-
itandard have their standards Iixed, in agreement with
Gosstandart, by ministries and departments in the case of
standards for industries and by the Councils of Ministers of
republics in the case of republican standards. Standards
are not laid down for products with a limited or once-
only use, their quality being determined by the techno-
Iogical condi[ions. 'Iechnical specifications are fixed either
by tfre management of the enterprise by agreement with
ttle customer, or by a higher economio authority.

In 1975 state standards (GOSTs) numbered more than
20,000, industry standards 16,000, republican standards
7,000, and there wero around 100,000 technioal specifica-
tions. More than halt tho state and industry standards of the
USSR apply tho indices and norms adopted by the Interna-
tional Standards Organisation (ISO).

The flve-year plan for state standardisation includes
tasks for the integrated standardisation of output and stan-
dard technological processes, methods of control and testing,
regulations foi storing, packaging, transporting, and- s-o on.
It=also includes tasks-relating (a) to the creation and intro-
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duction of uniform systems of documentation on technical
standards, planning inil design, techlologY, Planning cal-
culations, etc., (b) to the intei-sectoral standardisation and
unification of components, sub-assemblies, and assemblies
and sets.

Whereas stantlards used to apply mainly to industrial out-
put, there is now a system of standar-ds for conservation of
the'environment, a unified system of documentation, and
a single classification and codingsysteT for technico-econom-
ic doiumentation, and work is in hand on a system of labour
safety stanilards. In 1971 the standards of the Unified
System of Design Documentation were introtluced in all
bianches of Soviet industry. The experience of the electric-
al engineering industry, in which this syste1 was intro-
duced-experimentally, showed that, as a result, the time
taken to'develop new lines and substantially improve the
ouality of designs, was cut by almost la third. A Unifietl
System for the Technological Preparation of Production
has also been developed and is in process of introduction.

The standardisation plan contains specific indicators relat-
ing to the quality of the most important types- of oltput
covered by standarils, and the time limitslfor thoir intro-
duction.

On I March{976the State Quality Mark hacl been award-
ed. to 27,400 types of article produced by around 4,100 in-
dustrial enterprises.

Improvement of the quality of output is not an end in lt-
self. There is a direct connection between the quality of
a product and the cost of producing it. Improvements in
quality necessitate increaseil costs. The problem consists not
merely in the maximum improvement "in quality but in
selecting the variant that'-entails the minimum cost relative
to unit efficiency. In that connection, it is important to
develop reliable and relatively simple methods of measuring
the consumer properties of manufactured goods.

In planning qualitative'improvements, a system of gener-
alised and differentiated indicators is useil. The former
relate to the weight of products by quality categories in the
total volume of goocls sold, hnrl the proportion of goods in
total output that carry the State Quality Mark. These
inilicators are conffrmetl and useil in planning targets for
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quality improvements in_the plans of enterprises, amalga-
mations, and ministries. The differentiated indicators relite
to reliability, life, degree of standardisation and unification
suit_ability_ for industrial production, and so on; they are
used in planning by product groups.

USSR Gosplan, in conjunction with the State Committee
for Science and Technology, Gosstandart, the State prices
Committee, and the Central Statistical Board, has laid down
a proccdure forcertifying the quality of manufactured goods
according t-o three categories of quality-top, first,- anil
second-and the procedure for planning and stimulatins
the production of top-quality products. Wittr the aim of inl
creasing output of top-quality products, their volume of sales
and the scale of supplementary allocations from ministries'
reserve funds for economic stimulation to the material
incentives funds for fulfilling this task are decided at the
same time as the annual plans of enterprises and organi-
sations are confirmed. Coefficients increasing the stanclard
contributions to the incentives funds from -profits 

arisins
from an increase in sales of top-qualitv goocls-(i.e. the mosi
progressive types) are established. While coeffieients that
Iower the standard rate are _applied to output of category
two (orrt-of-tlate) goods. The macro-econbmic plan" for
ministries, departments, and Union republics for {g76 stipu-
lates the p-roportion- of output with the State Quality Mark
in total sales and also indices of technico-economic protluc-
tion standards.

The effectiveness of research and rates of inilustrial
development depend to a considerable extent on the standard
of measuring technique. The standard and calibration base
of the USSR includes 67 primary and special standards at
the present time. At the beginning of 1975, 297 standarils
neeiled to ensure unity of measuraiion had been confirmed.
Me-trological services function in {2,000 enterprises. Between
1{0 antl 115 million instruments have already been checke[
and tested by the state metrological service and up to
200 million by. departmental metiological services.

Experience indicates that at least two-thirds of all breaches
of-trechnology, departure from standards, and incompati-
bility of the results of tests and experiments are due to the
unsatisfactory state of metrological servicing, Iack of mearis
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for measuring, and incorrect calibration of the instruments

ir*a."il*tiir? oi trt.-ti""aurd of measuring technique is

itrr.f.* " fiost import"rrt r"..rve for improving product

ffii"tr" 
"i, 

d--"ir"tg'i.J-.rrri"i"g deserves sp ec i aI a tten -

tion in state Plans.



CHAPTER YII

PLANNING TIIE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES

The natural resources of the USSR are vast and variedwhich is a favourable condition for-growth oi ttr;;;;;iwealth. The existente- of vast deposiTs of _i".r"ir,- ,"['"ffertile lands, broad forests, 
""d 

-r....ues 
of fresL i"t..enco.urages trigh economic growth rates and .;d;;; il;;_pendence of the minerat riw materi;i t;;; il;]";tg,sources.

The scale of the mining and extraction of natural rav-materials and fuels has a[tained gigantic dimcnsions: butthe devetopment of the eco.nomy G;;";i;g;-r,;pt;;;#i
of consumption of various kinds of *i"."atsind ;dc*r,?;;ii;;the m_inin-g of deposits io ,emote,-;;i;hffi;;;"#H
underdeveloped areas. The macro-economic nlrr. "ri,l;"r-lfaster growth, compared with extracii;;,-rI;;l;ffi"1-.:
serves of minerals, which will enable their supply ilti;;;rt*to be maintained at an adequate level. iA;;iilr;;;;ffi1
problem...," it was noted at tt. ZSit 

-C-""g.r.;#..:;il;
we have tackred on a r-arge scare during thJ Niritrr'ei".-Year Plan period was thai of. satiiiiie'th;;r;;;;;;r'i;;1,
energy, metal and, prim,ary materials riquirement. "W.'-;;;
confronted with this probiem 

""t lr"r"." tt"re-is', pfryiilal shortage of natural resources r"i-[".^rr.. their reservesare limited in the settled areas close t; industri;i ;;;;;;:
il:,r!| t"r'.*"hf ii"fffl,,,'"u 

o''-*' "', no* mouing e,,e,

--J L-+ Erezhnev, Report ol the cpsu centrar committee and theI mmeiliate T asks of 'the 
_b arty' ii -Uiii -oni"' i orrrg o p ottcy, X X VthCongress ol thc CpS(t,.p. 48,
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' The facts, on. geological reserves of minerals, timber re_
serves' and Iand and water resources indicate that in th;lo;;run the Soviet econlmy will be sure of all tfre main fi;:of natural resources, bui that it is necessary to exploit ti'emcarefully and rationally, extracting ihe maximum outnutof e,ld.product_ per unit'of raw --ateriat ,rdH;I ;;"iil;
application of technology-, _economising on the originai ,a*
mat-erial, fuel, and materials and ensuiing protec-t1Tn; th;
environment. Under sociarism the main ioti in this il th;;
of rc,omplex macro-economic planning of the-r;pl;ilr;t",
ancl conservation of natural resources.

T. TIIE EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ATID PROTECTTON OF TIIE ENVIRONMENT

In the Soviet Union, as in other socialist countries, thestate regulates man's inter-relations with natrrre t"l"lr"r"ltion. The main feature of the legislation i. it.'rrt?r"lf
character and comple,x approach t6 tackling-tt" pr"ilf.-,
ot conserving and iTproving the state of the envi"onment.
The Soviet Union fiist established maxi-o* p"r-l;iffi
concentrations of harmful substances in air 

"ra 
-*rt.r"[arr.

ln,thg 19,30: Legislatio-n forbids the commissionirg 
"t-ri.?rndustrial facilities before the building of struciures for

llggtrlg effluent has been completed. it was .ria ,i if,"zbtn uongress that "...with the development of the national
economy an-d tho growth of towns and. industrial centres
ever larger funds will te required for envlronmental prri..:tion-in the cu*ent fiv-e-yeir period arone fl,000 ,iiirion
rubles are be-ing allocated for thii purpose. The trend il;;il;
increasing these allocatiohs will ioniinue.',1

In recent years Fundamentals of Land and Water Leoisln_
tion of the USSR and Union republics have been ;;i;;;,
and-a-lso a Mineral Resources "Statute, 

and a ;";#""';i
special ordinances on nature conservation. In lgTi r" 

"rai_nance on measures to prevent pollution of the basins of the
Volga and Ural rivers by untieaterl effluent ;r.-iirpt"j,

I lbrd., p. 52.
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which established concrete assignPents for ministries and

denartment. ,. ,.gi;il th; b''ilding of sewage disposal

[#irti'.r"'r"a iir,"t" *rt'er conservancy obiects' 3y I 9-80 it
is planned to .rrrrr.'.lipttt"-t'pp"ision- of the discharge

of untreated housetrold uia i"a"it'ial effluent in aII cities

i;.;i;d in the Volga and Ural basins'-- 
e"""uf antl long-ierm plans co1flrp tar-gets on nature con-

.";;;i"" ,rd th."ruiional exploitation of natural resouroes'

Their main aim is 
^il;;il;;; and improve the country's

; ;i;"i";;i."i;r- tntr"gr"'tio"ai expioitation and reduc-

tion of the negativ;;f[?; of industriai enterprises, agricul-

ture. transport, and communal and municioal services on

;ff ;"H;;;;; { rh;A;;;;i;;;;i,; tn' D'i'toPment ot the

National Economy "iini"issa ir-ruro-1980 say"'To t'ork

out and put into .h."i me""es for environmental protec-

tion and to, " ,"iiJ""I'"iitiration and reproduction of

'*i"- u.""uf and long-term macro-ec-onomic plans there. is

a chapter on naturi--Sonservation and rational exploitation

of natural "rroot..t, 
-*t'ich 

includes. the following t-asks:
"' r"r=.rtrtio"-roa,Ltional exploitation of rvater supplies;

protection of the atmosPhere; ..
conservation urrd 'riio'iut 

exploitation of lancl;

;;;;;;;ii;" und rJional expioitation of forest reserves:

the development of nature reserves and areas where hunting

i;'i;p;iltilv pror,iuited or certain plants are protect-

ed; conservrtio"^"*I--'"tio""i exploilation of mineral

resouroes.

Conservation and Rational Exploitation

Water supplies are an important factor affeoting the

t.rritorial 1oiation of intlustfy _and agriculture, and are

,to i... important for cities and the oooulation'
In a numb", oi "r?.,"itL 

;h; non"tttt and Krivoi Rog

b";iil ilt. u.rt", "J separat'e parts of the European part of

t Gutilelines lor the
TJSSR lor 1976'1980,

Deuelopment ol the Natlonol Economy ol tha

pp. 25-26.
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the USSR, in which there is a high concentration of industry
and population, there is already a tight situation with
regard.to fresh water. In addition, the use of water by some
heavy water-consuming industries in fact exceeds the stan-
dards laid down. Thus, instead of the standard consumption
of 115 cubic metres.per ton of steel, 200 to 250 cubic metres
are in fact used; up to 350-400 cubic metres of water is
expended on producing one ton of nitrogen fertilisers, and
{500 to 2000 cubic metres goes into the production of one
ton of synthetic fibre. Improving the technology of pro-
duction, purification, and recycling of water would yield
an immense saving of fresh water, industrial needs for
which have reached 250 million cubic metres a day in
recent years, and are continuing to grow.

- In the USSR, water is mainly used without charge, despite
the immense state outlays on controlling river now ltruitding
reservoirs and diverting water from water-rich areas to
deficit districts). Approximate estimates are that national
expenditure on water at source is 1.5 kopecks per cubic
metre. 

_ 
At pr-esent, industrial enterprises are charged for

water drawn from municipal mains and also for discharging
ef{luent into the sewerage system. The establishing of a siale
of water charges for industry so as to rgcoup state expendi-
ture on reproducing water resources would enable an ele-
ment of financial accounting to be introduced into water
rypply _and _encourage reduction of rates of consumption.
Research and design institutes are completing the working
out and agreeing of limits for water consumption by indust"-
ries and enterprises, and are working on developing consoli-
dated indices of water consumption and diversion per unit
of output for industries, _taking into account the quality
of the water consumed. Implementation of a complex o?
economic planning measures will help economise on the
use of water resources.

Pollution of the world ocean has risen steeply in recent
years, oil being the main culprit. Active m-eaiures have
b,een adopted in the USSR to )revent marine pollution
through th-e introduction of a new system for'cleaning
tankers and the use of floating cleansing and washing sta"-
tions, the production of oil traps and installations tt hold
oil-polluted srater, and. treatment of the effluent from oil
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reflneries. Experience indicates that it-is quite possible

to reduce discharge of oil into the sea and at the same time
to 

-recoup 
the eipense involved from the recovered oil

Protection of the AtmosPhere

As intlustry and transport develop, particularly -Poto-r
transport, the atmosphere-is being r-nore and more polluted'
Discharge of cement dust, ash, carbon dioxide, gases, .and
smoke h"ave a negative effect on the state of the atmosphere
and caII for thJplanning of measures to -protect it'

The state air follution observation and control service,

in the shape of the USSR Hydrometeo-ro-lqcig9l Service,
the State 

-sanitary 
Inspectorate, the USSR Nlinistry of

Health, and other bodies, measure the d-egree -of pollltion
and exercise control over measures to reduce the discharge
of wastes, so as to enforce observance of the standards
of maximum permissible concentrations of wastes in the
air. In order io reinforce control over the purity of the
atmosphere, control and regulating point have beerl set up
in cities and major health lesorts to check and reduce the
toxicity of the exhaust gases of motor- vehicles.

M.u*r.t to reduce the discharge of substances harmful
to man and his environment by industrial enterprises and
transport facilities are being taken by installing modern

sab-sirubbing and dust-arresting apparatus and equipme-nt
ind also apfiaratus to neutraliie and render harmless the
toxic substances in exhaust gases.

Land Conservation and Utilisation

The USSR has the largest area of farm land in the world'
'On I November t9?4 its total extent was 608 million hec-
tares,nor 14per centol the world total. Arable land constitut-
ed. 2i6,200,b00 hectares, pasture 330,100,000 hectaresr-and
hay fieids 45 million hectaies. The central zone of the RSFSR,
Moidavia, the Ukraine, the North Caucasus, the Volga
area, and'the South Urals are famous for their black earths,
which possess high natural fertility.
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Since 1917 up to 70 million hectares of land have been
brought into cultivation, whioh has made -it possible to
increise the crop area. In the middle 1950s around ten
million hoctares of black earth soils were brought under
the plough in Siberia and Kazakhstan and around 30 mil-
Iion-heciares of dark chestnut, chestnut, and other less
fertile soils, which was equivalent to the total crop area
of several West European states. It is important to ensure
oonservation of land wealth, restore the fertility of the
soil, and to improvo the soil itself and its use.

The main loss of land riches comes from erosion (by wind
and water). Approximate estimates are that 17 per cent
of farm land (oi 100 million hectares) havo been affected
by various kinds of erosion, including 50 million hectares
oI arable. Much work is being carried out now in the USSR
to protect soils against wind erosion. An example is the
complex of agrotechnical measures applied on an area of
more than t8 million hectares in North Kazahhstan and
the steppe areas of Western Siberia.

Amelioration has been carried out on a broad scale since
1966. In 1976-80 it is intended to bring four million hectares
of irrigated Iand into cultivation through st_ate capital
investment, to drain 4,700,000 hectares, and to water
37,600,000 hectares of pasture. In 1961-70 the proportio!
of produce from irrigated and drained lands was 15 to {8
pef cent of the total irop of collective and state farms, and
in 1971-75 around 24 per cent; the area of improved land
was less than 8 per cent of the total farm area. The main
indicators of land conservation and rational utilisation are
the increase in irrigated and drained area and the implemen-
tation of anti-erosion measures,

Plans for the conservation and rational use of land are
drafted by USSR ministries and departments and submitted
to the USSR Ministry of Agriculture and the Councils of
Ministers of Union republics for state farms and enterprises
in the Union republics and various economic regions. -Thc
USSR Ministry 

-of Agriculture submits a composito draft
plan to USSR Gosplan for the USSR as a whole, USSR
ministries and departments, Union republics and economic
regions.
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Conservation and Rational Utilisation
of Forest Resources

The USSR has the largest forest reserves in the world.
Their total area is 770 million hectares or 34 per cent of
the whole country. The reserves of timber consti.tute
82,000 million cubic metres, which is more than those of
the United States, Canada, Sweden, and Finland combined.
Most of the forests of the USSR consist of valuable evor-
green varieties, which constitute around half the world
reserves of this type.

The function of forests is extremely varied. They have
a water-conservancy, soil protection, and sanitary value,
and provirle 54 per cent of the oxygen balance of the planet.
But, as the statistics indioates, world consumption of wood
is growing steadily. In the last twenty years annual consump-
tion increased by 500 million cubic metres and is now around
2,000 million cubic metres.

The numerous functions of forests call for an economic,
complex, and scientifically validated approach to their
conservation, use, and reproduction. In the USSR state
inspection is exercised over the condition and rational
exploitation of forests. The forestry authorities are respon-
sible for re-afforestation and for improving the productivity
of forests, and for protecting them against fire, unauthorised
felling, and harmful insects and diseases.

The Soviet Union occupies first place in the world for
re-afforestation. Between 7844 and 1917 an area of 900,000
hectares of forest was replanted or seeded in Russia; in 1970
alone in the state forests of the USSR forest plantations
and protective forest belts were planted on 1,300,000 hecta-
res. Immense areas of sandy soils are being re-afforested, and
forest belts planted to pro[ect valuable farm fields against
erosion. The productivity of inferior land is b-eing raised.

A special place in the natural wealth of the USSR is oc-
cupied by the unique Lake Baikal. In order to protect it
a special method of lumbering has been woiked out and
introduced in the lumbering enterprises in the forests of
its catchment area. Barrier zones have been created and
valuable timber species planted, imigated nurseries have
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been set up for the basic planting- material, and all-round
,e*ur"f, is^being unilortaken into Baikal alea conservation.-tf* 

protectio-n of forosts against fire, qests, and. diseases

is 
"rfeiiutiy 

important. Forest flres inflict vast losses on

iht;;";;y. niie protection measures are being taken. by
ifr. 

""t.rptises 
of it e USSn State Forestry Committee'

fi;t;"rLreating anti-flre mineralised zones and fire-pro-
t*iio" roads. Th-ere is also a wide network of ohemical flre
stations and observation towers and masts'--lo'aruiting 

conservation plans indicators are used that
characterise 

"the measures to be undertaken in regard to
re-afforestation, unauthorised felling, and forest fires, and

i*p*r"-""t oi tt. standard, of exploitation of forests' The

;Iil i"d;; for planning tho volume of replanting and

;;ifu of f.tiirg areas isihe area of comple.te felling 
",qYto,ins aitificial re--afforestation. This indicator is calculated

;Il'rfi;i;r tire need to close the gap between felling and

re-afforestation.
An index is planned for state control over the -prompt

resloration of forests that wiII characterise the ratio between

tfr" ut." of replanting and seeding and-the area of complete
i.fiirg "" *ttith natu"ral restorati6n wiII not takl Pllce, a.3d

*fricfi calls for measures to re-aflorest it arti.ficially. The
f.r.fot.*ploitrtio, of forests can-be gauged by an.index
thaiis calculated as the ratio of the volume of fellable re-

..*.r i" it. it"t. forests and the calculated amount felled.- 
nrrti plans for forest conservation and rational utilisa-

tion are'drawn up by USSR ministries and departments
for the forests tor wtrictr they are responsible, and are- su-b-

-iti.J to ifr. USSR State Forestry Committee and the
b*nrif. of Ministers of Union republics' The State Com-

mittee submits a composite draft- plan to USSR G-osplan

for the USSR as a whole, for USSR ministries and depart-
ments, Union republics, ancl economic regions'

Conservation and Reproduction of Fish Stocks

The USSR's possibilities of developing ^lsheries . are

immense. Tho Iength of the rivers is over 500,000 kilometres,
iir. ,re" of lakes Is 30 million hectares and of reservoirs six
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million hectares. The fishing industry trebled its catch of
fls\ aqd, production of various sea pioducts between 1g60
and 1975, which has helped improve-the national diet. But
this has been done mainly by growth of ocean flsheries.
The catch of fish from internal waters is growing slowly.

. Th. Q;ulQelines lor the Deuelopment o! the N-ationoiEcoooiy
of_the USSR lor 1976-1980 plan inmeasing stocks of valua--
ble species of fish-in internal waters, and 6nvisage a 70 per
cent increase in the productiou of fish from state fish farrns.
Comrnercial cultivation of fish will be developed most inten-
sively. The best fish farms already have i yield of five
to soven tons of valuable fish per hectare. In addition to
carp they Jarm Amur, silver carp, the bester hybrid of sterlet
and Danube sturgeon, and othei species. It was once calcu-
lated that one hectare of ocean could yield up to 50 tons of
biological products, but in fact it only yiblds 0.lb ton.A hectare of internal waters (rivers, likes, and ponds),
and of basins of the warm waters of power stations aie
much more fertile. The plans therefore envisage measures
to extend the scale of work on artificial flsh firming, and
conservation and restoration of valuable species (sturgeon,
salmon, and whitefish).

In order to reduce losses of fry and young fish a survey
is being made of water intakes needing the fitting of flsir
protection devices. In the future these devices will-have to
be fitted on all existing and newly commissioned intakes.

-Planq-!or protecting and reproducing fish stocks are draft-
ed by USSR ministries and departments and are submitted
to the Ministry of Fishories and the Councils of Ministersof Union republics. The Ministry of Fisheries submits
a_composite draft to USSR Gosplan for the USSR as a
whole, and for ministries, departments, Union republics,
and economic regions.

Conservation and Rational Exploitation
of Mineral Resourees

A powerful mining industry has been created in the USSR
that fully supplies the most important sectors of the econo-
my with minerals and provides a sure basis for long-term
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development. It produces nearly a quarter of the world's
output of minerals. But howevel great the reserves of miner-
als, they are not unlimited, and therefore have to be treat-
ed'witlr- extreme care and economy. At the present time,
hecause of imperfect mining technologies a considerable
fraction of the iaw materiai is lost and remains unminable.
Special legislation has been adopted in the UISR to give
backing td ttre principies of sys[ematic, complex, rational
exploitition of 

- mineial resources, beginning with - 
their

geological study and the projecting of mining undertakings,
incl e"nding with the extraction and processing of the miner-
als. In oider to reduce losses during mining and to raise
the degree of extraction of the main and ancillary 

"or^ 
hy:

produc"t components the following indicators are defined
in state plans:

(1) indices of the extraction of minerals during mining;
(Z; irrair.t of the extraction of components 

- 
from the

minea raw material during dressing and technological
processing;- (3) indices of the extraction of by-product components;

i4) *.utot.s to improve the coefficient of extraction of
oil' and gas and the utilisation of accompanying gas.

Plans ior the rational exploitation of mincral resources
are drafted for the main mining and metallurgical industries
by the main types of mineral, as follows: iron and steel and
non-ferrous m-eiallurgy; coal mining; the extraction of oil
and gas; the chemical industry; the production of building
materials.

The State l\Iining and Geological Inspectorate exercises
control over strict observance of the regulations on conser-
vation and on safety in mining operations by undertakings
and organisations, and over all-round utiiisation of deposits
of mineral raw materials and fuels.

2. THE PLANNING OF GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING
AND DXPLORATION

The main job of the Soviet geological prospecting and
exploration s-ervice is to flnd and explore new deposits,
wiih favourable technico-economic, mining' and geological
indices. These deposits include the following: (a) deposits

{5-01453
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with rich or easily enriched ores; (b) predominantly large
depo_sits; (c) deposits with favourable geological and tecf,-
nical- mining 

-conditions (primarily suitable- for open-cast
working); (d) deposits located in areas economically suitable
for commercial exploitation.

-In drafting _plans for geological prospecting work the
following standard periods are-accepled for th-e minimum
life of the explo-red reserves of individual mines, pits, open-
cast mines, and quarries:

Q ZO to 25 years for reserves of iron ore and other mate-
rials in mines and quarries of the iron and steel industry;
and^.at least- 40 years for large ore-dressing plants;
. (?) aO to 40-years for bauxite reserves foi large enterprises
in the -aluminium, copper, lead and zinc, and iicket indust-
ries; 20 to 30 years for large enterprises mining and produc-
ing tungsten,_ molybdenum, tin, and mercriry; 15 to 20
years.for gold mines; 5 to l0 years for smali'enterprises
exploiting rich deposits of certain non-ferrous metals. sold.
and valuable non--mineral raw materials, *a pf"... H;;;:
its of noble and rare metals (on the whole the periods : for
non-ferrous metals vary considerably according io the size
and character of the enterprise conierned);

^^(313^0 
to 5^0^;rgry; for coal mines with a iated capacity of

600,000 to 90^0,000 -tons a year, and open-cast pits wittr
a.capacity of 3,000,000 tons a year; and-50 to 60-years for
pi!:. yrjh a capacity of one to four million tons a year;

^ 
(4) 35 to^ !0 -years for oil undertakings in categories

A t B * Cr in the USSR as a whole and in separafe oil
regions;

(5) 25 to 30 years for gas fields;
. (6) -40 

to 50_years for large undertakings mining mate-
rials for the chemical and building matelials indistries.
?9 to 30-years for medium-sized enterprises, and l0 to
1S_years-for comparatively small mines and quarries.
. Plans for prospecting wdrk are compiled in the following

chapters:
I. Prospecting and exploration:

(1) for ferrous metals;
(2) for non-ferrous and rare metals;
(3) for noble metals and diamonds;
(4) for coals, fuel shales, and peat;
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(5) for oil and uatural gasi
(6) for non-metallio minerals

II. Regional geological surveys and geophysical work
III. Hyrlrogeological and engineering geology work
IV. Research
V. Special work

VL Unforeseen work and contingencies
In order to improve the efficiency of geological exploration

work under five-year and annual economic plans indices by
deposit ofthe quantity ofthe reserves of minerals prospected
are employed, and in five-year plans by large deposits and
promising areas prepared for commercial exploitation: the
periods for completing the exploration work and for con-
firmation of the reserves bythe State Commission forMiner-
al Reserves under the USSR Council of Ministers are
indicated. Increase of reserves for all minerals is planned
as the sum of categories A + B * Cr, and for oil and gas
by the sum of categories B + Cl. For individual minerals
(mercury, mica-muscovite, etc.) assignments are set for
increase of C, f C, resorves. For planning exploration in
deposits being exploited, assignments for the transfer of
reserves to a higher category (e.g. from C, to A * B) are
set in addition to increase of A * B * C, reserves. Increase
of reserves of ferrous metals and aluminium raw materials
are planned in terms of ore, and reserves of non-fer-
rous, rare, and noble metals, as a rule, in terms of
metal.

The generalised index of the plan is the total volume of
geological exploration work, which is set in money terms.
The bulk of the outlay on exploration is envisaged in the
planl as coming from the state budget, but work on deep
exploratory drilling for oil and gas from capital investment
funds. The volume of exploratory work in money terms is
calculated from the current plauned prices, norms, esti-
mates, and the projected volumes of work necessary to carry
out the plan for increasing mineral reserves, developing
new deposits, and tackling other assignments established
by the plan. ?+

Volumes of exploratory rvork (in money terms) are stipu-
Iated in the plans as a whole for ministries and departments,
with grouping of the work by the breakdown outlined above

{5*
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for Union republics, and breaking down the volumes by
the most important minerals and objects.

Special attention is paid-in the drafting of the explora-
tion work to improving its economic efficiency. The index
for appraising this is the cost of exploration per unil, of
reserves in situ or speciflc expenditure on the exploration
of a unit of reserves. The initial data for calculating plan-
ning specific expenditure on exploring reserves is the
planned total expenditure, inciuding all types of work from
prospecting to flnal detailed exploration, and planned
growth of reserves by categories A * B + Cr. The size of
the specific expenditure on explored reserves is determined
as a quotient resulting from the division of the planned
expenditure by the planned increase of reserves. Speciflc
expenditure on transferring reserves from category A + B +
* C. to A + B is determined in the same way. In order
to estimate specific expcnditure for complex deposits, for
which exploratory expenditure has not been differentiated
(e.g. deposits of lead and zinc), the reserves are recalculated
in terms of a conventional mineral at wholesale prices
taking into account the index of extraction of the compo-
nents.

The mineral raw material base of the Soviet Union is being
steadily extended through geological study of the earth's
interior and exploration of new deposits of raw materials
and fuel. In l97l-75 more than 2,000 new deposits were
discovered, and over 4,000 brought into commercial exploi-
tation. In the same period another 130 oil and gas fields
were plotted on the map.

CHAPTER VIII

THE PLANNING OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT
AND CONSTRUCTION

I. SOURCES AND COMPOSITION
OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Capital construction has played a decisive role in creat-
ing the material and technical base of socialism, in imple-
menting the policy of industrialisation, and in strengthen-
ing the Soviet Union's defence capability. It is also of
prime importance in building the material bases for com-
munist society.

Over the past half-centur;, an enormous investment poten'
tial has been created in the Soviet Union, which furnishes
a reliable basis for extended socialist reproduction and
provides striking confirmation of the immense advantages
offered by socialism. A powerful building industry and an
advanced engineering industry with many different branches
constitute investment sectors ensuring dynamic economic
growth and the possibility of opening up important lines
of technological advance very quickly and altering the
proportions of economic development in the required direc-
tion.

The Soviet Union is building on a vast scale. The total
of fixed assets brought into operation between 1918 and
1974 was 1,268,000 million roubles and the total volume of
capital investment in the same period 1,372,000 million
roubles. The volume of capital investment in {976-80 will
be around 630,000 million roubles, or 24 to 26 per cent more
than in 1971-75.

Thermain source for the extended reproduction of fixed
assets is accumulation from national income. Another
source is the fund for the replacement of outworn flxed
assets.
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A distinction is accordingly drawn in the economics of
investment between gross and net investment. By gros.l
investment is meant total expenditure on extending 

-aisets

and replacing their outworn components. By net invest-
ment is meant expenditure solely on extending fixed
assets.

In planning practice investments financed from both the
accumulation and the replacement funds are classed as
investments for creating new fixed production and non-
production assets and for extending, reconstructing, aud
technically re-equipping existing fixed assets. Expenditure
on the repair of existing fixed assets is not included in
capital investment, capital repairs being planned and taken
into account separately.

In accordance with the established procedure, investment
in the USSR includes:

- (a) the cost of all types of construction work, including
the erection or reconstruction of buildings and structuresl
o-utlays on sanitary engineering installations, water supply,
the structures of district heating and gas supply sysiemi,
oil and gas pip-elines, overhead and undergrbund' power
transmission gtids, etc.;

(b) the cost of erecting and installing equipment, con-
necting,_it with mains supply, and erecting and installing
serviceitareas, stairways and other technological metal
constructions, etc.;

(c) the cost of technological power, lifting and handling,
pumping-and compressor ecJuipment, and other types of
plant included in the building estimates;

(d) -the cost of instruments and stocks (inventories)
included in the estimates of the building job and counted
as fixed assets;

(e) the cost of plant and machinery not included in ths
job estimates, if they aro obtained as part of the capital
investments;

- (f) other_ major work5 and expenditures, including expen-
diture on design and planning experimental and exploraiion
work and drilling.

The total volume of investment extends beyond what is
considered the usual range of outlays and embraces at least
three types of expenditure, as follows:
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1. expenditure on organising geological prospecting and
exploration work, which, in some industries, exceeds the
direct outlay on building the appropriate production enter-
prises (the proportion of such expenditure is especially
high in the non-ferrous metal, oil and gas industries; only
part of the cost of the prospecting and exploration work
is included in the estimates for production capital invest-
ment, the Iarger part being borne as budgetary expenditure
by the USSR Ministry of Geology, although it is essentially
capital investment);

2. expenditure on research, which has grown phenomenally
in recent years;

3. expenditure on capital repairs and overhauls, which
are closely tied up in practice with the modernisation and
reconstruction of existing assets (at present funds for the
development of enterprises include money for the replace-
ment and renewal of equipment, including major repairs).

From the standpoint of the procedrrre for planning and
making investments, they are divided into centralised and
non-centralised investments.

Investments for which the main indicators are fixed as
part of the state macro-economic plan are classed as centra-
lised, and, the sources for flnancing them are fixed in that
plan (state budget, depreciation charges, or the profits
earned by enterprises and organisations).

Non-centralised, investments are those made by state
enterprises and organisations out of their production cle-
velopment, social and cultural, and housing funds,
or by means of bank loans and certain special-purpose
loans.

Planning bodies take non-centralised investments into
account when compiling macro-economic plans and provide
for them to be matched by material resources, the necessary
blueprints and documentation, and production capacity in
ancillary organisations.

As a result of the economic reform carried out in the
building industry, the weight of non-centralised investments
in the total has increased, and their efficient use is acquiring
ever greater macro-economic importance,
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2. THE PRE-PLANNING STAGE
OF INVESTMENT PLANNING

Before any detailed planning of current and long-term
investments can be made, the pre-planning stage must be
gone through, including the forecasting of fixed assets and
capital investments over the long term, the compilation
of dynamic inter-sectoral input-output tables, and the drawing
up of general schemes for the development and location of
sectors and industries, input-output tables for fired assets
and production capacities, and a system of standards for
capital construction.

Forecasting

Investment forecasting has to cover the full period re-
quired for completing lengthv programmes of capital construc-
tion or major projects lasting for ten to twenty years. Such
long-term investment programmes are formulated in accor-
dance with the basicsocial, political, technical, and scientif-
ic goals adopted for the long-term period ahead. Such
projects and programmes can be broken down by priorities
into their stages of implementation. In this connection, it
is important when a forecast is being made about the setting-
up of entirely new industries, etc., to establish the order
of priority to be followed in drawing on natural resources
and in what order power transport construction will be
carried out. The data can be used later in compiling frve-
year plans. Next the various investment programmes have
to be coordinated and timed correctly and dovetailed
in accordance with the actual periods of the perspective
plan.

An important methodological task is to determine the
extent to which investment decisions are linked; this de-
pends on what construction has already been begun, on the
backlog of building work in progress, and on the existing
distribution of material production and transport facilities,
and the location of towns and centres of population.

On the basis of analysis of the dynamics of fixed produc-
tion assets, a forecast is made of their withdrawals and the
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volume of their replacement, using an analysis of the annual
commissioning of assets by type, service life. and age. This
forecast in turn forms the basis for fixing the direction of
investments for replacement purposes and deciding the
order in which investments will be converted into fixed
assets, with due regard for the time taken to build them
and bring them into production.

Investrient forecasting is bound up with defining the
directions of scientific and technological progress. The scale
of investment in new, science-based industries and sectors,
such as enterprises producing electronic computers, aerospace
equipment, vacuum equipment, integrated circuits, etc.,
his io be predicted, as- investments in this group of indus-
tries are also tied up for the considerable period needed to
organise many allied industries and substantially re-orien-
tate capital construction.

In making the forecast, it is extrernely important to fix
the possible scale of investment in projects designed 

- 
to

solve fundamental problems in modern science. The outlay
on many projects of this type can be very large and com-
parable 

- to t[e investment in whole sectors of industry.
Such, for example, are the investments in space research
centres or in building the powerful accelerators needed to
resolve problems in high-energy physics.

In for-ecasting the economic efficiency of scientific and
technological advance it must also not be forgotten that
there is sometimes a large time lag in the return of invest-
ments. To take a well-l<nown example, it has tahen nearly
two decades for nuclear power-stations to reach and then
surpass the indices attained by conventional sources of
power.

A Dynamic Inter-Seetoral Input-Output Model

A preliminary estimate of the required volume of invest'
mentl can be made by using a dynamic inter-sectoral input-
output model (see Ch. V). Its results can then be used in
compiling full five-year antl annual investment plans'

As already noted, the volume of investment resources
was a predetermined quantity in the final product of a static
input-output model. In a dynamic model , however, produc'
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tive investments are not included as a previouslv Eiven
v-alue] but are determined by the moder itserf. MJairri",
the- processes of the reproduction of fixed production assetE
1qake.s. it possible to istablish certain *ays io which thedirection of economicr development depenh, o" tfr. 

-.rtri"
of the e-conomy-in the pre-planning peribd. A, , ,..iiftl-tfr.
range of possible and economicallv idvisahle develooment
variants is sharply reduced in comparison with th;:i;f;
model.

--In -a''dynamic model non-productive investments not
directly^connected with the scaie of production u., ira"a"iin the final -produ-ct as in a static model. tfre proa"ctiu"
investment in each sector separately distinguishea irl. itre
i.nput-output table is fixed atihe foliowing,Trgu. it,r-totul
demand of leach sector for investment is d.i"rfri"ua itiL,the increment of assets, which depends on their avaitalititi,at the beginnin_g of_ the year and the intended gr;;ii; 

"1production in the pla_n1ed year; (2) by the ."ffrE..rri oi
wrthdrawn assets; and-(3) by the backlog of building work
in.progress..fhesg problems are solved by developin! inai_
cators reflecting the basic aspects of the process of exlendecl
reproductio-n of fixed assets-in each particular s"cto..Tt e
aggregate demand obtained by using standard ,o"-, gi*,
the volume- of productive investmeits needed to g."E.ri"
the -planned consumption fund and carry out non-pr8d;cii;;
capjtal construction. In contrast to the static ,i,ra"t, if*
preliminary calculation of productive investment resources
can be dropped, since theii volume is determinea at ttre
same time as demand is calculated in the model itself.

When the demand for productive investments is fixed
in a- static model, it should be realised, no account is taken
of the-specific f-eatures of the process of capital corrir".ii*
in each particular sector. The sp_ecific features that develofwith a different technologicil structrrre and a differerit
physical composition of inveitments in the various r..tort
are only taken into account when the total volume and
structure of investments is determined as a component of
the final produ-ct- A- dynamic- model reflects the frocess oi
reproduction of fixed assets directly in the sectoral breat l
down, i.e. describes their dynamics during the piroreA
period.
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Unlike a static model]the equations of a dynamic model
have positive solutions dnlywithina certain range ofgiven
values of the net final product, i.e. the flnal product excluding
productive investments. If its value lies outside this range,
then the model gives a negative solution. If the range of
positive solutions is extended, then negative solutions for
indicators of investments primarily arise in asset-creating
sectors, i.e. full use of available assets in these sectors is
not ensured at this Ievel of the net final procluct. If the
volume of the net flnal product is less than the lower range
of positive solutions, then negative investment develops
in those sectors producing consumer goods. Thus a dynamic
model enables an objective decision to be made regarding
the possible limits of economic development with a set of
given initial parameters.

The actual types of dynamic inter-sectoral input-output
model may differ, depending on their use of average or incre-
mental indicators of the inter-relation of fixed assets and
output, the different methods of calculating investment lags,
and various other factors.

3. TIID STA.TE INVESTMENT PLAN

Five-Year and Annual Plans

The main form of state investment planning in the USSR
is the five-year plan drawn up and approved, with an annual
breal<down, for each USSR ministry and department and
Union republic.

Beginning with the lg77'75 plan, targets for the commis-
sioning of capacities and fixed assets are fixed in five-year
investment plans for each construction job, and also the
volume of investments and builcling and erection work over
the whole period of construction, with an annual distribu-
tion according to the standard construction times, including
those projects that will he completed after the five-year
planned period. These assignEents are concretised and
made more precise in the annual plans in the light of data
on the course of plan fulfillment and changes in resources.
In 1976-80 the principles of planning building and erection
work will be altered. The drafting of the state development

fl
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plan with breakdown by years will go hand in hand with
the simultaneous compilation of builtling programmes based
not on tlle annual planning "horizon" but on the five-year
one-with two and three-year plans for building and ereciion
work. Thus it will become possible to go ovef to compiling
complex, long-term plans for major construction pr-oiecti
and large objects, tied in with the existing technical dbcu-
mentation, provision of equipment, and building periods,
and also with plans for material and technical supplies
and with the capacities of building and erection orginisa-
tions.

Propo,qals for the building of new objects not envisaged
in the five-year plan can be examined as an exception at
the same time as annual plans should the need arise fo estab-
lish soine new line of production, or in connection with the
discovery of new mineral deposits, an increase of raw mate-
rials fo_r processing, radical changes in technology, or major
new advances in science and engineering. TIie techniial
and economic substantiation of the proposals and recom-
mendations as to sources of finance and the necessary mate-
rial and technical supplies for building the objects, and as
to organisation of the capacities of the building and erection
organisations, have to be made at the same time.

The following planning procedure was adorrted in lgTl
to ensure the fullest possible coordination of the capital
construction plan with other sections of the macro-economic
plan and to make certain that projects under construction
receive the requisite equipment, building materials, mecha-
nising, manpower, and financial resources.

The total volume of investment is decided at the drafting
stage of the macro-economic plan in the light of all the
sources of finance (including collective farm funds) balanced
against the material, labour, and financial resources,
and_the capacities of building and erection organisations.

Work is then started on inpul-output tables foiproduction
cap-acities, for equipment in physical and value terms,
and for the materials needed for capital construction; the
capacities of state and inter-collective farm building and
erection organisations are calculated by Union republics,
territories, iegions, and areas of concentrated construction,
and the use that these tables and calculations can be put to
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in compiling and revising capital construction plans is
examined.

In addition the following are used to validate the assign-
ments provided for in investment plans: plans and esti-
mates for introducing new technology; plans for implemen-
ting organisational and technical measures; calculations for
improvin_g the structure of investment and reducing the
estimated cost of construction; calculations of finincial
resources by sector, fixing the scale of internal funds avail-
able {o* financing investment; standards for planning
capital construction (standard construction times and
backlogs of work in progress; standard unit investments,
etc.); schemes for the development and location of econom-
ic sectors, industry, and agriculture, etc.

Basic Indicators of the Investment Plan

Some of the basic indicators of the investment plan are:
the commissioning of production capacity, separate projects
and plant for production purposes, Iiousing, muniiipal
enterprises and utilities, educational, cultural and heaith
institutions; the commissioning of fixed production and non-
production assets-; and the volume of 

-capital 
investment

and -buildinC lnq erection work. As these plan indicators
are being worked out, the calculations are made at the
same time regarding the effectiveness and structure of the
investment.

-. Ing plan for building organisations has long been estab-
lished on the volume of building and erection ivork. Clients
paid the -builders for.each cubiC metre of brickwork or con-
crete Iaid, each cubic metre of soil excavated, each square
metre of ro,ofing, and so on. On what objects the work w"s
done, and how far it contributed to completing this struc-
ture all that had in practice no effect on ihe m"aterial posi-
tion of the building organisations. The drive to fulfli the
plan by v-olumelof work created the grounds for dispersinr
forces and funds over many ohjects and for a rise in ,nco-l
pleted 

-buildin-g work. The Guidelines lor the Deuelopment
ol the National Econonty of the U.tSfi for lg76-lgB0 stress
the need to speed up the transfer to the planning and appraisal
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of the work of building organisations by the completion
and delivery to clients of ready objects and of initial complex-
es ready for producing output and rendering services.
Thus the next stage in improving planning of the construc-
tion industry has been defined. The conflrmed indicators
of the plan for building and erection organisations establit"h
the volume of work by the objects or stages that are to be
completed in tho plan year and to be delivered to the client
at their estimated or budgeted cost. Profits and funds for
economic incentivos will correspondingly be calculated by
the extent to which finished work and stages of work are
handed over to clients.

The volume of investments is decided on the basis of
synthetic input-output calculations at the preliminary
planning stage, when total availability of national income
and accumulation is being established. The directions of
investments stem from the principal assignments of the
five-year plans. The assignments for commissioning cap-a-
city, struCtures, and projects were the main indicators of the
capital investment plan but plan estimates of the volume
of commissioned fixed assets and capacities determine the
quantities of capital investment and work needed to pro-
vide them.

The report of the Central Committee to the 25th Congress
of the CPSU said that it was necessary to alter the very
approach to the planning and utilisation of capital invest-
ments and to ensure the planning of existing production and
new construction as a single whole. Capital investments
should not be apportioned to ministries and depart-
ments either in general or by new objects, but for the
planned increment of production. Material and financial
iesources need to be directed in the first place to the technical
re-equipping, modernisation, and reconstruction of exist-
ing enterprises, i.e. to where production capacity can
be extended without new construction or with the least
unit capital investment. The commissioning of, produc-
tion capicities is therefore planned separa0ely as a result
of:

(a) increasing capacity at existing enterprises through
their complete utilisation and the carrying out of the neces-
sary organisational and technical measures
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(!) reconstructing and expanding existing enternrises
preference being gfuen to tlie variant io; ;..;;;;H;;;;
existing enterprises that is most economicar in te.ms oiconstruction costs, commissioning periods, and recourar"t
indices. compared with the constr-udtio, ;f ;;; ;;;;;ilir*;
lcqgr33tj has- also to be taken of current restrictions o" tfi"
Dutld_rng and reconstructing enterprises in major cities andcertain p-a-rts of the countiy;
..(c) building-ngw enterprises; in selecting the variant, the

effectiveness of the projects presented for ipproval has io becarefully.alalyse_d from the aspect of recoupment periods,
unit, capital o^utJay, the location of enterprises, ina 

-tfr,i

oeveropment or the construction industry's production base.
The commissioning of production ca puiit yiilt b; ;i.;J;first, in the light of iompleting the construction of iobs andprojects already startedo and then of includins ""*'"""i""ili] thg plan. The 25th Congress save USSR G;.;i;;r:-U"d5ii

Gosplan,- ministries and ieparTments tn. j"f-ri'dr^"frff;
:, llT 9f capital investment'for lg76-g0 io !r"fr; ;;;'ihr;the commissioning of flxed production assets would norr..o
the .growt\ of-capital outlays. That would t ciiiiaie;;;:
tration of funds on the initiar objects, reduction 

"f ;;."--pleted construction, and an aaditionrl -;;;i#oii"iTt
nearJV 13,000 million roubles of fixed assets. lhe comilis_sioning period is determined from the standard t6;-forbuilding enterprises, and for ,r.* "o-pl;;;-;";^;;;.;;;to begin operating.

The indicators of the commissioning of fixed assets areestablished for the economy ,r , *tio%, for the main sec_tors, ministries and depaitments, Union ,rp"ffi..,- u"iindividual building projects and enterprises, with- r.oar.l[ron and non-production assets shown separately.
The commissionin-g_of fixed assets is i,la;n;d in valuetgrql for ohjects of- both productive 

"rid 
;;;;r.d";;;;;

significance. The commissioning of productio" 
"rprrit" ,njnon-production projects. is also planned i" phili;i-[r;..''he scale ot the assignment-s for the commissionins orboth produqtion and noi-producti"; fi;;d ;ffis"is"ffifd;i

from the estimated .cost of the enterfrises 
-(their 

;ir;;;shops, w-orks, and initial 
"r.pi;-;;),-r[.r.trrr.r, and build_ings to be commissioned in the plan period.
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Ihe commissioning of plant and equipment not requiring
erection, acquired for enterprises and other objects being
built, and also equipment requiring erection but earmarked
for storage as a permanent reserve, is planned at the same

time as the corimissioning of the enterprises or objects
concerned.

The plan does not include expenditure that does not
increase the value of fixed assets (outlay on temporary
buildings, structures, and installations, expenditure -on
trainin{ operatives, the cost of objects with a service life
of less than one year, and so on).

Account has to be taken of the fact that Sajor proje-cts

often take several years to build. It is therefore inevitable
that there is always uncompleted construction on building
sites, which is a necessary stage, within certain limits'
in the investment process. The commissioning- of new pro-
jects due to start operation within the year and the amount
6f work in progrest needed for commissioning p-rojects.in
subsequent yeais is therefore reviewed annually in the
course of implementing the investment plan.

The need for investment to complete work on previor-rsly
commissioned enterprises and structures is determined !V
the estimated value of the work that still remains to be

done.
The preliminary need for investment on work to be in

prog..ti at the end of the plannetl -period is fixed on the
Lasi"s of sectoral standard norms for building work in prog-
ress according to capacity and the volume of investment'

Thus, in or-der to speed up the commissioning of projects,
reduce the scale" of uncomfileted construction, and at the
same time ensure the necessary volume of work in progress,

it is necessary to use established norms for construction
times and stanclard amounts of work in progress in plan-
ning practice.

Tie'following standards have been established for the
different sectorJ of the economy and for: various types of
construction:

(1) a general standard time of construction in months,
indtriain! the length of the preparation period, dates f.or

cleliverifg equipm6nt for erection and installation, and the
duration of installation work;
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(2) the spread of investment and building and erection
work by years as a percentage of the estimated cost; for
a number of sectors the time taken to equip individual
initial or starting complexes is also indicated.

The setting of standards for work in progress helps to
plan investments and construction work correctly, to con-
centrate resources, and achieve more rhvthmic operation
of building and installation organisations. The standard is
calculated as a percentage of the estimated cost of a partic-
ular enterprise or non-production project, its phases or
initiai complex (excluding the estimated cost of commis"
sioned objects). In fixing it, account is taken of the length
of the building time, the estimated cost, the structure of
the investments, the intermediate commissioning of indi-
vidual objects and phases, and the date for completing
construction.

The Compilation of Itemised Lists

Itemised lists form an integral part of the capital const-
ruction plan, providing an enumeration of all work carried
over and new projects due for completion in the planned
period. They include assignments for commissioning fixed
assets and production capacity and regarding the volume
of investments and building and erection work. Contract
building and erection'work, material and technical supplies,
and the financing of construction are all planned on the
basis of itemised lists.

Completion dates and the annual distribution of invest-
ments and work are laid down in the itemised lists in accord-
ance with current standards regarding constmction times.

New projects can only be included in these lists if the
carry-over in the sector is provided with investments in
the amounts needed to complete them within the allotted
time; an essentional condition for their inclusion in the
lists is the existence of the necessary back-up technical and
economic documents for each project. The documentation
must contain data confirming the necessity and desirability
of beginning construction in the planned period and the
correctness of choice of area and site.
16-0 t4 53
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Technical and economic indicators of the future opera-
tion of the enterprise must be worked out, and also indi-
cators of the effectiveness of the investment, including the
profrtability- of the enterprise, I;he prime cost per unit of
output, productivity of labour, recoupment period for the
investment, output per rouhle of fixed assets, etc.

In accordance with _government instructions, only those
prgjects can be elterod in the itemised lists which are pro-
vided with the following:

(a) technical documentation approved in the established
way, working drawings, and estimates of the volume of
work to be carried out in the planned year, by ls[ Septem-
ber of the year preceding the planned vear;

(b) indents Jor technological, power, lifting and handling,
pumping and compressor, and any special equipment
requiring time_to manufacture, and data on the aggiegate
need f or- gen.e_ral-purpose equi pment, inst ruments, fi tt.ings-and
cables, !V lS April of the year preceding the plannecl-year;

(c) indents for specific types of general-purpose equipment,
instrumerrts, fittings, ald cables, no later than l5 Septem-
ber of the year preceding the planned year.

The- years in which construction is started and completed,
and the capacities of the objects are coordinated with the
development of ailied industries. On sites located outside
towns or in areas with a shortage of labour, itemised lists
are drawn !p in -an integrated, composite manner for pro-
duction projects, housing, and publiC utilities, cultural and
social amenities, and other municipal undertakings.

Itemised lists relating to newly begun production projects
with an estimated cost above 2,500,000 roubles and those
projected on a complete sert of imported equipment have
to be approved by the USSR Council of Minisfers and are
included in the macro-economic plan as specific items. The
itemised lists of similar projects valued beiween one million
and 2,500,000 roubles are approved by USSR ministries and
departments, and the Councils of Ministers of Union
republics in agreement with USSR Gosplan.

Itemised lists of production projects carried over with
an estimated cost above 2,500,000 roubles are approved by
USSR Gosplan, while those valued up to 2,500,000 roublei
in accordance with the procedure laid down by USSR
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ministries and departments and the Councils of Ministers
of Union republics.

Once the itemised lists of projects have been conflrmed,
intra-project lists are compiled each year by the builders
in agreement with. the general contractor, allocating the
investment for each project to various objects.

4. PLANNIN$#1fl^ifitrcru RE

Investmonts are allocated in the state plan as follows:
(a) in the productive and non-productive spheres by the
different sectors of the economy and the major branches of
industry, agriculture, and transport; (b) in the total invest-
ment figure by outlays on extending and reconstructing
existing assets and on new construction, on maintaining and
technically re-equipping existing enterprises, etc., taken
separately, It is also usual in investment economics to
distinguish the reproductive, sectoral, technological (pur-
pose), and regional structure of investments. The technologi-
cal structure occupies an especially important place in the
investment plan, i.e. the volume of building and erection
work and the volume of plant, instruments, and minor
equipment. Plan assignments are fixed for the main invest-
ment sectors-engineering, the building industry, and the
building materials industry-in accordance with this struc-
ture.

Provision has to be made in investment plans for an
increase in the ratio of machinery and equipment in total
investment. Increasing the active part of fixed production
assets enables output per rouble of fixed assets to be increased
and the return on assets and unit investment to be improved.
In addition note has to be taken of the fact that an
increase in the proportion of machinery in total investments
only ensures an increase in the active part of assets when
it exceeds the out-of-date machinery withdrawn from fixed
assets to wear and tear and obsolescence. Any increase in
the proportion of machinery must go hand in hand with
a probirrg into bottlenecks at enterprises and the setting
of priority tasks for improving the economic efflciency of
investment.

l6*
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The volume of building and ereotion work fixed in the
course of planning the technological structure of investment
is the basis for drawing up the plan for contract building
work and the manporver plan for the building industry.
The differentiation of investment by equipment and other
active components of investment makes it possible to
coordinate capital construction plans with the production
plans of the engineeringindustries and with plans for deliv-
eries of equipment.

To estimate the efflciency of the teohnological structure
outlined in the plan, indicators of the ratio of building and
erection work and of expenditure on plant, instruments and
minor equipment in total investment are used, compared
with the indicators for the preceding period.

The techuical structure of investment is directly affected
by the ratio between production and non-production pro-
jects, i.e. its objeot or purpose structure. A high proportion
of non-productive construction is usually associated with
a high proportion of building and erection work and a rela-
tively low proportion of plant and equipment. Yet non-
productive construction is an important trend of invest-
ment ensuring a rise of national prosperity. During the
Tenth Five-Year Plan the quality of housing will be improved
and construction periods reduced, and a change-over
made to new standard designs providing better lay-outs,
better flnish, and better fittings inside flats; and work on
improving the hygiene of populated centres and protecting
the environment will be increased. The industrial base for
non-productive building, especially of housing, will be
vastly extended.

When the correct proportions are not observed between
productive and non-productive investment, it leads
to investment not being sufficiently integrated, to unsatis-
factory progress in productive construction, and to
serious difflculties in ensuring labour and engineering and
technical personnel for newly commissioned enter-
prises; and the rapid running in of new enterprises is
hampered.

The ratio of expenditure on simple and extended repro-
duction, and within the latter on new construction and on
extension, reconstruction, and modernisation, is planned
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within the framework of thereproducti.ue strttctttre. Planning
of the proportion of investment in simple and extended
reproduction is particularly important in the extractive
industries in view of the special features of the production
processes (the working out of deposits, and exhaustion of
oil and gas wells).

Whereas around 70 pet cent of capital investment was
directed to new construction in the pre-war period, the
weight of outlays on the reconstruction, extension, and
technical re-equipment and modernisation of existing enter-
prises harl already reached 50 per cent by the 1950s, and
h l97L-74 was 66 per cent (capital investment in industry
on objects for production use). The Guidelines for the Deuel'
opment of the National Economy of the USSR for 1976-1980
approved by the 25th Congress point out the need to direct
capital investment primarily to the building of ohjects that
will help speed up scientific and technological progress,
and to the technical re-equipment and reconstruction of
existing enterprises. In {976-80 industrial growth in the
European part of the USSR and the Urals will come about
mainly in this way, with limitation both of new construction
and of the extension of eiisting power- and water-intensive
production units.

The sectoral structure of investment reflects its distri-
bution by major (composite) sectors of the economy, and
by branch and sub-branch of material production and the
non-productive sphere. Thus, in industry, the following key
sectors are distinguished: electricitv generation, iron and
steel, engineering, oil production and refining, coal-mining,
chemicals and the light, food, and other industries. In the
non-productive sphere, investments are planned for housing,
education, eulture, health, science, etc. At present special
attention is being paid to investment in developing science
and its major centres supplied with modern equipment, and
on establishing computer centres and creating automated
control systems. Substantial investments are being directed
to measurcs to protect the environment.

The actual distribution of the investments of state and
cooperative organisations, collective farms, and the general
public in the main. sectors of the economy is shown in the
following table.
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Table I
Distribution of the Investments of State and Cooperative
Organisations, Collective Farms and the General public

by Principal Sector (in percentages of the total)

1970 197 4

Inilustry
Agriculture
Transport and communications
Construction industry
Housing c_onstruction (including in-

dividual)
Construction of trading, and munici-

pal enterprises, anal scientific, cul-
tural, educational, and health
institutions

35 .8
16.6
9.4
3.0

17.4

t7 .8

100.0

35.7
17 .5
9.5
o.l

16.4

17 .2

JD,tr
20.6
10.6
3.7

t4.7

14,8

Total t00.0 100.0

In the plan for 1976-80 the line of a fundamental redistri-
bution of capital investment in agriculture will be contin-
ued. Whereas capital investment on productive construc-
tion in agriculture was 110,000 million roubles in 1961-70,
in 1971-80 it will come to 260,000 million roubles, and will
rise from 18 pe.r cent of total capital investment to 23 per
cent.

In planning the regional structure investments are allo-
cated by Union republics, and by major regional produc-
tion complexes of Union and republican importance, and
measures are decided for the mutually coordinated building
in a particular area of objects falling under the control of
various departments and bodies. The planning of investment
on a regional breakdown'is done onrthe basis of the techni-
cal and economic drafts of the area organisations of the
economy, for example, area planning projects, schemes for
regional production complexes, town planning and building
projects, and so on.

The building of industrial enterprises, with group ancil-
lary production and administrative facilities, engineering
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structures and services, and communications, is being widely
practised. As a result of the combining of enterprises into
industrial complexes the estimated cost of builcling is sub-
stantially reduced and operating costs lowered. At the time
of writing 360 schemes for the general plans of industrial
centres have been drafted and confirmed, embracing 4,500
enterprises in various industries. Their estimated cost as
a whole will exceed 5{,000 million roubles. The projecting
and construction of a number of common facilities will
enable the cost of these to be reduced by 2.2 pu cent, i.e.
by more than {,000 million rorrbles, compared with the
builtling of separate undertakings.

5. DEFINING TIIE ECONOMIC EFFICIDNCY
OF INVESTMENT

The efficiency of investment is estimated at all levels of
planning (from entorprise and collective farm, building
trust, and transport organisation to amalgamation, ministry,
and department up to USSR Gosplan) and at all stages
of the ilrafting of a perspective plan. In the early stages,
when the main directions of the macro-economic plan
are being establishetl, investment efficiency is estimated
only for major sectors and economic areas and for'the
economy as a whole. At later stages all the basic and sup-
plementary indices are determined at all levels of plan-
ning.

Indieators of the General Efftciency
of Capital fnvestment

The following indicators are used to calculate the overall
economic efficiency of investment (E,,):

(a) for the economy as a whole, the economies of Union
republics and eeonomic sectors (industry, agriculture, trans-
port, construction), the ratio of the annual increment to
the national income (net output) in its given objects struc-
ture in comparable prices (Ay) to the investment in the sphere
of material production (,D giving rise to this increment:
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D L'Y.uu -7,
(b) for indvidual branches and sub-branches of industrv

agriculture, l,ransport, constrilction, and for 
- *l;;Jri.'r'

departments, -and amalgamations (provia.a r.t-o"fpuf-ii
not calculated for them), the ratio of the.increase in profits
to the investment giving ribe to this increase:

AREn: _j_ 
t

where Afi-annual increase in profits over the planned
period;

..f-investment in building production facilities;
(q) for individu-al enterprises, ioistruction jobs, ,o.i

projects, individual measures, and technical and'economic

"R--7.- |

where X-value of the annual output (for the projecr) in
works wholesale_ prices (without turnover tax);

{-prime cost of the annual output;
.I-estimated cost of building the project (or capital

outlay on measures and technical and'economlc
problems);

(d) fo1 industries and enterprises where transfer prices
are used, and for enterprises making planned losses. the
ratio of. the .saving from reducing the piime cost of output
to_the investment giving rise to these savings.

.[n determining overal] economic efficiency i"n accordance
with points (b), (c), gnd (d), the recoupmenl periods of thetotal investment are-also fixed on]the basis of the inverse
relationship between' investment inrl either- p.oti. ;;;h;

These calculations should be accompanied with an analy-
sis of the factors affecting a-raising or iowering of efficieniy,
factors that include the-followins:

(I) changes in the labour intEnsity of output and the
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possibility of releasing manpower or the necessity of attract-
ing- it in the wake of investment;

(2) changes in the materials intensitv of output releasins
additional leserves of mea-ns of produciion in it" ..oro-|
or increasing their expenditure;

(3).changes in the issets (capital) intensity of output
securing savings in investment or giving rise io additiohal
expenditure;

(4) a r-educti-on of construction times and a Iowering of
estimated building costs.

Additional indiies are used to estimate the effect of key
factors on the economic efficiency of investment and it
tie-up with other sections of the plan: labour productivity,
return on assets. (in terms of grosi commodity'output or oi
physical output), unit capital investment, etc.

The overall efficilncy of investment in enterprises and
establishments in the non-productive sphere operating onthe basis of cost accounting (e.g. miini.iprf il;$";t;
tourist facilities, etc.) is calculated on the- sa-e princi_
ples- as for enterprises in the sphere of material
production.

Indieators of Comparative Economic Efftciency
of fnvestment

Estimates of the comparative economic efficiency of in_
vestment are used in compiling, variants of econ-omio or
technical decisions, choosing alternative Iocations of enter-
prises and complexes, deciding problems of the choice of
interchangeable products, the introduction of new tvoes
of equipment, the building of new enterprises o" ,erorsd*irc-
tion of existing ones, and so on,

The indicator of comparative efficiency of investment is
the minimum reduced or normalised outlay. For each
variant the reduced outlay comprises total cuirent outlavs
(prime costs) and capital'invesfment reduced to a-similir
unit of measurement in accordance with the standard
coefficient of efficiency:

Mr * EnJt: minimum,
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where f i-the capital investment for each of the variants;
Mi-the current input (cost) for the same variants;
En-the standard coefficient of the efficiency of

capital investment.
Indicators X:l i and, I 1 can be used either as the aggregate

investment and prime costs of annual output or in the form
of unit values, i.e. investment per unit of output and prime
cost per unit of output.

The standard coefficient of efficiency for the economy as
a whole is taken at not less than 0.12 (i.e. not less than 12
kopecks per rouble of investment). Where necessary, in the
interests of stimulating technological advance, for consider-
ations of accounting for dissimilar wage levels (zonal and
sectoral), different price levels, varying lengths of building
programmes, and regional differences, sectoral instructions
permit deviations from the established standard coefficient
in agreement with USSR Gosplan.

The standard coefficient is subiect to revision when the
five-year plans are being compiled.

When determining the economic efficiency of the introduc-
tion of measures in concrete circumstances, indices of the
best available solutions of a particular economic task are
used as the basis for comparison, while indicators of the
best applied (or projected) national and foreign plant are
taken when introducing new equipment. The indicators of
the investment variants uniler consideration are compared
with standard coefficients and the indices of economic ef-
ficiency achieved in previous periods.

When determining the magnitude of the economic efrect
to be obtained from adopting a measure in particular circum-
stances, indicators of the commonest methods of solving
the particular problem are taken as the basis for comparison;
indicators of substitutes"are used when introducing new
equipment.

The outlay and effect of comparable variants-need to be
compared: e.g. for a whole range of enterprises and branches
of protluction, the time between incurring the outlay and
obtaining the benefits; the prices adoptecl to reflect costs and
benefits; the nature of costs and benefits from the angle of
simple and extended reproduction; the range of outlays
comprised by the volume of investment; the methods of
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calculating cost indicators used in calculating efficiency,
and other factors.

When investment variants that differ in length of oonst-
ruction times, allocation of investment over the separate
construction periods, or the feasibility of building in stages
without adverse effect on the fulfilment of production
targets are being compared, the effect that the different
lengths of the investment period have on the variants is
calculated.

When the investment in the different variants is made at
different periods of time, and current costs alter over time,
the variants are compared by reducing (normalising) the
costs incurred in the later years to the current moment by
using a reduction coefficient, as follows:

1B: 
,1* r* oy '

where B-reduction coefficient;
f-reduction period in years;

| 8".o.-standard coefficient for reducing differently-
timed costs (fixed at 0.08).

The reduction of differently-timed costs can only be
used when calculating the economic efficiency of variants
and cannot serve as grounds for altering estimated costs of
construction' r*L'

When variants with different durations of construction
are being compared, the real, once-and-for-al1 benefit is
calculated in the form of the additional profit to be obtained
during that period when projects are commissioned ahead
of schedule determined.

The comparative economic efficiency of investment on
the reconstruction of existing enterprises is determined by
comparing the indices for the different variants of recon-
struction with those of enterprises before reconstruction
and with variants of new construction. In doing so account
must be taken of the losses of production and profit, and
increase of current outlays during the period of recon-
struction.

When new technology altering the quality and operation-
aI nature of output is being introduced, the changes in
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costs and benefits both in the sphere of production and
the sphere of using the output need to be taken into ac-
count.

When new types of raw materials and other industrial
supplies are being created, and the properties and quality
of materials improved, investment efficiency is determined
with rlue regard for the investments and current outlays
involved in the production, transport, and use of these
materials. The calculation must be based on the annual
consumption of the material provided for in the project.

CHAPTER IX
PLANNING THE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY

The rational location of a country's productive forces
is- a major faotor raising the efflciency of social production.
Planning of the location of industry is therefore an integral
part of macro-economic planning.

T. METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
OF PT,ANNING TIIE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY

When planning the looation of production, it is essential
to take into account: (1) the speciflc character of each sector,
its technological and technical features, the nature of iti
raw material base, the consumption of materials and trans-
p_ortabilit-y of its product, etc.; and (2) the natural and
climatic features and economic resourcis of each economic
area. The basio directions in the looation of the country's
productive forces over the long term are accordingly worked
out in a specific order. The first stago consists in- drawing
up_ seotoral schemes for the develop-ment and Iocation oI
industry, and the second stage in drawing up schemes for
its developm",nt and location-in economic-areis and repub-
ljcs. The third stage comprises the compilation of a General
Scheme for the location of productive-forces in the Soviet
Union, which coordinates the sectoral and regional schemes.
These schemes- provide the basis for formulating the require-
ments as to the location of industry in sectoial, regibnal,
and macro-economic plans. This order of operations-makes

n

l
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it possible to integrate sectoral planning with regional
planning, taking into consideration the development interests
both of sectors and economic regions.

Sectoral Principles for the Location
of Industry

The principles {or siting enterprises according to- their
sphere of activity have to be subdivided into -general 

prin-
ciples, i.e. thoso applicable to all sectors of production,
and specifio, sectoral ones, applicable to separate sectors,
or groups of industries.

The general principles include the ensuring of- maximum
econom'ic efficiency of production in a sector. The sectoral
plan must ensure the necessary volume o{ output with the
Ieast possible expenditure of labour and resourcos.

At various stages in the work of drawing up the sectoral
location plan, i wide range of factors determining the
choice of ireas and sites for construction and the types and
capacities of enterprises designated for construction, is
studied and taken into consideration: namely, the present
state and future prospective development of the industry's
raw material base; t[e available market; the condition of
existing enterprises and the possibilities of- extending them;
the facfiities ior transporting raw materials and completed
output (finished and- semi-finished); water supply qnd
eneigy resources; the possibilities that exist for cooperation
witliexisting and planned enterprises in a given sector and
other sectori; thg order of construction of the starting
complexes (pirases); the available work force, and natural,
climatic anct othei factors' The effect of the separate fac-
tors, however, varies in degree from sector to sector, which
makes it possible to pick out the decisive factors from all
the rest, and to formulate specific, sectoral principles of
Iocation.

Sectors can be divided into five groups according to the
various factors influencing the siting of enterprises.

Growp.I includes industries in which the siting of enter-
prises is determined primariiy by the availability of raw
materials: viz. metal-intensive branches of engineering,
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thermal power stationsl, and a number of industries in which
the weight of the finished product constitutes only a small
proportion of the weight of the basic raw material (in other
words, industries with a high rate of consumption of raw
materials per unit of finished product).

Thus, in the sugar industry, the weight of granuiated
sugar is 72 to 16 per cent that of the sugar beet; in the
dairy indusbry, the weight of butter is 4 or 5 per cent that
of the raw material. It is wasteful to transport such types
of raw material for long distances, apart from their limited
storage period. Group I also includes industries processing
perishable raw materials (canning, wine-making, fish pro-
cessing, etc.),

Saw-mills, wood-working enterprises and pulp and paper
mills are also materials-intensive. It takes 2.3 cubic metres
of wood to produce 1.0 cubic metre of plywood, and 5 cubic
metres for one ton of pulp. The proportionate cost of raw
materials in the cost of these products varies between 50
and 75 per cent of the cost. Such enterprises are best located
in forested areasl but some wood-processing mills will be built
on main inland waterways, down which the timber can be
rafted. In locating enterprises in the extractive industries
(iron ore, oil, coal, etc.) rational exploitation of the mineral
deposits is of the utmost importance.

More deposits are usually prospected that can be exploit-
ed within a planned period. When the plan is being drawn
up, it is essential to determine which of them are to be
opened up and iu what order. The flrst deposits to be brought
into exploitation are those capable of ensuring efficiEnt
operation of the extractive enterprises over a long period.

Group .I.I includes industries in which the enterprises
are sited at the point of consumption, and includes enter-
prises producing not easily transportable products of great
weight, e.g. building materials, bricks, reinforced concrete
components, and furniture.

Thus, 1,000 bricks weigh three or four tons, one cubic
metre of reinforced concrete two or three tons, so that tho

. 1 Thermal power stations, using high-quality Iuels (fuel oil, natur-
al gas, high-cal-orie. coal) and requiring minimum expenditure on
transport, can also be sited in power-consuming areas.
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cost of transport is high. The cost of carrying bricks for
100 kilometres equals their cost of production; in the case
of non-metallic minerals the distance (by road transport)
is 30 to 60 kilometres. Many types of building material
cannot easily be transported not only hecause of their bulk
and weight, but also because of losses, and specialised
transport is needed for many types of building materials.
Enterprises in this sector are established in aII consumption
areas, and 85 to 90 per cent of their output is consumed
on the spot or in neighbouring areas. Once valid decisions
relative to the location of enterprises producing building
materials have been made, it is possible to avoid the situa-
tion in which enterprises of other industries are sited in a
particular place solely because the construction industry is
based there.

With the rapid development of high-economy pipelines,
oil reflneries are chiefly located in areas with the highest
consumption of oil products. Smelters for tin and certain
rare-earth metals are also located at the point of consumption,
as the deposits are not usually large, and it is therefore
uneconomic to build factories near individual deposits.

Group II also includes industries in which tho weight
of the finished product is much greater than that of the
main raw materials: e.g. baking, confectionary, distilling,
brewing, and the soft drinks industry.

Group .I11 consists of branches of industry in which the
location of enterprises is affected by such factors as the
availability of suitable labour. The availability of labour
is also important, of course, for enterprises in other industry
groups, but in this group it is the main, deciding factor.

This group is not homogeneous, but includes: (t) such
labour-intensive industries as precision and instrument engi-
neering, the manufacture of polymers, and electronics, which
are attracted to areas with a skilled work force and to
places where there is a concentration of scientific establish-
ments; (2) enterprises of a number of industries that are
sited with a view to the best use of available manpower
(enterprises in the textile, knitting, and clothing induitries,
the footwear, haberdashery, and allied industries, and certain
branches of the food industry). The locating of such enter-
prises in the Donbass, Kuzbass, or similar centres, where
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men ar-e predominantly employed in the steel works, coke
by-product plants, and- underground in the coal rnines,
makes it possible to solve the problem of jobs for women.

It is most important to improve the utilisation of labour
in medium-sized and small towns, where the ]abour force
is not sufficient to permit the location of complicated,
fighly*killed- industries. 1\{anufacturing enterprises rnd
highly specialised industries with a limited demand for
labour, and which are coordinated with enterprises in big
industrial centres, are best located in towns bf this size]

Group 17 consists of industries that are attracted to
sources of fuel or electricity.

Energy-intensive industries are usually taken to include
those using between 200,000 and 1,400,000 kilowatt-hours of
electricity per worker. The energy factor strongly affects
the location of aluminium plants (approximately 20,000 t<ilo-
watt-hours of curuent being used on average to produce one
ton- of aluminium). This also applies to magn-esium, zinc
and fuel. Areas with cheap power supplies aEo attract the
electrolytic production of ferro-alloys of non-ferrous metals.
The creation of united power systems or grids in the different
parts of the country, and the subsequent completion.of rvork
on tr^eating- a s-ingle,- country-wide, high-voltage grid, is
modifying the effect of this factor and considera[ly-extencl-
ing th9 range of areas suitable for the locatio, oi e.re.gy_
intensive eliterprises.

Thermal power stations, and certain branches of the
chemical industry, are attracted to sources of fuel. For
example, in enterprises producing synthetic fibre, gb tons
of theoretical standard fuel per worker are usecl. Over com_
parable distances, the cost of delivering fuel is six times
greater than tlre transport costs of the iaw materials, and
5.5 times those of the finished product.

- Group 7-embraces sectors in which the siting of enterprisesis affected by two or more factors.
In the iron and steel industry, three or four tons of raw

materials and fuel are used t-o produce one ton of pig iron.
The most favourable sites for such enterprises aie- those
u'here there are both raw materials and fuel. If such a comb-
ination does not exist, the enterprise is situated between
the sources of raw material and ]uel or, alternatively, at
tl2 17_01453
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both, in order to use the transport facilities in both direc-
tions.

Large chemical complexes consume vast amounts of raw
materlals, electricity, ind water. To produce one ton of
synthetic flbren six or sere, tons of raw materials and 18

o. tg kilowatt-hours of electricity are used. The modern
chemical industry has become a major consumer of water.
More than a thousand cubic metres of water are used to
produce orle ton of such items as ammonia, acetylene, poly-
ethylene, and caprolactam. In order to reduce the consump-
tion of fresh water, it is essential to extend the practice
of recycling the water two or more times.

Chemical complexes are best located in areas providing
a combination of all these factors-raw materials, power'
and water (e.g. in West and East Siberia); but-it should.be
noted that't[e building of gas and oil pipelines, whi-ch

sharply reduce the traniport iosts of these raw materials,
modifres the effect of the raw material factor, so extending
the range of possible sites for chemical works.

Group" V alio inciudes enterprises in those industries
in which the weight of the flnished product roughly equals
the weight of the raw materials (e.g. flour-milling, -cotton-
spinnin[, sugar-reflningn and the whole-milk dairy industry).
When t-iie siting of such enterprises is being decided,- not
only is the cost of producing the output taken inbo considera-
tion, but also the transport costs both of delivering rqw
materials to the point of production and of delivering the
goods to the consumer. Enterprises in these industries may
6e situated in consumption aieas and at the source of the
raw materials, or at points between the two. There can be
cases when location at several sites offers equal economio
advantage.

In industries involved in the international socialist divi-
sion of labour, or significant export producers, theseJeatures
.are also taken into consideration when planning the loca-
tion of enterprises.
. In industries producing a wide range of products, it is

generally necessary to su6divide the enterprises into several
homogeneous groups.

In ingineering, 
-for 

example, it is best to identify the
following groups:
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(1) enterprises whose product has -a low consumption
of 

'metal but requires large inputs of skilled labour per

unit of output;
(2) engineering with an average consumption of metal but

requirini signifiiant inputs of skilled labour per unit -of
oui,put (ElecIrical engineeiing equipment, machinery- for-the
light and food industiies, equipment for the chemical indus-
trjr, Iighting apparatus, and domestic electrical appliances); 

^

lS; engin"eering with an above-average.-consumption, of
metal riquiring-a limited amorint of skilled labour but
much semi-skilled and unskilled labour (mining equipment,
lifting and handling equipment, road-building machinery,
etc.);

(4)' engineering with a high consumption of metal ancl low
Iabour intensitylwhen considering the metal and labour in-
tensit,y of these engineering groups, it should be noted that
it is not enough just to take specific indicators.into account;
the total coniumption of materials, Iabour, and power-by
the enterprises as a whole must be considered-take a fac-
tory producing wheeled tractors and one prod-ucing metal-
turgicit equipinent: unit consumption o{ metal per millio-n
rou-bles of ouiput in the first is only half that in the second,
but at the same time, total consumption of metal in the
first is 2.5 times that in the second);

(5) specialised fields (e.g. shipbuilding) the location of
rvhich is conditioned by special factors;

(6) enterprises supplying or providing services to other
industries.

A different approach to the question of location is neces-
saryiireachofthesesixsub-divisionsofengineering.

After industry, the next most important sector of material
production is agriculture. The rational location of agriculture
in geographic and economic areas, as noted in the Programme
of the CPSU, is an essential condition for a rapid inciease
of farming.

Envirorimental and climatic factors strongly affect the
distribution of farming. The cultivation of different types
of crop is limited to certain zones. As a result of scientiflc
progress, the range of zones where many crops (industrial
irops, vegetables, and fruit) are cultivated has been extended
by 

-the 
reclamation of arid areas and deserts and by the

17*
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openin-g -up of northern regions; but science is still only able
to modify or lessen the eflect of environmental factois and
not eliminate it. This also applies, although to a lesser
degree, to stock raising. The rearing featurei of particular
breeds have a significant effect on their zonal spread.

In agriculture, it is only possible to achieve maximum
output at minimum cost by rational use of the land. This is
the most important precondition, although not the only
one,_for raising the efficiency of farming. Rational Iand use
involves combining crops in certain proportions, alternating
them in time and inLroducing a scientific rotation suiting
the conditions of a particular zone. The need to make full
use of the output obtained, and the seasonal character of
farming also make it essential to combine the various bran-
ches of agriculture. There is a close link between arable and
Iivestock farming, although the form it takes varies from
area to area.

Sectoral specialisation in agriculture has a different charac-
ter from that in industry. In agriculture, the single-crop
branches (cereals, vegetables and potatoes, sugai beet,
cotton, etc.) are combined with the production of other non-
basic specialised crops, which are accommodated to and
complement the main one. The particular character of spe-
cialisation in agriculture, and the organic link between
the main and ancillary branchqs, must be taken fully into
consideration when planning the distribution of farm produc-
tion. The transport factor has a not inconsiderable effect.

A characteristic of farming is its extension over wide areas.
This is especially true of arable farming and, to a lesser ex-
tent, of stock raising. The primary products of hoth, as h rule,
are very material-intensive, so that the delivery of farm
produce to points of consumption or processing entaiis signifi-
cant transport costs. Consequently, the location of urban
and industrial centres, with their demand for farm produce,
has a decisive influence on the distribution of a number of
c.rops.

It is becoming increasingly pressing for substantiated
projects to be drawn up for the location of branches of
agriculture by area and zone, since such a rational distribu-
tion woultl ensure obtaining output with the minimum total
costs of production, transport, and capital investment.

PLANNING TIIE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY

Principles for the Regional Location
:, of Industry

The economic areas of the USSR vary as regards natural
and climatic conditions, scale of mineral reserves (and
their degree of exploitation), availability of labour, type
of specialisation, level of development aqd concentration
of industry and farming, and provision of 

-transport 
facili-

ties. Despite these differences, the economy of each area
constitutes a single complex. When regional plans for the
location of production are being drawtr up, the following
principles must be Jollowed:

(1) increasing the economic efficiency of industry in the
areas;

(2) provision of integrated development through the ration-
al use of the area's natural, labour, and economic resources;

(3) inter-sectoral specialisation (i.e. the setting up of
specialised enterprises to supply.various sectors) and inter-
sectoral combining of production;

(4) provision of rational development of industrial cen-
tres within a republic or economic area;

(5) the establishing of optimum economic links within
and between regions.

Projects and plqns for the location of industry drarvn
up on these principles enable each economic area to take
its place in the social division of labour, and to make efficient
use of the raw,matelials, supplies, labour, and other resources
at its disposal.

2. TH.E METHODOLOGY OF PLANNING
TIIE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY IN A SECTOR

A basic prerequisite for planning the location of industry
in a sector is to have sectoral schemes for the development
and distribution of the economy as a whole and of industry.
At the time of writing location schemes for 86 key industries
are being drawn up using economic-mathematical methods
and computers.

The complexity ancl labour-consuming character of the
planning calculations involved in drawing np sectoral loca-
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tion schemes vary; for single-product sectors (cement, sugar,
etc.) it is comparatively straightforward and simple.

In sectors producing several'types of output, and espec-
ially in those with a wide range, the complexity and labour-
iousness of the'calculations are greater. The amount of plan-
ning work also depends on the nature of theinterdependence
of a given sector and other sectors. The more extensive
and close the links with other sectors, the greater is the
volume of the calculations. Such factors as the interchange-
ability of different types of raw materials, supplies, and
output available for consumption, operate in the same direc-
tion.

The number of possible sites for the location of enterprises
to be built -also has a big effect on the volume of planning
work. The larger the number of sites, the grealer is the
number of possible location variants, which means that
finding the optimum variant will entail much work. In
a number of industries (sugar, alcohol, butter, cheese, etc.)
the selection of possible sites is complicated by the fact
that the total number of operating enterprises is decreasing,
owing to the closing-down of old enterprises that are ineffi-
cient or even run at a loss. In these industries rational deci-
sions have to be made as to which enterprises it is advisable
to shut down.

Finally, additional problems can arise when sectoral
location plans'are being drawn up, such as reducing the loss
caused byerrors in siting industry made in an earlier period,
and off-setting their adverse,effects in subsequent location
plans. The use of computers for multi-variant calculations
creates favourable conditions for carrying out this work.

In theory it is possible to formulate problems for the
Iocation for any industry; but given modern mathematics,
computers, and the needs of economic development, three
groups of such problems can be formulated and solved.

I. When the number of possible sites is limited, and
the number of raw material sources (or consumption points)
is small, the problem is best formulated for the whole sector
or industry, i.e. on a country-wide scale.

II. When the number of possible sites is numbered in
hundreds (occasionally even in thousands), and the number
of raw material sources (or consumption points) is numbered
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in thousands, or even tens of thousands, direct solution
of such a prohlem on a country-wide scale is not practicable
because of the vast amount of initial data and the complexity
of the quantitative relationships. But the problem can be
solved if it is brohen down into several stages by aggregat-
ing. The formulation and solution of such two- or three-
stage problems is more complex and labourious than Group I
problems.

III. When output is produced or consumed within a town
or administrative area (e.g. the bakery industry), there is
no need to formulate the problem on a country-wide scale;
and for them it is best to formulate local, sectoral problems.

Let us take an example from Group II, and examine the
formulation of the problem taking an industry in which
enterprises process raw materials from several thousand
sources.

The industry produces three typcs of output, aII consumer
goods in general demand. The weight of each type varies
from 5 to 40 per cent of the weight of the raw material. Enter-
prises like these, as already mentioned, are located near
the sources of raw material, and may be produced by special-
ised enterprises.

The following method of solving the prohlem in stages
may be adopted.

Stage One. The country is dividecl into a certain number
of regions, dependingonthefeatures of the industry. In this
example, the country is divided into 26 areas (ten major
economic areas in the BSFSR, three in the Ukraine, and
the thirteen other Union republics). Such a division suits
the technical capabilities of the computers, and enables
maximum use to be made of existing statistics and data
from planning calculations compiled by economic areas and
republics, reducing the work entailed in collecting initial
information to the minimum.

For each of these regions, the sources of raw material,
presen[ and future, and consumption of each of the three
'types of output, actual and future, are quantified. As relative
capital investment varies considerably from region to region,
the regional coefficients for capital expenditure,, present
and future, must also be quantified. Current running costs do
not vary greatly from one region to another and are therefore
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not taken into account in our example: if, however, they
were significant; this type of cost would have to he taken
into acc-ount and would, of course, be represented as arseparate
element in the criteria.

By solving this problem, the scale of production of each

of tire thre6 types of output over some Jorward period

or other is known, i.e, the optirqum intra-industry str-ucture
of the three products for each region is determined'

Forrnulatioi of the problem: to determine the optimum stryc;
ture of production in the given sectori.n eachregion, provided
that the costs of transporfing the products, given the existing
(known) sources of raw materials, wiII be minimal'

Notation Used in the Mod'el

Knou,rz quantities
n-tt1 number,of regions, each of which we will denote

by i; where i : l, . . ., fli- --t-ihe numher of types.of available output, each of rvhich
we will denote bY l, where i : l, . ", li

P;-thc quantity of raw materials in the ith r-egion;

X;-stantlard consumption of raw materials on the lth' product; :

O,,-annual demand for the lth product in the ith region;
ol,.i-"ott of transporting a unii of the lth product from

the surplus region (r) to the defrcit region (d) at'cur-
. rent freight rates;

C;; -urrit oper"ating costs of the production of a unit of the" ith Product in the ith region;
U,-sectbral average of unit capital costs for the production' of the lth Product;

h,;-reqionui to.ffici.nt for adjusting unit capital invest-
m6nts in the lth product in the ith region;

E-standard coeffrcient for the efficiency of capital invest-
ment.

Sought-lor quantities
,r,a"oto*e of production of the ith product in the ith

reglon;
l;"6-{uant,it}

rth region
of the lth
to the dth

product transPorted from the
region.
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Constraints

x7t 2 0-volume of output cannot be a negative quant-
ity; this also applies to the volume of freight
rra2 0;

)r.i,Ii<P;- consumption of raw materials in the produc-
i

tion of all types of output in the ith rcgion
must not be greater than the raw material
resources in that region;

2*,ro: Qrr-total volume of the jth product brought in-
t

to region d from other regions equals the
demand il region d for that product;

Z*tro : rir-total volume of the jth product transported
d

from the rth region equals the volume of
production of the jth product in that region.

It is required to determine the minimum of the functional:

min { ) airarid.*-\ctirit+ E rhsU p1).
i'r'd i'i i'i

When Stage One of the problem has been comploted, the
optimum struoture for the production of the sector's goods
in each region is known.

Stage Two. Now that it is known which products each
economic area (or region) must produoe, and in what quan-
tities, we turn to the question of determining the actual
sites for enterprises, and their capacities. Thus, for example,
if, as a result of solving Stage One, it is found that it is
necessary to inorease production of one of the products in
an eoonomic area, the best possible variant must be found
for the location of the enterprises to be built, i.e. it is a ques-
tion of formulating the problem of the looation of enterprises
producing homogeneous output in relation to the sources
of raw materials.

In solving this problem, the main factors to be taken into
consideration are manufacturing costs and transport outlays,
and these vary inversely. Manufacturing costs depend to a
great extent on the volume of production. When the volume

18-014 53
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of production within an enterprise increases, unit -costs
deciease. At the same time' however, other things being
equal, the radius within which raw materials are transpo{ed
is-extended, with a consequent rise in transport costs. The
effect of both these factors, therefore, must be taken into
account, and a combination of the two should be found that
offers minimum total costs.

In determining the optimum scale of enterprises, and
deciding of their location, it is important to increase the
efficienCy of capital expenditure, i.e. to reduce the amount
of capital expenditure per unit of fixed c-apacity, and cut
downthe recoupment period, Unit oapital investment and
recoupment periods consequently must also be taken into
account as well as the costs mentioned above.

The range of initial data deponds on the nature of the
problem and its formulation. When it concerns the location
6f enterprises in relation to sources of raw materials, the
basic initial data are as follows:

(i) the annual resources of raw materials within the area
selected for this particular problem;

(ii) the location of sources of markstable raw materials
and 

'the 
amount of raw material available from them;

(iii) total costs of delivering raw material from source
to processing enterPrises;

(iv) the productivl capacities of existing enterprises, and
the additional capacity that must be obtained by building
new enterprises and extending existing ones so- that -all
available marketable supplies of raw materials will be fully
processed;- (v) the cost of processing a ulit of raw material, in accor-
dance with the volume of production; when the capacities
of the new plants are greater than any ono of those already
operational, processing costs are determined approximately,
taking the indicators of standard designs in two variants:
(a) wLen the plant is operating at full capacity, and (b)
when it is operating under capacity;

(vi) the unlt capital investment riquired for building
new enterprises and reconstructing others that are already
operational, in accordance with plant capacity and local
conditions.

The initial data must satisfy several general requirements.
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Above all, the statistics must be suffioiently large and, as

far as possible, evenly distributed over a period of time
within which the effects of various features on an economio
indicator can be examined, which makes it possibie to
determine the correlation between them with the necossary
degree of accuracy.

Unknowns are the scalo on which raw material must be
processed at each possible site, and the scals on which
iaw material will be transported from sourco to processing
enterprises.-i;ili;ig the problem, one has to try and find the location
variant and the volume of production at each enterpriso
that will minimise the total outlay on processing aII supplies
of the raw material, transporting raw material to the proces-
sing point, and on capital investment,, taking account of
the-recoupment period. This is, in fact' the optimality crite-
rion in this instanoe.

Thus, we have:
p-number of points of raw-material production, oaoh of- which we wiII denote by r, where r : l, . . .r Pi
z-number of possible points for producing tho finished

product, eaoh of which we will denote by i (i.e. i :
:Lr...rn).

Sought-for quantities

r,*volume of produotion of output at the ith point;
volume of produotion will be measured by the quantity
of raw matorial procossod at a given point;

Zri-\:uarnltity of raw material transported from the rth
sburce of raw material to the dth point of production of
completed output.

Krwwn quantities

Q"-quantity of raw material produced at the rth
point;

gt @) -cost of production per unit of finished product
at the ith point of production, depending
upon the scale of production at that point;

Ui @i - cl)-unit capital expenditure at the ith point of
production, depending upotr an increase in
capacity above that of already operational
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enterprises (it xi) r), or depending upon
the scale of production at the new instaila-
tion (if cB :0);

all-cost of transporting one unit of raw material
from the rth point of raw material production
to the ith processing point.

Constraints

1. The quantity of processed. raw material must equal
the amount of raw material received from all sources;

,r:-iZrr.

2. All raw material supplies from every .source must be
transported to the processing enterprises:

Q,:Zz,t.
3. Raw material supplies from all sources must equal

the quantity of raw material processed at all points of
production of the finished product:

The aim of the problem is to find the minimum total
costs of transporting raw material to processing points,
of processing it, and the amount of capital invested. Hence,
the values of the unknown quantities must ensure the
minimum of the functional:

min {) gr@t) 4*2 alZ7i l.EZUr(*,-al) (ri-&2)).
n t', i

When Stage Two has been completed, we will know the
optimum variant, i.e. the variant that ensures:

(i) rational location of processing enterprises, with the
best links (from the point of view of costs) with sources
of raw material;

(ii) determination of the most appropriate capacities at
each site, which enable all the available raw material sup-
plies in each zone to be fully processedl

x Q,: x ,,.
,i
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(iii) the minimum total costs of producing output and
transporting raw materials.

Thus, solving the given sectoral problem in two stages
covers the sphere of producing the finished product, trans-
port of the raw materials to the processing enterprises, and
transport of the product from one economic area or region
to another. As a result of solving the problem, the optimum
variant for the location of enterprises in the industry is
known, i.e, the variant that ensures (a) minimum total
expenditure on production of the finished product and on
transporting raw material to the processing enterprises and
delivering output to other regions, and (b) minimum expen-
diture on capital investment.

The use of economic-mathematical methods and computers
when drawing up sectoral location plans greatly reduces
the labour involved and the time taken by the design and
planning calculations, lowers their costs, and increases
their accuracy.

3. TIIE COMPTLATION OF REGIONAL PLANS
FoR rHE 

":'J?$fr'Xfr*$*' 
LocArroN

Among tho problems to be solved in the course of regional
planning, it is important to note the following: increasing
the specialisation of republics and economic areas; substanti-
ating the combination of specialisation of economic areas
with their all-round development; the development of
new industrial complexes and agricultural centres; protec-
tion of the environment, and rational use of natural re-
sourees.

The methodology of drawing up regional plans has its
own specific features. An important place in their compila-
tion at all stages is oecupied by: input-output calculations
relating to production and consumption (as regards a num-
ber of types of industrial output, local materials, meat,
milk, potatoes, vegetables, etc.); regional input-output tables
of the capacities of construction organisations; schemes for
the development of: industrial complexes and agricultural
centres; and plans for area planning.
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The economy of the Soviet Union is being developing
as a single economic complex, formed on the basis of the com-
munity of economic aims and interests of all the republics.
Unity of macro-economic sectoral, and regional planning
ensures a correct combination of the interests of the different
nations and nationalities with the interests of the state as
a whole, which enables the economies of all the Union repub-
lics to flourish.

In the 50 years (1922-72) the volume of industrial output of
the Kazakh SSR increased 600 times; of the Tajik SSR
more than 500 times; of the Kirghiz SSR more than 400
times; of the Uzbek SSR almost 240 times; of the Turkmen
SSR more than 130 times; and of the Moldavian SSR 3{
times. Great advances were also made in developing the
economies of the other Union republics.l

Regional planning is an integral part of macro-economic
planning, and its improvement and consolidation are irn im-
portant prerequisite for the integrated development of the
economies of republics, economic areas, territories, and
regions.

Ensuring Integrated Development
of Union Republics and Economie Areas

When regional plans for the ilevelopment and locatiorr
of industry are being drawn up, the most appropriate and
progressive structure for the industry of each economic area
must be found so as to I ensure full use of available resourc-
es and production assets, and to increase the efiectiveness of
social production. Because of the great diversity of the
areas, their industrial structure cannot be identical.

A constituent part of the work on compiling regional plans
for the location of industry is determining the tasks regard-
ing specialisation ofithe area and ensuring its integrated
development. Industries being developed in an area can
be divided into two groups: (a) those in which it is speci-
alising, and (b) sorvice industries. Thus West Siberia is

I L. I. Brezhuev, The Fgtteth Annlversary ol the Unlon ol Soviet
Soclaltst Republlcs, Moscow, l$f$, p. 22.
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soecialisins in the coal, iron and steel. and engineering
iidotttiut,"while the main industries in the Volg-a are-a are

"rirot""*' 
prodttction, oil refining, chemicals, and engineer-

irg. i" tttr'Central area th-e specialisation is different; there

ihE e*istence of immense labbur reserves, including a skil'
led work force, and the limited character of power resources

-rf..-it advisable to develop such industries as pr-ecision

,J i"ttt".ent engineering, iight industry, the production
of radioelectronic apparatus' and so otr'-- 

Indirstries serving'the regional economy-electricity sup-

ply. the fooil industry. stock-piling a.nd preparatory indus-

iries, instrument-making, the building indust-ry, housing

,"a-*""i.ipal service.,"11" re-garded is ancillarY' -bu-t 
it

;h;rld ilrotud thrt this classifiiation is somewhat relative.
Wft.ift., the industries of a region are put in the one group

o.'ii" otfr." aeperas on the role they-play in the reer^o;-ral

and national economy. Thus, the food indtrstrv-in lhe 1\or'

[n.tt Cr""asus is one of its specialisations' while in many

;l-h.; ;;;;'it i, an ancillarv industrv serv-ing the area'" -S.l;G 
the industries of ipecial-isation that determine

th; ;;,r--t?ial profile of an arei,-and planning. their f",tllg
develonment, are onlv one of the problems -to he solYed

i; i;;;;; of drawins.p regional plans' Another important
task is to ensure co*pi.* intJgrated development of the area'

Thi. .r=rr.s, in the first instance, that full use is made oI

;;;il;i1;-"ai,rtrl ,..or"... and that prioritv is given' in

"r*t ;f"t* 
development, to exploitati-on of the Inost econo-

mic naturat tesou.ies. tt" ""ition of the Urals-Kuznetsk
;;;;i;- in the pt.*t" periotl, for ex-ample' led to high-ly

:;';i,i;; "." "itrl."rr"n-i.. 
a.iosits of the Urals and of the

coals of the Kuzbass.'"Sia.-fv-ria" *ittt-it. industries in which t:pill'.i3'^d
economii ateas are specialising, industries that are tecnno-

i;;i;;llt ,"a t"ooomic.allv. iuiea with them are being

,il"r.;"pta. Cotton gto*i"g"it the rnost important speciali-

rrtr*"* ttie agri&iftrrre-of the Uzbek SSR' In addition
iiri.[rtir"-h# b;;;;" a main important - 

producer ..of
m a chines f or cotton- growin g' E nt er pri's es. pt",!-"il 

"^9, ^1"lll"
machinery, and a cotton-pr-ocessing industry h'Ig 

'1t'^,13"-o;;;iliil[dd r,.r". cr*pG*' der"lopilent also enables rational

use to be made of available manpower'
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All-round develonment of the economy of each economic
area leads to levelling up of their development. This is
reflected in the levelling up of the indices oi per capita in-
dustrial output, personal incomes, etc. In the areas peo-
ple's ne,eds-for-pa-rtic_ular types of consumer goods (building
materials, fuel, foodstuffs, footwear, etc.)-are lieins in-
creasingly supplied Ily their own industry. Matters are- dif-
fe-r9n1 as regards the outptrt in which the area specialises,
which may_also be for general consumption; regional differ-
ences- in the per cap_ita l,evels of production of such output
may increase rather than decrease.

The Creation of Industrial Complexes

Work on the creation of industrial complexes and the
determination of their optimum size is begun in the prel-
iminarv stages of drawing up regional plans.

The modern conception of an industrial 
-complex 

is of a
whole number of industrial enterprises, situated-on one site
or in.neighbouring geographical locations and having a com-
mon infrastructure. Centres, in which most of the enferprises
have production links with each other, can be called indust-
rial-production complexes.

. Depending on_ the nature of the enterprises they contain,
industria.l.complexes may be divided into three grrrps, ai
follows:-(1) those comprising heterogeneous, unlinked inter-
prises; (2) those comprising enterpriles thai are'allied tech-
nologically.; and (3) those compiising both the preceding
groups.

. Heterogeneous enterprises situated in one geographical
location may h_ave a common power system, a si"ngi" system
of water supply, sewerage, water purificaiion, ind other
engineering ser-vices and communications. The setting-up
of. an integrated system of transport and warehousing ficil',
ities also produces great benefits.

Thus, the length of railway lines within the area of an
indust-rial c-omplgx can be reduced by 18 to 47 per oent and
of roads bV- 9 t-o 30 per cent. The estabiishment of an integrat-
ed system'r oJ servicing and ancillary enterprises relults
in substantial savings in c-apital inveslment and operating
costs, and enables rational use to be made of electricityl
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fuel, and water. A reduction of 20 to 40 per cent in the
ground space occupied by industrial enterprises is also of
no little significance.

The creation of industrial complexes of the second and
third groups provides incomparably greater benefits.

When technologically allied enterprises are grouped to-
getherin one location, the savings obtained through coopora-
tion of ancillary and preparatory industries and stookpiles,
are added to the advantages mentioned above.

Savings can be made in capital investments by reducing
the production area occupied by ancillary and preparatory
shops by 25 to 40 per cent, and by reducing the amounl
of equipment by 35 to 50 per cent. Operating costs are also
reduced.

Finally, savings are made by coordinating the use of raw
materials and supplies by several enterprises or by com-
bining their consecutive technological processing at various
stages.

The problem of optimising the scale of industrial complexes
is closely linked with a number of other problems, such
as the specialisation or combination of enterprises, and
optimation of their size, Iocation, etc. The enterprises needed
to supply and service others are determined for each variant,
and alqothe enterprises or sub-units of enterprises producing
unifled blanks, assemblies, and parts usable in various
industries, or carrying out ancillary work.

Several criteria can be used to establish the optimum size
of an industrial complex. One of these is ensuring a maximum
increase in the efficiency of production, given the volume
of production planned for the economic region.

Natural and geographical factors apart, the scale of complex-
es depends on the sectoral structure of the enterprises in
it, and on how extensive and close are their technological and
economic links with other enterprises and industries. The
degree of concentration on the enterprises giving the com-
plex its character strongly influences its size. The greater
the degree of concentration, the more allied industries are
concentrated around the determining specialist enter-
prises.

The size of a complex is essentially affected by the avail-
ability of labour. A surplus of labour enables its size to be
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increased while a shortage has the opposite effect. When a
complex consists primarily of industries employing male
Iabour, industries predominantly employing female labour
have to be included in order to ensure full utilisation of
available labour.

The creation of industrial complexes must be closely tied
up with the development of a rational system of towns
and a uniform settlement policy for the country. It encour-
ages the establishment of common, joint construction
facilities, saving 20 to 40 per cent on capital investment,
and united residential areas meeting the requirements of
science and the technological possibilities of the building
industry. Solution of all these problems necessitates close
cooperation between the regional planning agencies and
sectoral and town planning and building institutes.

The General Scheme for Distribution of the
Country's Productive Forces

A General Scheme for the distribution of the Soviet
Union's productive forces for the years 1971-80 (basic
principles)was created by our scientifrc, design and economic
planning organisations as a whole. Compiled in accordance
with a single programme and method, it is a scientifically
substantiated conception of the distribution of the Soviet
Union's productive forces. It includes the formulation of
general (synthetic) problems, schemes for-location by secto_rs

of the national economy, schemes for development of the
productive forces of Union republics and economic areas,
and also schemes for the creation of large macro-economic
complexes.

In addition, the General Scheme includes forecasting
estimates (basic trends) of the comprehensive, integrated
use of mineral, timber, water, and land resources up to
the year 2000.

It defrnes the prospects for economic growth in the repub-
Iics and economic areas, provides a scientific basis for
the location of production in the different regions, taking
into account physical conditions, distribution of natural
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and labour resources, and the existing levels of production.
This will ensure their further specialisation and all-round
development of their economies.

The data for the General Scheme were collected in the
course of compiling the long-term, perspective plan for
the development of the Soviet economy for the years 1976-90.
In accordance with the joint resolution of the Central Com-
mittee of the CP,SU and the USSR Council of Ministers,
decisions regarding the planning and building of enterprises
and installations have been taken since 1977 on the basis
of the sectoral and regional schemes for the location of
industry. Use of the Scheme will make it possible to draw
on major reserves to increase the effectiveness of social
production.

zlJ



PROGRESS PUBLISIIERS
WILL SOON PUBLISE

TEE 25th CONGRFSS
OF SOVIET COMMUNISTS SERIES

MOROZOV Y. Souiet Agriculture

The author is a Candidate of
Economics and research worker
in the Institute of World Econ-
omy and International Re-
lations, USSR Academy of Sci-
ences; he has a number of works
on the economics of the agri-
culture of the USSR to his
name.

The book presents in popular
terms the essence and specific
features of the socialist course
of agricultural development in
the USSR. It emphasises the ad-
vantages of collective as op-
posed to individual farming and
rebuffs the various attempts of
bourgeois economists and socio-
logists to discredit the socio-eco
nomic foundation of Soviet agri-
culture. In his comprehensive
analysis of the development of
the Soviet countryside, the
author compares it with the cor-
responding process under capi-
talist agricultural production.
Analysis of the level of social
progress already achieved in the

agriculturo of the USSR is ac-
companied by indication of its
prospects for further develop-
ment.

The book describes how al-
most the same social problems
in the countryside as are now
facing the developing countries
were solved in the USSR.



PROGRESS PUBTISHERS
WILL SOON PUBLISH

TEE 25th CONGRESS

OF SOVIET COMMUNISTS SERIES

RZHANITSYNA L' Souiet Familv Budgets

The author, Candidate of Eco-
nomics, has devoted this work to
the major socio-economic Prob-
lem of the long-term Pro-
Eramme for raising the standartl
6f lirring in the USSR.

The -author considers the
main sources of income of a f am-
ily in the USSR. She uses ex-
tensive factual material to ana-
Iyse the budgets of diflerent
groups and categories of the PoP-
ulatibn, and waYs of increasing
the standard of living: sYstem-
atic increase in rrage rates,
growth of the social cons_ump-
[ion funtl, d.evelopment of hous-
ing construction with stable re-
tail prices and the lowest accom-
modation rents in the world, and
decrease in taxes. Considerable
space is devoted to the methods
of state planning and regulation
of family incomes.

PROGRESS PUBLISfiEftS
IS PREPARING FOR PRINT

TIIE 25th CONGRESS
OF SOVIET COMMUNTSTS SERIES

THE ECONOMY OF THE USSR UNDER
THI' TENTH I.-IVE-YEAR PLAN.

!r976-1980

The authors work for USSR
State Planning Committee.

The pamphlet desmibes the
main lines of development of the
national economy of the USSR
from 1976 to 1980, as approved
by the 25th Congress of the
CPSU.

A detailed analysis is given of
the problems of growth rates and
economic proportions; ways to
accelerate technological pro-
gress and raise the efflciency of
social production, improve man-
agement and organisation, and
the quality of work throughout
the economy.

The authors show the content
of the social programme under
the Tenth Five-Year plan, and
the ways and means of imple-
menting it. They consider the
lines of development and im-
provement of production of
means of production, and also
the construction programme for
the flve years in question. The



development of agriculture, colL-
sumer goods industries and the
serviceJsphere is also described.
Considerable attention is de-
voted to the extension of inter-
national economic ties and the
snotliEht is focussed on the
tasks Tnvolved in develoPing the
national economy of the USSR
in the long term.
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